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Message from the Executive Director
It’s with pleasure that I am writing today to welcome you to
Metropolitan School. We know that you have many schools from
which to choose and we are honored that you have entrusted your child’s
education to Metropolitan School. Since our parent meet and greet on
13 June we have been busy putting the finishing touches on our facility,
as well as putting the final polish on our curriculum.
Our teachers have been at work at school since 20 August organizing
their classrooms and preparing to welcome your child into there classroom.
Our Home-room teachers, who are responsible for teaching English /
Language Arts, Mathematics, Science and Social Studies, come to
Metropolitan School with solid educational preparation and teaching
experience to deliver our American curriculum as designed. We are
honored that they have chosen Metropolitan School as their professional
“home” and we are confident that you will enjoy meeting them and
coming alongside them to partn er in your child education.
Our goal at Metropolitan School is to ensure that your child experiences
a positive and productive school year, through on-going guidance.

Sincerely,
Patricia MeLaughlin

Staff Corner

Metropolitan School’s academic, administrative and support
team are all excited and ready to welcome our students for a
fun-filled educational journey at Metropolitan School.

Parents Corner

Metropolitan School is pleased to announce that we will be
forming a Parent Teacher Association. We encourage you to
join and become an active member. Registration Forms will
be emailed to you to fill out and send back to us if you wish to
join and be part of the committee.

Flash News
Latest News

Upcoming News

• Our teachers are excited and ready to welcome their students
and to deliver to them our vision and mission in a fun and exciting
new academic year.
• Metropolitan School is proud to announce that we will be
collaborating with Style Sports (www.stylesports.org) for our after
school co-curricular swimming activities, as part of Met Sports.
• Our school uniform is available for purchase throughout the
year at Rasha & Randa showroom located in Nasr City.
Contact info: 012 2217 4580 .

There will be some events that we would like to have some
‘special time’ with you as parents. Therefore, we would like
to ask you that on those ‘special times’ you attend without the
presence of your child(ren).
“Back to School Night” is one of those ‘special times’.
At that time teachers will present Metropolitan School’s
curriculum and review the learning outcomes expected, as well
as review daily routines and classroom expectations.

• Don’t forget to sign your child up for our deliciously healthy hot meals
available in our Cafeteria, which are brought to you by Kitchen Moves.

MetBiz
We have received our
Bizworld and Bizmovie
curriculum kits and are
ready to deliver a fun program that teaches valuable
lessons about entrepreneurship, business, and financial responsibility while
emphasizing the importance
of 21st century skills like collaboration, critical thinking, leadership, and creativity. In each program, students work in teams
to solve real-world problems.

MetServe
Metropolitan staff is always
keen to take part of different
community service activities
We were able to put a smile
on children’s faces and share
the joy of celebrating
Orphan’s Day at Giza Secondar School that sponsors
orphans amongst it’s students.

Egyptian Citizenship
We are happy to invite all
our parents to join and sing
with us the National Anthem
on the first day of School,
September 2nd,
2015 at 7:50 AM.

Datesfor
for your
your Diary
Dates
Diary
Wednesday, September 2nd, 2015 First Day of School
(7:40 am)
Thursday, September 17th, 2015 Back To School Night
(5:00 pm – 7:00 pm)
Tuesday – Saturday, September 22nd to 26th, 2015 Eid Al
Adha (School Closed)
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Quote of the Month:
“A good teacher’s goal is to help you reach yours.” - John Locke
Message from the principle

The new school year opened up with a beautiful display of
balloons. Students were dressed in their uniforms and lined
up to sing, for the first time on the Metropolitan School playground, the Egyptian National Anthem. The excitement
built as students walked to their classrooms with their
teachers while listening to the song, “Happy”. Of course,
there were some tears both from parents and the younger
age students. It is our pleasure to welcome our students for
a fun filled educational journey at Metropolitan School.

Met Corner

Parents Corner

It is with pleasure that we introduce our Curriculum and
Instruction Coordinator, Ms. Annerie Krause, to you. Ms. Annerie
brings a strong background in preschool and elementary education to Metropolitan School, as well as significant experience in curriculum writing, student-centered active learning,
and differentiated instruction. Working with teachers under
the direction of Patricia McLaughlin, Executive Director, Ms.
Krause ensures Metropolitan School’s instructional program
is consistently and effectively implemented across all grades.

The Metropolitan Family was delighted to celebrate the first
day of school with a surprise cake from one of our parents who
congratulated us for a successful launch and the beginning of
our first ever academic year at Metropolitan School. “I have
been in America for 20 years and when I came to Egypt
to educate my kids and register them in Metropolitan School I
found myself feeling back home as if I didn’t leave the States ...
thank u Metropolitan for all your hard work.”
- Safia Ahmed

Flash News
Latest News

• Metropolitan students decorated the entire school with their
colorful artworks celebrating Eid Al Adha in a spectacular and
joyful display around their homerooms.
• Back to school time is a good opportunity to checkup our
precious students, their wellness and personal hygiene. The
School Doctor has run a full checkup to all our students to
ensure that they are on the right healthy track.

MetBiz
The 3rd and 4th graders are
enjoying the MetBiz and
Me Movie Entrepreneurship
classes. So far both grades have
learned introductory business
vocabulary. The Bizworld
program gives the option for
parents to come in for a few
lessons to role play as an investor, venture capitalist, or
customer. If you yourself are an entrepreneur or business owner
we may request you to come in to the class to give a talk and
enjoy the fun with us!

MetServe

Upcoming News

• Our “Back To School Night” date has been rescheduled to
Sunday October 4th, 2015 from 5:00 pm to 7:00 pm. We look
forward to meeting you all and wish our little ones a nice and
relaxing evening at home.
• We got a wonderful response from our parents who wish to
join and become active members in the PTA. We look forward
to meeting them all on our first Met PTA meeting to be held on
Tuesday October 13th, 2015 where our Met PTA Chairman and
Vice chairman will be elected.

Egyptian Citizenship
Metropolitan School Students
happily si ng T he Eg y pt ian
National Anthem and pay tribute
to the Eg y pt ian f lag ever y
mor n i ng before they start
off their productive educational
journey at Metropolitan. School.

Dates for your Diary
Tuesday, October 6th, 2015
Armed Forces Day (School Closed)
Tuesday, October 13th, 2015
Met PTA Meeting
Wednesday, October 14th, 2015
Islamic New Year (School Closed)

In a warm and family type of gathering, all Metropolitan
staff members celebrated Eid Al Adha by organizing a dish
party. We took this opportunity to congratulate our support
staff for their hard efforts and offered them their Eideyya.

Thursday, October 15th, 2015
Academic Staff Professional Development (No
Saturday, October 31st, 2015
Met Fall Festival
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Quote of the Month:
“Knowledge will bring you the opportunity to make a difference.” - Claire Fagin
Message from the Executive Director:

Metropolitan School hosted its first annual
Back-to-School Night on October 4th to acquaint
parents with our curriculum and instruction program
as well as to introduce aspects of our co- curricular
afterschool program. It was also an opportunity for
our parents to see our half Olympic size indoor
swimming pool, the Mutli-Faith prayer rooms as well
as the Multi- Purpose indoor hall. We would like to
express a special thank you to all of the parents who
attended the Back- to-School Night and contributed to
a pr ductive and enjoyable evening.

Met Corner

Parents Corner

Metropolitan School facilitated a teacher professional
development day of learning activities on October 15.
Workshops included sessions on differentiating instruction
for individual student needs, recognizing the signs of
Attention Deficit / Hyper-Active Disorder (ADHD) and on
using our school management system for parent / teacher
communication. Ensuring our teachers have on-going professional development is another way that Metropolitan School
fulfills its commitment to provide students a high quality
education.

We are proud to announce that Mr. Emad Mohamed Morsy
Attia, father of Mohamed Attia (KG1 Orange) has been elected
as our Met PTA CHAIRMAN.
- We would like to congratulate as well Mr. Mahmoud
Mohamed Ahmed, father of Younis Ahmed (KG1 Lime) for
being elected as our Met PTA VICE- CHAIRMAN.
- Our Met PTA parents have geared up and supported us with
the Met Fall Festival preparations and decorations. They
enjoyed putting artworks together in a friendly and fun
gatherings throughout the week.

Flash News

- Students in Grade 3 collaborate and stain paper in preparation
to write their own version of the bill of rights.
- Met’s 3rd grade class visited the Panorama 6 of October
museum for our first field trip. The students were able to see
actual tanks and fighter planes that were used during the war.
The students learned about Egypt’s role in the battle and were
filled with pride for their country. As a class we wrote about our
visit and what it meant to them.
- Our first Parents Conference Day will take place on
Thursday, November 19th. Students will not be attending
school and parents will conference individually with teachers
throughout the day.

-The Library Lending Program has begun, allowing students
from 1st grade onwards to check-out and take home one book
a week. Please ensure the Library Books are taken care of at
home and brought to school on your child’s scheduled Library
day.

MetBiz

Egyptian Citizenship

KG2 Turquoise had “Job Week” this month!
During this week, parents came in to the classroom to teach the students about their different jobs! One special visitor, was Ms. Yasmina Saba, an entrepreneur who started her own
event planning business! She discussed with
the students what was involved with running
a business, and made a beautiful balloon stand
project with the students! It was wonderful for our students to get to learn about what being an entrepreneur
means. and get hands-on experience!

MetServe
‘Being a good friend’ and
‘Helping others’ has been an
integral part of our first term
at Met. Sitara Theater helped
us to reinforce this message
through their production of
Cinderella. KGI, KGII Grade
1& 2 all enjoyed a musical
story telling performance of
this classic tale told with a
modern twist. Some children
volunteered to take the stage
and perform small parts in the
show.

- Metropolitan School will begin accepting admissions
applications on 15 November 2015 for the 2016-2017 school
year. Weekly tours to acquaint prospective parents with our
school have begun. Please call our admissions office for further
details about the application process and to sign up for a tour.

On October, 6th, 1973, Egypt began a war
to fight and gain back its land. This was
the story narrated by our Grade 1- 4 students in our morning line. Students have
expressed their happiness and joy for this
victory. They sang beautiful songs from
the depths of their hearts while carrying
the Egyptian flags, and dressed up as a
military soldiers. Finally they closed their
celebration by paying an attribute to Egypt
by loudly saying “Long Live Egypt!!”

Dates for your Diary
Tuesday, November 3rd, 2015
Met PTA Meeting (PTA members only) 8:30 am – 9:30 am
Monday, November 16th, 2015
Met Coffee Morning 8:00 am- 9:00 am
Thursday, November 12th, 2015
Academic Staff Professional Development (No Classes)
Thursday, November 19th, 2015
Parents Conference Day (No Classes)
Thursday, November 26th, 2015
Thanks Giving Day (School Closed)
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Message from the Principal:
Dear Parents and Guardians,
It is hard to believe that 2015 is coming to a close and
that soon the children will be breaking for the winter holidays. I am certain that you are busy with the preparations
of this festive time of year. Here at Metropolitan School
we have been involved in a a of activities that announce
the arrival of the season: Our main entrance is adorned
with beautiful displays celebrating Christmas and we
are finishing the final touches on our very first Winter
Wonderland. As we close out 2015 together, I want to
remind you that though your children will be breaking
for the holiday soon please continue to make them read
on a daily basis, practice some simple math and write in a
journal because there is an old and wise Chinese Proverb
that states, “Gold has a price, but learning is priceless.”
Let us continue to nurture children and bring out the best
in all of them.
Finally, on behalf of all the staff at Metropolitan School I genuinely hope that you take time to enjoy the holiday season with your
family and precious children. Remember they grow up so fast so make every moment count. May the New Year bring peace,
prosperity and success for all and may you all have a happy and safe 2016.

Met Corner

Parents Corner

On November 12th, and in continuation to fulfill our commitment
to provide our students with high quality education, Metropolitan
School facilitated a professional development day for all its
academic and admin staff. Workshops included effective
communications training as well as training for the MAP
assessments.

We would like to tak e the opportunity thank all of our PTA
members who dedicated their time and came almost every day
to help with the preparations for our 1st Annual Fall Festival. It
was a great opportunity for our students to see their parents
coming frequently and interacting with them, while everyone
was enjoying and having fun with the preparations.

Flash News

Metropolitan School’s 1st Annual Fall Festival was
a spooktacular event. The children and their families got a kick
out of the pumpkin carving and pumpkin decoration booths
while others enjoyed pinning the tail on the witch or bobbing
for doughnuts. The festivities continued as families took some
memorable pictures with the scarecrow in the pumpkin patch
while others continued in the magic of the festivities on the
inflatable slide and trampoline.

In our cooking & baking co-curricular activity students will
be able to make easy finger foods, and simple dishes that will
delight every family at home! We set up the kitchen tools
cleanly, and begin food preparation step by step. We start with
easy fun recipes and then increase difficulty as the semester
progresses. At the end, they take home their tasty efforts!

Flash News

Our first Parents Conference Day took place on November
19th. It was a chance for our parents to conference with our
homeroom and specialty teachers and take a closer evaluation
at their children’s academic progress.

3rd grade visited the Opera House to see a classical rendition of
Peter and the Wolf. Students fulfilled the music standard that
requires learning the proper etiquette for attending a musical
performance. 3rd and 4th grade both passed with flying colors!

Flash News

The School has supervised a vaccination against
Measles and Rubella by an authorized medical team
from the Ministry of Health. On Thursday,
December 17th, we will be having our first medical awareness campaign. (Pneumonia: How to
defeat, Prevention and Treatment).

Flash News

A successful Coffee Morning was enjoyed by all that attended.
The parents watched teacher and student presentations about
the projects they had been working hard on for Science week.

Flash News

Met’s first Science Week saw super display boards and
creative work by all grade levels. The students focused on their
given project and worked in groups to produce displays that
reflected their learning. Parents were invited to visit all the
different work displayed during Parent Conferences.

Flash News

Metropolitan School is now using Studyladder, an online
website that gives children and parents the same
curriculum based activities that teachers use in the classroom. Fun
educational resources and auto-marked activities give the
children instant feedback with hints and clues when needed.

MetBiz
In KG2 Yellow, we will be having our classroom store this Thursday.
The students earn dollars for good behavior and hard work during the week and
have a chance to spend them on prizes. In addition, they also have the option to
donate to class fund for a large, whole-class prize - this teaches them the lesson
that being generous with what one has makes things better for everybody in the
end. I predict that after this session of the class store, they will pass the half way
mark to earning this whole-class prize, funded solely by donations from generous
students.

Egyptian Citizenship & Values

KG1Lime has a class exhibition from November 11 – December 2 on
the first floor concave wall titled “Our Family Portraits”. This portrait
exhibition is the completion of our unit on “Families”. The children
made their own drawings of their families and then sent in family
photo portraits to go alongside them on the wall. This exhibition links
the connection from school to home. KG1 Lime parents were invited
(via Parent portal) to observe their KG1 Lime child’s class project. It is
a smashing success!

MetServe

Metropolitan School’s visit to Hope Village Society (Al Amal
NGO) presented the donations collected from the 1st Annual
Met Fall festival as part of our contribution to the society’s
community service.

“I have been blessed with the opportunity to be able to spend
time every Saturday at the African Hope Learning Center
teaching reading and phonics!” - Sarah Spencer KG2 teacher at
Metropolitan school.

Dates for your Diary
Thursday, December 10th, 2015 - 1:30 pm
Met Winter Wonderland Show

Thursday, December 17th, 2015 - 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
Pneumonia Awareness Campaign- Session to Parents

Thursday, December 17th, 2015
School Early Dismissal Day at 1:00 pm

December 18th, 2015 - January 2nd, 2016
Winter Break (No Classes)
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Quote of the Month:

“Intelligence plus character - that is the goal of true education”-Martin Luther King

Message from the Principal
Happy New Year to all and Welcome back!
January is always about fresh beginnings and positive change. The New Year is a
wonderful time for families to discuss their own family values and ways of making a difference in the lives of others. Discussions will set the tone for effective communication
throughout the New Year. Metropolitan families are encouraged to seize the opportunity
to celebrate personal achievements and to set individual and family goals. Personally,
I love the promise of the New Year and all the possibilities that exist for our children
here at Metropolitan and their future. John F. Kennedy once said, “Change is the law of
life and those who look only to the past or present are certain to miss the future”. Let us
continue working with you and your children so that, together, we can help them be the
best they can be. The teachers as well as our curriculum and instruction coordinator and
myself welcome the opportunity to meet with you in this endeavor. We welcome you
back and look forward to continuous success for all.

Met Corner

In the spirit of the festive season, Metropolitan School staff and
teachers enjoyed a little party where they anonymously exchanged
Christmas Gifts and celebrated together their achievements in
2015 while embracing a happy fresh start for the beginning of
the New Year 2016.

Parents Corner

•• They did it again!!! Our wonderful PTA parents had a great
time supporting us with the decorations, paintings and gift
wrappings in preparations for our amazing Winter Wonderland
Show. We would like to thank all the parents who gave us their
precious time and spent hours in the school to help achieve the
great look of the performance stage and entrance way to the show.
Our PTA meeting for January has been scheduled on
Tuesday, January 26th, 2016. Don’t forget to join us!

Flash News

We were proud of our KG-4 students as they presented the
Winter Wonderland. We wish to thank Mr. Trestan, our
music teacher, and all other staff members along with the PTA
volunteers who contributed to the success of the production.
Keepsake DVD copies will be ready soon for 100 EGP payable
to Accounts.

MetBiz
We proudly hosted the
Nutty Professor Winter
Camp at Metropolitan
School Campus during
the Winter Break as their
vision of raising a future
generation of leaders with
deep passion for science
and technology, matches
one of our main values of
nurturing our student’s
entrepreneurial spirit. The
theme of the camp was
“Di cover the Universe” where the children enjoyed drama
shows, entertaining experiments and sports.

MetServe
citizens, we asked our
students to donate blankets
to less fortunate families
and Met School Teachers and Staff distributed
those blankets to families
in need in the outskirts of
Maadi

At Metropolitan School, one of our main values is embracing
diversity and what a coincidence?! This year we are celebrating
both Prophet Mohamed’s Birthday and Christmas at the same
time!! Students worked on decorating Christmas trees KG1
Indigo Class and Gr. 1 Red class where the 2 winners for the
best tree decoration. All Students distributed Muld Al Nabi
treats in celebration of Prophet Mohammed‘s Birthday to all
our support staff.
As part of our commitment to our beloved
Met students and family, with the co-oper
tion of the Healthy Egyptian Association,
we made our first successful medical
awareness campaign, Pneumonia, how
to defeat? Pr vention & treatment. The
students enjoyed the session and the very
interactive workshops. As for parents,
there was a session where the doctors
discussed ways of prevention and health tips.
We hope we see you all again in the future coming campaigns.
For Met’s Science Week in November our
KG2 Turquoise class experimented with
heating and cooling water! We learned
about the process of ice becoming
liquid, liquid turning into steam, and
liquid becoming solid. Students watched
water heat and create steam, and created
illustrations from what they witnessed.
Our students also made ice cubes and
then melted them outside. This was a hands-on exp rience that
got our students excited about science!

Dates for your Diary
Wednesday, September 2nd, 2015 First Day of School (7:40 am)
Thursday, September 17th, 2015 Back To School Night (5:00 pm –
7:00 pm)
Tuesday – Saturday, September 22nd to 26th, 2015 Eid Al Adha
(School Closed)
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Quote of the Month:

“Minds are like flowers, they only open when the time is right.” - Stephen Richards

Message from the Curriculum & Instruction Coordinator
Dear Met Parents,
Currently I am busy organizing and delivering ‘Curriculum Briefing Sessions’
to parents for all grade levels at Metropolitan School to illustrate how we use
a theme based integrated approach to follow the Common Core, both inside
and outside of th classroom. It is designed to give parents a better insight into
how subjects are merged when lessons are delivered. Ms. Samiha El Rody
in now supporting me in my role as my new Personal Assistant. I am keen to
hear your thoughts, ideas and concerns regarding any aspect of the curriculum
and its delivery. You may contact me via email: curriculumoffice@metropolitanschooleg.com I would like to announce that our Report Cards will be
distributed and sent home with the students and delivered to parents on Thursday, February 4th, 2016 to close with our second academic
quarter. Please feel free to communicate directly with your homeroom teachers or specialty teachers via their emails, if you wish
to conference with them regarding your child’s progress. Together we could make a positive difference! - Annerie Krause.

Met Corner

Please join us in welcoming our new Met staff members:
Ms. Samiha El Roby - PA to Curriculum & Inst. Coordinator
Ms. Walaa Saied
- Teacher Assistant /Indigo Class
Ms. Sarah Negm
- Teacher Assistant /Art
Ms. Eman El Sayed - Co-Teacher /Arabic
Ms. Djalika Diallo
- French Teacher
Ms. Mona El Tiliawi - Team Teacher / Grade 2
Please join us in congratulating Ms. Malak El Masry who has
recently been promoted as Head of Teacher Assistants.

Parents Corner

Thank you to all the PTA parents who joined us in our February meeting
that took place on Tuesday 26th January,2016. We would like to
extend our appreciation to all the PTA members for their endless
efforts and continuous support to Metropolitan School and for
making their children’s educational experience a memorable one with
their continuous presence and helping hands.

Flash News

Mr. Eugene and Miss Katy’s classes came together after the
winter break for a special book buddy session. The 3rd grade
students were paired up with a KG 2 student and read to them
using books from the KG 2 library. Both classes had a great
time and learned a lot from each other. This activity fosters
patience and responsibility in the
aolder students while giving the KG 2’s a role model to look up
to. Here at Metropolitan we are truly one big family!

- Showcasing our early childhood students being young entrepreneurs and designing their clothing line as part of their
Arabic Alphabet lesson “ثياب- ”ث.
- Metropolitan School’s health clinic conducts medical
checkups each quarter for it’s students. The medical checkup is
not only important for identifying an illness at an early stage,
but also for maintaining our beloved student’s personal health,
and giving them the possibility to improve their health and
lifestyle.

MetServe
Supporting a Community
Service Cause to help a less
fortunate staff member at Metropolitan School who hurt her
back, our students in first grade
Red Class used their entrepr
neurial skills to collect money
They simulated a real factory
in class and produced gift bags
The students then sold their
goods to the teachers. All of the
profit they earned was d nated
to the staff member!

MetBiz

Serving the community is an
integral part of our Met Values.
A drive has been held to collect
‘gently used’ items of clothing. These will be d nated to a
charity for children who are less
fortunate than ourselves. KGI
Indigo Class helped me to sort
the items into separate boys and
girls bags in readiness for delivery to their final destination.
“Thank You” to all that donated,
you helped to make a difference
to a child somewhere.
- Miss Nicola.

Dates for your Diary
Thursday, February 4th, 2016
KG1-Gr.4 Report Cards out to Parents
Sunday, February 7th, 2016
Beginning of Second Semester - Third Quarter

Re-enforcing our student’s entrepreneurial spirit, second,
third, and fourth grades classes visited KidZania Cairo this
month where they had the opportunity to live in a real kid-sized
complete city. They experienced variety of jobs and
different hands on activities. It was a great way to introduce the
children to the concept of earning, saving, and spending
money and helps them understand the value of money in a fun
environment.

Monday, February 8th, 2016 – Wednesday, April 20th, 2016
2nd Round of Co- Curricular Activites
Monday, February 8th, 2016 – Wednesday, April 20th, 2016
2nd Round of Co- Curricular Activites
Sunday, February 25th, 2016
Staff Professsional Development - (No Classes)
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Quote of the Month:

“Books are a uniquely portable magic” - Stephen King

Message from Ms. Jackie our Librarian
Literacy Week took place in February and it was a popular success with
students and staff alike. Literacy is more than reading and writing, it is about
instilling a love of life-long learning and enabling full engagement with the
community. Metropolitan’s students were given many opportunities during
the week to embody the vision, mission, and values of their school with
activities such as the Read-A-Thon, Book Donation Box, and Book Fair
Requisition Form. They had fun dressing up in literary themed costumes and
listening to a variety of stories told in English, French, and Arabic. Stay tuned
for the Special Edition Literacy Week Newsletter in which all winning
submissions to the writing and illustration competitions will be published.
This newsletter will also include more details about the events and the results
from the charity fundraising activities.

Met Corner

Parents Corner

We are pleased to announce that Ms. Hedi TewfikMaldonaldo, who has served as a consultant to
Metropolitan School management throughout its development
and launch, has been appointed Chief Operations Officer,
Deputy Director. Ms. Hedi brings a wealth of talent and
experience to Metropolitan School that will be of benefit to
us as we continue to develop and mature as a school. Please
join us in welcoming Ms. Hedi as a full-time member of the
Metropolitan School family.

During Literacy Week, our teachers arranged mystery readers
who popped into the class, during the day, to tell a story to
the students in English, Arabic and French. The children
were unaware that their parents will be popping in in their
classrooms and were surprised at different times throughout the
week. Thank you for the parents, grandparents and staff who
surprised the children with magical stories and special thanks
to our guest of honor, Ms. ‘Magda ElSehrawy’.

Met Corner
On February 25 Metropolitan School staff attended professional development workshops
designed to enhance our academic program and to strengthen our administrative services.
At the end of the workshops, in a whole school meeting of academic and administrative
staff, several staff members were recognized for their outstanding contributions to Metropolitan School. Three teachers, Ms. Nicola (KG I), Ms. Sarah (KG II), and Mr. Jarrid (Gr 1),
were recognized for earning the highest scores on their initial teacher appraisal. Please join
us in congratulating them on this important accomplishment. Additionally, several staff
were recognized for their commitment to putting into practice Metropolitan School’s mission to embed community service, entrepreneurship and Egyptian values into the fabric of
our everyday lives. Mr. Jarrid was recognized for a special classroom project that engaged
students in an entrepreneurial endeavor that generated income, which was donated to a
support staff worker who had experienced a back injury. Ms. Ghada Elattar was recognized
for her efforts related to embedding Egyptian values into our school program through our
parent relations programs, and for her active involvement in various community service
projects. Ms. Sarah, our KG II teacher, was awarded our Metropolitan School trophy for
her exemplary efforts to actively engage students in an entrepreneurial project that included parent presentations about their entrepreneurial business ventures, she also maintained a focus on Egyptian values through
starting a pen pal with other students in America as a way for students to share their culture; describing what Cairo is like, how
they celebrate different holidays, and where their country is located, and her active engagement in community service at a school
serving the refugee community in Cairo. Please join us congratulating our “All Stars” roster of staff who have demonstrated a
commitment to Metropolitan School’s mission and vision.

Flash News

On Tuesday February, 23rd, 2016, Metropolitan School’s
Clinic ran its second vaccination campaign against
Poliomyelitis which was applied on Pre-K, KG1 & KG2.

Metropolitan School is celebrating, One hundred days of
learning, One hundred days of fun, One hundred days to work
and play, Aren’t we the lucky ones?

The KG classes and Grade 1 have been studying the theme of
animals, their habitats and what they eat. We all enjoyed a day
together at Monzoo feeding the different animals and learning
about where they may live in the wild. We saw a giant tortoise,
ostriches, monkeys and many beautiful birds. Students also
explored how to care for pets and the differences between pets
and wild animals. After the trip students were asked to share
zoo animal stories! It was a fun and joyful day for everyone!

Metropolitan School is conducting an ‘Admissions Open
House’ for prospective parents applying for 2016/17
academic year on both Wednesdays, March 9th and March
30th at 10:00am. If you have a friend whom you would like to
recommend us for, kindly invite them for these days as they
will get the chance to attend a comprehensive presentation
about the school and take a tour around our campus. For further
information please call us on 16489.

MetBiz

MetBiz / MetServe

Over the last few week in the MetBiz Program the 3rd Graders have
been working on Financial Literacy. The students have been dealing
with concepts such as “deposit,” “withdrawal,” “reconcile,” “incorporate,” “sales pitch,” “venture capitalist,” and “stocks. In order to
gain capital to finance their design projects the companies learned
about selling stock. We invited three parent volunteers to act as “Ve
ture Capitalists” interested in investing in the companies. The parent
volunteers interviewed the team members and listened to their sales
pitches. In the end, each company earned enough money to begin manufacturing their projects! This activity was an illustrative example of
integrated learning. The students enhanced their presentation skills,
teamwork skills, and math skills, all while encouraging the entrepreneurial spirit central to Metropolitan’s Vision and Mission.

During Social Studies, Grade 1 Navy learned that a job is a work that
a person does to earn money and in a business, people sell goods or
services. Since one of Metropolitan’s values are Entrepreneurship, we
decided to integrate that value with our lesson. We learned that, “Entrepreneurship is the process of designing a new business or offering
a product, process or service.” So, our grade 1 Navy class decided to
create a business and sell Valentine Grams for Valentine’s Day. They
spent all week taking turns cutting hearts, some pasting hearts on bags,
while others delivered candy grams. While learning about how to create a business or work at a job, they also learned about giving back.
They learned when you make money it’s very important to give back.
After Grade 1 Navy students sold every candy gram, they decided to
give all of their profit to charity. Good Job Grade 1 Navy, for collecting over 1000 pounds!!

Egyptian Citizenship & Values

Metropolitan School was pleased to welcome representatives from the Ministry of
Education who visited the school and joined us in the morning line. Our students
proudly sang the National Anthem and paid tribute to our Egyptian Flag. Students
also demonstrated Metropolitan Schools’ values though the Metropolitan alphabet.
Winners from the Arabic Poetry contest proudly narrated their winning poetry in
front of everyone. While KG students sang a song that reflects the love of our
beloved country Egypt.

Dates for your Diary
Monday, March 14th, 2016
Met Coffee Morning
Sunday, March 20th, 2016 - Thursday, March 24th, 2016
Met Egypt Week (In-school Activities)
Thursday, March 31st, 2016
Staff Professional Development (No Classes for Students)
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Quote of the Month:

“The test of good citizenship is loyalty to country.” - Bainbridge

Message from the Executive Director:
Metropolitan School was an exciting place to be March 20 – 24 as we celebrated our first annual
Egypt Week. It began on Sunday, March 20 with a special field trip to the Pharaonic Village for
grades 1-4, which included visiting museums reflecting more than 5000 years of Egyptian history. On Monday, March 21 all students worked busily in their classes preparing artwork to take
home that day to give to their mothers for Mother’s Day. An Egyptian flag dress down day was
observed on Tuesday, March 22 when students and staff celebrated by wearing White, Black
and Red clothing. Additional special events during Egypt Week included daily presentations by
students during morning lines which showcased stories reflecting Egyptian culture, history as
well as different cities around Egypt, and a daily lunch offering that featured famous Egyptian
dishes like Molokiya with rice, Mahshy, Koshary & Omm Ali. Egypt Week concluded with a very special Egypt Day on Thursday, March 24 when
students performed the Om Al Doniya play, which was followed by a celebration that included the Metropolitan School’s Student Art Exhibition
and Folkloric Shows along with an array of food vendors who supplied refreshments. In honor of Metropolitan School’s commitment to community
service we sponsored a blood donation drive for the afternoon of March 24, which provided parents and staff the opportunity to support our greater
community with a blood donation. We appreciate the support of all parents, teachers and staff who came together to produce Egypt Week.

Met Corner

Parents Corner

Metropolitan team have started their first journey around Egypt. All
Met staff went on a trip to Fayoum Oasis on March 18th. In an
amazing fun day, the team enjoyed visiting Wadi Rayan to explore its
magnificent nature. They got the chance to create their own pottery
and ride in the lake by a Felucca. The most exciting part of the day
was the sand boarding were they surfed the sands with amusement.
They enjoyed eating oriental dishes for their breakfast and lunch. At
the end they got the chance to grill marshmallows. It was an extremely fun day for everyone!

Another special thank you to all the PTA committee members for
giving up their precious time and spending hours in school to prepare
the decorations for the Egypt Day. Your continuous efforts, support
and contribution has always made a difference.
We look forward to seeing you all our PTA members for the
April meeting on Tuesday, April 5th from 8:30 am - 9:30 am
in our meeting room, second floor.

Flash News

Metropolitan School was pleased to host Dr. Mohamed Wadeed,
a certified Life Coach to its Met Positive Parenting Coffee Morning
that took place on March 14th. The session was of a great success with
the presence of all our wonderful parents who enjoyed this positive
and effective session. We look forward to introducing more parental
guidance to our lovely parents in the future.

• Successfully, we ran our third vaccination campaign which was
against: Meningitis for Kg1 & G1 students - Diphtheria and Tetanus
for G2 & G 4 students.
• In co-operation with Healthy Egyptian Organization, we had our
second Met health campaign about Anemia, how to
defeat? Prevention and treatment.  التوعيه ضد ا نيميا, which included
health education , workshop, coloring session , games and gifts for the
students. Parents had the chance to speak with the doctors for one hour
discussing their children eating problems and solutions.
• As part of our Met mission, vision and values, we were honored to
sponsors a Pneumonia awareness campaign for children in
impoverished areas which was held in the national book fair , in
co-operation with Healthy Egyptian Organization.
• On Egypt Day we were proud to host a blood donation drive were
parents got the chance to donate their blood and help serve the
community and save a life.

Our Metropolitan Students were busy preparing beautiful artworks,
gifts and cookies to produce and present back home to their moms on
Mother’s Day, March 21st, 2016.

To raise awareness about the importance of integrated care for the less
fortunate children, Metropolitan School will be celebrating orphan’s
Day on Friday April 8th, 2016 from 1pm-to 4pm. We are happy to host
Al-Forqan Orphanage children to enjoy a fun day at our campus. There
will be entertainment activities including a bouncing castle, puppets
show and a lot more. You are most welcome to join us with your
families and make this day unforgettable for those less fortunate
children. Feel free to get any items for donations with you.

• Fourth Season of “UPTOWN STARS Schools’ Talent Show” interest’s
submission is Monday April 4th. This competition is an opportunity
for your children to showcase their talents in Arts and Athletics.
• Announcement of the “10th Toyota Dream Car Art Contest” Winners
is on Saturday, April 9th at the Toyota Showroom - Cairo Festival City
Mall from 12pm – 2pm. All participants are invited to attend with their
families.

Flash News

On March 6th, Metropolitan held its very first whole school
assembly. Grade 2 was the lucky class chosen to start our assembly
tradition. With their parents and the whole school watching they gave
a great show, with lots of information and a good lesson about
respecting others. The assembly began with the national anthem,
before the children settled to watch Grade 2 perform their show.
Grade 2 acted as news reporters and helped the children watching learn
some fun facts about what it is like to go to school in different
countries around the world. They gave information about schools in
Brazil, France, Japan and America, dressing in clothes to represent
each country. The children really enjoyed sharing the information they

Metropolitan School is conducting an ‘Admissions Open House’
for prospective parents applying for 2016/17 academic year on both
Wednesdays, April 13th and April 20th at 10:00am. If you have a
friend whom you would like to recommend us for, kindly invite them
for these days as they will get the chance to attend a comprehensive
presentation about the school and take a tour around our campus.
Presentation will start promptly at 10:15 am
For further information please call us on 16489.

had found with the other classes in school, and were proud of their
work. Next, they helped give important announcements about
upcoming events and present awards to the different classes. There
were a lot of proud teachers and parents in the gym that morning.
After the awards had finished, Grade 2 moved to their second half of
the show; telling others what they know about respect. The children
worked together in class to create an acrostic poem about what respect
is and how we can show respect to others, they have since been trying
to set a good example to other classes in the school.
Before we ended the assembly there was a chance to sing happy
birthday to the children who had their birthday in February, they
enjoyed singing to their friends and sharing their birthday again with
others.
I would also like to add how proud I am of grade 2 for an amazing show
and thank the children and parents for all their hard work in preparing
for the assembly. – Ms. Ceri Lewis, Grade 2 Teacher.

KG1 Lime are active learners as well as creative. We use multimedia,
investigative learning, old fashioned reading, writing and new
sensory projects to understand new concepts such as creating a
butterfly sensory box, our own bird creations and more. We
integrate Science, Music, Math, Art, ELA, and sensory approaches
to learn something new. Why are brain break activities so important?
For starters they keep our brains active, while having fun practicing
coordination, & movement. Learning happens while we sing songs!
Music is keeping the brain and body simultaneously active while we
create in between center activities. The students love it! They crave
active, engaged learning environments and that’s what we provide in
Metropolitan School. Every teacher starts wanting to teach the child,
but only the reward comes when we tap into the students and capture
their imaginations. Above picture shows our class experiencing a
brain break called “I like to move it”! They have a lot of fun!
– Ms. Andrea King, KG1 Teacher.

Met Sports News
Nine students from grades 3 and 4 were selected to compete in the 2016 METS Invitational
Track and Field Meet hosted by Hayah at the Maadi Olympic Sports Stadium during
the weekend of 11th and 12th March. It was a great two day event which encouraged
community spirit and had all athletes enjoying themselves.
Metropolitan’s team walked away with a number of medals and awards, including golds
in the under 10 girls high jump and gold in the under 10 boys shot putt.
Special thanks needs to be given to Miss. Katie who gave up her weekend to support
Mr. Adam in organizing the team for the competition.
All participants should be proud of their achievements, we look forward to competing in
more events in the future.

“First, I arrived with my parents. Coach
Adam talked to us, gave us our numbers,
and told us how to stretch. After that I
was a little nervous before the 1st race.
The next day I was happy because I won
2 medals the day before.”

Habiba El Desouky
– Grade 3

MetBiz

MetServe

For the month of March, 3rd grade studied and researched influential
Egyptian women in accordance with Women’s History Month. These
women are prevalent in many fields such as science, engineering, human
rights, the fine arts and sports. We were extremely lucky to have
Egyptian Karate World Champion, Giana Lotfy come and speak to the
3rd and 4th grade classes. The students prepared questions before hand
and were able to conduct an interview panel with her. She inspired
everyone to never give up and more specifically, that young Egyptian
girls can achieve anything they set their mind to.

In our continued effort to be good citizens, Metropolitan School visited AlForqan Orphanage in Nasr City. Our recent ‘Clothing Drive’ generated
many items for donation which the children were happy to distribute to
the young residents. Grade 1 Navy raised money from their Valentine’s
Candy Gram project which was used to buy back-packs. The orphanage
said they were in much need of essential cleaning products and items of
food. The funds raised at the ‘Winter Wonderland’ show, originally
planned for the purchase of winter blankets, were used to provide what
they needed.

Egyptian Citizenship & Values
One of the activities done through the Egypt Week was a trip to the Pharaonic
Village. Met Elementary students visited the village where they got the
chance to know how the Egyptian citizens lived throughout the Pharaonic Era.
They had a tour in the Nile along with a presentation showing the different
kings who ruled and the various handcrafts and industries during this Era.
The students also visited the miniature of Luxor Abu Simble Temple. It was
a very interesting trip that exposed the students to our great history.

Dates for your Diary
Tuesday, April 5th, 2016
Met PTA Meeting (8:30 am- 9:30 am -PTA committee only)
Friday, April 8th, 2016
Met Orphan’s Day Celebration (1:00 pm – 4:00 pm)
Thursday, April 14th, 2016
Met Parents Conference Day (Scheduled Parents Invite - No classes for Students)
Sunday, April 17th - Thursday, April 21st, 2016
Met Go Green Week (In-school Activities for Students only)
Wednesday, April 20th, 2016
Last day for Co-Curricular Activities
Friday, April 22nd, 2016 - Monday, May 2nd, 2016
Spring Break (No Classes for Students and Teachers)
Monday, April 25th, 2016
Sinai Liberation Day (Public Holiday - School Closed)
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Quote of the Month:

“Books are a uniquely portable magic” - Stephen King

Message from the Curriculum Coordinator
On Thursday the 14th of April, 2016, Metropolitan School
had its second Parents’ Conference Day. During the day
parents had the opportunity to meet with teachers and
discuss their children’s progress.
We, the Metropolitan team, need to thank you as parents
for your continuous support towards your children and
Metropolitan. It is a privilege to be partners in the upbringing
of your children. Together we make a difference!

Met Corner

Parents Corner

On Thursday, 31st of March, 2016, Metropolitan School staff
experienced an innovative professional development day spending
the day in the camp-style environment at ‘The Littlest Lamb’ with a
variety of crazy fun outdoor and indoor activities aimed at promoting
collegiality and creating a spirit of team work within and among our
administrative and academic staff. The camp, which was organized by
Blooms Egypt, was a great success with an amazing team of people
and many positive vibes.

Our monthly Met PTA meeting for the month of April was held on
Tuesday, April 5th 2016. The meeting’s agenda was discussing and
brainstorming ideas and policies to be set for the committee for the
up-coming new academic year of 2016/17. Parents shared with us as
well some ideas that we have put in action in our Go Green Week.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all the PTA parents
for their continuous support and commitment to Metropolitan School.

Met Corner
We celebrated the end of the 3rd Quarter by recognizing several staff for
their commitment to putting into practice Metropolitan School’s mission
to embed community service, entrepreneurship and Egyptian values into
the fabric of our daily lives. Ms. Andrea King and Ms. Shatera Brock were
recognized for their efforts in implementing classroom projects that reinforced
community service and entrepreneurship activities. Mr. Jarrid Kraft was
awarded Metropolitan School’s Trophy for his exemplary efforts to actively
engage our students in different projects that reflected the 3 main pillars
and values of our mission. Our admin staff were recognized as well for
their continuous efforts and hard work to ensure Metropolitan School
is delivering best services for our students and parents. Please join us
in congratulating Ms. Yvette Maher, Mr. Tarek Hammam, Engineer Bakr,
Mr. Helal Wafaa, Ms. Ghada Soliman and Mr. Tamer Seddik, who have
demonstrated a commitment to Metropolitan School’s vision and mission.

Flash News
Met’s first annual Go-Green Week was a fabulously enjoyable and
informational week for both staff and students alike! It was designed to
be a week where we as a school focus on helping the environment;
specifically in our own community! Our goal was to create activities
and projects to introduce our students to concepts such as recycling,
reducing waste, and being ‘environmentally friendly’. Each class
participated in a community clean- up project where they helped pick
up rubbish outside, and planted flowers throughout the school garden.
This has made such a positive impact on our environment in our local
community! Classes also worked to reduce their energy usage in their
classrooms by using natural light. Students gained hands-on experience
with recycling by utilizing the recycling bins for paper and plastic that
were placed in each classroom. We celebrated the end of Go-Green
week with a festive dress-up day for all students! Overall, Go-Green
Week was successful in encouraging our school to work together in
order to become more aware of our environmental impact, and appreciate
the wonderful uniqueness that is our planet Earth.

Our second school assembly was hosted by grade 3 on Sunday, April
3, 2016. During the month of March grade 3 students studied International Women’s Month and in honor of Metropolitan School’s focus
on Egyptian values students were assigned an influential Egyptian
woman to research. The students’ research culminated into a final
project that was presented at the school assembly, in which students
assumed the role of their assigned Egyptian woman and, dressed as
their assigned woman typically dressed, shared what they had contributed to the lives of women in Egypt, including women’s rights.
The entire assembly was conducted by third grade. Student of the
Month awards were presented and at the close of the assembly all
students with birthdays in March were honored with a chorus of
‘Happy Birthday’ by the entire student body.

Flash News
MetDrama provides students with a study of theatre as an art form.
Students become familiar with a spectrum of theatrical arts and
aspects of traditional theatre production. Students create and
produce all components that theatre events comprise including
acting, directing, scenic design, blocking, lighting, and stage
management. This quarter, MetDrama mounted an abridged
theatrical version of L. Frank Baum’s 1900 novel, ‘The Wonderful
Wizard of Oz’. Students were active in every process of production
from composing the script, through the audition process, directing the
action, designing and creating set pieces, costuming, and performance.

Metropolitan School is conducting an ‘Admissions Open House’
for prospective parents applying for 2016/17 academic year on both
Wednesdays, May 11th and May 25th at 10:00 am.
If you have a friend whom you would like to recommend us for,
kindly invite them for these days as they will get the chance to attend
a comprehensive presentation about the school and take a tour around
our campus. Presentation will start promptly at 10:15 am.
For further information please call us on 16489.

A number of our students performed in the first audition for the Fourth
Season of “UPTOWN STARS School’s Talent Show” that took place
on Friday, April 22nd. After hours of practice and hard work the
children amused the judges with their performances that included solo
and group dancing. We wish the best of luck for all the participants to
make it to the next level!

MetBiz
In their Entrepreneurship Class grade 4 students have been focusing on team work and
learning about how working well as a team relates to being successful both in business
and in life. One key element in effective teamwork that students have been learning
about is conflict resolution within small groups and how to self-manage conflicts that
arise within the groups. As students work together to create animated movies to display
and share during Entrepreneurship Week in June, they are not only working together to
create the finished product, their movie, but they are also competing in a number of team
building activities each week in order to learn about working together in different environments. During Green Week grade 4 students, with Mr. Patrick, Mr. Adam, and Ms.
Jackie, put their team building skills to work, as they participated in a weeklong
collaborative project that incorporated Metropolitan’s three pillars, as well as promoted
the concepts of “reduce, reuse, & recycle” that was the central theme of Green Week.
Working together students were challenged with the task of designing and building a
raft using recycled and sustainable materials, such as empty water bottles and bamboo,
that would be able to safely cross the ‘man-eating crocodile infested’ swimming pool.
Students experienced great success in constructing a raft that enabled them to travel
through the ‘treacherous waters’ of the swimming pool safely, but it would not have
been possible without their effective teamwork, which included their ability to ‘think
outside the box’ and be creative with what materials they had on hand. Assessment of
the project included their decision-making and communication, as well as their use of
recycled equipment and their effective use of time.
Not only did everyone have a great time, students were able to identify a purpose for
otherwise “useless” items, which gave meaning to the central theme of “reduce, reuse, & recycle” that all students at Metropolitan had been
learning about throughout Green Week.

Egyptian Citizenship & Values
Throughout Green Week students were engaged in a variety of ‘community
clean up’ activities designed to develop within students a sense of responsibility
for their community and the environment that surrounds them. Each class was
assigned an area in and / or around the school to help clean, as well as to plant
flowers to contribute to the beautification of the school campus. Our expectation
is that the activities of Green Week this school year, as well as in future school
years, will plant ‘seeds’ of community involvement within the hearts and minds
of Metropolitan School students that will enable them to contribute to their
greater community as they mature.

MetServe
The Arabic department organized a “Thank you & Giving
Day” {}يوم العطاء. Students of KG1 and KG2 classes had
the chance to bring in treats and candies and distribute it
amongst all the Met support staff and security personnel in
a chance to tell them “Thank you for all your hard work and
what you do for us!” – Miss Zainab & Miss. Eman

كلمة شكر واجبة لكل من يتعب ويبذل المذيد من الجهد
من اجل الفناء فى عمله

شكرا شكرا شكرا
قدمنا لكم اقل مانستطيع لتقديرنا واحترامنا
لما تقدموة من اجلنا

MetServe

“We are so excited about the success of our ‘Supplying Hope’
fundraiser for the African Hope Learning Center! We surpassed our
goals for collecting supplies thanks to all of the wonderful support
from students, parents, and staff. Our Met family has collected over
200 erasers, 400 pencils, and 800 notebooks for the African Hope
students. Working together we have made a positive difference in
these students’ education, and we can’t thank you all enough!
– Miss Sarah Spencer & Mr. Jarrid Kraft.

To raise awareness about the importance of integrated care for the
less fortunate children, Metropolitan School celebrated orphan’s Day
on Friday April 8th. We were happy to host Al- Forqan Orphanage
children who enjoyed a fun day at our campus. The day was full of
entertainment activities which included bouncing castle, puppets and
magic shows and a lot more. Staff members and Met parents and
families joined us and made this day an unforgettable one for those less
fortunate children.

“We believe that we can make a difference in the lives of the people who work with
us. We heard one of our Matrons was in need. Therefore KG1 Lime made Confetti
Kites to sell & meet our MET Pillar goals of Entrepreneurship, Community service,
and Egyptian values. From April 7th – 14th we fundraised, and sold kites. Our
fundraiser goal was 1000EGP. KG1 Lime surpassed it with a final count of 1,160
EGP!!! When we presented the Matron in need with the envelope, she was overjoyed
and so grateful to be the recipient. We thank all our parents, teachers, and staff who
supported with encouragement & donations. That is the kind of community spirit we
are building here at Met!!” – Miss Andrea King

Dates for your Diary
Monday, May 9th, 2016
Met Coffee Morning - Nutrition & Fitness Workshop (9:00 am – 12:00 pm)
Tuesday, May 10th, 2016
Met PTA Meeting (8:30 am – 9:30 am - PTA committee only)
Saturday, May 14th, 2016
“Be a Professional Photographer for A Day” Session (Gr3&4 registered students only)
Sunday, day, May 15th - Tuesday, May 17th, 2016
Anti Bullying & Harassment Awareness Sessions (Registered Parents and Students only)
Monday, May 16th, 2016
Met Class Photo Day ( In-School Activity for Students only)
Thursday, May 26th, 2016
Met Sports Day ( In-School Activity for Students only)
Sunday, May 29th - Tuesday, May 31st, 2016
MAP Assessments (Grades 2-4 only)
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“You can’t win unless you learn how to lose.” - Kareem Abdul-Jabbar

Message from the Executive Director
I would like to begin my message by extending my heartfelt gratitude
to each of you for the contributions you have made in support of
Metropolitan School this year. So much has been accomplished and it
would not have been possible without our amazingly supportive parent
community, as well as our incredibly talented and dedicated
Metropolitan School staff. We have a special sweet spirit at
Metropolitan which is a reflection of the parent and staff teamwork
that has been exhibited throughout the school year. Working alongside
each of you this year as executive director has been a pleasure, and as
we begin our transition into the 2016-2017 school year I invite each of
you to remain committed to the Metropolitan team.
Looking towards the 2016-2017 school year I am pleased to be able to
share information with you regarding our school staffing for next year.
First, I am honored to announce the recent appointment of Deborah
Lawrence, Ed.D. to serve as our elementary school principal.
Dr. Lawrence earned her doctorate in educational leadership in 2004
from the University of Central Florida with a concentration in
curriculum and instruction. She served as an elementary principal in
the United States for several years before moving to Mexico City in
2010 to serve as K-12 Performing Arts Coordinator at The American
School Foundation.
Second, I am happy to share with you that next year we will have a familiar face in a new role at Metropolitan School, as Ms. Annerie will be
moving into the role of Elementary School Counselor. Ms. Annerie completed graduate coursework in counseling while earning her honors
degree in South Africa, and she will be continuing her studies in counseling this summer when she begins a graduate program with a U.S.
university to pursue a master’s degree in counseling. We are excited to have Ms. Annerie in this new role as we have already witnessed her
counseling expertise and know that it is a perfect fit, as many students, parents, and staff can already attest.
Thank you again for contributing to Metropolitan School’s successful first year!
We look forward to seeing you in September.

Met Corner

Parents Corner

Metropolitan School recognized staff recently for delivering
outstanding services to our students and parents. Please join us in
congratulating Ms. Samiha El Roby, Mr. Fekry Mohamed,
Mr. Mohamed Shawky and Mr. Samir who have demonstrated an
on-going commitment to Metropolitan School’s vision and mission.
Additionally, we celebrated the American Teacher Appreciation Day
by recognizing our wonderful teachers and awarding each one a candy
treat for their continuous efforts to deliver a top quality education to
our students.

Because we care about the well-being of our students and their
parents, our third Met Coffee Morning theme was all about “Health
and Fitness”. The owner of “Shermeen’s Salads” presented creative,
healthy recipes in a lively demonstrative show in front of our parents
of how to create healthy meals and snacks to our children. Our school
doctor explained as well the components of a healthy lunch box.
Finally, the Fiber’s Gym team shared helpful fitness tips and tricks that
helped raise healthy and fitness awareness.

Flash News
Students in Grade 2 have been
learning about how the Sun causes
‘night’ and ‘day’. They extended
their learning by volunteering to
present a lesson to the KGI classes
about ‘Sun Safety’. This was well
received by the younger children as
they have also been learning about
the sun this week. Grade 2 delivered
basic health tips and then split into
groups with each KG class for fun
activities.

At the May student assembly, Grade 4 students described the raft
project that they had been working on the week before our vacation.
They included the materials used and the design process as well as the
importance of working in a team. For the skits the children divided into
two groups and talked about the importance of including everyone so
that everyone can play together. The boys showed what cheating can
do and that it is better for everyone to play fair. These were both
lessons that highlighted the characteristics that we would like to see
for the upcoming first annual Metropolitan Sports Day! The children
all participated and worked so hard to prepare for the assembly as we
only had about two days to do it. In the end they all did a wonderful job
and showed how they work as a team as well as complete important
tasks independently!

“Fee Fi Fo Fum, Met went to Sitara and had some fun!” Pre-K, KGI
and KGII had a group visit to watch Sitara perform ‘Jack and the
Beanstalk’. This correlated nicely to the curriculum of Fairy Tales and
Plants being studied by the KG department. Volunteers from the
audience were invited to be actors and take part in the show. The
children behaved impeccably and should feel proud of themselves.

Flash News

We are so proud of our students who reached Uptown Stars School’s
Talent Show Finals. It was great seeing them perform confidently
on stage in front of big crowds. They worked really hard to make it
through the top 30 participants. We would like to thank all parents for
their great efforts with their children and all attendees who were there
to support on the day of the event.

We believe that ‘Prevention is better than cure’. And to build a generation with high self-confidence, respectful and healthy elationships,
lessons, plans and interactive activities should be included.
Accordingly, we organized an Anti- Bullying & Anti Sexual Abuse
educational workshop conducted by “Not Guilty for Family
Development” to all our students and parents.

Met Sports News
All Metropolitan students must have slept well the night following Sports Day! The participants gave it their all; be it running a relay, throwing
a javelin, jumping hurdles, or balancing an egg on a spoon, the students tried their hardest, never gave up, and had loads of fun. The day was not
about winning a medal, it was about encouraging sportsmanship and having fun!
We would like to acknowledge our 4 trophy winners:
KG Sportsmanship – Diane Wahid: KG1 Lime
KG Effort – Zeina Ibrahim: KG2 Turquoise
Elementary Sportsmanship – Youssef Yousri: Gr. 1 Red
Elementary Effort – Rina Kassab Gr.3: Green Yellow

Congratulations!

“In Spor ts Day we took the sixth place, but I
was happy because I had fun and I hope we will
do this again. My brother was so happy because
he took a gold medal!”
Muhammad El Mazzahi
Grade 4

“I liked the hurdles, it was my favorite. My
coaches made the sports day
very fun!”
Rina Kassab
Grade 3

Finally, Sports Day would not have been possible without the full support of the EXTRA-ordinary teachers and staff at Metropolitan.
The stations were all smoothly run by our enthusiastic teachers, but a big extra thank you goes out to Metropolitan’s Administrative Team, many
of whom do not regularly work with the children. They stepped out of their normal daily roles and were great leaders for the student teams. Thank
you! – Mr. Adam Balls

Met Sports News
“When it was sports day,
I was excited because I love sports. Sports day was about
having fun and to know how to work as a team!”
Abdul Rahman Ibrahim Grade 4

“I really like to do the running and jumping. I have never done the
javelin before, but I liked it. Sports Day was a great day!”
Aly Atwa – Grade 3

MetBiz

MetServe

In support of Met’s vision of raising new generations of
entrepreneurs, Ms. Ghada Elattar, Met’s PRE, who has a
professional photography background, offered a practical and
theoretical photo shooting session on how to “Be a Professional
Photographer for a Day” for our Grade 3 and 4 students. The
session was a great success and students had a great time
playing different roles of being models, makeup artists, and
photographers, while learning some of the lighting techniques
used inside a photography studio. Each student received a
certificate for completing the session as well as a printed copy
of their amazing captured photos of each other.

“It was a happy occasion when we had the opportunity
to deliver the school supplies to the African Hope Learning
Center. Metropolitan School raised over one thousand
notebooks, and hundreds of pencils and erasers. These will be
distributed to the students at the beginning of next school year.
Both students and faculty expressed their gratitude for these
donations, as this means that all students will start their classes
with the supplies necessary to help them be successful in their
education. We would like to extend a big thank you to our
Metropolitan School family for all of your support!”
– Ms. Sarah Spencer

Egyptian Citizenship & Values
Good afternoon Met Family! In fourth grade we decided that
enough was enough, that it was time for Metropolitan School
to have a mascot. During the past two weeks in class the fourth
graders have researched mascot possibilities and through their
research identified animals or symbols that represent, not only
the values we strive to achieve at Metropolitan School, but
that also represent what it means to be Egyptian. This past
Wednesday the fourth grade class read their proposals in front
of a team of judges who will now talk among
themselves and determine which of the mascot possibilities
would best represent our values. We look forward to learning
the results soon!

Dates for your Diary
Thursday, June 2nd, 2016
Met Spring Festival - 10:00 am
Monday, June 6th, 2016
1st Day of Ramadan (TBC) -Drop off @ 8am - Classes start @ 8:35am - Dismissal @ 1:50pm
Tuesday, June 7th, 2016
Met PTA Meeting (8:30 am - 9:00 am -PTA committee only)
Sunday, June 19th, 2016
Grade 1 - 4 Swim-a-thon
Tuesday, June 21st, 2016
KG 2 Graduation (In Class Celebrations)
Wednesday, June 22nd, 2016
Last Day of School

“

“

End of Year 2015/16
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Quote of the Month:

Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together is success.

- Henry Ford

Message from the Executive Director
There will be a new face in the Executive Director’s office in the coming weeks and his name is
Kenneth Webley. “Mr. Ken” is an American educator with more than 25 years of experience leading
schools, including over a decade in leadership positions with Sarasota High School, Florida, USA and
more recently with Adesoye College in central Nigeria. Mr. Ken received his Bachelor of Arts degree
in Mathematics from Bethune-Cookman University, and from Florida Atlantic University he received
his Master of Education degree and Education Specialist degree. Currently he is pursuing his Doctor
of Education (Ed.D.) degree with Johns Hopkins University. In February I asked to step down from
my full-time commitment as Executive Director in order to be available to offer my expertise to education
development projects that support the improvement of public schools and the literacy of women and
children in Egypt, which has been my primary professional “home” in Egypt. I am honored to be
joining the school board of Metropolitan School and look forward to continuing to be engaged in
its growth and development. Additionally, I needed more time to devote to my Ph.D. studies, and
to prepare for dissertation research which I plan to carry out in Egypt. You will continue to see me
around as my husband and I plan to be frequent visitors at Metropolitan School programs and events.
If asked, he might be persuaded to be Metropolitan’s Santa again! Warm regards - Patricia

Met Corner
On June 16 Metropolitan School staff came together for a final staff
meeting for the 2015-2016 school year to celebrate accomplishments
and recognize staff for outstanding service to our students and parents.
Two teachers were commended for their professional performance
during the 2015-2016 school year. Ms. Nicola was named Best Teacher
of the Year for achieving the highest level of performance on the teacher
performance appraisal system, and Ms. Andrea was recognized as
the teacher with the most significant professional growth during
the 2015- 2016 school year, as per the teacher performance appraisal
system. Ms. Perihan was named Best Teacher Assistant of the Year.
With our end of year celebrations, Metropolitan School recognized
administrative staff for delivering outstanding services to our students
and parents. Please join us in congratulating Ms. Ghada Elattar, our
PRE, who was awarded our Metropolitan School trophy for her
exemplary efforts in organizing different projects that reflected the 3 main pillars and values of our mission. A special thank you for contributions
to the development of Metropolitan School was given to Ms. Patricia, Executive Director, Ms. Annerie Krause, Curriculum Coordinator and
Ms. Hedi, Chief Operations Officer. Additionally, for their many contributions that have supported the academic program and daily activities
several administrative and support staff received certificates of appreciation. Staff receiving recognition were: Ms. Nour Lazen, Ms. Sarah
Katamish, Ms. Ghada Elattar, Ms. Marwa Menoufi, Ms. Marina Azmy, Mr. Tamer Ashour, Dr. Yasmine AlRaii, Ms. Zainab, Mr. Mohamed
Saad and Mr. Badr.

Parents Corner

Many of our wonderful parents showered us with lovely souvenirs during
different celebrating occasions throughout the year. In Ramadan, two of
our parents gifted the School with beautifully designed lanterns to add to
our Ramadan themed decoration at the school entrance. Ms. Eman Galal
designed a lantern that reflects the school colors and Ms. Safia Ahmed
made sure the lantern she bought reflected our school colors! We would
like to thank our Parents for their wonderful gesture and valuable
contributions to Metropolitan School. Ramadan Kareem to all!

Our Parent Teacher Association, is not a regular association, it is an exceptional one. PTA Parents became an essential part of the Metropolitan School Family and our academic year wouldn’t have been successful without their tremendous support and help to us! In our last meeting
for the year, we had the chance to watch a video designed to showcase
the special moments we had together as a committee throughout the
year. We appreciate everything they did and it wouldn’t have been the
same without each and every one of them. Thank you from the heart!

Since the beginning of the year Met PTA committee was in continuous effort to fulfill its goals by supporting the school and the parent community
in every aspect. At the Spring Festival Met PTA initiated its 1st Bake Sale as a fundraising for helping less- fortunate people by the beginning of the
Holy Month. Some of the amazing and committed PTA members took ownership of this project and just made it happen. By the end of the Spring
Festival Day and with the support of the wonderful Metropolitan parents and students, Met PTA’s 1st Bake Sale collected enough money to create
80 Ramadan Bags. Each bag contained rice, oil, pasta, butter, tomato sauce, sugar and tea. Met PTA committee even went further and asked the
whole Metropolitan School parent community to go an extra mile and donate one item per student as a way to educate our children about Ramadan
and the concept of giving and why we do it. We got a huge response from most of the parents and we managed to raise the number of bags to 114,
with one parent donating complete bags on her own. The School delivered the bags to families living in the outskirts of Maadi and Torab El Yahood
who are in a great need for anything especially in the Month of blessings. We are proud of this collaboration we have between the School and the
Met PTA. At the end we would like to thank all the parents for their support, the school for its efforts and last but not least all Met PTA members
who participated in this fundraising projects specially members who did even more than anyone could asked for and without them the whole project
wouldn’t been possible and successful.
RAMADAN KAREEM to you all!
Mahmoud M. Abdulaziz -Met PTA Vice Chairman, Metropolitan School

Flash News
Metropolitan School supports any creative individualized approach to
discovering a learners’ needs and unlock their potential. This is evident not
only during the assessment process but in the classroom as well. Assessing
learners involves many things. Successful observations allow the assessor
to capture meaningful details while the learner is engaged in various
activities. The very young learners often experience some anxiety when
coming for an assessment. This is to be expected and even though we make
every attempt to create a friendly, positive and cheerful atmosphere, some
learners need a different approach to feel safe enough to do their best. Such
was the case for one KG1 applicant who was unable to stop crying and
unable to do any of the regular assessment tasks using our standard assessment
tools. Recognizing the potential of this young learner, our assessment
moderator, Ms. Janet, requested the child return a few months later, which
he did. This time he wasn’t crying but was still wary. Remembering the
child really liked dinosaurs and enjoyed watching Animal Planet, Ms.
Janet found and used a large, colorful book about dinosaurs and was able
to engage the learner enough to discover his knowledge of colors, numbers,
letters and shapes. Talking about Animal Planet and the animals pictured
in the book, Ms. Janet was able to assess the learners’ cognitive, language
and social skills as well. During the assessment he relaxed enough to make
silly jokes and laugh with Ms. Janet. Months later, this young boy returned
to Metropolitan with his father who was paying his son’s tuition. He specifically asked to see our assessment moderator Ms. Janet and they spent some
time in the Met Boy/Girl area talking, playing Legos and laughing. Upon
leaving, his father smiled and said “This school feels like family.” - It was

Our KG I & II students were busy creating
Ramadan Lanterns and Ramadan themed
decorations to beautify their school during the Holy
Month of Ramadan. After they finished making
their Lanterns, they happily travelled around the
school singing with joy the “Wahawy ya wahawy”
song to welcome the beginning of Ramadan while
distributing the handmade lanterns to different
Met team members.

On June 21st, we celebrated the KG2 students as
they graduated from Kindergarten and into First Grade.
The students have worked hard all year for this
moment. Graduation certificates were handed out to
all students and Parents were invited to celebrate with
us this special moment. They got a chance as well to take
memorable photos for this special moment. Congratulations to all of our KG2 graduates!

Flash News
On June 2, 2016, Metropolitan School closed its inaugural event season with its first “Spring Festival”.
It was a full-school festival in which the students celebrated growth, creativity, and Spring. The festival featured booths and games created and
staffed by the PTA, entrepreneurship projects by grades 2, 3, and 4, local vendors and caterers, and class-by-class performances. Each class
artistically performed a small piece in front of our precious Met parents. The acts included, singing, dancing and poetry. Thank you to all the
parents who helped to put together superb costumes to ensure the children looked the part. Throughout the show medals were awarded for the
Academic Olympic winners from the previous day’s competition. The children took part in Math, English and memory tests and were rewarded
based on their combined scores. Special thanks are due to our events coordinator Ms. Sarah Katamish and Metropolitan School’s PTA for
creating such a memorable event.

Met Biz
Both the Grade 3 and Grade 4 Entrepreneurship Classes presented their
final projects during the Spring Festival. The Grade 3 MetBiz class has been
working all year to create their friendship bracelet businesses. They worked
through the “Entrepreneurial Cycle” from designing the products, to
manufacturing their visions by hand, to marketing their companies, and
finally to experiencing sales and customer service, all while increasing their
financial literacy. The Spring Show Sales Bazaar was the culmination of a
lot of work and planning, the formerly imaginary companies came to life
as REAL companies, selling their hand crafted products to real customers
and earning real money. It was exciting to see all their hard work finally
take the spotlight! The MetMovie Entrepreneurial class has spent the year
focusing on cooperation and collaboration and how working well as a team
relates to being successful both in business and in life. Six animated
movie “Production Companies” were founded and each group made
a short animated film. The students designed and storyboarded their
ideas and produced their vision online software. The course culminated
with a Box Office Sales Event and Movie Screening, in which the students
learned about the importance of marketing and had a chance to participate
in community service, raising money for Charity at the Box Office voting
booth. Three of the teams won awards for their work. There was a “Best
Teamwork” award for working together well in class, a “Highest Grossing at
the Box Office” award for their marketing during the Spring Festival, and a
“Best Movie” award as voted for by the class. Together, the Entrepreneurial
Classes raised over 1000 EGP during the Spring Festival, all proceeds were
donated to Ramadan Charity, giving the students a chance to not only be
Entrepreneurs but also ethical community citizens representing Metropolitan.

“Best Teamwork”

Behind the Curtains
* Rodaina Lasheen
* Karim Raafat
* Salma Ramadan

Highest Grossing
at the Box Office”

The Millionaires
* Yassin Elembaby
* Muhammad Elmazzahi
* Shehabeldin Hafez

“Best Movie”

Creation Studio
* Aly Mansour
* Abdulrahman Ibrahim
* Adam S Hanafi

Egyptian Citizenship & Values

Since Ramadan is a time for family gatherings and thinking
of others, the KG Family each held a Class Dish Party. They
celebrated their year together, shared wonderful food and
played party games. For a small donation the children were
permitted to dress out of uniform, the money raised was added
to our Ramadan fund raising. All throughout the year we have
talked about how there are many others less fortunate than
ourselves, the act of giving is very much an Egyptian Value.
The children and teachers had a wonderful afternoon and
wish to thank parents for the effort they made.

MetServe

Grade 2 gave a small Ramadan gift to each of our nannies
and matrons. They collected money to buy the supplies and tins
and we spent time in class filling the tins and writing thank you
cards for the helpers. The children really enjoyed filling the tins
with dried fruits, discussing the importance of breaking fast
with a healthy food. After filling the tins and writing cards,
Grade 2 went around the school and personally delivered the
gifts to each helper.

Dates for your Diary
Tuesday, August 30th, 2016
Grade 1- 5 Student/ Parent Orientation Day
Wednesday, August 31st, 2016
Pre-K, KG I & KG II Student/ Parent Orientation Day
Thursday, September 1st, 2016
Grade 1- 5 First Day of School
Sunday, September 4th, 2016
Pre-K, KG I & KG II First Day of School
Sunday, September 11th, 2016 - Tuesday, September 13th, 2016 (TBC)
Eid Al Adha (School Closed)
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Met Literacy Week Newsletter - Special Edition
Message from Ms. Jackie our Librarian
The first issue of Metropolitan School’s Special
Edition Literacy Week NewsletterTM outlines the
events and activities that happened during Literacy
Week. Most importantly this is a platform to allow
the Winning Submissions for the Writing and Bookmark Competitions to be published! Literacy Week
was a fun and academic success. Literacy is more than
knowing how to read and write. Literacy is the skill of
processing knowledge and gaining meaning from what
is learned, it is the foundation of everything we do
in school. Literacy creates and instills a dedication to
lifelong learning and allows individuals to participate
fully in their community and society at large. During
Literacy Week Metropolitan’s students were given
many opportunities to embody the Vision, Mission, and
Values of their school with activities directed towards
community service, independence, and e couraging the
entrepreneurial spirit.

Writing Competition Winning Submissions
One of the highlights of Literacy Week was the
Elementary Writing Competition. Students from 1st to
4th Grade worked on their submissions with their
homeroom teachers. They learned about new writing
styles, such as poetry, and how to edit their stories to
make a final draft. Some of the classes even produced
their own bound books. All of the students should be
proud of their creations, as it was a very difficult
decision to narrow down the submissions and choose
the winners. The winners were announced during
morning line and each winner received a 70le gift
voucher for the Book Fair, the chance to read their
story or poem in front of their school mates at an
assembly, and finally, the opportunity for their works
to be published for all to see in this newsletter! What
follows are the ten amazing winning submissions
from the writing competition, including some of the
fantastic illustrations.

Special Edition

www.metropolitanschooleg.com

Poetry Competition Winner Grade
1 - Red

Poetry Illustration Winner Grade 1 Red

Nour Mostafa
Origami
I like origami because it is fun The way I like to run
I do origami to learn That’s my life concern

Mohamed Mansour
Playing
Children playing in the street Dirty face and dirty feet Playing,
hopping, and singing

Short Story Competition Winner Grade 1 - Navy
Sarah Hafez
Nobody Helped About How to be a Friend.
About how to be a friend, like when Cady and
I became friends! First, I went to the park. When I
got to the park I found a girl. I said, “What is your
name?”
She said, “Cady.”
I said, “Can I be your friend?”
She said, “Yes.”
Then I got to the park again and we played nice. Then
I got home to make a party. Then Cady came to the
party and she then got home.
Next I got to school. I found her in my school. Well
it’s not my school but I’m in it. Right, I will see you
tomorrow. At last I will be your friend.

Short Story Illustration Winner Grade 1 - Navy
Nasr Islam
I Played with my Friend Ali
One sunny morning, I went with my friend Ali to an amazing games room. First, I and Ali played an online football game.
Then we played cars and it was really fun. The cars were fast and powerful. Next, we ate delicious hot dogs. Finally,
Ali and I went home in dad’s car.

Short Story Competition Winner
Grade 2 – Sky Blue

Short Story Illustration Winner
Grade 2 – Sky Blue

Razan Metwally
The Lovely Garden

Emmy Zaki
Olivia

Once upon a time there lived a girl
that lived with a lovely garden. She
loved the garden. One day she went
outside, she was gardening when a
new flower grew. She went inside
to ask her mom what it was. Her
mom said, “It is a mango plant.”
The little girl said, “What is a
mango plant?” “A mango plant
is a plant that is beautiful and it
is a plant that brings fruit,” the
mom said. The girl cared for it for
ever they ate it together and the
girl was happy. Then when she
was older her dad got her some
flower pots to grow her flowers in. She thanked her dad when she grew
big. She was amazing at gardening. They were all proud of her. She
worked as a gardener. She was a big gardening star. She always had a
lot of flowers.

Once upon a time there lived a little
girl called Olivia. One day she
got lost. She was scared. She was
only 3. That is young to be left
alone. She didn’t know where to
go. Then she found a small fluffy
gray kitten in the middle of the
forest. The kitten needed to go to
the vet because she was limping
on her right leg. Luckily Olivia
knew where a vet was. She took
the kitten to the vet. “I will first
go find my house and take you
home,” she said. At the vet the
kitten had an x-ray and found
she had a broken bone. After fixing the leg the kitten was happy. The
vet knew Olivia’s mum so took her and her new kitten home. They
had some cookies and welcomed Olivia. She was tired when she came
back, so she went to bed with her new kitten. She was so happy.

Short Story Competition Winner
Grade 3 – Green Yellow

Short Story Illustration Winner
Grade 2 – Sky Blue

Maya Taher
The Wizard and the Dragon

Omar Darwish
The Dragon and the Ghost

Once upon a time there was a
wizard who had a dragon. The
dragon was magical. It laid
presents every day. One day
the dragon laid a present. In the
present was a gold butterfly. This
butterfly had boots. She was
walking!! The wizard waved
his wand. The butterfly turned
to gold. The wizard was so rich.
But one day the dragon didn’t
lay a present. That means that
the wizard will not be rich. The
wizard was so upset, he waved
his wand and threw the dragon
into the forest. The dragon was
so upset so he left. After a long
time the wizard’s hand was old
and wrinkled. He needed the dragon. So he found the dragon. The
dragon laid a golden present. The wizard got the gold and went to the
hospital. The dragon was crying because he loved the wizard. Then the
doctor said he will die after one week. The dragon’s heart was broken.
One week passed and the wizard died. The dragon went home sadly.

The big green dragon saw a ghost
in space. They saw a soccer ball
and the ghost asked the dragon,
“Can I play with you?” The
dragon said, “No.” This started
a fight. The saw aliens and then
they went down to earth. The
dragon had a secret identity that
he lost when he fell to the earth.
He landed in Orlando, Florida. He
found his secret identity there.
Someone was using it. He went
to get it. Someone called the
cops. The dragon was strong.
He got shot many times but
survived. He saw the ghost
helping him. The ghost also saved
his secret identity. The identity
was a magic ring that can turn the dragon and the ghost into humans.
The dragon and the ghost were friends and their real names were Bill
and Bobby. They were best friends forever and went to school together
and went to kill the aliens together. They could not find the aliens but
the next day they went up to space again and found the real aliens on

Poetry Competition Winner Grade
4 – Baby Powder Blue

Short Story Competition Winner
Grade 4 – Baby Powder Blue

Luna Hafez

Yaseen Elembaby

School

Jack and Victoria

Once I dive into these pages

One day there was a girl

I may not come out for ages

called Victoria. She had a
friend called Jack.

When I write I can’t stop Or
I would be in prison for a cop

One day Jack called Victoria
and said, “Hi Victoria. Why

I have so many books

don’t you come with me to

I can’t even hang my hooks

Mori Sushi?”
Victoria said, “Yes, Jack.”

There is school Where it is cool

Jack said, “Don’t get your bag
with you.”

Do you like school?

Victoria said, “Okay!”

Well I like tools
Then they went to the
restaurant. They ate tons and tons of food.
They couldn’t breathe because of the food.
Jack said, “I can’t breathe.”
Victoria said, “Me too.”

School Assemblies

Then it was time to pay.

Victoria called the waiter to pay.
Jack said, “Oh wait, wait. I forgot my money at home.”
Victoria said, “Are you kidding me?”

Jack said, “Okay, okay. Can you call Jessica, Billy, Zack, or Sandra?”
When she called Jessica her phone didn’t have battery.
Then Victoria said, “Okay, okay. Why don’t you call them?”
Jack said, “My phone is not working.”

Then the garcon said, “You have to work in the kitchen.”
They shouted, “IN THE KITCHEN???!!!??!?!?!”
They kept cutting and cutting. Something disgusting.
Assemblies for Kindergarten and Elementary students were arranged
during the week, at which special guest storyteller, Ms. Magda
ElSehrawy, told some exciting traditional tales and talked about what
reading means to her. The assemblies were also an opportunity to

It was so slimy. Then they finished. They wanted to go out the kitchen.
Jack was going out and suddenly he broke a bunch of plates. Then the
waiter said, “Oh, you are staying here.”

announce the winners of the Bookmark competition, and for the
winners of the Elementary Writing Competition to present their

He stayed and gave the chef a massage.

submissions to an audience. The students enjoyed listening to the

Finally THE END

stories of both the storyteller and their peers.

Bookmark Competition Winners
During Art class all the students from pre-Kindergarten to Grade 4 created bookmarks to submit to the Bookmark Competition. A winner from
each grade was selected and announced during the Literacy Week Assemblies. Winners received a certificate and the chance to have their work
published in this newsletter. Metropolitan School will also be producing copies of these bookmarks as part of future marketing campaigns!
Below are the winning submissions from each grade.

Lina Elnmr (Back)
Pre- K

Lina Elnmr (Front)
Pre- K

Initially there was an innovative entrepreneurial business plan to sell the bookmarks at the Book Fair in order to raise money for charity,
emphasizing the importance of a dedication to community service. This idea was inspired by a suggestion from 2nd Grade student Emmy Zaki.
Unfortunately, students were too excited trying to find their own bookmark that this activity was suspended. A selection of bookmarks will be
displayed during the Egypt Week Art Show.

Karim Emam
KG1 Lime

Farida Ibrahim
KG1 Orange

Joudy Mousa
KG1 Indigo

Layla Amin
KG2 Yellow

Nour Ramadan
KG2 Turquoise

Rawya Mohamed
Gr. 1 Red

Dana Safwat
Gr. 1 Navy

Alex Badawy
Gr. 2 Sky Blue

Jaida Salah
Gr. 3 Green Yellow

Mariam Ramadan
Gr. 4 Baby Powder Blue

Read-A-Thon Results
A Read-A-Thon, like a marathon for reading, is a fun challenge that encourages children to read. Holding a Read- A-Thon also encourage
community service and engagement, as participants raise money by asking friends and family to make a pledge for each page they read. The
money collected usually goes towards charity or other worthy causes, such as putting new books and school supplies into the hands of children
who need them most.
Metropolitan School’s Read-A-Thon collected 1,033 EGP in donations for Al Forqan Orphanage. That is a good amount of money, especially
considering only 14 students participated this year. Hopefully next year a higher number of students will take part in this fun challenge. Think of
all the money we could collect for charity if the entire school participates! Let’s make next year’s Read-A-Thon AMAZING with a goal of full
participation. The list of this year’s participants were:

Habiba ElDesouky

Grade 3

Maya Mostafa

Grade 3

Rahama Rufai

Grade 3

Joulia Shaabani

Grade 1

Laila Habashi

Red Grade 1

Nour Hany Mostafa

Red Grade 1

Rawya Mohamed

Red Grade 1

Ahmed ElKholy

Red Grade 1 Navy

Nour Islam Eid

Grade 1 Navy

Ahmed Mostafa

KG 2 Turquoise

Rasheed Heggam

KG 2 Turquoise

Ahmed Gawish

KG 2 Yellow

Hamza ElDesouky

KG 2 Yellow

Tal Carter

KG 1 Indigo

The student who collected the most money was Rahama Rufai. Rahama and her supporters raised 265 EGP for charity! The student who recorded
reading the most pages was Habiba ElDesouky. Habiba read 200 pages over literacy week, including finishing 3rd Grade’s class novel,
Charlotte’s Web, and The Magic Tree House: Tigers at Twilight.
Congratulations to all the students who participated and challenged themselves with the Read-A-Thon! And a big thank you for raising money
for Al Forqan Orphanage.

Book Donation Box

With the Book Donation Box we asked for
gently used books in any language and for any
age to be donated to those less fortunate than
ourselves. The purple boxes were displayed at the
school’s front reception throughout the month of
February. Students brought a number of books in
both English and Arabic. These books were
donated to Al Forqan Orphanage.

Book Fair
Metropolitan invited the bookstore “Books & Books” into the school for our
first annual Book Fair. All students had the chance to visit the Fair twice
during class time. Independent selection of books was encouraged with the
activity of filling out a “Requisition Form,” or wish list. The students were
required to bring this form home to parents to discuss their budget and
determine what books they were allowed to purchase the following day.

For the last two days of the week there was also a second Arabic
Language Book Fair, with guest Bookstore “Al Balsam Bookstore”.
Encouraging reading in the students’ mother tongue is an important part of
increasing literacy. The Book Fair received a great amount of traffic, even
outside of class time, and was one of the most popular events.

DEAR Day
“DEAR” stands for Drop Everything And Read. The entire school,
including all teacher and admin staff participated in this activity where
throughout the day a special bell rung and we all were expected to Drop
Everything And Read. No matter where students or staff were, in the
hallways or during PE, they stopped what they were doing and read for
a few minutes. This is a great activity to encourage reading in a fun
and exciting environment. DEAR Day was such a success that
Metropolitan plans to continue the tradition by organizing surprise DEAR
Days throughout the year. Some classes have also incorporated their own
DEAR time into their curriculum.

Mystery Readers
Many homeroom classes invited “mystery readers” into their class during
Literacy Week. Parents, grandparents, and teachers signed up to surprise
the class with a special storytime. The students did not know who was
arriving, so it was exciting when the guest readers came. We had mystery
readers read stories in English, French, Arabic, and Spanish. Many homeroom classes have decided to continue this activity. Reading aloud
to children, in any language, is the best way to encourage children to love
reading themselves. It is one of the most important things a parent can do to
promote literacy at home! Thank you for the parents, grandparents, and staff
who surprised the children during Literacy Week.

We Love to Read at Home Photos

Parents were asked to send in photos of their children reading at home. We created a photographic display of the students in their favorite places
to read. This was a fun way to show a personalized enjoyment of reading outside of school.

Dress-Up Day
On the last day of Literacy Week students were asked to dress-up in costumes
according to their classroom theme, or another literacy character of their choice.
To showcase the costumes all students participated in a parade around school. It
was great to see all the fun literacy costumes and characters come to life!
The classroom themes were as follows:

KG1

Dr. Seuss

KG2

Eric Carle

Grade 1

Pirates

Grade 2

Roald Dahl

Grade 3

Adaptations: from book to

Grade 4

movie 1001 Arabian Nights

Cross-class Storytelling
Students from the older grades had the chance to read or perform stories for the
younger grades. This activity was a fun way for students to get exposure to and
practice their reading, storytelling, and public speaking. It also encouraged
positive interactions between grades. Some classes performed a story for the
entire class, others chose to read books to the younger students one-to-one.
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Quote of the Month:
“Technology is just a tool. In terms of getting the kids working together and motivating them, Study Finds
Swimming Grows Minds: the teacher is the most important.” - Bill Gates

Message from the Executive Director

As I pen this letter we nest the end of a very critical first two weeks of school.
Critical because our pledge to creative and ethical citizens, engaged thinkers
and global entrepreneurs can only be accomplished by a committed community
of thoughtful, demanding, engaged adults. We’ve set lofty targets and backed
that by hiring only the best of the best. We’ve implemented a comprehensive
Character Development Agenda that will under our children throughout
their lives.

As they seek to do what is right, though not always expedient. The backdrop has
been set, the players have been assembled. Now all that is left is for the work to
be done. I am confident that together, we will create a culture that allows our
children to thrive in a demanding, ever changing world.

Met Corner

At Metropolitan, we select our staff carefully and are confident that
their contribution to our academic team will be productive and
professionally satisfying.

It was a pleasure to welcome our returning and new staff to
Metropolitan School. We know that talented educators have many
career options from which to choose and we appreciate that our new
teachers chose to join Metropolitan team.

Met - PTA Corner
Greetings from Metropolitan School Parent Teacher Association “Met-PTA”.
You may be already familiar with what PTA is but kindly let us take you through a short brief about what it is. PTA is a formal organization
composed of parents, teachers, and staff that is intended to facilitate parental participation in the school. Taking active Volunteer roles in
developing activities, programs, preparations, setting up, hosting events, fundraisers, and community service. All accomplishments are made
through their devoted volunteer work/duties and respect for team work. This year we have a more structured and organized PTA committee
and we have certain rules, duties & obligations for every member of the PTA.

We are thrilled to announce to you our 2016-2017 PTA members:
Chairman:

Hamdy Sakr

Co-Chairman:

Mahmoud Abdulaziz

Secretary:

Kelly Sakr

Co-Secretary:

Nazneen Ebied

Treasurer:

Safi Ahmed

Pre-K Parent Coordinator:

Yasmin Ezzat

Pre-K Co-Parent Coordinator:

Salma Mardenly

KG1 Parent Coordinator:

NA

KG2 Parent Coordinator:

Fatma al Zahraa (Turquoise & Maroon)

KG2 Parent Coordinator:

Nazneen Ebied (Yellow & White)

Grade 1 Parent Coordinator:

Kelly Sakr

Grade 1 Co- Parent Coordinator:

Safi Ahmed

Grade 2 Parent Coordinator:

Shaimaa Elsherif

Grade 3 Parent Coordinator:

Riham Ali

Grade 4 Parent Coordinator:

Shermeen Saad

Grade 5 Parent Coordinator:

Heba Leon

Our 1st BBQ event was a real success story and every PTA member and volunteer had a great contribution in the event. Our Bake Sale which
serves the PTA funding was really the cherry on the cake.
We are happy with what we accomplished so far and together we are willing for more success through this year at Metropolitan School.
If you wish to contact the PTA you can simply drop us an email at:info@pta-metropolitanschooleg.com or you can directly contact the PTA
Parent Coordinator of your child’s Grade level.

Have a great day!
Met-PTA Committee

Flash News

Metropolitan School welcomed its KG1 – Gr.5 students and their

Metropolitan School is happy to congratulate our KG1 – Gr.5 students

parents for 2 orientation mornings on August 30th and 31st, 2016.

on their first day of school. Welcome back to all our existing students

Students got the chance to meet their new teachers and get acquainted

and welcome on board to all the new students who joined the Met fam-

with their new classmates. On another hand, our management team

ily this year. We are all excited for a wonderful start at Metropolitan

explored with our parents the plans and developments set for 2016-17

School.

academic year.

It was lovely to have the youngest members of the Met

Technology sessions were held on Saturday, September, 24th covering

Community finally in school. Our Pre-K students have started their

training and guidance through our Portal System, our online website

first day of school at Met on Sunday, September, 25th, 2016. With all

access and how to download E-Books on student’s devices. Following

the fun excitement of starting a new school, the young learners were

the sessions, all Metropolitan Family got the chance to enjoy a BBQ

welcomed with balloons and a cheerful environment that made their

afternoon organized by Met - PTA and the school.

experience to join the school on the first day a joyful and
memorable one!
At Met, we have a vision for the integration of technology for our
students by taking the responsibility to fully prepare our children for
the realities of the university and professional worlds into which they
will move after Primary and Secondary education. As Parents,
administrators and teachers, we recognize the importance of
technology, now and in the future. Indeed, the future is here, as
forward thinking schools around the world have embraced the
inclusion of technology as best practice in teaching and learning.

MetBiz

We at Metropolitan School are very excited for this new school year
and the amazing new additions that we have for the MetBiz program!
This year we will be using a new age appropriate, project-based,
curricula based on those developed by Junior Achievement (JA) that
promote work readiness, financial literacy, and entrepreneurship skills
for all of our students. JA focuses first on understanding one’s own
place in society and the local economy, and then builds towards the
realization of the greater impact that each of us can have on creating
a better, more effective, and more efficient global society.

Along with the JA curriculum, our students will have the opportunity
to participate in various co-curricular programs that reinforce the
entrepreneurial spirit and the knowledge that they have gained in the
classroom. Our co-curricular programs will provide opportunities for
the students to utilize their creative talents to identify societal needs
and wants, develop solutions, create a business plan, and transform
their plan into practical goods and services for their local community.

The MetBiz program aims to support and fulfill the overall school
vision of creating engaged thinkers, ethical citizens, and global
entrepreneurs. Our students will participate in various school-wide
events throughout the year, enhancing their knowledge of event
management and service-oriented skills to complement their
foundational understanding of economics and the business world.

We encourage the parents of our students to get involved with the
MetBiz program and offer up their unique experiences and
knowledge of entrepreneurship so that our students may also learn
from you and expand their scope of understanding. If we work together
we can and will make a better future for our students by creating 21st
century thinkers and the leaders of tomorrow.

Dates for your Diary

Sunday, October 2nd, 2016
Islamic New Year – Public Holiday – School Closed

Thursday, October 6th, 2016
Armed Forces Day – Public Holiday – School Closed

Sunday, October 9th, 2016
Staff Professional Development - School Closed for Students

Thursday, October 13th, 2016
Back To School Night –at 5:30 pm

Sunday, October 13th, 2016
CCA- Co Curricular Activities Start

Saturday, October 29th, 2016
2nd Met Fall Festival

Thursday, September 1st, 2016
Grade 1- 5 First Day of School

Saturday, October 29th, 2016
2nd Met Fall Festival

Monday, October 31st, 2016
Black and Orange Dress up Day
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Quote of the Month:

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.” - Nelson Mandela

Message from Ms. Jackie our Librarian
Dear Met Diary,
Met has proven to be all that we’ve expected and more. The people are
wonderful. The kids are extraordinary and the excitement is electric. I’ve
had several meetings with our parents, both individually and
collectively. They are in full support of a high quality, demanding teacing
and learning curriculum. The teachers are committed to dispensing a
level of teaching and learning that reflect the best of the best internationally and
it shows their willingness to engage in and employ the latest teaching
strategies. We’ve already covered a lot of ground and I’m sure were
just scratching the service.
- Kenneth Webley

Met Corner

Parents Corner

Please join us congratulating Mr. Tamer Ashour, Engineer Bakr and
Miss Sally Awad, our employees of the month who have demonstrated
a commitment to Metropolitan School’s Mission and Vision.During
our All Met Staff meeting in October, we had the opportunity to join
our staff who are celebrating their Birthdays in September and October.

Thank you for the parents who attended our Leadership Parent Morning
Coffee. This will be a monthly event where we hear from you and you
hear from us. Our next Leadership Parent Morning Coffee will be on
Thursday, November 17th, 2016. Looking forward to seeing you there.

Flash News

Metropolitan School hosted its second annual Back-to-School Night
on October 13th to acquaint parents with our curriculum and instruction
program as well as to introduce aspects of our specialty subjects. It was
also an opportunity for our parents to learn more about their teachers
and classroom rules. We would like to express a special thank you to
all of the parents who attended the Back-to-School Night and
contributed to a productive and enjoyable evening.

Welcome back to a great new musical year! Our Early Childhood Music
program is in full swing and we had our first performance by one of
our KG2 classes at this month’s Assembly. Students were treated to
‘Twinkle Twinkle Little Star’ on the hand bells by KG2 Maroon.

Metropolitan’s monthly assemblies are focused on developing the
leadership and presentation skills of our students. They facilitate
creative expression, critical thinking, and full-school collaboration.
During each assembly, Metropolitan teachers recognize exemplary
students for their progress. Rewarding hard work promotes an atmosphere of success and achievement.

Back to school time is a good opportunity to conduct check-ups to our
precious student’s general health and personal hygiene. The School
Doctor has run a full check on all our students in Early Childhood and
Elementary students to ensure they are on the right healthy track.

During October, our Pillar conversations have been about Kindness
and Self-Control. We discussed ways that we can show these character
traits. We watched a clip from ‘Inside Out’ and saw how each emotion
reflects how we can feel. We promised not to let our emotions control
us; rather we will control our emotions! “Kindness in schools can look
like a smile, feel like a hug, sound like a sweet greeting or a sincere
compliment. When we have created that climate of kindness and caring
inside our school walls, the natural next step is to take it home to our
families, out into our community and then beyond our borders into our
global world. And when kindness ripples, prepare to bathe in a tsunami
of goodness” Our hand print on the poster is each students promise that
they will practice Self-Control and Kindness!

Flash News

We would like to congratulate ‘Artists of The Month
September 2016’: Joulia Shaabani G2 Sky Blue for her great
concentration and fantastic achievement on her drawing and
Shading task in September.

Our little ones exploring the living and non-living things
Living things are people, animals and plants. They need food,
water, air and space to live. They grow and change, living things
can make new living things like themselves. Non- living things do
not need food, air and water. They do not grow and change.....A
rock is an example of non-living thing. Air and water too are
non-living things.

In Elementary PE so far this year the students have been
learning about invasion games, they continue this topic with tag
rugby once a week. On the other PE day in the week, Grades 2
to 5 have begun their
swimming lessons with great success. Swimming is always
hugely popular and all students seem to be enjoying themselves
and having a great time!
Please remember students must bring their swimming suit and
swim cap on the PE day in the pool.

As the weather is cooling and students are starting to use their
jackets. Met school is glad to inform you that we are dealing with
‘Smart Label’ a clothes labeling company. Smart Label will offer
a discount of 15% to all orders done by Metropolitan Students.
Delivery takes from 7 to 10 days and the minimum order is a
pack of 10 labels or 6 plastic ones (for water bottles and lunch boxes).
For orders please contact https://www.m.me/smartlabel.eg/
with the student name, grade, and class and a photo of your
child’s Metropolitan Student ID Card. Last day for orders will
be on Wednesday, Nov. 30th 2016. Below is the price list before
and after discount.
*Samples will be provided to all Grade 1 students for free.

We always strive to capture our students’ wonderful
performances during our school wide events taking place
throughout the year and make memory for life! Photos captured
for events like Met Fall Festival, Winter Wonderland, Egypt
Day, Mother’s Day and Spring Festival will be provided on two
DVD’s to be given out to you by the end of each semester for a
total of only 170 EGP paid once for both DVD’s. If you would
like to subscribe for this package and get a copy of all the Met
event photos, please pay at the Accounts Department no later
than November 30th, 2016.

Market Price

Price for Met
Students

Pack of 10 labels
(Iron-Ons)

80 EGP

50 EGP

Package of 6 labels (Plastic
stickers for Lunch boxes
& Water

60 EGP

50 EGP

Item

Library News
Library Book Check-out and Policies:
“Studies... have shown that students in schools with good school libraries learn more, get better grades, and score higher on
standardized tests than their peers in schools without libraries.” – Model School Library Standards for California Public Schools.
Over the past few weeks in Library class the students have been working on activities to increase their Library skills with the focus
on book care. By now all students from grades 1 to 5 should be taking home one book a week. Next semester will hopefully see
Kindergarten students also ready for this privilege.
The students should now understand that they are responsible for their Library book and that their check-out privileges will be
suspended if they do not return their book or do not respect the Library expectations. There is an EGP 100 fine for any lost or
severely damaged books (small daily wear is fine and expected).This charge includes the cost of replacement plus applicable
processing fees.
Please note, starting in the second week of November, all students must bring their ID to Library class to check out a book. If the
ID is lost or missing please see the Admissions Office regarding a replacement.

Reading Levels and Encouraging Family Literacy:
Literacy is essential in education. It is a foundational skill found at the center of Metropolitan’s Mission Statement wheel.
Fostering literacy does not stop at the school door. Parents can encourage their children by engaging in family literacy. Read together at night, either read aloud, listen to your child, or read your own book while sitting next to your child. Model great reading
by showing your own love of reading.
When reading with your child, check for understanding by asking questions. Do it before, during, and after reading. If your child
is at the age when they are able to read by themselves, engage them in conversation about what they are reading while going for
a walk or at the dinner table. Ask them question and check for understanding. Even if the book is in English these conversations
will still be beneficial if conducted in Arabic! Remember, even if you are attempting to increase fluency in English at home it is
important to not neglect your mother tongue and continue to read in your first language, such as Arabic etc.
It is so vital to let children explore different kinds of texts. They should be exposed to books, magazines, comics, e-books,
newspapers, and more. Even many video games involve reading, nowadays! Do not discourage reading material if you feel it is
‘too easy’ or ‘too difficult.’
Sometimes your children may take home a Library book above or below their reading level but that that is OK! While Guided
Reading Programs are important and have their place in the classroom, all students should be able to have fun, be excited to read
about subjects they are interested in, and not be limited to reading only on their so called ‘level.’ Readers only become readers
if they explore and find out for themselves what they like! It is this love for reading that fosters and instills a culture of lifelong
learning.
“The only thing that you absolutely have to know, is the location of the library.”
– Albert Einstein

Character Education
As part of our Character Education program the theme from
17 - 27 October 2016 was about Respect (No-Bullying) and
Metropolitan in cooperation with the ‘Not Guilty’ Campaign for
Family Development, believe that prevention is better than cure.
Dr. Laila Risgallah, ( A pediatrician since 1980 and Ashoka
fellow since 2013) and her team visited Metropolitan for a week.
They gave very informative sessions to the learners on how
NOT to bully others and how to show respect to all individuals. Dr.
Laila Risgallah developed the first ever anti-sexual abuse/
anti-bullying mobile app. for kids. Parents are welcome to
download the Not Guilty S.K.I.T. App. on google play.
The Not Guilty association believes in changing behavior through
constant repeated messages, enhancing the anti- bullying,
anti-sexual abuse curriculum. Not Guilty realizes it is never the
victim’s fault, hence the name Not Guilty. Thank you to all the
learners who took part in the lessons and showed respect to our
representatives.

MetBiz
The MetBiz program has commenced!
Our students from Grades 2-5 have begun their first week with
the MetBiz program and are now beginning their decent into
the depths of the Junior Achievement curriculum. Students
from Grade 5 have been learning about the implications that
competition has on a freemarket economy, while the Grade 4
classes have been learning about the distinct characteristics
that many entrepreneurs possess and utilize in order to be
more innovative. Our Grade 3 students have been learning how
and why most cities employ a city planner whose job is to
strategically divide a city into zones. And finally, our Grade 2
students have been learning to distinguish needs from wants,
as well as recognize the importance of many common career
fields and jobs that exist within their communities. To teach
these concepts, our own Entrepreneurship Coordinator, Mr.
Michael, has had the help of volunteers from the multi-national
corporation Dell EMC. Our volunteers are able to provide many
real world examples that our students are able to recognize and
learn from. During the coming weeks the students will continue
to build upon the foundation that we have established and
further their understanding and ability to implement
entrepreneurial practices in their everyday lives.

Egyptian Values

MetServe

Our Arabic department was glad to celebrate 6th October
victory. Students expressed their happiness and joy in
different ways. They sang various songs while carrying the
Egyptian flag, and dressed up as military soldiers and the Egypt
flag colors. Finally they closed their celebration by listening
to our guest, General Ahmed El Mansoury, a former Army
Co-Pilot, who participated in the 6 of October War. The
students were excited to meet him and watch the videos of his
journey.

We rise up by lifting each other. In our pursuit of raising ethical
citizens who continuously serve our community, we will be
visiting ‘Al Fukran Orphange’ on Saturday, November 5th,
2016 to donate part of the proceeds gathered from the Met
Fall Festival that took place last week. We kindly encourage
our families and students to sign up with our PRE via email to
attend our community service act. Looking forward to seeing
you all there with us!

Dates for your Diary
Sunday, October 30th, 2016 - Thursday, November 3rd, 2016
Healthy Nutritional Campaign - In-school Activity for Students
Saturday, November 5th, 2016
Community Service Visit to Al Furkan Orphanage - Student & Parent registration with PRE
Sunday, November 6th, 2016
KG2 Turquoise & Grade 4 Assembly - In-school Activity for Students
Thursday, November 10th, 2016
Student Led Conference Day - No School for Students (Students join Parents on the Day)
Tuesday, November 15th, 2016
KG2 Trip to Family Park Science Museum/ Senses Area
Thursday, November 17th, 2016 (8:30 am - 9:30 am)
Met Leadership Parents Morning Coffee - Meeting Room
Tuesday, November 22nd, 2016
Class Photo Day - All Students to wear Purple Uniform
Wednseday, November 23rd, 2016
Grade 4&5 Fayoum Day Trip
Thursday, November 24th, 2016
Thanks Giving Day - School Closed
Saturday, November 27h, 2016 - Thursday, December 1st, 2016
Job Week - In-school Activity for Grade 2 - Grade 5 Student

“

Quote of the Month:
“No one is useless in this world who lightens the burdens of another.” - Charles Dickens
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Message from the Executive Director:
Dear Met Families,
With the first quarter behind us I thought it vital to take some
time to list some of the events that make Met unique in its
collective approach to child development. Family Barbeque,
Orientation Days, Back To school Night, Fall Festival,
International Assessment, Common Assessment, Transparency,
Student Led Conferencing, Progress Reports, Grade Reports,
Professional Development, Coffee Morning, Pacing Guides,
Character Education Curriculum, Community Service,
Entrepreneurial Spirit and Egyptian Values! I generated this list
from the top of my head. We work timelessly to enable Met to
deliver at the highest level internationally. The SLC set a new
standard at Met. This activity makes the educational process We are proud of the work do here at Met! Moreover, we are
transparent by informing all stakeholders on the specifics nec- confident that together all Met students will be fully equipped
essary for individual student improvement.
with both a passion for learning and the ambition to make a
difference to the local and global communities.
- Kenneth Webley

Met Corner

Parents Corner

Please join us in congratulating Ms. Malak El Masry, Ms. Heba
Fahmy, Ms. Walaa Saied, Mr. Ramadan Abd el Razak, Ms.
Nada Mostafa, and Ms. Alicia our employees of the month who
have demonstrated a commitment to Metropolitan School’s
Mission and Vision. The Met Trophy for the quarter was
awarded to Ms. Nour Lazen for her exemplary contributions in
initiating Community Service acts at Met.

Thank you to all parents who volunteered to donate their blood
during the Blood Donation Drive that took place at our Annual
Fall Festival. You indeed helped save a life! Thank you to
all parents who volunteered to help in the decor preparation
process for the Fall Festival event. Special thanks to Ms. Safia
Ahmed for the lovely cake she shared with us on the day and to
Mr. Hamdy Saqr for the wonderful maze room setup!

Flash News

Thank you to our parents and students for coming to our first
ever Student-Led Conference (SLC). It is rewarding to see our
students lead their conferences, informing their parents about
their progress, their strength and weaknesses, as well as their
academic goals.

What a spooktacular day it was at our 2nd Annual Met Fall
Festival! The festival saw lots of kids, parents, families, and
teachers dressed up in costumes and enjoying the plethora of
activities and games. It didn’t end at arts and crafts, though;
Hamley’s brought their life-sized toys and dressed-up staff to
the festival. It was indeed wicked fun for adults and kids alike!

Part of Met Co-Curricular activities is Hip-Hop dance where
students learn the correct warm-up for dance, basic steps, and
develop short performance routines.
Our Grade 3, 4 and 5 students got to create their own tasty
chocolate treats when Ganache Factory visited Metropolitan
School.

Flash News

Metropolitan School maintains a healthy environment by
encouraging students to eat healthy. The school Doctor started
the healthy campaign with a fun competition involving all staff
and students encouraging them to eat healthy foods and snacks.
Each class was checked during their lunch break and one winner
was chosen per class for the most healthy lunch box. Students
with hot meal subscriptions participated by bringing healthy
snacks such as fruits, dairy products, and nuts. Different grades
participated in the campaign with various activities including a
play about healthy and unhealthy food and how it can affect our
daily life. They created posters, and attended a cross - curricular
art and food technology workshop.

Early Childhood kids were learning about plants this month.
A plant needs certain things to live and grow. A plant needs
sunlight in addition to air and water. The plant uses these things
to make its food. The plant has parts that help it grow and
change. The roots grow into the soil to take water, and they also
hold the plant in its place. The stem holds up the plant and it
takes water from the roots to the other parts. The leaf is the food
making part. A flower makes seeds, a new plant grows from a
seed and a fruit holds the seeds!

KG2 recently enjoyed their first school trip of this academic
year to the Family Park. The children had been learning about
their senses and how they can be used to help them learn more
about the world. A visit to the Science Museum that has a
dedicated area for the exploration of the senses was a perfect
curriculum fit. They also got to enjoy a train ride and a visit
to the mini zoo which also links to their next topic of learning
about animals and why they move in different ways.

Metropolitan’s November assembly was focused on presenting
our crucial pillars in school. The assembly was led by Grade 4
students as well as KG2 Turquoise Class. During the assembly,
Metropolitan teachers recognized exemplary students for their
progress. Rewarding hard work promotes an atmosphere of
success and achievement.

Character Education

MetBiz

We have now reached the midway point in the Junior Achievement curriculum offered through our MetBiz program. Our students
from grades 2 – 5 have been hard at work in their respective MetBiz classes learning a multitude of useful concepts that they will
take with them and eventually use as our business leaders of the future.
Grade 2 students have learned the ins and outs of a production process, recognizing that teamwork is often a beneficial endeavor
and that defective products will hurt a company’s bottom line. They’ve also been learning about the importance of income tax and
sales tax in the government’s ability to provide communities with public goods and services.
Our Grade 3 students should now be thoroughly versed in the various common methods of payment, including cash, checks, credit
and debit cards, and electronic payment. Along with this knowledge, they are also being introduced to the means by which they
can save their money and the implications of differing interest rates.
The students from Grade 4 recently learned about the six business basics, which are advertising, expense, revenue, customer,
profit, and loss and how these affect businesses. These basics were utilized when students played the Hot Dog Stand Board Game
during our MetBiz class. By playing this game, students learned how to accurately record simulated revenues, expenses, and
subsequent profits or losses incurred due to various, realistic operating transactions.
Grade 5 students are learning about S.T.E.M skills amongst other skill sets that will help them to succeed in an increasingly
competitive local and global job market. Through learning about career clusters they have been able to narrow down the existing
careers that may fit with their unique and personal interests.
Through our MetBiz program, and thanks to our gracious volunteers, our grade 3 – 5 students will be taking part in Job Week
activities during the final week of November. We are looking forward to this initiative and the upcoming entrepreneurial lessons
during our final month of the program.

Egyptian Values

Met Serve

In our pursuit of raising ethical citizens who continuously serve
our community, Metropolitan School participated in promoting ‘Misr Alkhair’ Education Project. ‘Misr Al Khair’ is an
organization that aims to create awareness and fund-raise to
educate thousands of children through community education.
We are proud of our students! Click the link to watch the
video:https://www.facebook.com/MisrElKheir.Org/videos/1509803342368887/

We rise up by lifting others! In our continuous effort to promote
our Community Service values, we used part of our 2nd Met
Fall Festival proceeds to purchase some main staples to support
the Forqan Orphanage at Nasr City. We visited the Orphanage
on Saturday October 5, 2016 to distribute the donations. Thank
you to all the parents and staff members who supported us to
make a difference in a child’s life!

Dates for your Diary
Sunday, December 4th, 2016
KG2 White & Grade 3 Assembly - In-school Activity for Students
Monday, December 5th, 2016 (09:00 am - 11:00 am)
‘Proactive Parenting’- Met Coffee Morning Session by Dr. Wadeed
Sunday, December 11th, 2016
Prophet Mohamed’s Birthday - Public Holiday / School Closed
Monday, December 12th, 2016
Grades 4 & 5 Trip to the Pyramids

Tuesday, December 13th, 2016
Grade 3 ‘Nafeza’ Trip
Wednesday, December 14th, 2016
KG 1 Trip to Sitara - ‘Owl Babies’ Workshop
Thursday, December 15th, 2016
08:30 am - 09:30 am) Met Leadership Parents Morning Coffee - Meeting Room
Monday, December 19th, 2016 (02:00 pm-03:00 pm)
Character Education /Parents Training Session by Ms. Annerie - Counselor’s Room
Wednesday, December 21st, 2016 (Show Starts at 11:00 am)
Winter Wonderland Day – A Family Day Event
Thursday, December 22nd, 2016 - Saturday, January 7th, 2017
Winter Break - No School for Students and Academic Team

“

Quote of the Month:

“Tomorrow, is the first blank page of a 365 page book. Write a good one.” - Brad Paisley
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Message from the Executive Director
Welcome back Met Families and Happy New Year!
As we get back to work we would like to acknowledge all the
great effort done by the Arts Department (Mr. Trestan, Mrs.
Jones, Ms. Inge and Miss Mariel) and all our students and staff
members who put together a fabulous version of ‘The
Nutcracker’. The event was a genuine display of the hard work
and commitment that make Met EXTRA-Ordinary! Also, as
we commence this New Year, we must take a moment to
acknowledge our Met Parents. Your attendance and support
with all our events and initiatives is a big part of what makes
Met special. We wish you a prosperous New Year and please
remember: “Teamwork makes the Dream work!”
- Kenneth Webley

Met Corner

Parents Corner

In the spirit of the festive season, Metropolitan School staff
and teachers enjoyed a little party where they anonymously
exchanged Christmas gifts and celebrated their achievements
together in 2016 while embracing a happy fresh start for the beginning of the New Year 2017.
We wish all our staff members and their families a happy and
prosperous 2017 and we would like to thank them for their
valuable contribution to make Met an Extra-Ordinary School.

For a second time, Metropolitan School was pleased to host
Dr. Mohamed Wadeed – A Life Coach, Marriage & Family
Counselor for a ‘Proactive Parenting’ Coffee Morning Session
titled ‘Be Ahead of The Game’! It was a great chance for our
parents to unlock the mystery and understand the reason why
parents struggle when they deal with their kids. This is not
because there is anything wrong with them, it’s simply because
they ‘Are Not Ahead of The Game!’

Flash News

At Metropolitan School, we are always keen to transfer different
experiences and knowledge to our students, not only the
academic skills but also the real athletic spirit and benefits that
goes along with it. On Saturday, November 26th, 2016, we
hosted FCBEscola Soccer School Egypt who exclusively came
to coach our students with basic football concepts. The
children also got the chance to enjoy different activities
and competitions throughout the day.

Metropolitan School’s After School Care (ASC) program is
designed to change the academic mood of children especially
after a long day at school. It allows the children to get all their
energy out through creativity and craft making. Every month
we pick a different theme to talk about. Themes may include
festive seasons in which we celebrate by creating some crafts
and activities relevant to the celebration, all while helping the
children improve their fine motors skills whilst having fun at
the same time.

This month’s assembly covered many themes. It started with
KG2 White who sang French songs about the morning, days
of the week, and months. Reinforcing the whole school
project on Citizenship, for the second part of their performance,
the students acted out examples of being good and bad citizens,
while explaining the difference between both acts. The
students were awesome and confident in their presentations. As
for Grade 3 students, they were interacting with the audience
through mathematical presentations. Our school counselor,
Mrs. Annerie took the opportunity to thank all Met students for
contributing in projects reflecting the school’s Character Traits.

The Arabic department organized various activities in
celebration of Prophet Mohamed’s Birthday. These varied
between presenting a brief in Arabic and English during the
morning line about the occasion and class activities which
included coloring and creating different cards. In a nice
gesture to reflect the spirit of the celebrations, students distributed
Muld Al Nabi treats to all our support staff.

Flash News

On Monday, December 5th, students from our Grade 4 and 5
classes visited the American University in Cairo, Tagamoa
Campus to attend the ‘Make Space Yours’ Schools Launch.
Our students viewed presentations by Omar Samra, the first
Egyptian to complete the Adventurer’s Grand Slam, and a Mars
One astronaut candidate, Mohamed Sallam. Some of our brave
students even asked questions in front of the audience which
numbered in the hundreds. This launch event was the opening
ceremony for a country-wide competition which represents a
wonderfully inspiring initiative that will change the students’
perception of space, space travel, and introduce them to the
upcoming future colonization of other planets. All students from
our Grade 4 and 5 classes are eligible to enter the competition, and
we will be providing them with all of the information that they
will need to enter and have the best chances of winning. However, this is a competition that they are to complete mostly at
home, and each student will be responsible for submitting their
own projects. The winning contestants from across Egypt will
receive a 3-day educational space camp held by MURICATA
SPACE CAMP. We are extremely grateful for our students to
have this opportunity, and we are excited to see what amazing
and innovative ideas they will come up with!

Metropolitan School’s After School Care (ASC) program is
designed to change the academic mood of children especially
after a long day at school. It allows the children to get all their
energy out through creativity and craft making. Every month
we pick a different theme to talk about. Themes may include
festive seasons in which we celebrate by creating some crafts
and activities relevant to the celebration, all while helping the
children improve their fine motors skills whilst having fun at
the same time.

It is the time of year again where we presented our talented students
in the 2nd Annual Winter Wonderland Show. Metropolitan’s Fine
and Performing Arts presented ‘The Nutcracker’ on December
21, 2016. The show was full of music, theater, art, and dance
reflecting our students’ talents, creativity and hard work in
reproducing this masterpiece story one more time. Following
the Show, Winter Wonderland was waiting for all the Met
students and families to start their Holiday season! The day was
filled with festivities, live music, good food and treats plus a
special visit from Santa himself to get everyone in the holiday
spirit!
Photos and videos are now available for purchase. Kindly visit
the Accounts Department and settle the payment of 150 EGP to
purchase your DVD copy.

MetBiz
As the Winter Break holiday approached us, so did the end of
our MetBiz lessons for the first semester. It has been an exciting
and fun-filled few weeks, and the students have undoubtedly
been introduced to business concepts that were almost entirely
foreign to them before this term.
Our students from grades 3, 4, and 5 also took part in Job Week
presentations and activities. The grade 3 students received
private photography lessons from our very own PRE, Miss
Ghada El Attar. Miss Ghada also allowed the students to take
photographs of their friends in the real studio environment
which she had set up. The students learned that they too could
grow up to be professional photographers if they choose to
devote themselves to achieving that goal.
The grade 4 students received a group cooking lesson from Mrs.
Shermeen, the owner of Shermeen’s Salads and winner of the
Best Burger contest at the Hace Expo (Egypt). They received
hands-on training in the art of preparing the perfect hamburger
patty, as well as making a traditional and delicious salad-in-acup. These skills are not only useful at home, but the students
now have real knowledge of what it takes to prepare a restaurant quality meal in a limited amount of time.
Grade 5 students were visited by Miss Mayan Ahmed Hazem,
a Fundraising Senior Specialist at Misr El-Kheir. She taught
our students all about how she’s able to raise funds to support
Egyptians living in poverty-stricken communities that need
our help the most. The grade 5 students sincerely engaged in
the classroom discussion and seemed to thoroughly recognize
the importance of the kind of work that Miss Mayan and her
colleagues do. Understanding how and why entrepreneurs and
aspiring entrepreneurs give back to their communities is a very
important aspect of what we aim to teach Met students, so we
are very grateful for this presentation.
Although our Junior Achievement curriculum is nearly
finished for this semester, the grade 5 students are lucky enough
to receive another section during semester 2. JA – ‘More Than
Money’ will compliment what they’ve learned thus far and take
them to the next stage of becoming the future leaders of our
local and global communities.

Egyptian Values

MetServe

At Metropolitan School we focus on 8 Character Traits
throughout the year. In December, we focused on ‘How to be
a good Citizen’. After addressing the character trait at school,
the learners took their knowledge home, and the Metropolitan
families sat together to design posters and 3D projects on how
to be a good citizen for our beautiful country, Egypt. Each
learner who took part in the project received a certificate to
congratulate their effort and the children were also graded on
their work. Metropolitan parents and learners instill the values
and character traits that are important to be a successful human
being.

As a part of our continuous effort to enhance our students’
engagement in community service and raise ethical citizens,
Metropolitan School proudly hosted the launch of ‘Misr
AlKhair’ Winter Donation Campaign (Ad El Shetaa). Parents,
students and staff members volunteered in packing 1000
donation boxes and blankets to reach out to families in need
in Upper Egypt. Metropolitan School is proud of its upcoming
generation for taking the initiative to help donate and take
responsibly for themselves and their community on a larger
scale. See the link below for media coverage:
https://youtu.be/MJQo7OgV-SU

Dates for your Diary
Sunday, January 15th, 2017
Grade 2 Bubble Gum & KG2 Yellow Assembly
Tuesday, January 17th, 2017
Grade 1 Trip to Family Park Science Museum/ Senses Area
Wednesday, January 18th, 2017
Grade 2 Trip to Family Park Science Museum/ Senses Area
Thursday, January 19th, 2017 (08:30 am - 09:30 am)
Met Leadership Parents Morning Coffee - Meeting Room

Wednesday, January 25th, 2017
National Holiday / School Closed
Thursday, January 26th, 2017
Staff Professional Development / No classes for Students
Sunday, January 29th, 2017
Chinese New Year – Internal Students’ Activities

“

Quote of the Month:

“Science is organized knowledge. Wisdom is organized life.” - Immanuel Kant
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Message from the Executive Director:
Greetings Met Families,
The Met mission separates Met from all others. Egyptian
Values, Entrepreneurial Spirit, and Community Service
undergird all that we do. As we work, we stand by our
commitment to improve in all things. Met is currently
undergoing preparations for the upcoming Accreditation visit
in May. Our school will obtain full U.S Accreditation in only
our second year of operations! This cements our position as
a top tier school internationally, as well as a major force in
Egypt. As we ring in the New Year, we welcome several new
staff members into the fold. Mr. Yassin Jacob (Science), Ms.
Rebecca Beckum (Art), Ms. Marwa Bakry (Pre-K), Ms. Suzette
Smit (Gr.2) and Ms. Sarah (KG1). Additionally, Mrs. Truelove
(Curriculum Coordinator) and our own Ms. Nicola in her new
role as Vice Principal to Early Childhood Our students sat for
the 2nd round of MAP assessment and you’ll be happy to know
that student academic growth is at an all time high! Our staff are

deeply engaged in professional development as we maximize our
ability to deliver a top notch international education for each
and every student. - Kenneth Webley

Met Corner

Parents Corner

Metropolitan School’s Academic and Admin Team had the
opportunity to attend a professional development day on
January 26th, 2017. The training sessions included discussions
about different classroom management styles and the role of
teachers as facilitators of active learning. These learning
outcomes are best achieved through active rather than passive
learning. Moreover, all our staff attended a review session in
preparation for our Accreditation visit in May.

In our continuous efforts to provide our parents with beneficial
workshops, Metropolitan School was happy to host an ‘Anger
Management for Parents Workshop’ - presented by Dr. Mona
Youssri (child psychiatrist, family counselor & CLC founder).
The workshop covered topics on how to ‘learn to define anger,
its types, and triggers,’ ‘assess parenting style and behaviors,’
and ‘learn how to design a family plan for anger management.’
It was a beneficial and fun learning session to all moms and dads.

Flash News

Our KGI children enjoyed their first school trip to Sitara. They
took part in the ‘Owl Babies’ workshop where they made owl
puppets and watched a short performance. They then participated
and starred in a show of their own. The workshop dealt with
emotions, in particular separation anxiety. Everyone indeed
had a great time!

The visit to ‘El Nafeza’ (Arabic word for window) provided
Grade 3 with a learning experience to be kept in their
memories for a lifetime. ‘El Nafeza’ is an outlet for the
creation of handmade paper produced in an environmental
friendly fashion. The students gained a deeper understanding
of natural resources, as they learnt how to wisely use these
resources for the benefit of their community. Students were
excited to learn how to revive the paper-making industry in
Egypt. This was also an opportunity to work with people who
are physically disable and see how gifted they are working in
such field. The experience was a clear example that nothing can
hold us back no matter what type of disabilities or shortcomings
we may face in life.

Metropolitan School is proud of its young Champion Ahmed
Khaled Gawish in Grade 1 Red, who has won the golden medal
and was placed first in the Gymnastics Championship by the
Egyptian Gymnastic Federation on Thursday 19th January 2017.
Congratulation to our youngest champ, we are so proud of you!

KG2 and Grade 2 did a fantastic job performing a skit about
what they are learning with the Metropolitan School’s 8 Pillar
Traits. They demonstrated what it looks and sounds like when
making a good choice or a poor choice. They performed with
confidence, showing us all the outcomes of both actions. The
students also explained that if we want something someone else
has, we don’t have to snatch or grab. We can choose to be kind.
We can use words like “I will wait” or “please may I play too?”
It is important to show our kindness even if we are feeling
jealous. It was a very animated assembly!”

Flash News

Students in Grade 5 are learning how to use the microscope
as part of Unit 3 which covers cells. This activity introduced
students to the microscope, as they cut out the letter “e” and use
the small piece of paper to make a wet mount slide. They were
then asked to focus the microscope using all three objective
lenses and record their observations as drawings.

KG2 students have been learning about transport, they worked
on building their own cars using recycled materials and other
craft products. They discussed if the cars would move differently
by changing the shape of the wheels. The students investigated
by making predictions and carrying out tests.

In cooperation with ‘Leap Development Hub’, Metropolitan
School was glad to host its Winter Camp at the School’s campus
over the Winter Break. Children were indulged in an array of
sports & edutainment activities. Leap is an integrated development
hub of interactive environment & responsive activity programs
designed to awaken each child’s unique sense.

Pre-K students had a chance to visit a sports shop in New Cairo
on their first school trip this year. In alignment with their
curriculum and studies, they got the chance to see and learn
about different kinds, sizes, weights, and textures of balls. They
also got exposed to the Medicine Ball: A large, heavy, solid
ball thrown and caught for exercise. Met young learners are
now able to differentiate between sizes and different usage of
sports balls. It was a lot of fun!

Flash News

This month we have been learning about the different parts of
the body in French and what they can do. It has been fun and
very interesting. In each classroom we watched a short video
about the body parts and we learned the words and danced to
the music of Alain le lait (le corps). KG1 learners used a variety
of colorful toys to create their own body masterpiece. While
KG2 learners got to trace their own bodies and later painted the
body shape during art. As for the Grade 1 learners, they used
ear buds (Q-tips) to create their own skeleton. It was a lot of fun!

Having fun with science is a wonderful thing and building
different habitats is a great project for the students. It helps them
explain how an animal’s environment provides all the things it
needs in order to survive The students were able to describe
some of the different types of environments found on earth. Our
kids did a great job building their own habitat projects. Well
done everyone!!

During our after school care program (ASC) we have been
working on many projects that has helped build our students
fine and gross motor skills. Students have been creating
projects, such as using pipe cleaners to write their names. This
project helps students with their fine motor skills as they bend
and move the pipe cleaners while allowing students to look at
writing in a different form. Students also created a pencil case
using paper, allowing students to use their imagination to create
something that they may need by materials that they can find
around the room. Students also had the opportunity to create
a 2D image with paper, a popsicle stick, and a drawn out car.
They also created buildings and a street that allowed their car to
move throughout their city, and an imaginary fish bowl using a
round plastic plate.

Met students in Grades 1 and 2 enjoyed learning about the five
senses and seeing different animals during their visit to Family
Park earlier this month.

Flash News
January 29th is marked as the ‘Chinese New Year’. On
this occasion, Metropolitan School’s Fine and Performing
Arts Department, together with Elementary Students, have
created a Dragon using different textures and art
materials. During the morning lines, students got to perform the
Chinese Dragon Dance and produced music while using recycled
materials as musical instruments. It was a festive morning
of celebrations to both the Elementary and Early Childhood
Students.
愉快的中國年 愉 快 的 中 國 年
(Yukuai de zhongguo nian)
Happy Chinese New Year!

Character Education
During December we had our first parental guidance training
session done by our counsellor, Mrs. Annerie Krause. We, as
parents, expect our children to grow up to be responsible
citizens and therefore we need to teach our children how to
solve problems in a proper way. Mrs. Annerie emphasized the
importance of guiding our children on how to solve problems
with a positive approach that will be sustainable throughout
their development as human beings. We, as parents, should
stop stepping in to solve our children’s problems and behavior.
Rather we should encourage them to solve their own problems,
equip them with problem solving skills and guide them to
correct their own behavior during their developmental years.
During the session we learned that we have to first of all be
calm before we try to address any problem. Our body language
is extremely important and we should be able to listen actively
to one another when disagreeing and talking to each other. Our
next parental training session will be during February and the
theme will be Positive Discipline techniques.

MetBiz
Our MetBiz students demonstrated their great entrepreneurship
and community service skills during our Winter Wonderland
Bazar Day by embodying the season’s joy and giving spirit, and
donating all the profit they received from their hot drinks booth
to ‘Misr El Kheir Foundation.’
“We make a living by what we get and we make a life by what
we give!”
- Winston Churchill

Egyptian Values

MetServe

Our students have learned about Ancient Egyptian heritagewith a trip to the Pyramids. They learnt how Ancient Egyptians buried and mummi fied thed ead,howkingswere glorified
by the way their body was positioned and preserved inside the
pyramids, in addition to many other aspects of this mysterious
ancient life.“Manyhiddentruths are often unobserved, not
invisible.” - Matthew A. Petti

Serving the community is an integral part of our Met Values.
A drive has been held to collect gently used items of clothing
to be donated to children who are less fortunate than ourselves.
“Thank You” to all who donated, you helped make a difference
to a child. Donations collected last month wer sent to families
in the out skirts of Maadi and Torab Elyahood.

Dates for your Diary
Thursday, February 2nd, 2017
End of Second Quarter + Pre-K Celebrating Learning Activity (Pre-K Parents invited)
Sunday, February 5th, 2017
Grade 1 Navy & KG1 Indigo Assembley + CCA Starts
Tuesday, February 7th, 2017
KG1 Lime visit to ‘Awladi Orphanage’
Wednesday, February 8th, 2017
KG2 Trip to the Fire Station

Thursday, February 9th, 2017
Second Quarter Report Cards live on Rediker Parents Portal
Monday, February 13th, 2017
Grades 4&5 Trip to ‘Al Azhar Park’
Tuesday, February 14th, 2017
Valentine’s Dress Up Day
Monday, February 20th, 2017
Grade 3 Trip to ‘Nafas’

Tuesday, February 21st, 2017
KG1 Farm Trip
Thursday, February 23rd, 2017 (08:30 am - 09:30 am)
Met Leadership Parents Morning Coffee - Meeting Room
Sunday, February 26th, 2017 – Thursday, March 2nd, 2017
Literacy Week

“
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Quote of the Month:

“If everyone is moving forward together, then success takes care of itself.” - Henry Ford

Message from the Executive Director:
Dear Metropolitan Families,
This month we write to acknowledge all the trust and support
we have received. As we work through the process of making
Met EXTRA- Ordinary, recently we held meetings with our
Parents at every grade level to discuss Student’s growth on both
internal and external assessments.
We are pleased to announce that Met Students collectively
are meeting high expectations! The word is getting out about
our commitment to transparency and our commitment to
excellence. So much so that we are approaching 600 families
seeking to be a part of what we do here at Met. We love our
families and we pledge to develop Students that are not only
‘Engaged Thinkers’, but ‘Ethical Citizens’,
and ‘Global Entrepreneurs’.
- Kenneth Webley

Met Corner

Parents Corner

We believe that every learning community comprises a diversity
of learners, each with needs that should beaccommodated with
curriculum and instruction. Our staff attended a Differentiated
Instruction Workshop that espoused the values of equity rather
than equality and individualization rather than standardization.

Thank you to the parents who attended our Met Leadership
Parents’ Coffee Morning for February. This event is a monthly
meeting where we get to hear from you and you hear from us.
Our next Met Leadership Parents Coffee Morning Coffee will
be on Thursday, March 9th, 2017. Looking forward to seeing
you all there.

Flash News

Grade 4 and 5 students explored ‘Perspective in Art’ at Al-Azhar
Park this month. They enjoyed an introductory class on Two
Point Perspective and got the benefit of exploring the effects
of distance from the vistas that the park affords. The students
proudly returned with continuous line drawings of the Cairo
cityscape, including the botanical surroundings and heritage
structures such as the Citadel, Mosques, and the famous Azhar
Park Restaurant. We feel proud of our Egyptian values, culture,
and Architectural heritage.

Metropolitan School would like to take the opportunity to
congratulate our young champions Dana Wael in Gr. 2 Sky
Blue for winning the Gold Medal in the Speed-Ball
Championship. Youssef Waleed Mohamed in Gr.4 Emerald
was another Champion winning the Gold Medal in the Military
Squash Tournament. Finally, Youssef Asser Negm El Din in
Gr. 5 Ginger was a winner of 3 Gold Medals, a Silver one and
was awarded with the Best Swimmer Trophy in the Swimming
Tournament in Cairo. Congratulations to the winners! We are
proud of you!

Our Elementary Met students have been discovering the French
Speaking world ‘Francophonie’ and were asked to present one
French speaking country of their choice. This cross curricular
activity allowed them to discover the diversity of ‘Francophonie’.
They explored many aspects such as the culture, food, customs,
and more. Geography and wildlife from countries in Africa,
Asia, America and Europe was another aspect they explored
while working on their project. The wonderful posters and
presentations made by our Students were displayed with pride
in our Elementary Building.

Cooking with children is not just about cooking recipes and
ingredients, but also about using creativity, imagination and
pushing limits. Sherry, the owner of Shermeen’s Salads, is
running the ‘Let’s have fun, let’s cook’ CCA at Metropolitan.
The first class was a huge success, they designed their own
breakfast and snack items using a plethora of ingredients whist
adhering to the safety and hygiene rules Sherry put in place.
As the course progresses they will take on new challenges and
learn new techniques to stretch their culinary knowledge.

Flash News

Met KG2 students have experienced a day at the Fire Station
were they learned about the firefighting process and how
to behave during fire drills. They also got exposed to the
equipment and substances used during firefighting. It was a fun
experience for everyone!

Despite the cold February weather, Valentine’s Day spirit
warmed up the corridors across Met. Students and Staff members
were invited to dress up in red, which filled the campus with
a cheerful spirit as students exchanged flowers, sweets, and
warm sentiments.

Students are learning about the germination of seeds as part of
their unit 3 studies which covers reproduction in plants. The
students put seeds inside dampened paper towels, which are
then placed inside plastic baggies. Over time, students will
check their baggies to make sure the paper towels remain moist
and make observations of the germinating seeds.

The Moon might be the most interesting thing in the night sky.
A huge ball of rock that does not give off its own light, instead
it reflects the light from the sun. Strangely it seems to change
its shape! The students are learning about the moon phases and
how we see only the bright side of the moon while it moves
around the earth.
During February, KG2 White celebrated not just one birthday
... not just two birthdays ... but THREE Birthdays!!! Only 3
days separates the 3 children in question and one child has his
birthday on Valentine’s Day - Adham Ibrahim (14th February),
Adam Tamer (15th February) and Farida Elzomor (17th February).
All three of the children had birthday parties where songs were
sung and games played. Many thanks to the parents of these
children for bringing in such nice cake and making it an extra
special week for the class!

Flash News

During French classes this month, it was fantastic to see our
early childhood students explore the wide variety of fruits and
vegetables available to them. Some students had the opportunity
to try things they may never have heard of or tried before. It was
a huge success. This theme has increased students’ knowledge
about the benefits of eating fruits and vegetables. This was also
an opportunity that encouraged conversations about healthy
lifestyles.

This month we celebrated Valentine’s Day, which is all about
showing extra love to all the people you care for and that’s
what our children in the After School Program (ASC) did! It
was an opportunity for them to create cards for their parents and
friends and express to their loved ones how much they love and
appreciate them. Happy Valentine’s Day to all!

Pre-K Students celebrated their learning with their parents in a fun filled event organized inside their classrooms. At the end of
each study Pre-K classes hold a ‘Celebrate Learning’ event where parents are invited to come and celebrate with them and witness
what their kids have been busy doing throughout the unit. This month’s theme was about ‘Balls’. Parents were asked to bring ball
shaped food to share among the students. During the event each child had the chance to show their parents what they know about
balls by answering questions asked by their teacher. They played with their parents with the balls and following that all Parents
were invited to participate in a standup game. It was so much fun! At lunch time, we shared all the ball shaped food with each
other, then we proceeded with our lunch routine and parents left us. It was a very warm event and we all enjoyed the fun activities,
even the students whose parents were not able to make it, we made sure they felt cared for just as much.

Character Education
During February, we focused on the theme of bullying for two
weeks and did a lot of activities to explain bullying. One of the
ways that bullying can take place is gossiping. One child was
asked to spread glitter to a learner, who spread the glitter to a next
one, and in the end we realized that glitter was everywhere and
it was impossible to collect all the glitter again. In life it is so
easy to gossip, but to repair the damage that was done is
impossible taking into consideration that we can’t undo a rumor
spread.
We also used a plate filled with water, we threw glitter on the
water which represented each and every child in the class. We
saw that a bully causes division. Soap represented the bully and
the moment the soap was added to the water, the glitter moved
away from the soap/bully. The learners learned that people do
not want to associate themselves with bullies, and therefore we
should always think before we act. Bullies end up alone. You
as parents are welcome to reinforce the pillar lessons that have
taken place during February. Currently, we are talking about
how to keep communities and citizens safe as well as what our
rights and responsibilities are.

MetBiz

Egyptian Values

Our KGI children have been learning about jobs in the community. They have been role playing by dressing up and carrying
out the duties associated with each job. In the Met Learning
Zone you can see children learning about money, its value, and
associating using it to purchase items from the pretend grocery
store. The shop keeper sold the items, received money, and
gave change to the shoppers. This is an early introduction to
things having a monetary value attached. In order to buy items
you need to have money, jobs allow us to earn money and hence
spend it on things we want or desire.

As part of Metropolitan School’s “Good Citizen” project,
learners at Metropolitan School launched a give and care campaign by collecting toys for children who are underprivileged.
We would like to thank our community of parents and learners
who donated toys for this purpose to ‘Awlaady Orphanage’.

Met Serve

KG1 Lime paid a special visit to ‘Awlaady Orphanage’ in Maadi. It was an amazing experience for them. They got the chance
to play and spend some time with the boys and girls there. As
part of reinforcing the importance of giving and sharing, the
students shared their lunch with their new friends. They also
shared many toys, clothes, and books. It was a lovely day of
making new friends and playing outside. It was a fun and enriching experience for all!

In our continuous efforts to support our nation, Metropolitan
School was proud to support the ‘Tahya Masr Fund Raising
Campaign’ sponsored by Al-Ahly Bank & the Ministry of Investment. We were honored to welcome her Excellency Dr.
Dalia Khorshid, Former Minister of Investment of Egypt on
her first visit to Int. Schools supporting the initiative. Dr. Dalia
expressed her happiness as she witnessed the students contributing to the campaign.

Dates for your Diary
Wednesday, March 1st, 2017
100 Days @ Met (In-school Activities)
Thursday, March 2nd, 2017
Literacy Themed Dress-Up Day
Sunday, March 5th, 2017
Literacy Assembly
Monday, March 6th, 2017 (09:00 am - 12:00 pm)
2nd Met Parents’ Coffee Morning/ ‘First Aid’ Session - 2nd Floor Meeting Room

Thursday, March 9th, 2017 (08:30 am - 09:30 am)
Met Leadership Parents Coffee Morning- 2nd Floor Meeting Room
Thursday, March 16th, 2017
Mother’s Day In-School Activities
Sunday, March 19th - Thursday, March 23rd, 2017
Spring Break
Sunday, March 26th, 2017 - Wednesday, March 29th, 2017
Green Week (In-School Activities)

Thursday, March 30th, 2017
Staff Professional Development (No School for Students)

Quote of the Month:

“No winter lasts forever; no spring skips its turn.” - Hal Borland

“
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Message from the Executive Director:
Greetings Met Families,
Welcome back to the final stretch of the 2016/17 academic year!
We have thus far had a banner year and we will finish the 4th
Quarter with a bang! Many thanks to Mrs. Jones and company
for putting on our 2nd Annual Green Week.
Please pay careful attention to the School’s Calendar as April is
packed with activities! (International Week, Trips, CCA, Egypt
Week, Easter and more). Get ready for the second Student Led
Conference! Your children will be sharing their academic
progress with you on Thursday, April 13th, 2017.
Please be sure to attend!
- Kenneth Webley

Met Corner

Parents Corner

Metropolitan Team went on a trip to Fayoum Oasis last month.
In an amazing fun day, the team enjoyed visiting Wadi Rayan
to explore its magnificent nature. They got the chance to create
their own pottery, horse ride and enjoy the lake view in a
Felucca. The most exciting part of the day was the sand boarding
were they surfed the sands with amusement. Oriental dishes
were served for breakfast and lunch. It was an extremely fun
day for all!

On March 7th, Metropolitan School hosted its second Met
Parents Coffee Morning Training Session. The session was
dedicated to educate Parents on First Aid skills. First Aid is the
emergency care given to ill or injured people before professional
medical aid can arrive. First Aid skills are useful at home, in
the workplace, or in public places. The more First Aid-certified
people there are in a community, the safer that community
becomes!

Flash News

This month’s Assembly was dedicated to celebrating the
winners from the Literacy Week Writing Competition. All Met
Students listened and supported the winners from Elementary
stage while reading their submissions in front of the Met Student
body. We are proud of the work they produced and how brave
they were while confidently presenting their creations. In
addition to the Literacy presentations, ‘Students of The Month’
were recognized during the assembly as well. Congratulations
to all stars!

Our Pre-K Students enjoyed a fun filled day at Family
Park exploring different kinds of trees. They were able to use
their senses to describe them; rough, smooth, bumpy, long,
short, green, brown...etc. Students measured different trees
circumference and learnt how big around they could be. During
their investigation, they used magnifying glasses to take a closer
look at nature. Finally, they had fun reading stories about trees,
while enjoying a picnic outing at the same time!

Our Grade 2 Students learning double digit subtraction in an
engaging fun and interactive way.

Metropolitan School would like to congratulate Aly Hesham
in Grade 4 Emerald for winning the 3rd place in ‘Compedanza’
Dance Competition. The competition is one of the biggest
dance competitions in Egypt, and proudly our winner Aly was
the youngest one competing.

Metropolitan School celebrated its 100th Day of school for this
academic year on March 1st, 2017. All Met students were
engaged and involved in creating different projects prior to the
day’s celebration. The school corridors were beautifully
decorated with the wonderful artworks produced by our talented
students, and on the day, we crowned the celebration with a
group photo taken for all Met Students and Staff which
illustrated the number 100 with human figures. A huge thank
you to all Met Students, Ms. Andrea & the Art Department for
an AMAZING 100th Day project display and celebration!
Happy 100th Day @ Met!

Flash News

KG1 students had a great time at the Farm. They got to see
different kinds of animals and explore different art techniques
available at the Farm.

Pre-K Parents were invited to ‘Celebrate Learning’ of our
Tree Study this month. Students led a PowerPoint presentation
stating what they did in each picture. They explained the
difference between ‘evergreen’ trees and ‘deciduous’ trees,
different tree parts, what we can make out of trees, how they
grow and change, and much more. At the end of the celebration
students had the opportunity to celebrate Mother’s Day with a
special song dedicated to all their wonderful mommies. Happy
Mother’s Day!

Metropolitan School celebrated Literacy Week in March!
Literacy is the foundation of everything we do in school, it
encompasses more than simply being able to read and write. It
is a skill that leads to a more fulfilling life, allowing individuals
to participate fully in their community and society at large. As
part of our Literacy Week, our Homerooms invited ‘Mystery
Readers’ to their classes. Parents, grandparents, teachers and
admin staff signed up to surprise the students with a special
story time. Reading to children, in any language, is the best way
to encourage them to love and appreciate reading. A special
thank you to all our ‘Mystery Readers’ who contributed in our
Literacy Week!

Metropolitan School competed in a soccer tournament at Hayah
Sports Academy. The Met boys and girls teams gave their best
in the competition. Not only was it a competition for them, it
was also an opportunity to learn about adversity, competition,
and sportsmanship. We are proud of our talented players, and
hope to compete again in the near future with further winning
opportunities.

Flash News

Dr. Seuss was a strong proponent and supporter of Literacy.
We took the chance to celebrate his birthday which happened
to fall in the same week as Literacy. Students started the day
in a celebratory mood as they participated in a parade around
the campus dressed up as their favorite characters and had a
blast guessing who everyone was. This was a great way to learn
about books.

Shadow: I follow you around in the light, I say goodbye to you
in the night? Who am I? Shadow! Playing with your shadow is
fun....Students were tracing their shadow to learn that they are
not the same throughout the day. A shadow is a dark area where
light from a light source is blocked by an opaque object. Shadows
change in size during the day and they change position too.

In music, students in Early Childhood took time presenting their
recycled instruments. They shared information on the materials
they used to make their instruments as well as the procedures
done in making them. Students then had a chance to play their
instruments as a class.

During Science, Grade 5 was comparing animal and plant cells.
To harvest the animal cells, they used human cheek cells.
Students scraped cheek cells from their mouth, placed them on
a slide, dyed them pink using red food coloring, and viewed
them under a microscope.

The 2nd Annual Met Green Week was a great success!
Students got the chance to create incredible up-cycling designs
while participating in different projects and school wide
competitions. They were involved all week with recycling,
sorting and reusing different materials. The final products were
masterpieces of their own. Students reused and introduced
biodiversity into class spaces. Every class over filled their
sustainability stations with plastics, card, paper and metals. On
the last day of the Green Week, every Student, Pre-K through
5th Grade came to school wearing an outfit and accessory
made from recycled items. These garments were exhibited in
a school-wide fashion show and Parents were invited to watch
this Eco - extravaganza! Going Green really engages young
learners as it instills a firm ethical grounding and inspires
entrepreneurial success in the future. We are proud of our Eco
friendly learners!

MetBiz

Egyptian Values

Congratulations to Aly Hesham and Youssef Mohamed from
Grade 4 Emerald who ranked from the top 5 winners in the
‘Make Space Yours’ first round competition for their spectacular
spaceship design. They earned points for fulfilling requirements,
good research and a great deal of creativity. Metropolitan
School is proud of its young entrepreneurs Aly and Youssef and
wish them all the success and luck in their future.

Mother’s Day is a worldwide celebration. Celebrating dates
for this special occasion differs from a region to another. In the
Middle East and Egypt we celebrate Mother’s Day on March
the 21st and on this wonderful occasion Metropolitan School
was honored to welcome all Met moms to celebrate their
special day with us. It was a chance for the children to express
their love and gratitude for all the care and love shared with
them.

Met Serve

Students in KG 2 Yellow have been learning all about
how our emergency community helpers are, their roles,
who they help, protect, and teach us community rules
for safety. They have done anchor/teaching posters of
student work and continued to explore all the choices
which helped them answer that age old question: “What
do you want to be when you grow up?” They also explored the importance of following community rules
in a community place like the restaurants or the movie
theater which we hopefully will be going to soon!

Dates for your Diary

Sunday, April 2nd, 2017
Grade 1 Aqua and KG1 Lime Assembly

Sunday, April 2nd, 2017- Tuesday, May 23rd, 2017 (3:15 pm - 4:15 pm)
CCA – Round 3 Starts (Sunday, Monday & Tuesdays of the week)

Monday, April 3rd, 2017 (1:00-3:00pm for Registered Parents Only) Character Education Parents’
Training Session - School Counselor’s Office

Sunday, April 9th, 2017 - Wednesday, April 12th, 2017
International Week (In- School Activities)

Monday, April 10th, 2017
Grade 4 Climbing Wall Trip to Gold’s Gym

Tuesday, April 11th, 2017
Grade 3 Trip to Ski Egypt - Mall of Egypt

Wednesday, April 12th, 2017
Grade 5 Climbing Wall Trip to Gold’s Gym

Thursday, April 13th, 2017 - End of Quarter 3
Student Led Conference - No School for Students (Students join Parents on the Day)

Sunday, April 16th, 2017
Easter Sunday - School Closed

Monday, April 17th, 2017
Easter ‘Sham El Naseem’ - Public Holiday, School Closed

Thursday, April 20th, 2017 (08:30 am - 09:30 am)
Met Leadership Parents Coffee Morning- 2nd Floor Meeting Room

Sunday, April 23rd, 2017 - Thursday, April 27th, 2017
Egypt Week (In- School Activities)

Tuesday, April 25th, 2017
Sinai Liberation Day - National Holiday, School Closed

Thursday, April 27th, 2017
Egypt Day Performance (Timing to be announced)
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Quote of the Month:

“The aim of education is the knowledge, not of facts, but of values.” - William S. Burroughs

Message from the Executive Director:
Dear Met Families,
According to all accounts, the Student Led Conference Day
(SLC) was a huge success! SLC’s represent a reflective way we
can gauge student growth. Our students are growing and as this
happens, we will be there to not only chart progress, but set new
goals to enable our students to reach new heights! We have only
eight weeks of school remaining and in these final weeks things
will be extremely busy.
As I write this letter, Met is gearing up for our Accreditation
visit in mid - May. We are anxious to show the external visiting
team not only how far we’ve come, but how thoughtful and
committed we are to the future. Metropolitan School is a special
place because of people like you!
- Kenneth Webley

Met Corner

Parents Corner

As part of our Professional Development plan for our admin
staff, Metropolitan School organized a PD session prepared by
our academic Team to brief and keep the team updated with
our academic program at School. Information about our grading system was shared as well as the MAP and Common Assessments methods used to evaluate our students’ academic
progress. Updates for our ongoing academic plans were also
shared. It was a very comprehensive and informative session
to the members.

As part of our Character Educational Program, we were glad
to extend our support to our parents, by conducting training sessions
which supports them in raising their children. Our School
Counselor, Ms. Annerie conducted a session titled ‘Discipline
vs Punishment’. The session included discussions about the
Triangle of Personal Power & Cognitive Behavioral Therapy.
Thank you to the all parents who attended, we are looking
forward to more sessions that would benefit the entire family.

Flash News

During April’s assembly, KG1 Lime and Grade 1 Aqua, performed a recycling skit and sang different songs to remind us
of different ways to be a sustainable school. Students in both
classes demonstrated the correct recycling categories by placing various materials such as soda cans and old tardy slips in
their proper places. Afterwards Ms. Harbor played her guitar
as the children sang “The more we get together.” The students
then ended the assembly with a song and dance performance
about saving the earth while playing their recycled instruments
they created under the direction of their music teacher,
Ms. Inge.

Grade 3 had an amazing opportunity to experience inches of
white fluffy powdery snow during their trip to Ski Egypt.
Students received skiing lessons and enjoyed the slides in the
cold snow. A great time was had by all! A truly unique and
unforgettable experience that the children will carry with them
forever.

Student-Led Conferences (SLC). It was rewarding to see our
students lead their conferences, informing their parents about
their progress, their weaknesses, and their academic goals.

Met clinic’s mission is to provide the best quality dental care
to all its students. ‘Because teeth have feelings too!’ We not
only do check-ups, we follow up too! In co- operation with
Vanguard team, and our School Doctor, we dedicated ourselves
toward creating a friendly, positive, educational and family
oriented environment during the Dental Diagnostic Check-up
Campaign that took place in April. No matter what the dental
problem was, the highly qualified Dental team created individualized diagnostic check-ups with a treatment plan specifically
designed to address our students’ unique needs. Thank you to
our school doctor and Vanguard Team for a comprehensive
dental campaign.

Flash News

Congratulations to KG2 Yellow students who won 1st place in
the Biodiversity contest during Green Week. Students recycled
toilet rolls and created brand new bracelet cuffs.
Our 4th and 5th grades students were able to take advantage of
an amazing team building exercise put together by Mr. Adam
Balls. We went to a local athletic facility to learn about rock
climbing. Throughout the two-hour course the children learned
about what equipment and skills were involved when it comes
to rock climbing. They were given the opportunity to climb with
the appropriate equipment. Mr. Adam had all students involved
throughout the process giving each a task of being responsible
for something or someone. It was a new experience for most of
the students and they really enjoyed their time learning about
this new sport.

Students displaying their amazing work from the Solar System
project done as part of their science education.

“Country Dress up Day” was a special day during
International Week. Classes were encouraged to explore new
cultures by trying new cuisines, wearing different costumes,
and even getting passport’s stamped as they visited other countries/
classes. By exposing our students to many different cultures
around the world, we directly enabled the kind of top-notch
education that International schools are known for. We teach
our students to reach for the stars, and no matter where you land
you’ll be amongst the clouds!

Pre-K students have continued their recycling unit and in music
we took the time to create our very own maracas! First, every
student was provided with the materials needed such as cups,
rice, and colored paper. Students put rice in their cups and then
they were assisted in sticking their cups together, they then took
the time to decorate them by sticking colored paper around their
maracas.

Flash News
In this picture KG1 Indigo are seen representing the lovely
country of Trinidad and Tobago where their music teacher is
from. They all had fun learning how to sing ‘Hello’ in different
languages such as Guten Tag, Buenos Dias, and Ciao!
Happy International Week!

Congratulations to our Met students for winning Kidzania free
tickets! Winning Tickets to be collected from the Kidzania
Customer service office. You may still encourage your child
to take few minutes to complete the below questionnaire and
get free tickets to Kidzania. Met team has designed this questionnaire based on the Met academic program and information:
https://www.facebook.com/KidZaniaCairo/
posts/1218933921535820:0

Grade 2 science project in April was about differentiating
between solids, liquids and gas. Students were able to show the
particles distribution using very creative ideas!

The Early Childhood students had a great week in Music class
exploring instruments from around the world with Miss Inge.
Students also ended International Week by dressing up to
represent different countries.
In this picture KG1 Indigo are seen representing the lovely
country of Trinidad and Tobago where their music teacher is
from. They all had fun learning how to sing ‘Hello’ in different
languages such as Guten Tag, Buenos Dias, and Ciao! Happy
International Week!

Character Education
All the learners of Metropolitan School took part in a Kindness
project during April 2017. The families had to demonstrate
kindness to each other and display it in some interesting way.
Recent research demonstrates that kindness benefits our physical
and mental health, and that recognizing kindness in others
increases a person’s happiness and satisfaction. Though
Kindness might seem pretty straightforward to learn, it’s a bit
more complex than meets the eye. We don’t make children
happy when we simply enable them to be receivers of kindness.
We escalate their feelings of happiness, improve their wellbeing,
reduce bullying, enrich their friendships, and build peace by
teaching them to be givers of kindness.

MetBiz

Egyptian Values

During International Week, Grade 1 Aqua represented
Italy! They got the chance to experience what it is to be a
chef for a day! Students cooked their own fettuccine alfredo
pasta and spaghetti with tomato sauce. They sprinkled parmesan
cheese for a final touch and that was indeed delicious! It was an
experience to learn about different types and tastes of pasta
which their country Italy is famous for!

Met Serve

Metropolitan School’s International Week reinforced our Met
values and imbedded the spirit of inspiring a generation of
engaged thinkers, ethical citizens, and global entrepreneurs.
Activities throughout the week varied in many ways, students
got the chance to donate to those who are less fortunate than
themselves through our donation drive which supported the
United Nations’ aid to refugees and those in crisis. Through
these compassionate acts, we are able to uphold the pillars and
pursue the mission of our Met community. Furthermore, we
took the learning experience outside the textbooks by extending
learning in a fun interactive way! Students were able to taste
different kinds of foods from various cultures, they got to dress
up in costume that reflected different societies, sang songs and
colored flags from all around the globe! Happy International
week!

Metropolitan School’s mission is to deliver an outstanding
International education while ensuring that Egyptian values are
central to our school life. Accordingly, we dedicated an entire
week to celebrate these values. ‘Egypt Week’ was devoted to
reflect Egyptian culture through various activities and trips
to local places which emphasized our Egyptian traditions. It
was an opportunity for our students to learn more about their
country and have pride in their culture.
As a closure to the week’s celebration, our second
annual ‘Egypt Day’ took place on Thursday, April 27th, 2017.
We were excited to celebrate our student’s knowledge about our
Egyptian history through the unique ‘History Tells”
Performance that showcased the students’ pride and knowledge
about their Country Egypt!
The day continued with an outdoor ‘Moled’ oriented themed
celebration. A special ‘Made in Egypt’ Souq was set up to
showcase the school’s initiative to support the Egyptian economy by hosting and supporting most of the well-known Egyptian
local brands/Industries that offered its products and services
to our guests like ‘Bisco Masr’, ‘Isis’, ‘Kamena’, ‘Qaha’ and
community service organizations as ‘Masr El Khair’ and ‘Food
Bank’.
Oriental and folkloric themed shows like the Tanoura Dance,
the magician and the Aragooz show was also part of the day
and made the entire celebration unique with its Egyptian flavor.
Finally on this special day, Metropolitan School was
honored to welcome its esteemed guest Dr. Ahmed Zaki Badr,
former Minister of Local Development and former Minister of
Higher Education who supported our students and encouraged
the School’s ‘Made in Egypt’ initiative, as a support to the
Egyptian economy.

Dates for your Diary

Sunday, April 30th, 2017 - Thursday, May 4th, 2017
French Week (In- School Activities)

Monday, May 1st, 2017
Labor Day - School Closed

Thursday, May 4th, 2017
French Flag Colors Dress Down Day (Blue - White - Red)

Sunday, May 7th, 2017
Grade 1 Red and KG1 Orange Assembly

Monday, May 8th, 2017
(9:00 am - 12:00 pm) 3rd Met Coffee Morning

Thursday, May 11th, 2017
Met Sports Day

Sunday, May 14th, 2017 – Tuesday, May 16th, 2017
AdvancEd External Team Visit

Thursday, May 18th, 2017 (08:30 am - 09:30 am)
Met Leadership Parents Coffee Morning- 2nd Floor Meeting Room

Thursday, May 18th, 2017
‘Alice in Wonderland’ - CCA Student Performance

Tuesday, May 23rd, 2017
CCA- Round 3 Ends

Thursday, May 25th, 2017
Science Fair

Sunday, May 28th, 2017
Ramadan Timings Start (To be announced)
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Quote of the Month:

“There are no secrets to success. It is the result of preparation, hard work, & learning from failure.”
- Colin Powell

Message from the Executive Director:
Greetings Met Families,
May has indeed been a busy month! Let me start by wishing
everyone a blessed Ramadan. It is our hope that this season
allows you time to celebrate with family and friends. May was
also the month for Met to undergo our initial accreditation.
An external team of professional educators visited us for five
days and made critical assessments in three areas: Leadership,
Purpose and Direction, and Teaching and Learning.
We are proud to say we passed with high marks! Honestly,
passing was no surprise as the entire Met community works
tirelessly to deliver a quality education for each Met Student.
This includes our parents. Your efforts to develop children with
high character and academic ability are the building blocks
that have allowed Met to quickly rise to become one of the top
International Schools in Egypt. We appreciate our parents
and look forward to a bright future, because of your support!

Finally, Met has implemented a reading specific initiative to
develop the literacy skills of every Met Student. It’s called
‘Guided Reading’. Met Students will be amongst the best
readers in the world, and this vehicle will enable us to make
good on this promise. (More to come on this in the following
weeks).! - Kenneth Webley

Met Corner

Parents Corner

Please join us in congratulating Mr. Mohamed Metwaly, Mr.
Michael Emile, Mr. Ramy Abdel Kareem and Ms. Heba Yehia
as our employees of the month. They have all demonstrated a
commitment to Metropolitan School’s Mission and Vision. Our
Teacher Performance ‘Shield Award’ for this spring goes to
Ms. Sally and Ms. Danielle for having the highest RIT growths.
The Met Trophy for the quarter was awarded to Mrs. Jones for
her exemplary contributions in initiating the three Met core
values.

We would like to thank all Met Parents who attended our 3rd
Coffee Morning session Grow Healthy for Nutrition and
Fitness. The healthy food and fitness campaign was conducted
by Shermeen’s Salads, and sponsored by Vanguard, Be Fit,
Sekem & ISIS. Topics of discussions included: ‘Why kids are
so stubborn about food? ‘Learning good habits to create healthy
lifestyle for kids’, ‘The benefits of cooking with our kids’ and a
live demo of healthy home cook recipes which everyone
enjoyed!

Flash News

Met students enjoyed the different activities presented during
‘French Week’. They sang songs, read poems during morning
line-up and learned about the capital city of France and its
beautiful monuments. Additionally, students took a little tour
in the Pont des Arts, where they wrote nice and lovely notes
to peers. They savored one of the transitional French snack
(crepes). It was a fun and informative week for everyone!

KG1 Indigo participated in their own mini literacy week. The
week was exciting and full of fun. The class focused on the
author Laura Numeroff and four of her stories: ‘If you Give
a Mouse a Cookie’, ‘If You Give a Moose a Muffin’, ‘If You
Give a Cat a Cup Cake’ and ‘If You Give a Dog a Donut’.
Students worked on story sequencing cards and counting
characters from the stories. They tasted different types of cookies,
used upper and lowercase story flash cards to help them
identify their letters, and were able to remember the events in
each story. They also worked on many related crafts and hands
on activities.
The class wrapped up the week by dressing up as characters
from the stories. They had such a blast walking around the
school and sharing their costumes with the other classes. It was
an amazing learning experience that they enjoyed very much.

In KG2 and Grade 1, students have begun learning how to read
music! Why learn how to read music you may ask?
1. You
Become a More Diverse Musician: If you can read music, you
can learn to play an incredible array of musical styles, and fast!
2. You can Play with Others: If you plan to play with other
musicians, then the ability to read music could be essential.
Sheet music keeps everyone in time, and helps avoid confusion.
3. You can Write Down Compositions: Learning to read sheet
music is like learning a new language, and soon enough you can
use this language to communicate your own ideas. Composing
musical ideas as sheet music will allow you to share and play
original compositions with others.
4. You can Remember Music more Easily: Learning a piece of
music from sheet music will most likely help you remember it
better.
5. To Reach your Musical Potential: Being a confidant sight
reader will only assist you in reaching your full musical
potential.

Making mosques from the outline of our hands. Ramadan
crafting has begun! Ramadan Kareem to all!

Flash News

The Fine and Performing Arts are a priority at Met.
We understand the pervasive application of the arts in
academics, in business, and in relationships. Students enrich
their development by learning how and why people communicate
themselves through the arts. Accordingly, and as a closure to
our last round of CCA activities, Metropolitan School hosted
its Fine and Performing Arts Gala on May 18th, 2017! It was an
elegant evening of art, drama, choir, theater, and movement.
Students got the chance to showcase their talents and perform
in front of their parents and family with pride and confidence.

Pre-k students have started a new study about “building”. The
students started off this study by sharing their prior knowledge
about what they know about buildings. Ideas like big, small,
walls, windows...etc. came up. We then made a chart of “what
do we want to know about buildings?” some of the questions
were “how do we build a school?”, “how do we fix house
buildings?”, and “why do people break down buildings?”
Students were exposed to different pictures of different types
of buildings such as apartment buildings, skyscrapers, houses,
villas, hospitals, schools, mosques, churches and many more.
They were then given building blocks to design and “build”
their own building. Amazing creations were witnessed. We had
an expert come in and explain how buildings are built and what
materials and tools are used. We also discussed safety precautions at construction sites. The students now know how to
make mortar and build a brick wall as they built one themselves!
Many books and stories have been read about buildings, such
as “the three little pigs” and “build it from A to Z”, and many
more. The students will continue to investigate what buildings
are made from, what is inside them, and what is special about
our building.

During our May Assembly, KG1 Orange sang songs about
Spring. It was a celebration of how a wonderful time of the year
Spring is! Spring and “springtime” refer to the season, and also
to ideas of rebirth, rejuvenation, renewal, resurrection, and
regrowth. During early Spring, the axis of the Earth is increasing
its tilt relative to the Sun, and the length of daylight rapidly
increases for the relevant hemisphere. The hemisphere begins
to warm significantly, causing new plant growth to “spring
forth,” giving the season its name.

Pre-k students continued to learn in number concepts, tallying,
sorting, and matching. The use of technology in Math made it
more fun and interesting. In the ‘celebrate learning’ monthly event,
students were excited to cook fruit salad, enhancing fine motor
skills and character in choosing their favorite fruits. There was
a special pet in their class for a day enabling the students to
talk about kindness and responsibility. Finally, in literacy, they
continued to practice name recognition skills through fun
activities.

Science News

Grade 1 testing how thermometers are working and comparing
the readings of hot and cold water.

The Met Science Fair is an exciting annual event packed full
of learning opportunities. Students in 2nd through 5th grade
produced their own individual science fair projects. Students
in KG1 to 1st grades worked on a whole class project with their
teachers and displayed their work during the Fair. A Science
Fair Project is a major project that consists of several
components including a tri-fold display board, an experiment
or an engineering design and student presentation to be judged
on the Fair day. Following the projects’ judging, students got
the opportunity to participate in various fun “science challenges”
in which they competed against each other to accomplish
defined science objectives.

Because nature is full of secrets and scientific facts, our Early
Childhood students experienced testing the water evaporation
under sunny & shaded spots around the school.

Sports News

Met Annual Sports Day was a day full of huge achievements!
Met students received certificates of participation for the day
and the winning teams won bronze, silver, and gold medals. To
wrap up the day with the spirit of sportsmanship, Metropolitan
School was honored to host the Egyptian Champion, Omar
Hegazy, who swam 16 kilometers from Jordan’s Aqaba to
Egypt’s Taba despite the fact of losing his left leg 18 months
ago.

On Monday, May 16th, the 4th Graders got the chance to
participate in an introductory SCUBA diving ‘Bubble Maker’
course during their P.E swimming lesson. The students had a
fantastic time and thoroughly enjoyed the experience of having
the freedom to move around under water without the need to
surface for a breath!

It was an opportunity for our students to listen to his story as
he indeed represents a role model for the upcoming generations.
We would like to thank our enthusiastic teachers and admin staff
for supporting the P.E Department with all the activities and
stations throughout the day.

We are proud of Seif Rafik Gouda in Grade 1 Red for receiving
an award for moving up to Karate yellow belt. Way to go!

A select group of elementary students from Grades 1 to 5 were
invited to take part in a Football fixture at the American
International School (AIS). A group of students played in four
rounds of six-a-side games, whilst another group competed in
two rounds of seven-a-side games. The afternoon was a huge
success, especially as it was the first time for many of the
students to compete. Well done to everyone involved!

Metropolitan School was honored to host a swim meet on
Wednesday, May 10th. Students from Hayah Academy, AIS
and Metropolitan School competed in several swimming
categories. They were judged by different faculty members,
who took the time to support the students and ensure fair play
and positive team spirit. We wish all the winners the very best
of luck in future events.

Character Education

MetBiz

April is worldwide the month for autism awareness. We at
Metropolitan School make sure that our students learn to accept
and embrace people with autism as part of practicing the Met
Pillar ‘tolerance’. Students worked together as a team to design
posters supporting autism and make a positive contribution in
spreading autism awareness throughout the month.

On Wednesday May 17th, KG2 went to a fruit stall to learn
more about making choice when buying items. They had to
decide whether to buy 1 piece of fruit with the money they were
given (15EGP) or whether they could buy 2 or 3 items with the
money they had. It was a fun and interactive activity, with the
students giving positive feedback about the experience.

Met Serve

Egyptian Values

As part of enhancing Egyptian spirit and values, our Grade 1
students enjoyed a visit to the Pharaonic Village during Egypt
Week. Students had the opportunity to go on a tour and explore
various activities reflecting the ancient Egyptian culture and
lifestyle.

Dates for your Diary
Sunday, June 4th, 2017
French Assembly (In- School Activity)
In our continuous efforts to boost our student’s citizenship
and their loyalty to our beloved country, Egypt, Metropolitan
School took part in a clean-up campaign in collaboration with
the ‘Foundation of International Schools’ in Egypt. Students
from different International Schools hung rubbish bins in the
Korba area of the historical suburb of Heliopolis. This was a
great opportunity to build and instill a sense of social
responsibility in our future generations.

Thursday, June 15th, 2017 (08:30 am - 09:30 am)
Met Leadership Parents Coffee Morning
Thursday, June 15th, 2017
KG 2 Graduation
Thursday, June 22nd, 2017
Last Day of School
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Message from the Executive Director:
Summer’s here!
As we close out the 16/17 school year, it is important that we stop
and objectively evaluate where we are and set goals to identify
clear targets for 17/18. As we look at the academic data for this
year, it is clear that we have made impressive gains across the
board. Frankly while this is “ok”, for the Met community this is
not enough! We have set some lofty goals for next year starting
with a full on Reading Press. In short, Met students will be the
best readers in Egypt! To accomplish this goal we directed
resources into two primary areas: People and Tools.
1) Right now we are fully staffed for 2017/18 academic year and
we have already began training to meet next year’s goals
2) We have identified academic curriculum (Tools)
specific to the needs of our students.

With your support, next year will be a banner year as we fine
tune our academic process to enable our students to grow both
academically and socially. While we look forward to a restful
summer, we are anxious to kick off next year’s agenda. Eid
Mubarak and Happy Summer Holidays to all the Met families!
See you all in September. - Kenneth Webley

Met Corner

Parents Corner

Our academic year has come to an end and it is time to
recognize all the efforts and hard work of the Met staff
who have always demonstrated continuous commitment to
Metropolitan School’s Mission and Vision. Please join us in
congratulating Ms. Heba Fahmy, Ms. Mariam Ashraf, Ms.
Marina Magdy (Admins), Ms. Eman, Ms. Asmaa and Ms.
Hanna (Academic) our employees of the month. The Met
Trophy for the quarter was awarded to Ms. Tahany Mostafa and
Dr. Yasmine El Raii for their exemplary work to make ‘Egypt
Day’ a successful event. Congratulations to all Met staff for
another successful year at Met!

Many parents are confused about what to expect from their
child as they grow & mature. Each grade comes with its own
unique behavior and development milestones and not all of
them are easy to deal with. Our Early Childhood academic team
delivered a workshop to parents in the areas of fine and gross
motor skills, language and social & emotional development.
The aim was to make parents aware that although some
actions are not acceptable, they are sometimes developmentally
normal. We look forward to delivering many more parent
workshops and are keen to hear suggestions for future topics

Flash News

During our last assembly in 2017, the French Department
highlighted the students’ learning in the French language.
Students performed short plays, recited poems and sang
different French songs. The assembly witnessed
acelebration of success and achievements. Students were proud to
receive awards for achieving highest growth and ranks in MAP
assessments. Stars of the month and talented students were also
rewarded for their success. Finally the top 3 winners across
each grade levels received their medals for winning the Science
Fair Projects. Congratulations to everyone!

KG2 were learning about counting through games, group
activities and multimedia. At Metropolitan School, we do
believe that using different media to help convey learning
objectives, is one of the most effective teaching techniques.
Creating visuals to accompany the content purpose helps tailor
for all types of learners and ensures differentiation strategies
are clear and effective.

Students testing ice cubes melting during a hot sunny day.

Grade 1 Red students made bird feeders to pull together lots
of their ideas and learning from Green Week, their English
lessons on learning to care about animals, and their Social
Studies lessons about caring for their community, environment
and the world.

Pre-K students enjoyed a half sports day filled with different
indoor activities such as aiming beanbags at a target,
football, walking up and down a ‘hill’ and many more.
Following that they enjoyed a great splash in our indoor
kindergarten swimming pool.

Pre-K Parents were invited to ‘celebrate learning’ of our
final topic ‘building study’. Students did a power point
presentation telling their parents about everything they learned
during the study. They talked about their observations of different
buildings and were able to identify different building
materials such as; bricks, pipes, sand, & cement. They used
different manipulatives to make their own buildings such as
blocks, connecting cubes, and cardboard boxes. They even
built a brick wall in class! The celebration ended with students
and parents working together to construct a building out of
cardboard boxes.

Flash News

KG1 enjoyed visiting their very own Phonics Mania Centers
set up in the Met area. In our Early Childhood Department we
encourage active learning and we always inspire learning
through fun and play. There were 15 centers set up to help our
students review their phonics and work at their own pace. Some
of the centers set up included sorting the alphabet foot prints
in ABC order, sorting the magnetic letters in ABC order using
an ABC mat, Sorting the same big blocks of high frequency
words together and sorting the picture that begins with a certain
sound. Some centers that were set up had a higher difficulty
level for students who enjoy a challenge. One of the centers was
to look at the picture and write the CVC word using a marker.
Another challenging activity the students enjoyed was reading
the CVC word on the flower and pasting the picture on tip of the
word (ex: if they read the word pig they looked for the picture
of a pig to paste on the word). Students had a blast visiting our
Phonics Mania Centers.

The KG 2 parents were invited into school on Thursday 15th
June to share the momentous graduation event. The children
from Maroon, Turquoise, Yellow and White Class went on a
celebratory walk around the school and the grades applauded
them as they passed by the different classrooms. Each class
then performed a different graduation song and received their
certificates from the school Director Mr. Ken. Graduation
themed cupcakes were served to each child as they mingled
with their fellow KG2 students. Metropolitan School wish to
thank each and every parent, grandparent and sibling that
attended the ceremony and helped to make this milestone
occasion a success. The teachers wish all the children happiness
and success as they continue on their educational journey with
Metropolitan School.

MetBiz

Egyptian Values

KG2 White took part in a Literacy based Detective activity.
They read books and watched videos about this genre,
together with lots of fun activities, they all enjoyed being
amateur sleuths, magnifying glass in hand, and concluded the
activities with a Detective Day as they came to school dressed
up as their favorite detectives.

As part of enhancing our Egyptian values, Grade 2 & 3 students
went on a trip to Child Center to explore the ancient Egyptian
culture. Students learned about the pyramids, the discovery
of ‘Tut Ankh Amoun’ tomb, and the wild animal’s life cycle.
They had the opportunity to draw on Papyrus paper as part of
learning through fun art.

Met Serve

In collaboration with the Met Arabic Department, Grades 3,
4 and 5 students organized the ‘First Met Support Staff Iftar’
to say “THANK YOU”! Thank you to the drivers, security
guards, housekeeping, nannies, matrons, and maintenance
team who contribute in their own significant way to the
success of Met. The event was a new milestone to add to
As part of our ongoing efforts to engage our students in

our continuous efforts to engross our students in community

community

service while educating them to be ethical citizens. It was an

service

acts,

we

collaborated

with

the

Egyptian Food Bank Organization, and asked each class to

opportunity to engage them in the process of serving the meals

donate dry food components to create Ramadan boxes. This was an

which they brought from home, clean up after the event and

initiative to support community members who are facing

take the responsibility of helping others. The Iftar ended up

financial challenges. Each box contained rice, oil, pasta,

with a big smile on each and every staff member’s face along

flour, tomato sauce, sugar, dates and tea. Students brought the

with their families. Ramadan Kareem to all!

required components and took part in packing the boxes with
all the items together inside the school campus. As additional
encouragement, we promised that the two classes who manage
to collect the highest number of items, will go on a free visit
to the Egyptian Food Bank factory premises in New Cairo and
experience

the

packing

process

on

a

larger

Friday, September 1st - Monday, September 4th, 2017
Eid Al Adha Holiday

scale.

Congratulations to Grade 5 Ginger and Grade 3 Mango who
donated the highest numbers and were awarded with the
visit. We would like to thank all Met students, parents and staff
for their participation in this amazing fundraising project and
making a difference to the community.

Dates for your Diary

Tuesday, September 5th, 2017
Student/ Parent Orientation Day
Wednesday, September 6th, 2017
First Day of School
Thursday, September 21st, 2017
Islamic New Year Holiday
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MET LITERACY WEEK NEWSLETTER - SPECIAL EDITION 2017
Message from Met Librarian:
Metropolitan’s second annual Literacy Week focused on
making this essential skill fun and exciting! Literacy is more
than simply being able to read and write, it is the skill of
processing knowledge and gaining meaning from what is
learned. Ultimately, literacy creates and instills a dedication
to lifelong learning and allows individuals to participate
fully in their community and society at large. But celebrating literacy does not take a back seat once the week is over.
Literacy is essential in education, it is a foundational skill
found at the center of Metropolitan’s Mission Statement
wheel. During Literacy Week Metropolitan’s students
were given many opportunities to embody the Vision, Mission, and Values of their school while enjoying literacy. The
following newsletter highlights the events that took place
during Literacy Week, but most importantly, this newsletter
is a platform allow the winning submissions from the writing
and illustrating competitions to be published and celebrated.
Happy reading! - Jackie Carter, Met Librarian

Encouraging Family Literacy
Fostering literacy does not stop at the school door. Literacy is
integral to being an active participant in modern society.
Without literacy life is extremely difficult, and we need your
help. Parents can encourage their children by engaging in family
literacy. Read together at night, either read aloud at bedtime,
listen to your child, or read your own book while sitting next
to your child. Model great reading by showing your own love
of reading. Remember, even if you are attempting to increase
fluency in English at home it is important to not neglect your
mother tongue and continue to read in your first language, be
it Arabic, French, or anything else. Do not discourage reading
material if you feel it is “too easy” or “too difficult.” Sometimes your children may take home a Library book that you,
as a parent, believe to be above or below their reading level
but that that is OK! All students should be able to have fun, be
excited to read about subjects they areinterested in, and not be
limited to reading only on their so called “level.” In the Library
choosing their own Library book allows students to explore, be
independent, and learn responsibility. It is important that their
book selection is not

closely policed or dictated. Readers only become readers if they
explore and find out for themselves what they like. It is this love
for reading that fosters and instills a culture of lifelong learning.
Children need to develop a passion for reading, it should not
be a chore. Keeping this in mind, if the chosen book is too
challenging for your child, that opens up opportunities for you
to spend quality time reading to your child or simply looking at
and discussing the pictures in the book.

Read-a-thon and Book Donations
celebrate and have an event filled week, but Metropolitan students also discussed what it would be like if they were
not able to read and write. We concluded that life would be much more difficult, even simple tasks like going to
the grocery store are made easier with literacy. Many students wished to be good citizens and give back to their
community, encouraging literacy for those who may not have access to all the resources they have access to. It is
because of this dedication to community service that Metropolitan holds the annual Read-a-thon and used book
collection. Thank you so much for everyone who participated in this event. A Read-a-thon, like a marathon for reading,
is a fun challenge that encourages children to read. Holding a Read-a-thon also encourage community service and
engagement, as participants raise money by asking friends and family to make a pledge for each page they read. To
put a spin on Dr. Seuss’ famous quote “the more you read the more you earn.” And participating students certainly
did prove this to be true during the Read-a-thon!!!!! This year Metropolitan students raised a whopping 4,094 EGP!
All money collected, as well as the sizable amount of gently used books, will be donated to the organization ‘Misr El
Kheir’ to help support a school community in Upper Egypt. The money will go towards funding and building a classroom and supplying greatly needed educational resources.We thank all the below list of students who participated in
this year’s Read-a-thon, as well as those that donated books (although many books were donated anonymously). They
came from a cross section of grades and reading levels
Tamara Mohamed

KG1 Lime

Faryda Bakr

KG1 Lime

Omar Abdel Rahman

KG1 Lime

Mohamed Ibrahim

KG1 Lime

Yehia Wael Khalil

KG1 Lime

Hala Abdel Rahman Hala Walid Seyam

KG1 Orange

Tallis Carter

KG1 Indigo

Kinda Fady Iskandar

KG2 White

Malak Ghareeb

KG2 Turquoise

Kenzy Seifalyazal

KG2 Yellow

Hamza Eldesouky

KG2 Maroon

Zeina Hatem Younis

Grade 1 Red

Hana Walid Seyam

Grade 1 Aqua

Saja Soliman

Grade 1 Navy

Mohamed Rabie

Grade 2 Sky Blue

Laila Habashi

Grade 2 Burgundy

Rawya Mohamed

Grade 2 Burgundy

Farida Mohamed

Grade 2 Bubble Gum

Mariam Yasser Youssef

Grade 2 Bubble Gum

Nour Rabie

Grade 4 Baby P. Blue

Habiba Eldesouky

Grade 4 Baby P. Blue

Youssef Mohamed

Grade 4 Baby P. Blue

Gabriella Viker

Grade 4 Emerald Grade 5 Ginger

Writing Competion
The central purpose of this newsletter is to highlight all of the amazing winning submissions from the Writing Competition. One
winner was selected from each homeroom, yet all students should be proud of their work. There were many amazing submissions
and the decisions were not easy to make. Congratulations to all chosen winners!!!

Yassin Tarek Mahmoud
Grade 1 - Navy

Hamza Ahmed El Desouky
Grade 1 - Red

The Grade 1 team created books with stories about
Metropolitan’s Pillars. Yassin Mahmoud wrote
a charmingly illustrated story about kindness, good
citizenship, and cooperation.

Hamza Ahmed El Desouky in Grade 1 Red included almost all
of the Pillars in his story!

“Yassin and the Old Lady”
Yassin was walking to school. He found an old lady trying to
cross the street. Yassin helped the old lady to cross the street.
The lady thanked Yassin for his cooperation.

Adham Osama Massoud
Grade 1 - Aqua
Adham Massoud made a book about the importance of not
taking what is not yours and making the right choices.
“At The Park”
Characters: Kids, dogs, and an old women. Setting: In the
morning, at the park.
There were some kids that go to the park every day to play.
One day, they saw a dog which was barking loudly and
running around. The kids think, is it searching for a bone to
eat because it is hungry? They went and followed the dog, but
they found an old woman who fell in a hole.
“Honesty”
I was walking down the street side walk when I found a toy
in front of me. When I looked at the toy I thought that I may
have played with it before. To be honest I went alllllll over the
world and I talked in every language but it didn’t belong to
anyone. I asked all of my friends but it didn’t belong to anyone
and when I went to my parents and asked them if it is my toy
they said they are not sure.
So I made an advertisement on the newspaper and out on it my
phone number. Then after two weeks the toy’s owner called
me. I was really happy and after I gave it back to him I found
out that I have a similar one in my toy box. - The end.

The kids went to bring a rope to pull the woman. One of the
kids said “we must cooperate together and hold the rope
strongly.”
They pulled the woman out of the hole, so she was very happy.
She thanked the kids and told them, “you are very kind.”
The kids went back home and told their parents the story. All
of them were happy with the young good citizens.

Nasr Islam Attia
Grade 2 - Sky Blue

Fairoz Shiha
Grade 2 - Bubble Gum

Grade 2 Sky Blue made booklets for their writing project inspired by books they had read in Library or their class. Nasr Attia rewrote Dr Seuss’ well-loved Green Eggs and Ham, keeping
the rhyming similar to the original.

Grade 2 Bubble Gum made creative books. Fairoz Shiha’s
story displayed great imagination.

“Green Eggs and Ham”
“Hi Cat! Would you like green eggs and ham?”
“No, and call me Sam.”
“Well, Sam, would you like ‘em in a boat? A sweet lovely
boat?” “No, bat, ‘cause I forgot my coat.”
“Would you like ‘em in a car? Your sweet-looking car?” “No,
even if it is in a bar.”
“Would you like ‘em in a rocket? A speed rocket?”
“No, even if it’s in your pocket.”
“Would you like ‘em in space? Frightening space?”
“No, cause I’ll need to race.”
“Would you like ‘em in a picnic? A sweet little picnic?” “Well,
I’d like ‘em next to Mr. Dicnic.”
Nasr also included an author’s biography:
Nasr is an artist, author, and poet. Here’s one of his poems: I’ll
raid your house
(Even though it has a mouse)
And will float like a boat on the sea! Iamsosly,
That I can fly!
So sly, can fly, that’s me!

“At the Jungle”
Once upon a time there was a little girl called Maliya. When
she opened her eyes she saw animals holding her and she stood
up for one second. The animals left her to see the jungle. She
moved her head and eyes to the right side and said, “hmmm.”
She got scared from the animals. She tried to run but she didn’t
know how to run. The animals held her and put her away from
them. At first she thought the animals will eat her, but she said
to herself, “self, the animals are trying to help you.”
After two years she started to grow and the animals act to
let her learn things. She learned and learned until she started
to grow bigger and bigger. And then she was an adult. She
learned to talk and the last things she learned was her name.
She found that her name was Maliya. The first sentence she
said was “Where is my mom and dad?”

Halaa Elderiny
Grade 2 - Burgundy

The animals acted out that her mom and dad died. And then
she said to them, “Did my dad and mom die?” and then she
cried. The animals acted that everybody’s mom and dad dies.

Grade 2 Burgundy wrote acrostic poems. Halaa Elderiny chose
to base her winning submission of “kindness.”

She said to them “I am not crying because my mom and dad. I
am crying because I didn’t see my mom and dad.”
She looked at the stars in the sky on one night and then the day
after she found an old women. She went to her and asked her,
“Who are you?”

K indness is a pillar Inside we find kindness Nine friends make
a team D esigning kindness is fun Next step in kindness is respect Eggs can be decorated in kindness Six friends make a
good team Seven people can be kind

She said “I am an old grandma for a girl called Maliya.”
And the girl said, “Do you know where are your children?”
The old woman asked “How did you learn how to talk?”
The girl said “The animals act and I learned from them.”
The old woman said, “Come here and see our country. We are
going to put you on the News so you can be famous.”
Maliya went on to get married and she had two kids, a boy and
a girl. And she lived happily ever after.
The end!

Mohamed El Mahdy
Grade 3 - Mango

Lina Abdelghafor
Grade 3 - Green Yellow

Grade 3 Mango made fiction books, written from the
perspective of a dog. There were many hilarious entries,
including Mohamed El Mahdy’s winning submission.

Grade 3 Green Yellow have been reading Charlotte’s Web as
their class novel. Students were asked to pretend Wilbur the pig
was their pet and write a letter to Mr. Zuckerman persuading
him not to kill Wilber. Lina Abdelghafor’s submission was
chosen as the most persuasive.

A Dog’s Life”
Hi! My name is Mountain Protector, and I am a Siberian Husky.
Did you know that I traveled to Egypt, but it’s so hot and I
can’t survive. I traveled here because my owner and my friend
Mohamed Hashish’s Spring Break, so he traveled here. But
I am not happy because my food isn’t in this country. For
example I like: chicken, beef, lamb, fish, fruits (no grapes,
prunes, or raisins), and vegetables.
The only things I hate to do is go to my dog doctor. His name is
Frank, but I call him “Knucklehead,” because he hates me and
all the time he lies to me and tells me that he has candy. But he
doesn’t have candy, instead when he is finished he whistles,
and I hate that sound. Aaahhhhh!
I want to go back to my country Alaska, and Mohamed keeps
saying that I’m young. But I’m old. I could survive from 12 to
14 years in my dog’s life, and in human life I could survive 32
years. So the worst thing is when your owner lies to you. I’m
saying that especially to dogs. The good news I have is that I’m
gonna do something I like: to eat! Then I’ll do the second thing
I like is to play with my owner or with my dog friends. For
example: Mohamed, Spooky Night, Ploddy, Ball Boy, and
other friends.
The last thing I like is to drink milk while watching TV with
the massage thing, and I go to sleep while I’m doing all of that.
What a good dog life!

Dear Mr. Zuckerman,
Wilbur is your pet pig. Please don’t kill him, he met a spider
called Charlotte. She wrote on her webs words you saw, so
please do not kill him. He is a fine pig. The words you saw
are “some pig,” “terrific,” and “radiant.” The day of the fair
Charlotte got an egg sac, she has five hundred and fourteen
baby spiders. When the fair was over Charlotte died. She was
the best friend of Wilbur, so please do not kill Wilbur because
he is the most famous pig in the country.
Love, Lina.

Joury Ahmed Elsharkawy
Grade 4 - Baby Powder Blue

Grade 4 Baby Powder Blue wrote rhyming and acrostic poems based on Metropolitan’s Pillars. Joury Ahmed
Elsharkawy’s winning illustrated submission is below:

Saja Elsherify
Grade 4 - Emerald
Grade 4 Emerald wrote short stories focusing on the writing and editing process. There were many well thought out
final drafts, the winning submission from Saja Elsherify shows creativity, imagination, and hard work.

“Adventures of Space”
Once upon a time there was a girl called Saja. She dreamed that she could go to any planet and build a country when she grew
up. She told her parents, “I’m going to achieve my dream.” Her parents said, “Go talk to NASA to see if we can rent a spaceship,
Saja.” Saja went to NASA and asked “Can I rent a spaceship for a year?”
They said, “OK, Saja we will send you a text to tell you when you can come and take the spaceship, the first time you go we will
send someone with you.” Saja went to Riley who was her best friend so she should tell her the news. When Riley found out she said
“So can I go with you?” Saja said, “Of course, Riley, you are my best friend. Why don’t we get Michelle, James, West, Amanda,
and Nouh?” Riley said “Let’s go!” So they went and all of their friends said “Yes, sure.”
They all gathered up and said, “We will go to Mars and we will make a country.” Then NASA sent a text to Saja which read “Come
today at sundown.” Saja told her friends. All her friends said “OK I’ll go pack my bag.” After they packed their bags they went to
NASA and they were on the spaceship. Saja said “I hope that Mars would be beautiful like Earth.” Riley said, “Me too.”
When they got there they were surprised that it had beaches and it had automatic phone service. Michelle said, “This place might
really work as a place that we can live in.” West said, “Yes, it really might work. This place is amazing.” James, Nouh, Saja,
Amanda, and Riley agreed.
Then they started working to build villas. The first one was for Saja, then everyone else. Then they built a very big villa for their
parents. After a couple of months their parents came and said “What a beautiful place you made.” They were so proud of their
children. After they lived there for a couple of years Saja said “Everyone can come, but you need to call us first and pay 200 dollars
to come.” So a lot of people came to “Marasi,” which was what they called their country. They became famous for making a huge
country. After that they went to Jupiter and got married. Their children went to Venus and worked together and made a country
too.
When Saja gave birth it was special. Her son dreamed the same thing when he was in Mars. He asked “Mama is this earth?” Saja
said “No this is Mars, me and my friends made this country, which is why we are living here. But we will travel to earth soon,
Austin.” Austin was Saja’s son’s name. When he was 8 years old he was studying about space. When he was 13 he said to Saja “I
am going to Uranus. I want to build a country like you and daddy.” Saja said “oh my little baby is growing up!”
So then Saja kept showing Austin her pics when she was building the country. Then he said “Mum, I want to be an astronaut.” His
mom said, “OK Austin.”
When Austin grew up he became an astronaut and he followed his mom’s dream as well. His father was West by the way, so he
followed his mother and father’s dreams.

Noor Shafei
Grade 5 - Ginger
Grade 5 Ginger wrote short stories, the win ning submission from Noor Shafei included
an important moral we can all learn from!

“True Treasure”
Once upon a time there was a very rich man called Omar. He had a huge company and factory. He was known as a kind and
generous man. He never let anybody down and he helped whoever needed help, so he was loved. But all of a sudden his life
changed. He lost a huge amount of money when his factory was burned with all the goods in it. He tried everything to fix his
factory and get it back to business, but he couldn’t, his loss was big. His life turned from bad to worse.
All of his friends felt sorry for him and decided to find a way to help him to start all over again but without embarrassing him.
One day when he was at home sitting alone thinking of a way to overcome his problems he heard a noise outside his door.
A lady calling for him. He went to her and asked “Do you know me? I’m Omar.”
She said, “I have something for you,” and gave him a box. Omar took the box and opened it, it was full of gold. He was surprised,
but when he turned to the lady to ask her where she got the box from and why did she give it to him? She was gone!!
Omar was very happy and among his tears he thanked God for helping him and giving him a second change to start his life
and business again.
Omar built a new factory and worked very hard to succeed. But he didn’t forget the lady who gave him the gold box and was
very eager to know who she was and why she gave him that box?
He kept telling his story of the mysterious lady to the friends asking them to helped him find her to thank her and ask her for
the answers to his questions. Omar’s friends decided that it is time to answer their friend’s questions, especially when they
were sure that they succeeded in helping him.
So they made a huge dinner party in his honor, celebrating his new life. When Omar arrived he was shocked when he saw his
hostess!!! It was his mysterious lady!!! He looked to his friends asking them to explain everything to him.
When his friends told him that this was their way of helping him without hurting his feeling he was touched and happy that he
had such faithful and loving friends. He realized that God helped him when he gave him those friends, not the box of gold.
The true treasure he had was his friends who stood by him and were his backbone.
He also believed that friendship is priceless.

Literary Inspired Artwork
The Kindergarten Fine Arts Department focused on Literary Inspired artwork throughout the month in support of Literacy
Week. The beautiful and fun projects were based on the artwork found on the pages of popular books. The classes looked at the
illustrations from The Rainbow Fish by Marcus Pfister, Water by Frank Asch, Sarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout by Shel Silverstein, and
Where the Wild Things Are by Maurice Sendak. A few students! were selected to showcase their Literary Inspired artwork in this
Newsletter. Thank you Ms. Rebecca for producing such creative work with your students!

Hassan Hassan - KG 2 White

Mariam Sherif Youssef- KG 2 Maroon

Asa Miller- KG1 Indigo

Mariam Soltan- KG 2 Yellow

Candy Wassif – KG 1 Orange

Decorated Door Competition

DEAR Day

Homeroom classes were
asked to decorate their classroom door based on a favorite
book, genre, author, or literary
theme. Metropolitan’s halls
were made very colorful with
all
of the creative student work.
The winning class went to Ms.
Doniya and Grade 3 Mango!
Their door was covered with
books created by the students
themselves.
“DEAR” stands for Drop Everything And Read. The entire
school, including all teacher and admin staff participated
in this activity where throughout the day a special bell rung
and we all were expected to Drop Everything And Read. No
matter where students or staff were, in the hallways or during
PE, they stopped whatever they were doing and read for a few
minutes. This is a great activity to encourage reading in a fun and
exciting environment. DEAR Day plans to continue the
tradition by organizing a few more surprise DEAR Days
throughout the year.

Mystery Readers

Assembly

Many homeroom classes invited “mystery readers” into their
class during Literacy Week. Parents, grandparents, and
teachers signed up to surprise the class with a special story
time. The students did not know who was arriving, so it was
exciting when the guest readers came. We had mystery readers read stories in English, French, and Arabic. Reading aloud
to children, in any language, is the best way to encourage
children to love reading themselves. It is one of the most
important things a parent can do to promote literacy at home!
Thank you for the parents, grandparents, and staff who
surprised the children during Literacy Week.

The March Assembly was dedicated to Literacy Week,
allowing the winners of writing competition to present
their submissions in front of their peers. We all listened and
supported the students while they read their winning
submissions in front of the school body. They were all very
brave and should be proud of their work!

Dr. Seuss Day
Dr. Seuss was a strong proponent and supporter of Literacy
and the last day of Literacy Week (March 2nd) would have
been his Birthday! To start the day in a celebratory mood
Metropolitan students participated in a parade around campus.
They came to school dressed up as their favorite characters
from books and had a blast guessing who everyone was. It was
great to see all the fun literacy costumes and characters come
to life, and a creative way to learn about books students may
not have been exposed to before! “The more that you read, the
more things you will know. The more that you learn, the more
places you’ll go.”
A big final thank you to everyone who was involved in making Metropolitan’s
2nd annual Literacy Week a success!!!
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Quote of the Month:
“Try not to become a man of success. Rather become a man of value.” - Albert Einstein

Message from the Executive Director:
Dear Met family,
A big congratulations to all Met Students on your grade
promotion and welcome back to school! As you can
see Met is growing! We are excited to announce the
official start of Metropolitan Middle School!
As we kick off the new school year, please welcome
Mr. Markus Baloun, the new Principal of Metropolitan.
Mr. Markus comes to us with a wealth of international
education experience. His expertise in curriculum and
instruction will be of great benefit as we improve
capacities in all areas. Also, we’ve hired Katie Hamdi
as VP for Elementary, Ms. Kenya Linares as School
Counselor, and our own Alicia Berry as Curriculum
Coordinator. Please welcome these newcomers when
you see them around. Quote of the Month: “Try not
to become a man of success. Rather become a man of
value.” - Albert Einstein
After being a part of Met for a full year, there
is one thing that I’ve experience time and time again: “We love our families, and our families love us” This
dynamic undergirds everything we do and every decision we make. Largely because of these relationships, Met has
changed in some wonderful and profound ways that you can’t help but notice. It is no wonder that the demand to be part of
what we do at Met continues to outplace our seating capacity. The Met spirit infects everyone that it touches, and this is
a testament to the people that make up the Met community (If you’re reading this you are part of the family). After extensive research, we’ve made some data-driven advances in the area of curriculum in Reading, Math, and Early
Childhood. These advances not only responded to some identified academic needs, they also fully aligned our academic
instruction with the Sunshine State Standards. Further, I must make mention of the fact that Metropolitan is the only school in
Egypt that has undertaken such bold steps to ensure that our students have the most up-to-date, comprehensive academic tools.
Below is a brief description of some of the new curriculum initiatives.
Expeditionary Learning: The Expeditionary Learning K-12 Language Arts curriculum is a comprehensive, standards-based core
literacy program that engages teachers and students through compelling, real-world content. This highly-acclaimed curriculum
draws on EL Education’s 25 years of experience in engaging teachers and students in active and meaningful learning.
Eureka Math: Eureka Math is a complete K-12 curriculum that carefully sequences the mathematical progressions into
expertly-crafted modules. While many curricula and textbooks on the market today describe themselves as being “aligned” with
the new standards, the content is virtually unchanged from the past. Eureka Math was developed specifically to meet the new
standards and is the only comprehensive curriculum fully aligned with the standards.
Creative Curriculum: Creative Curriculum is a comprehensive, research-based curriculum that features exploration and
discovery as a way of learning. Creative Curriculum helps teachers create a high-quality learning environment and build a thorough
understanding of best practices. Teachers plan and manage every movement of your child’s day. Through studies, which are
hands-on, project-based investigations, The Creative Curriculum helps teachers build children’s confidence, creative and critical
thinking skills, and promote positive outcomes.

There are many other changes to mention in this, our 3rd year. To a large extent, these changes come directly from family feedback:

• New cafeteria supplier (Food Job)
• New swimming academy (Smash Academy)
• New uniform supplier
• New bus supplier
• New lockers will be installed for upper grades.
• New and improved CCA offerings
• Updated Science materials
• Upgraded French curriculum
• Laser-focused reading initiative:
“Guided Reading” with student-specific leveling and targeting

The library has been fortified with more than 5000 new books! In addition, subscriptions to Razkids, Reading A to Z, and The Egyptian
Knowledge Bank offer Met students access to an endless supply of reading material.
We recreated and raised many bars at Met, and we are confident that you will see an impressive return in our collective deliverables. While doing
this, we’ve been thoughtful to remain true to the tenets of the Metropolitan Identity: An Entrepreneurial Spirit, a strong focus on Community
Service, and the embodiment of Egyptian Values in everything that we do.
Please know…
We are excited to be back in school! And, we love our families, and our families love us. More to come, soon!
- Kenneth Webley

Met Corner

Parents Corner

A warm welcome to our new academic staff members who

Metropolitan School welcomed its students and their parents

recently joined the Met Family. At Metropolitan School, we

on Orientation Day. Students got the chance to meet their

selectively choose our teachers. We are confident that their

new teachers and get acquainted with their new classmates

contribution to our academic team will be productive and

while Teachers presented an overview of our curriculum,

professionally profound. Welcome on board to all!

instructional program and daily procedures.

Flash News

It was a pleasure to welcome our new Early Childhood and
Elementary students to our exclusive orientation camp. New
students joining Met had the opportunity to meet the teachers
that they will be in contact with throughout the year and each
teacher ran an activity station that all children enjoyed.

On August 23rd and 24th the Egyptian Swimming Federation
hosted a swim meet for children born in 2007. Over 1000 boys
and girls from all across Egypt took part in the event held at
the National Stadium in Cairo. Our Grade 5 student Nouh
Abdel Aziz Zaki who trains in Cairo but competes for
Alexandria Sporting Club, is pictured displaying his haul of
six medals. Nouh competed individually in all four strokes
and both the Freestyle and Medley relays. What makes his
performance all the more impressive is that his birthday falls in
December, making him one of the youngest

Welcome back to all our existing students and welcome on board
to all the new students who joined the Met family this year. We
are excited for a wonderful start at Metropolitan School. With
all the fun and excitement of starting a new school, our young
learners were welcomed with a cheerful environment that made
their joining experience a joyful and memorable one! The
school year opened up with beautiful smiles that are worth a
thousand words. We have an exciting year planned at Metropolitan and we are all very pleased to build the skills necessary
for the success in tomorrow’s world.

We are glad to announce our partnership with Smash
Swimming Schools and REDs Soccer Academy. For more
information & registration please contact: Smash directly on:
0100 800 35 45/ 0100 346 00 42/ 0111 167 51 70. REDs Contact
Number: 0111-9699928. Don’t forget to ask about Metropolitan
students’ special rates.

MetBiz
Hello Met families! We are very excited to begin the Junior Achievement (JA)
curriculum for the 2017- 2018 school year. Met continues to be the first (and
only) school in Egypt coordinating JA in kindergarten and elementary classes.
This October we will begin teaching the curriculum and it will continue to
through 2018 and beyond. We are also looking for guest speakers! If you’re
experienced in the business sector and interested, please contact Mr. Chris at
ccorby@metropolitanschooleg.com

Egyptian Values

Met Serve

As part of our consistent efforts to effectively engage our
students in community service projects, Metropolitan School
proudly announces its participation in the ‘World Food
Day Poster Contest’, a project organized by the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). The
objective of this contest is to support the global fight to
Metropolitan School was honored to welcome her Excellency
Dr. Nabila Makram, Minister of Immigration and Egyptian
Expatriates Affairs on her first visit to Well Spring Camps in
our school. Her Excellency took a tour around our campus and
discussed the school vision and mission with our leadership
Team. Dr. Nabila expressed her happiness as she witnessed
the campers’ performances and also presented “The Young

become a Zero Hunger Generation – a world free of hunger
and poverty. We believe our students will become part of the
generation that will play a crucial role in the global fight against
hunger and poverty. The more we engage the students in the
dialogue surrounding their future and stimulate their thoughts
and opinions, the more we can prepare them to take decisions
and actions to contribute to a more sustainable world.

Egyptian Immigrant’s Affairs Project” to parents.

Dates for your Diary
Sunday, October 8th, 2017 - Thursday, October 12th, 2017
Healthy Food Week Campaign

Thursday, October 19th, 2017 (08:30 am - 09:30 am)
Met Leadership Parents Coffee Morning - Meeting Room

Sunday & Monday October 22nd & 23rd, 2017
School Photos

Thursday, October 26th, 2017
Staff Professional Development Day (PD) - No School for Students

Saturday, October 28th, 2017
Met Fall Festival

“
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Quote of the Month:
“No act of kindness, no matter how small, is ever wasted.” -Aesop
Message from the Executive Director
Dear Met families,
As we work to achieve student growth, we would like to thank you for
your ongoing support. Your attendance at Coffee Mornings and other
events, sharing and providing input, continues to be a vital pathway
to improvement. In the coming weeks we will be sharing Academic
Improvement Plans AIP for every Met Student. What is an AIP? It’s
a laser focused plan that identifies where every student is, and also
provides targets and plans to improve. We look forward to setting a
time to meet with every Met family to discuss how we will facilitate
the development of every Met Student. - Kenneth Webley

Message from the Principal
Greetings from the Met Principal. What an amazing couple of months
we have had so far. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all
parents for your continuous trust in Met as a school and our Met teachers. I fully understand that accepting change, especially when we are
talking about a curricular change, is not the easiest to accept and fully
embrace. To make this change easier for you as parents, we have held
3 curriculum meetings, ranging from Pre-K to Grade 6. The attendance
exceeded our expectations and many important questions were
answered. We have also held our first monthly Parent-Coffee hour
with the Met administration team which was equally visited with a
large group of parents. Thank you for coming and showing your
interest. Please allow me to inform you of some recent updates and
improvements on our part in terms of communication:
- Weekly Academic Newsletters have started to reach all parents.
- We are currently working on improving the information that will be included in these Newsletters.
- Weekly Homework Menus have started to reach all parents.
- We are currently working on including more meaningful assignments directly linked to our curriculum. Please note that only
5 HW assignments are mandatory with exception of the Arabic instruction, which is directly linked to Ministry of Education
expectations in order to get students ready for the Arabic examinations.
- Student Workbooks will go home once a week.
- Please make sure you send all workbooks back to school the following day so that your child will not lose any educational activities.
- Additional Curriculum Meetings will be held with Ms. Alicia, our Curriculum Coordinator, on November 1 for the Early
- Childhood department (Pre-K to KG2), and November 8 for our Elementary School department. The meetings will be held in the
Met Meeting Room from 7:30 am - 8:30 am.
Please note that we kindly ask you not to visit your child’s classroom when you come for any meetings at Metropolitan as
to not interrupt regular teaching activities. - Markus W. Baloun

Met Corner

Parents Corner

Metropolitan School staff experienced an innovative professional development day by spending the day in a camp-style
environment at ‘The Littlest Lamb’. With a variety of fun
outdoor and indoor activities, the professional team building
camp aimed at promoting collegiality and creating a spirit of
team work within and among our administrative and academic
staff. The PD day was a great success with an amazing team of
people and many positive vibes!

As part of our ‘Healthy Food Week’ campaign, Met Parents
were invited to a workshop about the importance of nutritional facts for children. The workshop included ideas on how to
create an ideal lunch box and witnessed a live demonstration
on how to do it. The workshop was sponsored by FLO Water,
Sekem, and Shermeen’s Salads. We would like to thank all
Parents who attended this workshop which was indeed both informative and fun.

Flash News

Our first school assembly this year has started with 6th
Graders. The topic was the 8 Met Pillars. One class designed
and presented posters that reflected the Pillars, while the other
class read journal reflections. The assembly concluded by the
recognition of the Star of the Month and certificate distribution
to the extraordinary students!

In science, Met Students get to build rockets powered by
chemical reaction. This activity allowed students to apply
engineering skills, learn scientific concepts and cooperation
skills, all while enjoying the learning process. After completion
of the rockets, students will launch them and discuss how to
improve their prototypes.
Congratulations
to our youngest Met Champion
Yassin Mohsen in Grade 4.

Our co-curricular activities offer various ways to engage
and shape a child’s mind and self both intellectually and
emotionally. All at the same time as having fun!

Yassin won first place in the latest
ETA Tennis Tournament for under
12 year olds while he is just 9.5 years
old! We are proud of our young
champion and wish him all the best
of luck and future success in the next
tournaments.

Flash News

Congratulations to our Met Students who competed in the
Swimming Meet Competition alongside with MES and Hayah
Schools. We are proud of our young swimmers!

Metropolitan School maintains a healthy environment by
encouraging students and staff to eat healthy diets. With this
in mind, the School’s Clinic organized a second “Healthy
Food Campaign” Week. The week’s activities included a fun
competition that involved students, teachers and staff to
encourage them to eat healthy. Classrooms were checked
on a daily basis during lunch time and a winner was chosen
per class for the healthiest lunch box. This competition was
also extended to our Met staff and winners were chosen for
maintaining healthy lunch boxes. Additional activities took
place during the week, this included a Detox water session with
FLO water where students got to know more about Alkaline
Water and why water is important for our body.

At Met, we believe that playing Chess does not only train the
brain, but also teaches basic life skills. Chess develops logical
thinking and decision making. Therefore, we at Metropolitan
School make sure to offer our students this opportunity by
practicing Chess on a daily basis during recess time.

Grade 5 students have been engaging in Zentangle Art,
identifying lines, shapes, patterns and color. Students get the
chance to develop their own designs using creative methods
such as addition, subtraction, rotation, spacing and size.

Practical experimenting activities supports a child’s
learning process. Our students got the chance to learn more
about the plant’s life cycle by planting their own seed pots. This
experiment allowed them to solve the mystery of how seeds are
transformed into plants through observing and witnessing the
entire cycle formation.

Character Education
Research proves the social, emotional and psychological
benefits of ‘Kindness’. Furthermore, children are not made
happy by simply receiving kindness. Young people are able
to escalate feelings of happiness, improve well-being, reduce
bullying, and build friendships by learning to give kindness
to others. In October, we celebrated “Kindness is Golden”
Week! During the week, we took some extra time to promote
kind feet, kind hands and kind words during morning line-up
and our teachers modeled the importance of keeping our hands
and feet to ourselves. Students were given the opportunity to
role-play the situations during classes. ‘Kindness is
Golden’ Week was a great opportunity for students to learn and
practice all the ‘Kindness’ they can use anywhere & anyhow
they choose!

MetBiz
In November, we will continue to learn from the Junior
Achievement curriculum and explore the role of business in our
families and our community. We are also planning big things
for our MetBiz program this coming winter! We’ll keep you
posted!

Met Serve
As part of our “Healthy Food Campaign” Week, our students
got the chance to participate in a community service project
designed to help people who are in need. Students were asked
to bring food items such as fruits, vegetables, juice, milk,
dates, oats biscuits and lentils. They also helped pack these
items to support an NGO that is funded by the ‘Misr EL Kheir’
Organization. Thanks to all the students who made a difference
in someone else’s life.

Egyptian Values

In light of the 6th of October Victory celebrations, our
students in Grades 4 to 6 paid a special visit to the Egyptian
Airborne Forces. The visit was educational, fun and exciting!
Students were welcomed by Egyptian Soldiers and listened to a
presentation about the achievements and victories our soldiers
have achieved throughout the history. They also witnessed
parachute training sessions! All that made this visit indeed a
lifelong experience to our students!

Metropolitan School delivers an outstanding international
education whilst ensuring that Egyptian values are central to
school life, stretching the minds of our students to equip them
with both a passion for learning and the ambition to make
a difference to the local and global communities. With this
highlight, our Met students got the chance to celebrate the
success of Egypt winning the football match and entering into
the World Cup by dressing up in the Egyptian Flag’s colors.

Dates for your Diary
Wednesday, November 1st, 2017 (7:30 am - 8:30 am)
Early Childhood Curriculum Meeting with Met Curriculum Coordinator - Meeting Room

Sunday, November 5th, 2017 - Thursday, November 9th, 2017
Anti - Bullying and Harassment Campaign (In-school Activities)

Wednesday, November 8th, 2017 (7:30 am - 8:30 am)
Elementary Curriculum Meeting with Met Curriculum Coordinator - Meeting Room

Tuesday, November 7th, 2017
End of Quarter 1

Thursday, November 9th, 2017
PRP -Teacher’s Preparation Day Preparation Day - Students’ Early Dismissal @ 11:00 am

Thursday, November 16th, 2017 (08:30 am - 09:30 am)
Met Leadership Parents Coffee Morning - Meeting Room

Thursday, November 16th, 2017
Report Cards Live on Rediker

Wednesday, November 22nd, 2017
End of CCA Round 1

Thursday, November 23rd, 2017
Thanksgiving Holiday - School Closed

Thursday, November 30th, 2017
Student Led Conference (SLC)/ Data Chat

“

Quote of the Month:

“Your positive action combined with positive thinking results in success.” - Shiv Khera

Message from the Chairman
Metropolitan School is proud and delighted to have
represented Egypt at the Education Investment MENA Forum
that took place in Dubai earlier this month. We were invited to
share our successful experience in starting up an educational
institution among many educators and investors from around
the globe. On another note, it was a great opportunity for us
to showcase Egypt as an attractive ground for educational
investment for different foreign investors, funds and banks
including the World Bank.
– Seif Sameh Fouad

Message from the Executive Director
Dear Met Families,
Firstly let me start by thanking each and every one of you for
your attendance at our Annual Met Fall Festival. We strive
to make Met a place that students love to attend, and with
your support, I think we are doing a great job. Recently we
invited every Met family to attend an Academic Intervention
Planning (AIP) meeting for every class from grade 1 up. In this
meeting, the plan to progress every student in reading was laid
out. Reading is fundamental to a quality education and integral
to lifelong learning. We urge every met family to get involved
in our various reading initiatives! Met will have the best readers
in Egypt. We put the work in to achieve this goal every day.
On a final note, I’d like to thank the parent body for your
enduring support. Many of you have expressed your support
of the various initiatives that have been put in place here at
met. All of these initiatives are for the sole purpose of making
Met Students prepared to be high achievers around the globe.
Together we are meeting our goals! - Kenneth Webleyn
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Message from the Principal
Greetings from the Met Principal!
What an amazing Quarter 1 we have had. Looking back I am
very proud to say that we made immense improvements within
a short period of time. Just to mention a few:
We finished the first quarter and uploaded all grades and
comments for the parents to view online.
• We shared the MAP student results with all parents.
• We have completed our anti-bullying campaign (more
campaigns to come).
• We have acquired additional highly qualified teachers to
assure quality instruction.
• We have had our second Met-Leadership-Parent Coffee
morning and we would like to thank all parents who attended
and contributed in a positive and productive manner.
• Parents were sent invitations to sign up for Academic
Intervention Plan (AIP) meetings in November. These
meetings were designed for parents and teacher to discuss
individual reading levels and intervention plans at school AND
at home.
• We hosted the 1st Student-Led-Conference (SLC) on
November 29th. Please feel free to schedule additional
conferences should you feel the need to do so.
Coming Up:
• The last full two weeks before our Winter Break have started. The last day of school for this calendar year is Thursday,
December 14, 2017.
• The first day back to school will be Monday, January 8, 2018.
Message from the Principal:
Thank you again for entrusting us with your children’s
education and for being part of this process.
- Markus W. Baloun MA

Met Corner

Parents Corner

On our 2nd PD day, Metropolitan School academic and
administrative staff members had the opportunity to attend
various sessions. The academic sessions varied from
classroom management, positive discipline, guided reading and
curriculum instruction. Moreover, our administrative staff
attended a work shop on how to increase self-awareness in an
attempt to highlight the importance of emotional intelligence.

As part of celebrating their learning, our Pre- K learners invited
their parents to come along and play an outdoor soccer game.
The activity emphasized how they learned to throw, kick, catch,
and bounce balls. Part of their learning was to experience the
different types of balls, their textures, and sizes. It was indeed
a fun filled experience while the children engaged with their
parents during the game.

Reading Corner
As we get deeper into the school year, the pace continues to
quicker and the need to keep everyone informed of changes becomes vital. To this end we write to make you aware of Met’s
ongoing commitment to reading instruction. As many
are aware, we have undertaken an intense reading initiative this
year. Some of the things we’ve added in this effort are:
•An investment of USD 23K and growing, on reading material
in the school’s library.
•The procurement of a state of the art U.S reading assessment
tool (Fountas & Pinnell).
• The acquisition of a reading specialist.
•The acquisition of ‘6’ reading specific co-teachers.
•The purchase of RazKids which gave us the capacity to
conduct online reading activities for every student.
•The purchase of leveled readers for each classroom.
•The development of Academic Improvement Plans (AIP) for
every student along with a scheduled meeting with every
family to identify student specific reading targets and activities.
•The expansion of supplemental reading activities to include
the CCA time.
We have identified a school wide target to increase the reading ability of every Met student by a minimum of two levels before
March. We fully believe we can meet this goal and we have engaged in the heavy lifting necessary to meet up. Met must prepare
and support our students to not only be good readers, but lifelong learners!

Flash News

What a spooktacular day it was at our 3rd Annual Met Fall
Festival! The festival saw lots of children, parents, families, and
teachers dressed up in costumes and enjoying the plethora of
activities, games and live music. It didn’t end at arts and crafts,
though; Hamley’s brought their life-sized toys and dressed-up
staff to the festival. It was indeed wicked fun for adults and
children alike!

As part of our on-going efforts to maintain a healthy and
bully-free environment for our students, Metropolitan School
held an Anti-Bullying-Safe campaign titled “Be A Friend” by
Dr. Sarah El-Shakankiry. The campaign’s objective was to
engage Met students in various discussions on raising
awareness to bullying, in an age appropriate method. It was an
opportunity for students to fully comprehend the difference
between being a friend and being a bully. The activities
included the watching of instructional and illustrative videos
related to the topic.

Flash News

We are pleased to announce that, Mr. Yassin Jacob, our Met Science Teacher represented Metropolitan School at the AdvancEd
Global Conference this month. He was selected to present along
with a distinguished panel of professors, authors, administrators,
and consultants. The topics he presented were ‘Incorporating the
3D Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) Model in Your
Science Classroom’ and ‘Starting an Annual Science Fair’. The
conference took place at Dr. Nermine Ismail Language School American Division in New Cairo.

Learning about metamorphosis is fun! Our students got the
chance to explore the frog’s lifecycle. They also checked the
insects to differentiate between complete and incomplete
metamorphosis.

In KG1, Students have been learning about clothing and how to keep
clothes clean. They have been learning new vocabulary and the different ways in washing clothes. They also had the chance to experiment with different soaps, from solids to liquids, investigating which
substance would produce more soapy bubbles. The students enjoyed
measuring the soaps and using the correct quantity with their counting skills. It was great fun and an interactive experience.

Our Grade 2 students had a great time with their trip to Sitrara.
They enjoyed creating a ‘Tableaux’ and interacting with the
play ‘Fantastic Mr. Fox’ by Roald Dhal.

MetBiz

Character Education

We are excited to announce that almost 100 ‘Friendship Pie’
projects were submitted and reviewed by Met staff as part of
the Kindness is Golden Campaign. 15 winners were chosen
and received certificates for their participation. They also got
the chance to celebrate their win with a pizza party with the
Principal. The 1st, 2nd and 3rd place winners received a very
special Met prize bag! We are proud of all winners and would
like to thank all the students and families for their participation!

We are pleased to announce that the first week of December
is Entrepreneurship Week. As we continue to make effort to
expose our students to business through our MetBiz
Program, we would like you to come out and support our 1st
Entrepreneurship Week of this school year. Please be informed
that, we are also continuing the Junior Achievement curriculum
starting at KG1 which is fully aligned with the Common Core.

Egyptian Values

Met Serve

In light of the celebration of the 6th of October Victory, Our
First, Second and Third graders discovered the courageous
achievements of the Egyptian Air Force during their visit to the
Airforce Museum. The museum displayed stories that narrated

We would like to thank all Met families, parents and staff
members who contributed to the blood Donation Drive that
took place during our Fall Festival. We exceeded the target of
30 blood bags donations by collecting 53 blood bags in 4 hours!
The campaign was held in support of children with cancer. You
indeed helped save a life!

Dates for your Diary

Sunday, December 3rd - Thursday, December 7th, 2017
Entrepreneurship Week (In - School Activities)

Monday, December 4th, 2017 (9:00 am - 12:00 pm)
1st Positive Parenting Coffee Morning - Meeting Room

Tuesday, December 5th, 2017 - Tuesday, December 12th, 2017
CCA Round 2 - Online registrations

Wednesday, December 6th, 2017 (7:30 am - 8:30 am)
Elementary Curriculum Meeting with Met Curriculum Coordinator - Meeting Room

Wednesday, December 13th, 2017 (7:30 am - 8:30 am)
Early Childhood Curriculum Meeting with Met Curriculum Coordinator - Meeting Room

Thursday, December 14th, 2017
Winter Wonderland

Friday, December 15th, 2017 - Sunday, January 7th, 2018
Winter Break - School Closed for Students and Academic Staff

“

Quote of the Month:

“Every new beginning comes from some other beginning’s end.” - Seneca

Message from the Executive Director
Happy New Year Metropolitan!!
Welcome back to school. We are excited to get back to the work
of preparing our students to be engaged thinkers, ethical
citizens and global entrepreneurs. We have covered a lot of
ground in the first part of the academic year and we have made
preparations to continue this momentum into the New Year.
Next week is the big performance task project where our Grade
2 students present to our KG2 students. Finally, this year’s 5th
and 6th graders are going to France!
Make sure to get the information and make plans for your
child to attend this exciting trip
- Kenneth Webley

Message from the Principal
Welcome back to a fantastic New Year 2018,
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all who attended
the Winter Wonderland celebration at Metropolitan School. We had great
performances by our students, and parents were able to sing along as well.
Looking ahead, we are very excited to start this New Year with additional
staff members. Just to mention a couple of them: Ms. Marian (Elementary
VP), Ms. Roula (Substitute teacher), Ms. Sarah (Reading co-teacher), and 2
new French teachers to improve the French instruction; Ms. Salma and Ms.
Fatima.
I would also like to inform you that we will administer the 2nd MAP Test
for all Grade 1 - 6 students starting this Sunday, January 14, 2018. The best
way for your child to prepare for these tests is to get a good night’s rest and
a good breakfast. Also please keep in mind that we are administering the
mandated Arabic exams for Grade 6 this week (Tuesday - Thursday), and for
Grades 2 - 5 next week (Sunday - Tuesday).
Finally I am pleased to welcome you to join the upcoming ‘Met Leade ship
& Parents Coffee Morning’ to take place on Thursday, February 1, 2018. I
wish you a Happy New Year and welcome you all back.
- Markus W. Baloun

December 2017
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Met Corner

Parents Corner

In the spirit of the festive season, Metropolitan School staff
and teachers enjoyed a little party where they anonymously
exchanged Christmas gifts and celebrated their achievements
together in 2017 while embracing a happy fresh start for the
beginning of the New Year 2018. We wish all our staff members
and their families a happy and prosperous 2018 and we would
like to thank them for their valuable contribution to make Met
an Extra-Ordinary School. We wish all our met Families a
Happy and a Prosperous New Year!!

In our ongoing efforts to support and engage our Parents in
their child’s educational journey at Met, we were delighted
to invite them to our 1st Positive Parenting Coffee Morning
Session ‘Four reasons why kids give us a hard time about
studying.’ The session was conducted by Ms. Mariam Medhat,
founder of Parenting Formula. The session was an extension to
the P.D session offered by the same conductor to Met academic
staff in order to align our goals in creating the best educational
experience for our students.

Reading Corner
The reading team is on board and has already started conducting workshops on how best to support student literacy at home. Our
own Reading Specialist Ms. Lija and her team are committed to creating a comprehensive reading environment, enabling Met
students to become ‘Super Readers!’

Flash News
KG1 students invited their parents to attend a Fashion Show
extravaganza as a celebration for their end of investigation
and learning on ‘Clothing’. It was indeed a joyful moment to
watch all the young confident learners showcase their latest
fashion trends. Special thank you to all parents who joined us
and shared with this wonderful experience and participated in
the show along with their children!

Flash News

Metropolitan school held its first Student Led Conference Day
(SLC) during the month of December. We would like to take
this opportunity to thank all the parents and students for coming
to this major event. It is indeed rewarding to see Met students
lead their conferences, and informing their parents about their
progress, weaknesses, and their academic goals for the year.
During December, Grade 1 Parents were invited to attend
their child’s first Performance Task. Students created a
‘magnificent thing’ (a product that fulfills a need or solves a
problem within their classroom) in a small group and then
independently wrote a description of what their group created,
why they created it, and how they used tools to create it. Students
created their magnificent things over several lessons by applying
what they have learned about tools and habits of character (i.e.
initiative, responsibility, perseverance, collaboration), using The
Most Magnificent Thing by Ashley Spires as a mentor text, and
debriefing at the close of each lesson to consider how to
build, finish, and revise something that serves a need in their
classroom. After creating their magnificent things,
students completed a scaffolded writing task during which they
learned about the steps of the writing process and produced an
informative piece of writing. Students’ creations and written
work were presented to the families to celebrate the end of
module one.

Over the course of the year children auditioned in front of a panel of
judges, were critiqued and had their performances subjected to on line
voting. All of this process was designed to select the top talents for the
final showdown of the Uptown Stars Competition that took place in
November at Uptown Cairo. Star judges Razan Al Magrabi and Abu
witnessed stellar performances from all acts. Our very own Eman Zaki
in Grade 4 made it to the final for her solo street jazz routine. She then
joined her schoolmate Aly Hesham in Grade 5 for their group routine
as parts of Adams Dance Studio and Metropolitan School. Here are
Emmy and Aly celebrating their 5th Place with a wonderful trophy.
We are proud of our young Met talents for reaching the finals!

Pre-K parents were invited to witness their children’s
learning that took place during the ‘Balls Study’. Celebrating
Learning is a very important event for parents and children. A small
presentation from students was delivered in a pictorial form
where students were able to explain their activities to their
parents. Following the presentation, the young learners
together with their parents enjoyed sharing ball shaped food.

Flash News

Practical experimenting activities supports a child’s learning process.

We always strive to capture the students’ wonderful performances

Our students in Grade 1 experienced trying different kinds of gloves

during our school wide events taking place throughout the year and

to test how it feels when putting their hands in ice. This activity helped

make memories for life! Photos captured for events like Met Fall

them understand that some animal parts like fur and blubbers help

Festival, Winter Wonderland, Egypt Day, and Spring Festival will

animals stay safe in cold weather.

be provided on a CD which will be delivered by the end of the year
for a total of only 170 EGP paid once in advance. If you would like to
subscribe for this package and get a copy of all the Met event photos,
please visit the Accounts Department. Happy Memories!

Before starting our three week Winter Break, Met celebrated the end

As our 1st round from Met CCA came to an end, students from

of year 2017 with the annual Winter Wonderland Show. The event

Met Movie, Glee, Yoga, Drama, Design and Technology Clubs

included live student performances across all grade levels and was

cordially invited their parents to participate and attend their

a fun filled day of activities, games, good food and treats to get

end-of-session showcase performances. It was an opportunity for

everyone in the holiday spirit! Our very special treat for the day was a

parents to witness all the hard work and achievements the students

visit from Santa were students with their families got the chance to take

enjoyed doing during the course round. Parents together with their

memorable photos with him! Season’s Greetings to all the Met

children also enjoyed some quality time and got a chance to enjoy the

Families and Happy New Year 2018!

fun of doing activities together.

Character Education

At Metropolitan School, we work hard to ensure a positive environment for all Met students in order to learn and prosper in a healthy
environment. With this in mind, we organized a very special community building three hour workshop for our Grade 6 students. Mr.
Christopher Corby our Met Values Teacher facilitated the workshop
along with our School Councilor, Ms. Kenya and a group of Met Team
members. The main objective of the workshop was to teach students to
learn social skills that can help them express empathy and understanding from a new perspective. This included interactive activities, and
discussions done with other students and Met staff members. It was an
opportunity to take a “step outside their comfort zone” and learn new
feelings and experiences about others.

MetBiz

Entrepreneurship is the process of designing, launching, and running
a new business which is often initially a small business. Entrepreneurship has been described as the ‘capacity and willingness to develop,
organize and manage a business venture along with any of its risks
in order to make a profit.’ People who create these businesses are
called entrepreneurs. As part of our Entrepreneurship Program, Met
celebrated its 1st Entrepreneurship Week for the academic year were
we invited entrepreneurs from different fields to share their experience with our students. Our Guest Speakers who visited Met across
the week were Mr. Essam Gouda founder of Space Scout representing
the Egyptian Society for Astronomy, Ms. Suzan Bibawi representing
‘Misr Al Kheir’, Mr. Amr El Helaly, founder of Reach Bake Factory, Mr. Mahmoud Ibrahim, representing the automobile business as
the Marketing Director from Careem, Mr. Sameh Boshy founder of
Campers Zone, and finally our guest speaker Ms. Naswa Ammar, representing Al Shorouk Publishing House.

Met Serve

Egyptian Values

In our continuous efforts to engage our students in Community
Service acts and help others who are in need, students in Grades 4,
5 and 6 hosted a bake sale during the annual Winter Wonderland
Bazaar to help raise money for charity. Participating students enjoyed
preparing homemade cookies and cupcakes with their families and
managed to sell them during the day! Proceeds from the sales have
been donated to a local charity.

In celebration of Prophet Mohammed’s birth this December, our
Arabic department arranged Mulid Al Nabi activities to engage
students in the spirit of the day. Grade 6 students gave a speech
during the morning line on how we celebrate this occasion in Egypt.
‘Al Mulid candies’ (Halawet Al Mulid) were distributed by students
to all Metropolitan School staff, as an annual tradition at our school.

Dates for your Diary

Monday, January 8th, 2018
Back to School from Winter Break

Tuesday, January 9th, 2018 (8:30 am - 9:30 am)
Meet & Greet Met Reading Specialist with KG2 Parents - Meeting Room

Wednesday, January 10th, 2018 (7:30 am - 8:30 am)
Curriculum Meeting with Met Curriculum Coordinator - Meeting Room

Wednesday, January 10th, 2018 (8:30 am - 9:30 am)
Meet & Greet Met Reading Specialist with Grade 1 Parents - Meeting Room

Thursday, January 11th, 2018 (8:30 am - 9:30 am)
Meet & Greet Met Reading Specialist with Grade 2 Parents - Meeting Room

Sunday, January 14th, 2018 (3:15 pm - 4:15 pm)
CCA - Round 2 Start

Thursday, January 18th, 2018
Met Staff Professional Development Day (PD) - No School for Students

Thursday, January 25th, 2018
Police Day - Public Holiday/ School Closed

Thursday, February 1st, 2018 (08:30 am - 09:30 am)
Met Leadership Parents Coffee Morning - Meeting Room

“

Quote of the Month:
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“Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together is success.” - Henry Ford

Message from the Executive Director
Greetings Met Family!
As the second quarter comes to a close and we commence
mid-year assessments, we are anticipating substantial growth
across the board. Our students and staff have been working
very hard and we are anxious to see the fruit of this labor. As
we close Quarter 2, please expect an end of quarter chat to
discuss where we are and what’s going on at every grade level.
FYI, we have hired an Early Childhood Principal (Mr. Lance
Kershner) and a Middle School Principal (Ms. Susan Eby) for the
upcoming 2018/19 Academic Year! Please check our website
for more information. - Kenneth Webley

Message from the Principal
Dear Met Parents,
We are about to start our 2nd Semester and I am happy to inform you that we are starting it with a bigger team. You might have
already heard about the fact that we have added 6 Reading Specialists who are primarily involved with improving the reading
levels of our students in Grade 1 and Grade 2. Just to mention some of the other new teachers; we have acquired Ms. Rola, our
Grade 5 English teacher, additional help in the PE department (Ms. Alina), an ICT Teacher (Mr. Eric), as well as an additional
substitute teacher (Ms. Amber).

This is what’s happening right now at Met:
• MAP Testing is well under way. Once the test is completed we
will be able to share important data information
with you.
• The mandated MOE Arabic Exams were concluded as of the third week in January.
• February 5: End of the 2nd Quarter and 1st
Semester
• February 8: Half day for students (Early Dismissal at 11:00 am). Buses will run as normal &
no after-school activities for Arabic Reading. Paid CCA on the
day will run from 11:00 am -12:00 pm.
• February 15: Report-cards go live on Rediker
Please stay tuned for additional information from the PE
department concerning Sports Competitions, as well as from
our Science department about our upcoming Science Fair.

Met Corner

Parents Corner

In the spirit of the festive season, Metropolitan School staff
and teachers enjoyed decorating their classrooms and offices
making them a friendly and warm environment. The Christmas
season is always a good time for everyone to bring the inner
artistic sense into action. We would like to thank everyone for
his/ her valuable contribution to make Met an Extra-Ordinary
School.

Reading is fundamental to a quality education and integral to
lifelong learning. With this goal in mind, we are pleased to
announce that our reading team is now on board and has
already started conducting workshops on how best to support
student literacy at home. Our own reading specialist team are
committed to creating a comprehensive reading environment,
enabling Met students to become ‘Super Readers!’ We would
like to thank all parents who attended the ‘Meet and Greet’
sessions and got the opportunity to learn more about our
Reading Initiative at Met.

Reading Corner

This month we will be re-assessing all our students’ reading
levels using our Fountas and Pinnell assessment tool. We have
set school wide targets to raise every student by two reading
levels. We are anticipating great results!

March 2nd is Dr. Seuss’ Birthday! Please mark your calendars
for the Met Literacy Week (Feb. 25 - March 1). Among other
things, there will be literacy based projects,
a Read-A-Thon and a Book Fair. Please plan to take advantage
of these opportunities to make every Met household a center
for literacy!

Flash News

On behalf of the entire school, we would like to congratulate
Lana and Farida Eslam Salaheldin in Grade 1 who won the
silver medal and ranked the second place in the
Egyptian League Gymnastics Championship under 7 years old.
“Congratulations Lana! Not only are you a real champion, but
you will also be healthy and fit for your life.” - Mr. Brent “Great
job on your win, Farida! I am amazed by your dedication and
hard work! Keep it up!” - Ms. Megan.

Grade 2 students visited the KG2 classes to share their
learning for their first Performance Task of the year. Students
created books titled ‘The Most Important Thing about School’
that compared and contrasted Metropolitan to a school in
another part of the world, and talked about why school is
important. Students read the text ‘Off to Class’, as well as watched
videos and studied pictures as research for their books. They
also spent several lessons learning about the different parts of an
informational text, including a focus statement, information
about the similarities, information about the differences, and a
conclusion; and applied this knowledge to the creation of their
books. The Grade 2 students were very excited to read their
books and share their learning with the KG students that are at
the start of their educational journey and still learning about the
importance of school.

We are proud of our Student Tia Shady Yanni in Grade 2C
who won the silver medal in Cairo’s under 8 Gymnastics
Competition on 21 January 2018. ‘Way to go young champ!”
From all of us at Met!

Our Grade 3 students enjoying their class science class while
learning about Fossils.

Every day, teachers make countless real-time decisions
and facilitate dozens of interactions between themselves
and their students. Although they share this commonality,
educators all over the country often talk about these decisions and
interactions in different ways. The Classroom Assessment
Scoring System (CLASS), developed at the University of
Virginia’s Center for Advanced Study of Teaching and
Learning, helps educators view classrooms through
a common lens and discuss them using a common language,
providing support for improving the quality of teacher-student
interactions and, ultimately, student learning.

Character Education

MetBiz

At Metropolitan School, we work hard to ensure a positive environment for all Met students in order to learn and prosper in a
healthy environment. In September 2017, Met started the golden ticket campaign in hopes of inspiring students to learn and
use positive character traits inside and outside of school. After
several months, hundreds of students received tickets of acknowledgment for their positive behavior. We pride ourselves
on giving young people an opportunity to learn new skills they
can use for a lifetime. Sometimes a little recognition can help
as a reminder and encourage healthy habits to grow! Thank you
for your partnership in this endeavor.

In our continuous efforts to raise our young learners to be the
future entrepreneurs; Grade 6 students went on a field trip to
Rich Bake factory. They had the opportunity to learn about how
cakes, bread, and other baked goods are manufactured. They
also tried lots of treats and observed the inside of a business
producing product for people across Egypt! It was a great visit
to engage our students with ideas about work readiness, financial literacy, and entrepreneurship skills. By engaging them in
those activities, Met students will become 21st Century thinkers
as they would enjoy the opportunity of learning basic business
vocabularies, categorizing needs, identifying the goods and
services provided by local businesses and the variety of careers
within a community.

Met Serve

Egyptian Values

Thanks to Youssef Mohamed in Grade 5 and Farida Mohamed
in Grade 3 who participated in the World Food Day Poster Contest, an initiation organized by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). The objective of this
contest is to support the global fight to reach a Zero Hunger
Generation – a world free of hunger and poverty by helping our
students understand that they are part of this Generation who
will play a crucial role in the global fight against hunger and
poverty.

During our Police Day celebrations, the students presented important facts about the day, and expressed the accomplishments
and efforts that our policemen perform every day. Additionally,
a special presentation was conducted by one of our Policeman
parents, Colonel Hatem, who spoke about the daily duties of the
police. Throughout the day, older students joined younger ones
to present about loyalty to our country, Egypt. Thanks to the
Arabic Dept. for organizing these valuable activities.

Dates for your Diary

Thursday, February 1st, 2018 (8:30 am - 9:30 am)
Met Leadership Parents Coffee Morning - Meeting Room

Monday, February 5th, 2018
End of Quarter 2

Thursday, February 8th, 2018
PRP - Teachers’ Report Card Preparation Day - Students’ Early Dismissal @ 11:00 am
No Arabic Reading CCA - Paid CCA runs from 11:00 am -12:00 pm

Thursday, February 15th, 2018
Report Cards Live on Rediker

Thursday, February 22nd, 2018
Science Fair

Sunday, February 25th, 2018 - Thursday, March 1st, 2018
Literacy Week (In-School Activities)

“

Quote of the Month:

“If everyone is moving forward together, then success takes care of itself.” - Henry Ford

Message from the Executive Director
Greetings Met Family!
I write this monthly to acknowledge and congratulate our
students, teachers and families for the substantial growth we
have seen in Reading and Math! The data is impressive and
more than that we consistently hear from parents that they
are seeing the progress in their children at home! Well done
Metropolitan!
- Kenneth Webley

Message from the Principal:
Greetings from the Principal’s Office,
As you are aware, we have just completed our Parent-Chats
that were designed to explain our school-wide systems. We had
some very important in-depth and transparent conversations
and I would like to thank all parents who attended for joining
us for these very fruitful meetings. It is also my privilege to
continue giving you exciting news about the most recent
addition to our Met Academic team; Ms. Sara G., our new
Grade 5 Math teacher, and Ms. Jihane, our new Social
Counselor who will work alongside Ms. Kenya (Met School
Counselor). As for our students, Grades 4 – 6 students were able
to proudly perform their performance-tasks and our youngest
students (PreK) hosted their Celebrations of Learning. I am
absolutely certain that parents who were able to attend
these celebrations left as proud parents at the end of these
presentations. - Markus W. Baloun

March 5, 2018 (9:00 am – 12:00 pm): Fatherhood Coffee Morning Session for fathers only!
March 6, 2018: Science Fair for G2 – G6 students only!
March 18 - 22, 2018: Spring Break; NO SCHOOL!
March 29, 2018: SLCs (Student Led Conferences); more information to come soon.
Have a great March!

February 2018
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Met Corner

Parents Corner

Metropolitan School staff had the opportunity to attend
several professional development sessions discussing different
rubrics to drive instruction, bullying in school, creating positive
classroom environment, active learning, and classroom
management that positively works. “You cannot have students
as continuous learners and effective collaborators, without
teachers having the same characteristics” - Michael Fullan.

In Early Childhood, we were happy to invite ‘Mystery Readers’
into our French classes. Parents and Grandparents signed up to
surprise the class with a special story time to read in French.
Reading aloud to children, in any language, is the best way to
encourage children to love reading themselves. It is one of the
most important things a parent can do to promote literacy at
home!

Library Corner
The month of February culminated with Metropolitan’s
third annual Literacy Week. The theme of this year’s event
was ‘Family Literacy’ and ‘Bedtime Reading’. Family
Literacy is how families interact with literary material in the
home and while together. Home habits, such as reading WITH
your child, are the best way to increase a child’s reading level, and
snuggling up with a book in bed is a great way to end the day
(at any age!).
The Read-a-Thon Charity Fundraiser was one event that
encouraged Family Literacy while raising money for those
less fortunate than ourselves. At school during Literacy Week
there was also a Book Fair, Writing Competition, Mystery
Reader visits, Pajama Day, and many more curricular classroom
activities focused on Literacy!

Students were given many opportunities to embody the Vision, Mission, and Values of their school while enjoying literacy. A
Special Literacy Week Newsletter will be published next month highlighting the events and showcasing many of our students’
work. Stay tuned!

Flash News

During our third annual science week, students enjoyed
making a lot of simple experiments. They made lip balm using
simple ingredients with which they are familiar. Students also
experienced how Vaseline changes from solid to liquid by
heating it, and how liquids take the shape of the containers they
are added to. According to the fact that water doesn’t mix with
oil, our young learners enjoyed observing how food colors mix
with water but water can never mix with oil no matter how hard
they try shaking. They also learned how to blow up a balloon
using vinegar and baking soda realizing that it was much more
fun than using their own breath!

Grade 3 students enjoyed their latest trip to Al Azhar Park. It
was a chance for them to study organic forms by going on a
nature trail and looking for interesting forms to study and draw.
Once they collected their subjects from the huge array of plant
life, they drew them using negative mark making, print making
and zoomed in pencil drawings. Our artistic students, then took
a stroll to observe the panoramic views across Cairo, sketched
a landscape and settled in to draw the restaurant building
using the continuous line technique. Lunch was served in the
stunning restaurant where they had three courses of, main,
salad and fruits. The day ended with a last exercise that was
by far the best, as they walked to the lakeside and painted the
iconic structures of the Citadel and Old Cairo Mosque.

During Module 1, fourth-grade students learned about poets
and poetry. Throughout the module study, students determined
the characteristics of poetry and considered what inspires
writers and poets. After completing the novel, ‘Love That Dog’,
students considered the poems they read and which inspired
them the most. They then selected a poet to study more deeply.
Parents were then invited to a three-part performance task, a
Poet’s Performance, in which students read aloud a poem by
their selected poet, shared an essay about the poet, and read the
original inspired poem.

Our sixth-grade students delivered their first Performance Task
to their parents! Students were tasked to create their own hero
and write a narrative that followed through the stages learned in
the informational text ‘The Hero’s Journey.’ Throughout this
module, students were involved in a deep study of mythology,
its purposes, and elements. Students read Rick Riordan’s ‘The
Lightning Thief’, a high-interest novel about a sixth-grade boy
on a hero’s journey. In groups of three, students had a chance
to share their magical hero’s narratives with their classmates
and families.

Flash News

February 21st marked the celebration of the 100th day of
school! Most classes worked on different activities and projects
throughout the days prior to the day. Projects varied between
counting, painting and glass making. A huge thank you to all
teachers that did these amazing projects with their students.

On behalf of Pre-K Coral Class, we would like to thank Met
Chief Engineer Bakr and his team for their cooperation and
amazing presentation on wood to our students. The workshop
was ready and set up nicely for the appropriate use of children.
The students enjoyed it and learned about what we can make
out of wood, what tools could be used, and got to experience
for themselves.

In our CCA Robotics class, students begin by building
a simple robot and gradually grow their skills into building more
complex versions throughout the rest of the 6 levels. To
start with, they learn the basics of programming and the
different kinds of sensors, in terms of how they work and how
to use them in different applications. They will then be able to
make advanced programming to assign the robots to do tough
missions and try to win challenges. At the final stage, they will
learn to make a remotely controlled robot to use it in different
missions.

During module 2, KG2 students built on their literacy and
science skills as they engaged in a study of the weather
through various informational texts. They even created a
class weather journal and tracked their individual learning in
a meteorologist’s notebook. After listening to ‘The Snowy
Day’ by Ezra Jack Keats, KG2 students used the book as
a mentor text for their performance task. They planned and
wrote an imaginary narrative about how the weather on
a particular day affected what a person wore and did. The
students revised, edited, and practiced reading their original
narratives in preparation for sharing them with our sixth-grade
students.

During our basic computer skills CCA, our students have
the opportunity to gain the skills and confidence to take
advantage of all that computers and the internet have to
offer. The overall objectives are for students to: Learn basic
principles of using Windows operation system. Learn
basic computer and keyboarding related vocabulary in English.
Practice basic keyboarding and mouse use. Be able to access
the Internet, and be able to find information on the Web. Learn
basic word processing skills with Microsoft Word and finally to
acquire a basic understanding of Microsoft PowerPoint.

MetBiz

We are proud of young Met entrepreneurs Nora Said in
Grade 4 and her sister Hana Said in Grade 2. Nora started her
small ‘Slime’ business with the help of her sister Hana. They
managed to create slime and sell it to their friends and
family. They eventually succeeded to reach Alef bookstore
(A well-known Book Seller), and are now having their products
on sale inside their stores.

Egyptian Values

Character Education

In honor of the month of love and friendship, our school
recently celebrated ‘Random Act of Kindness’ week. This
event helped us reinforce Met’s ‘Kindness’ pillar. Our
students were challenged to perform an act of kindness each
day. The challenges ranged from writing a thank you note to
someone in school to simply sharing a toy with another student.
Kindness is not only an important skill to learn but it also has
some health benefits. Research suggests that kindness can
increase happiness and energy, while reducing stress and
anxiety. Thank you to all students, families and staff for
supporting this event. While this was a one week event, we will
continue to encourage our students to exercise kindness every
day within the school and their community.

Met Serve

Buckle Up Cairo! (BUC) is Metropolitan School’s campaign
to promote and increase seat belt use not only within the
Met Family, but also in Cairo and Egypt. The statistics are
stark: if you do not wear a seat belt you are twice more likely
to die in a road traffic accident than if you are wearing one.
Metropolitan School takes everyone’s safety very
seriously; this is why our aim is for every single person involved
at Met – Students, Parents and Staff – to wear a seat belt for
EVERY SINGLE JOURNEY they make. This will send out the
strongest possible message to everyone we meet that we are
serious about road safety. Always remember this phrase when
you get into your car or bus: Click, Clack Front and Back
Buckle Up Cairo! The BUC Stops with YOU!

The Met CCA Scouts sold candy grams on the Valentine’s Day
which was part of their fundraising efforts, and all profits made
went to a chosen charity. The Scouts then collected, processed
the orders, and delivered them to their friends on that special
Day. Happy Valentine’s Day!

Dates for your Diary

Thursday, March 1st, 2018 (8:30 am - 9:30 am)
Met Leadership Parents Coffee Morning - Meeting Room

Thursday, March 1st, 2018
Last Day of Literacy Week - Pajama Dress-Up day

Monday, March 5th, 2018 (9:00 am - 12:00 pm)
Positive Parenting Coffee Morning ‘Fatherhood Session’ for Dads only - Meeting Room

Tuesday, March 6th, 2018 (2:00pm-3:00pm)
Science Fair (Grades 2- 6)

Thursday, March 8th, 2018
CCA Round 2 Ends – Some end of round club performances to take place
the following week – To be communicated directly with involved parents

Sunday, March 18th, 2018 - Thursday, March 22nd, 2018
Spring Break

Thursday, March 29th , 2018
Student Led Conference (SLC)

“

Quote of the Month:

“No winter lasts forever; no spring skips its turn.” - Hal Borland
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Message from the Executive Director:
Greetings Met Family!
As you may know by now I am moving back to the states at the
end of this year. Mr. Andrew Frezludeen has been selected as
the new Director of Metropolitan School starting the Academic
Year 2018/19. Please join us in welcoming him as he steps into
this new and vital role.
Get ready! Another exciting Egyptian Week is being
coordinated even as I write. Students have been practicing in
earnest and the big Egypt Day show is scheduled for April 18th,
2018. Please mark your calendars!
Met students must be amongst the best readers in Cairo! To
support this worthy goal, we have instituted an after school
reading program that many students are taking advantage
of. We thank our parents for all their support in making this
initiative successful. - Kenneth Webley

Message from the the Principal:
Greetings from the Principal’s Office,
Welcome back from Spring Break! We hope that you had a joyful week with
your children. Looking back at March, we accomplished much during this very
short month, and would like to thank you all for your continued support. Just to
mention a few of the biggest events:
Our Science Department held the annual Science Fair, where students
were able to practice their research as well as presentation skills.
Our (3rd) CCA Rotation, as well as our mandatory Reading-CCA for
those students who need additional help in increasing their reading levels, started as of last week.
We also proudly hosted a first (hopefully not last) coffee-morning session
for fathers only, where we offered a workshop especially for fathers. I’d
like to thank all who attended, and I am certain that it was a very inspiring
workshop for all.
We held our last SLC (Student-Led-Conference), focusing on our specialist
subjects. Thank you again for attending this event with your children.
Moving into April, please make sure that you send your children with the appropriate Met-uniform to school (Met shorts and short-sleeved Met shirts). Speaking of our Met-uniform, please remember that
we have an official Lost-and-Found area by the reception in the Met lobby. Currently we have many uniform items, and kindly
ask parents to come and claim them.
Please keep the following very important dates in mind (additional dates can be found in the last section of this newsletter):
Thursday, April 12th: Anti-Bullying session for parents only
Thursday, April 19th: Early dismissal day for students @11 am (Report Preparation Day)
Have a fantastic April! - Markus W. Baloun

Met Corner

Parents Corner

Metropolitan School continues to recognize its distinguished
staff members for going above and beyond to make Met a
great place to be! Please join us in congratulating our ‘Staff
Members of the Week’ for the month of March; Mr. Samir, our
support staff who was nominated by his colleagues for being so
generous, kind and a hard worker. Ms. Doha Zohair our lovely
Principal’s Assistant who got a lot of overwhelming support for
her unconditional contribution to Met. And finally Mr. Yassin
Jacob, our Science Teacher who was truly appreciated for his
amazing work with the Science Fair.

Thank you to all dads who attended our exclusive Positive
Parenting Coffee Morning - ‘Fatherhood Session’. The
session was conducted by Engineer Bassem Abel Malek as part
of his support to ‘The World Needs a Father’ organization. The
initiative aims to spread awareness among all dads on the
importance of their roles as fathers. The session attendance
exceeded all expectations and was of a great success! It was
a great opportunity for dads to share valuable information,
healthy discussions and debates regarding a father’s role. We
look forward for more sessions to come in the future.

Flash News

During our monthly assembly, Grade 1 and 2 students
presented their talents in acting and literacy. In their current ELA
Module, they learned about the sun, moon and stars which made
them have the opportunity to question “Why do authors write
about the sun moon and stars?” The chance of reading different
fiction and information books about this topic allowed them
to present the act of an African Folktale called “Why the
Sun and the Moon Live in the Sky” by Elphinstone Dayrell.
A folktale is a story told from person to person over many years
to help explain why something in nature happens. This folktale
is from southern Nigeria in West Africa. The assembly ended by
recognizing the stars of the month from each class.
Congratulations to all their students for the incredible hard
work!

The final day from the Met Annual Literacy Week witnessed
a dress down school wide pajama day to go in parallel with
the week’s theme ‘Family Literacy and Bedtime Reading’.
Students comfortably came to school in their pajamas and
enjoyed learning in a fun way. We would like to take this
opportunity to thank each and every person who contributed to
such a successful week and remind our parents to continue to
encourage literacy at home!

Flash News

We are proud of our first ever Met Soccer Team who
proudly won three matches against Heliopolis Club. The Met
team consisted of a group from our Grade 5 and 6 students and
were trained by Mr. Tarek Hammam. The Met Soccer Team
scored 3/2, second match 7/0 and the third match scored 4/3. We
wish them all the best of luck in future games! Success consists
of going from failure to failure without loss of enthusiasm!

The Met Science Fair is designed to stimulate student
interest in science. Students self-selected a topic from any science
discipline, and developed an engineering or experimental
project connected to their chosen topic. In addition, scientific
information must be organized on a tri-fold display board and
verbally presented to judges. During the second half of the day,
students completed science challenges in order to earn tickets.
Those tickets can be used to purchase preferred activities, which
included an inflatable slide and bungee trampoline. Following
the science challenges, parents were invited to tour the school
and see all of the projects. We extend a big thank you to all
parents who were able to attend, and supporting their children.
We are all very proud of our students’ creativity and hard work!

Met KG2 students learning about Planets during science.

Metropolitan School proudly celebrates the success of all
students who excel not only in academics but athletics too!
Please join us in congratulating our Grade 2 students: Ahmed
Gawish who won the gold medal and placed first in the
Egyptian League Gymnastics Championship and Zeina Younes
for finishing the red level match and beating the rest of the
team in the Smash Tennis Tournament. We are so proud of our
young champs!

Farm animals play very important roles in our lives, they
provide products important to everyday life. To allow students
to see, touch and name the farm animal products taught in
French class, we enjoyed a baking day at school to demonstrate
these products.

Library Corner

Metropolitan’s Library has recently purchased access to
WebPath Express, a useful resource for searching safe,
informational, and educator approved websites on the
internet. We have nicknamed it ‘Metropolitan Google’ and it is
accessible through the Library’s catalog under ‘databases’.
Parents and students can now easily access the Library’s
catalog and search the collection by following the link
located on the school’s website under the ‘Library’ tab. Visit:
metropolitanschooleg.com >> Our School >> Campus >>
Library. Enjoy your safe searching!

Egyptian Values

Character Education

The 7 Habits of Happy Kids, at Metropolitan we are
enthusiastic to introduce the 7 habits to our students. The first
4 habits were already introduced to our students and have
been sent on Rediker. We are focusing on each habit, students
will spend time learning about each of the 7 habits which is
a combination of universal and timeless principles that
teach students the skills needed for academic success in any
setting. These skills include goal setting, taking initiative, setting
priorities, looking for alternatives, listening and speaking, team
working, and finally how to balance their lives. Students are
having fun making activities that go along with these habits and
learn how to apply them.

MetBiz

As part of emphasizing our School’s mission on ‘Egyptian
Values’, Metropolitan School organized an educational trip
to Sakkara Museum for our Grade 4 students. They took the
tour around the monuments in an opportunity to learn more
about the oldest Pyramid-shape, the mastaba-style tombs & the
quotidian life of ancient Egyptians. They also visited the
museum of the great architect & warrior, ‘Imhotep’. It was an
amazing experience for students and an opportunity to learn
more about our ancient Egyptian History.

Our Met young entrepreneurs who participated in the
entrepreneurship CCA club had the opportunity to sell
orange and apple juice in the cafeteria during lunch time in
an attempt to raise money for charity. Well done to the young
entrepreneurs.

Met Serve

Dates for your Diary
Sunday, April 1st, 2018
Palm Sunday - Holiday for Coptic Students & Staff ONLY

Thursday, April 5th, 2018
Maundy Thursday - Holiday for Coptic Students & Staff
Metropolitan School’s Arabic Department organized a ‘Giving
Day’ initiative which geared towards instilling the importance
of caring for one another. Students were asked to bring treats
on the day to distribute and share with the Met support staff in a
way to express gratitude for their daily efforts.

Thursday, April 5th, 2018 (8:30 am - 9:30 am)
Met Leadership Parents’ Coffee Morning - Meeting Room

Sunday, April 8th, 2018
Coptic Easter Holiday (School Closed)

Monday, April 9th, 2018
Sham El Nessim Holiday (School Closed)

Thursday, April 12th, 2018 (9:00 am - 11:00 am)
Anti-bullying Session for Parents - Meeting Room
In our continuous efforts to reinforce the school’s mission and
engage our students in community service projects, all Met
students were invited to dance for a cause! The
‘Dance-A-Thon’ campaign organized by Met CCA
Community Service and conducted by Deers’ Egypt aimed for
students to Zumba dance for 15 minutes for a ticket price of
10EGP++. Thanks to all who contributed in achieving such a
great success to this initiative. All ticket donations went to Abu
El Reesh Hospital.

Sunday, April 15th, 2018 - Wednesday, April 18th, 2018
Egypt Week

Wednesday, April 18th, 2018
Egypt Day

Thursday, April 19th, 2018
End of Quarter 3

Thursday, April 19th, 2018 (Early Dismissal @ 11:00 am)
PRP - Report Card Preparation Day

Wednesday, April 25th, 2018
Sinai Liberation Day (School Closed)
In collaboration with Cairo Runners, Metropolitan School
exclusively invited its families to join the biggest running
community in Egypt in its first full marathon that took place
at Cairo Festival City. The event had 5 different runs aiming
to attract 8000+ national and international athletes. A share of
the revenues went to 500 500 Hospital. The top 3 winners were
rewarded with monetary incentives and a live performance
was held by the Egyptian hit band ‘Sharmoofers’ following the
races. Cheers to all the Met staff, parents and students who
participated by either supporting or running & winning!

Thursday, April 26th, 2018
Professinal Developmnet PD (No School for Students)

Thursday, April 26th, 2018
Report Cards Live on Rediker

“
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Quote of the Month:

“The best and shortest road towards knowledge of truth is Nature”. - Egyptian Proverb

Message from the Executive Director
Greetings Met Families!
Many thanks to everyone for attending our annual ‘Egypt Day’ celebration.
At Met, we take great pride in Egyptian culture every day and the richness of
the heritage is the cornerstone of everything we do.
On the 26th of April we had yet another successful (PD) Professional Day for
our staff! The success of our students is largely reliant on two things:
1) Getting the best teachers.
2) Putting the best tools into the hands of those teachers. As educators, it is vital that we continue to develop and learn about the latest techniques and tools.
Thank you for supporting our educators taking the time to grow. - Kenneth Webley

Message from the Principal
Greetings from the Principal’s Office,
Happy May! It is hard to believe but we are almost at the end of this academic year. We don’t even have two more months left in
this academic year and our students, parents, and teachers are ready for a summer-break in order to get ready for another year. The
entire Met team is well under way on planning the 18/19 academic year, and we are most certain that it will be an amazing year.
Looking back at some of the events in April I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those parents who came to our
Anti-Bullying workshop. We are planning to have a second Anti-Bullying workshop that is directly related to issues in a school
setting, and how we deal with these issues when they occur. This workshop will conclude with a presentation on Cyber-Safety. During
this presentation you will get useful information about how to keep your children safe online (please bring your and/ or your child’s
device). I would also like to thank all parents who attended the Performance Tasks of their children. I am absolutely certain that you
enjoyed seeing your children in action and the amazing work they produced with much effort. They have all worked very
diligently this entire third quarter and were very happy to see their parents in school. Speaking of Quarter 3, please know that we
just finished Quarter 3, and the reports have been published on the portal.

Please remember that we will have an adjusted school schedule during Ramadan. The exact
schedule will be communicated with you all, but
will not affect daily classes (the length of each period will be shortened).

Met Sports Days will be on:
Thursday May 3rd, 2018:
KG 2 - Gr.2: 8:30 am -11:00 am
Gr.3 - Gr. 6: 12:00 pm -2:00 pm
Sunday, May 13th, 2018:
Pre-K & KG1 Sports Day

The Met Arts Department are hosting a Biodiversity Green Week that will be finished off with an all
school ‘Trash Fashion Show’ and an Elementary ‘Art Exhibition’ on Monday, May 14th, 2018. More
information will be shared soon.
I look forward to seeing you for these amazing events at Met.
- Markus W. Baloun

Met Corner

Parents Corner

Metropolitan School’s academic and admin team had the
opportunity to attend a Professional Development Day
during April. Workshops included sessions on differentiating
instruction for individual student needs as well as of
differentiation
through
small
groups,
usage
of
Interactive Smart Notebooks, conferencing readers through the
guided reading and time management. Ensuring our teachers
have on-going professional development is another way that
Metropolitan School fulfills its commitment to provide
students a high quality education.

We would like to thank all our parents who learned in depth
about the ‘Anti-Bullying and Safe internet usage of School
Prevention’ topic discussed during our recent parents’
workshop. The session was conducted by Dr. Sarah
El-Shakankiry, a researcher of child psychiatry, at the
National Research Center. Dr. Sarah highlighted the
different types of bullying, the roles, reasons, feelings and
responsibilities of the kids involved and advised on how we can
stop bullying and protect our children from bullying or sexual
abuse through practical steps.

Library Corner
Many parents and educators may think that children will be more encouraged
to read, or more engaged with what they are reading, if they do their reading
on a tablet, iPad, or smart phone. Yet new research shows this to not be the
case. In fact, the research found that the more devices a child has access to
the less they read in general, and that they actually still prefer reading books
on paper. The majority of children are more engaged and excited by paper
books, and importantly, the most avid book readers in the studies did not
frequently read books on screens.
Library Corner
In the early 2000s educators were excited by the increasing digital literacy of
the new generation of students they taught and pushed the idea of encouraging
reading on screens and devices over paper books in order to get children more
excited by reading. This push was not actually backed up by research, and
unfortunately this attitude and belief has carried over to today, in schools,
libraries, and at home. The drive toward screen-based recreational book
reading are strong, but they are not well-founded. This movement is actually
limiting young peoples’ access to books, and could have a detrimental effect
on how often they choose to read for pleasure.One might ask why students
prefer paper books over books on screens, as many children are excited by
“screen time.” Yet using screens allows more room for distraction, thus allowing the children to switch between tasks and lose
their focus. For those students who already have difficulty with attention, these distractions and ease to switch tasks prove too
great and they are not able to focus on reading. In turn, for most young people (and adults!), this ease of distraction and ability to
multi-task takes away from the escapism that reading for pleasure traditionally supplies. There are times when single-tasking and
focusing on one thing is preferable, not only for our children, but also for us as adults.
For more tips on how to encourage family literacy and reading at home, check out the weekly Library blurb in the homeroom
newsletters (K to Grade 3). To read more on the benefits of reading paper books check out the following article: Margaret K.
Merga and Saiyid Mat Roni, “The influence of access to eReaders, computers and mobile phones on children’s book reading
frequency,” Computers and Education 109 (June 2017): 187-196.

Flash News

We would love to thank all our parents who joined Met Specialist Student Led Conference that took place late March. It
was rewarding to see our students lead their conferences and
informing their parents about their progress in the special subjects.

Pre-K Parents were invited the come and ‘Celebrate Learning’
for the end of our Building study. Students showed off their
knowledge about different building materials such as cement,
sand, bricks, wood etc. They also discussed different types of
buildings and what happens inside each of them, i.e: mosque
and churches are for praying, hospitals have patients, doctors,
nurses…etc. Students were able to name a few of different types
of floorings such as; vinyl, carpet, tiles, and wood. In addition,
we have been learning about who works on construction sites
and what gear and tools are need. We ended the celebration by
having parents and students use cardboard boxes to design and
construct a building together as a group!

Metropolitan School’s mission is to deliver an outstanding International education while ensuring that Egyptian values are
central to our school life. Our third annual ‘Egypt Day’ took
place on Wednesday, April 18th, 2018. Our students confidently
presented a unique performance under the name ‘Tahya Masr”
which showcased the students’ pride and knowledge of their
Country Egypt! The days’ festivities continued with an outdoor
Egyptian themed celebration. A special ‘Made in Egypt’ Bazar was set up to showcase the school’s initiative to support the
Egyptian economy by hosting and supporting most of the wellknown Egyptian local brands/industries that offered its products and services to our guests like ‘Abees factories’ for handmade carpets, ‘Corona’, ‘Honey Well’, ‘Lotus’, ‘Sugar Match’,
‘Spicy’, ‘Sima’, ‘Luna Cosmetic’s and many more!
In addition to community service organizations as ‘Masr El
Khair’ and ‘Egyptian Food Bank’. Oriental and folkloric
themed shows was also part of the day and made the entire celebration unique with its Egyptian flavor.

Grade 4 students have learned about perspective letter writing
as an art technique in writing the word ‘MOM’.

Flash News

Metropolitan School proudly celebrates the success of all students
who excel not only in academics but in extracurricular activities as
well! Please join us in congratulating our Met young champions;
Omar El Waziry in Grade 2 who participated in the Barcelona Football
Tournament; Kenzy Seifalyazal in Grade 1 who won silver medal in
the Blue Shark Swimming Championship; Judy Fayed in Grade 5 who
achieved 2nd place with a silver medal at the final tournament from the
Egyptian League Gymnastics Championship; and finally our young
artist Nour Hany Mostafa in Grade 3 who displayed her artwork in her
first ever Art Exhibition at the Greek Campus. Congratulations to all
for the amazing achievements!

In Module Two, our second graders built their literacy and science
skills as they engaged in the study of fossils. By the third unit, they
took on the role of being authors as they worked towards completing
their performance task with the guiding question: ‘How do authors
write compelling narratives?’ Students then imagined they were a
character from this story and practiced writing a narrative. For their
performance task, they carefully and accurately created detailed illustrations for each part of the narrative they wrote, revised, and edited
for the Unit 3 Assessment. We would like to thank all parents for attending the performance task presentations.

Egyptian Values

MetBiz

Metropolitan School had the honor to welcome a number of ministers,
families of martyrs and symbols of the Egyptian armed forces and police who joined us and participated in the ‘Love of Egypt’ ceremony,
in the framework of promoting Egyptian principles and identity among
students. The former Minister of Information, Usama Heikal, Dr. Jalal
Al-Saeed, former Minister of Transport, Brigadier Ayman Saad representative of the Ministry of Interior, Captain Shawqi Ghareeb, and
many other esteemed guests were honored by Dr. Sameh Fouad Habib,
President of Metropolitan School and Mr. Seif Habib, Met Chairman.
The celebration also witnessed an exhibition of products of the most
prominent Egyptian national companies that aimed to introduce the
quality of the Egyptian product and stimulate its purchase to support
the Egyptian economy.

At Metropolitan School, students of Grades 1 to 6 are participating in
the Junior Achievement program which aims to help prepare young
children for the real world by showing them how to create jobs, generate wealth and effectively manage it. For example: JA our Community
for Grade 2 uses posters and games to offer practical information about
businesses and the many jobs those businesses offer in a community.
JA our Families for first graders explains how family members’ jobs
and business contribute to the well-being of the family and of the community. Students analyze their own skills to determine ways in which
they can support their families. The JA Program basically provides
students the skills necessary to succeed in a global economy.

Met Serve

In our continuous effort to promote our Community Service values,
our Arabic department organized a visit to 57357 Hospital for our
Grade 6 students. It was a great experience for them to share valuable
moments of bringing happiness to people who need it and an opportunity to feel thankful for everything they have. Students quoting their
experience: “I felt Good and thankful for what I have.” - “Today I
felt good because we are a part of helping these children in 57357”.-“I
loved going to the 57357 Hospital because I got to make a lot of kids
happy by giving them a lot of gifts”.

Character Education

As part of the ‘Good Citizen’ Met pillar, our Early Childhood students
sorted through the ‘Lost and found’ and were checking for name tags
to identify the owners of lost items and Jackets. They succeeded in
identifying a number of lost items and were able to return them to their
rightful owners.

Dates for your Diary
Tuesday, May 1st, 2018
Labor Day (School Closed)

Thursday, May 3rd, 2018
KG2 to Grade 6 Sports Day (Students’ Event Only)

Friday, May 4th, 2018
‘Together We Unite’ - Community Service Event

Sunday, May 6th, 2018 - Monday, May 14th, 2018
Biodiversity Green Week

Monday, May 7th, 2018 (9:00 am - 11:00 am)
Positive Parenting Coffee Morning - Meeting Room

Sunday, May 13th, 2018
Pre-K and KG1 Sports Day (Students’ Event Only)

Monday, May 14th, 2018
All School Trash Fashion Show/ Elementary Art Exhibition
In our continuous efforts to be good citizens, Metropolitan School visited Abu El Reesh Hospital to donate all the money generated from of
our recent ‘Dance-A-Thon’ campaign. Students participated in a 15
minutes Zumba dance for a ticket price of 10 EGP++. We would like
to thank all who contributed to such a successful drive and helped reinforce the school’s mission in engaging our students in community
service projects.

Thursday, May 17th, 2018
CCA Round 3 Ends

Thursday, May 17th, 2018
Ramadan Starts (Date to be confirmed)

“

Quote of the Month:
“It is labor indeed that puts the difference on everything.” - John Locke
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Message from the Executive Director:
Greetings Met Families!
As the year comes to a close we thank God for all he’s done for us at
Metropolitan School. Also, as the year closes, please know that we
are excited to announce that we will cover all of the grade level standards in every subject at every grade level by year’s end. Remember,
Metropolitan is an American School that follows the Common Core
Standards. A curriculum is a vehicle to envelope and spiral standards.
The goal is always Standards coverage.
This year we have met this goal for 3 reasons:
1) Good Teachers
2) Good Standards
3) Good Students and great family support!
One more thing that proves the level of performance at Metropolitan School; I would love to congratulate all families, parents, students and
staff as Met was recently celebrated by the Ministry of Education for our good contribution to the educational process in Egypt. This is a highly
celebrated Award that was given to only two schools in New Cairo! Together we have managed to put Met’s name on Egypt’s Top School’s list
in less than three years of operation! Mabrouk Metropolitan!! Please enjoy Ramadan! - Kenneth Webley

Message from the the Principal:
Greetings from the Principal’s Office,
Welcome back from Spring Break! We hope that you had a joyful week with your children. Looking back at March, we accomplished much
during this very short month, and would like to thank you all for your continued support. Just to mention a few of the biggest eventOur Science
Department held the annual Science Fair, where students were able to practice their research as well as presentation skills.Our (3rd) CCA Rotation, as well as our mandatory Reading-CCA for those students who need additional help in increasing their reading levels, started as of last
week.We also proudly hosted a first (hopefully not last) coffee-morning session for
fathers only, where we offered a workshop especially for fathers. I’d like to thank all
who attended, and I am certain that it was a very inspiring workshop for all.We held
our last SLC (Student-Led-Conference), focusing on our specialist subjects. Thank
you again for attending this event with your children.
Moving into April, please make sure that you send your children with the appropriate Met-uniform to school (Met shorts and short-sleeved Met shirts). Speaking of our
Met-uniform, please remember that we have an official Lost-and-Found area by the
reception in the Met lobby. Currently we have many uniform items, and kindly ask
parents to come and claim them.
Please keep the following very important dates in mind (additional dates can be
found in the last section of this newsletter):
Thursday, April 12th: Anti-Bullying session for parents only
Thursday, April 19th: Early dismissal day for students @11 am (Report Preparation
Day) Have a fantastic April!
- Markus W. Baloun.

Met Corner

Parents Corner

The first Tuesday in May is recognized as the National Teacher Appreciation Day and on this occasion Metropolitan School would like to
thank all its academic teachers and teaching assistants for creating an
enthusiastic environment of for learning to all our students. Without
their hard work, cooperation and dedication we will not be where we
are today! “If you have to put someone on a pedestal, put teachers.
They are society’s heroes”.

We would like to thank all Met fathers who participated in our first
‘Father & Child’ camp organized by ‘The World Needs A Father’.
The objective of the camp was to support the father’s role and create a strong bond between the dads and their children through various
activities, games and discussions. The day was a great success where
everyone enjoyed quality time together. “Any man can be a father but
it takes someone special to be a Dad”!

Library Corner
The end of year is nearing and the Library is working to collect all
borrowed material before the summer vacation. All Library material
must now be returned to the Library and books will no longer be lent
out to students. As per Metropolitan school policy, students who have
not returned their Library book will not receive their end of year Report Card until either the book has been returned or the lost book and
processing fee fine of 100 EGP has been paid. In the case of lost books,
the fine can be paid either to accounting or directly to the Library. The
Library thanks you for your continuous cooperation!

Flash News

During the KG2 Performance Task, students read their ‘Maple
Trees’ stories to their parents. They were able to work with them on
a questionnaire about different types of trees and the animals they
depend on. It was a great opportunity for parents see what their
children have accomplished!

As part of our ongoing efforts to convey quality services for our staff
and parents, Metropolitan School’s Clinic organized a ‘Vitamin D
Deficiency Test’ campaign for all its parents, students and staff on
Tuesday May 15th, 2018. We thank all who participated and wish them
well.

Flash News

In collaboration with Wellspring, Metropolitan School was excited to
announce its first school overnight camp to Beit El Wadi for our Grade
4, 5, and 6 students. It was a great opportunity for them to explore their
talents, acquire new skills as well as learn new values in a fun atmosphere!
The Third Annual Green Week began with a keen focus on increasing the variety of living things in our school grounds. We
called it BIODIVERSITY Green Week and it was epic! Activities
ranged from planting seeds to nurturing cacti, trips to Sustainability
Exhibitions and the exploration of plants at Arty Science. Workshops
featured Plastic Fusion inspired by Up-fuse, a local luxury brand,
paper making, words that remind us of healthy foods and sculptures
made from recyclables. We created pledges to help living things grow

Metropolitan School proudly celebrates the success of all students
who excel not only in academics but in extracurricular activities as
well! Congratulations to our Met young swimming champions; Isabella Baloun who won 1 Gold and 2 Silver medals and Dieter Baloun who
won 1 Gold. We are proud of the young champs!

and sang songs about our living world: The best part however was our
grand finale; the Green Week ‘Trash Fashion Show’ where the whole
school came in force to show off the creativity and engagement with
our mission to inspire a generation of engaged thinkers, ethical citizens and future (Sustainability) even entrepreneurs. The cherry on the
eco-cake was the anticipated Best Dressed, Most Biodiverse and Best
Recyclers accolades! Thank you and well done everyone who took
part in such a superb school-wide event
- You are all Eco-Stars!

Our PE department organized a fun filled Met Sports Day. Students
rotated through a variety of game stations and competed in a friendly
and safe environment. Sports Day events are not focused on rewards.
Participation in healthy activities, team spirit and making new friends
with children from other grades was the aim!

Flash News

Metropolitan School initiated an ‘ABC Fun Countdown’ activity that

KG1 students have kick started Green Week with multiple activities.

added a positive vibe to the school day. This was to allow learning

The children have been planted tomatoes within their classroom, look-

to be an enjoyable experience to our precious students. Day one was

ing after them daily with water and ensuring they have sunlight. The

letter ‘A’ reflecting Apple Day where students brought in apples from

children also created a class sculpture using recycled water bottles and

home and did different activities around the theme ‘Apple’.

newspapers.

A special congratulations to the following classes who won Metropolitan’s Inaugural Math Competition: Ms. Sarah’s KG2 Green, Ms.
Ellen’s 3A, and Ms. Rola’s 5A. Also a special congratulations to Shehab of 6A who had over 1000 points and took home a gift card from
Hamley’s! The winning classes each received a pizza party to celebrate their hard work. The competition was open to all grades from
April 15th to May 15th; students had to submit Common Core aligned
math worksheets completed at home with their parent’s signature to
earn points. Students could also earn additional points for submitting a
report about a famous Egyptian mathematician, handmade flashcards
or a personally created math game! We are very proud of our young
mathematicians and hope to see how far their mathematics will take
them in the future!

In Grade 2, students are learning about how we grow the plants, fruits
and vegetables that we enjoy. This month students visited ‘Arty Science’, a farm dedicated to teaching children about where their food
comes from and how to care for animals and plants. They participated
in numerous activities including making scarecrows out of recycled
materials, making pizza with farm fresh ingredients, planting tomato seedlings, and identifying different species of insects. It was a fun
filled day that complimented the Module 2 Guiding Question.

MetBiz

Egyptian Values

Recognizing the need to stimulate inventive thinking in young people and to encourage practical ingenuity through experimentation and
discovery, the Inventors Program for Kids will be held for all Metropolitan students starting from grade three. The goal of the Inventors
Program is to foster cognitive growth so that students can think creatively and apply problem-solving in the real world, broadening their
conceptual and logical thinking capabilities. Research has shown that
inventing will enhance self-image, stimulate and foster creativity, relate the scientific method to real life and develop the essential skills
of logical thinking, creative problem solving, intellectual risk-taking,
& communication. Students will also solve actual problems, develop higher-level thinking skills and use creative and critical thinking
skills. The invention process provides an opportunity for all students
to participate and be successful.

During our monthly assembly, we had the honor to welcome one of
our police representatives who came especially to talk to our students
about how to be an ethical Egyptian citizen. Additionally, our KG 1
students performed a play along with a dance by our Grade 5 students.

Met Serve

Character Education

Metropolitan School would like to thank Sol Academy for conducting an ‘Anti-bullying & Self-awareness’ session to our grades 5 and 6
students. The session included various interactive character building
activities such as warm ups and energizers, choir practice, as well as an
inspiring Mini-Talk by one of the step-ups (Committed distinguished
SOL participants who are currently taking leading roles in handling
the anti-bullying program).

Dates for your Diary
To raise awareness about the importance of integrated care for less
fortunate children, and reinforce our community services at Met, we
hosted 200 Orphans from ‘Al Orman Orphanage’ to celebrate Orphans
Day in our ‘Together We Unite’ event. Children enjoyed a fun day
at our campus with many entertaining activities offered including; a
bouncing castle, puppet show, dance class, art stations, cooking station, Sitara interactive theatre, Indomy, By Bike, Hamley’s, Reds Soccer Academy and a lot more! We thank all Met parents, students and
staff members who volunteered to make this day an unforgettable one
for those less fortunate Children!

Wednesday, June 13th, 2018
KG2 Graduation

Thursday, June 14th, 2018
Last Day of School for Students

Thursday, June 21st, 2018
Report Cards Live on Rediker

“

Quote of the Month:

“If the purpose of learning is to score well on a test, we’ve lost sight of the real reason for learning”.
-Jeannie Fulbright
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Message from the Executive Director:
Dear Met Family,
I pen this farewell letter with a bitter sweet mood. Sweet because we
have managed to accomplish so much to the great benefit of our kids.
Bitter because I will sorely miss the many wonderful relationships I
have developed with the Met families.
I want to thank you for your trust and support throughout the last
two years even when things were challenging, we have managed to
develop endearing relationships while working through some tough
situations.
I have said many times that Met is not trying to ‘Un-Egyptianize’
anyone. The truth is that your kindness and hospitality has
‘Egyptianized’ me and I am not alone in this regard.
Please endear Mr. Andrew as he steps into the role of Director as you
did me, and know that I leave with a warm spot in my heart for all
the wonderful people that I have met here at Metropolitan School.
- Kenneth Webley

Message from the Principal:
Warm summer-greetings from Met. Yes, it is true. We have reached
the end of this academic year and we have many things to be thankful
for. Most of all I would like to thank all parents for their continued support for the entire Met family. We could not have done all these great
things without you. We are also thankful for all teachers who dedicated
their time and energy not only during the class-time and for teaching
your children, but also for special events we hosted at Met, and the
co-curricular activities after school. The combined efforts of teachers,
parents, and students assured amazing achievements (academic and
non-academic) that we can all be very proud of.
Looking ahead for the next academic year, we can assure you that we
will continue to reap the benefits we already implemented this year and
continue to implement next year as well. In addition to our academic
initiatives, we are also delighted to expand our academic team with
Ms. Susan as the Middle School Principal, and Mr. Lance as the Early
Childhood Principal. I will have the wonderful privilege of supporting
all students, parents, and teachers as the Elementary Principal. In addition to these administrative additions, we are about to finish filling all vacancies for the next year, and I am pleased to say that our academic team is filled with excellent teachers who only want the best for all students.
To wrap it up, I would like to congratulate you once again for yet another successful year where your children grew tremendously, and I am
looking forward to the next academic year. Enjoy the summer time with your children (by the way, all students received summer packets in case
they are missing Met too much), and we will see you back here at the beginning of September. - Markus W. Baloun.

Met Corner

Parents Corner

Our academic year has come to an end and it is time to recognize all
the efforts and hard work of the Met staff who have always demonstrated continuous commitment to Metropolitan School’s Mission and
Vision. Please join us in congratulating Ms. Sarah Wagdy, Ms. Anusha, Mr. Caine and Ms. Ellen for performing as the highest academic
achievers for this academic year. The Met Trophy for the quarter was
awarded to Ms. Sarah Wagdy and Ms. Djalika for their exemplary efforts in organizing the ‘Together We Unite’ community service event
which hosted 150 Orphans at Met and was a joyful memory to all. Congratulations to all Met staff for another successful year at Met! See you
all back in the 2018-19 academic year! Happy summer holiday!

Our KG 2 parents and families were invited into school on Wednesday
June 13th, 2018 to share the momentous graduation event. Children
from Navy, Red, Aqua and Green Classes went on a celebratory walk
around the school and the grades applauded them as they passed by the
different classrooms. Each class then performed a different graduation
song and received their certificates from the Early Childhood Vice
Principal Ms. Nicola and the School’s Principal Mr. Markus. Metropolitan School wish to thank each and every family member who
attended the ceremony and helped to make this milestone occasion a
success. Teachers wish all the children happiness and success as they
continue on their educational journey with Metropolitan School.

Library Corner
It is important to encourage your children to read over the summer
and to set aside time for learning and exploring. ‘Summer learning
loss’ is a real issue in which students digress in their academic level
over the summer holidays. Many studies have shown that students
lose on average 1-2 months of learning over the summer, meaning
they start the next school year at a much lower level than when they
left for their vacation. Daily reading time is one way to fight this and
might even improve reading levels for next year. Children from families that practice Family Literacy throughout the year commonly
increase their reading level over the summer. Relaxing on the beach
is a perfect time to read, so pack some favorite books in the beach
bag along with the sunscreen and enjoy your summer!

Flash News

KG1 students went on a trip in early May to make Pizza! Students
were able to roll their dough, add their own tomato sauce and top off
their pizza with cheese. The children have been learning about simple
machines and this trip supported their learning about the simple tools
that are used within the kitchen. The children had a fantastic time and
really enjoyed making their own pizza!

In Grade 1, this unit of study is the first time students have undertaken
a major writing text this year. The teaching method for writing this
unit involves learning the writing process. The important part of the
lessons are that students learn to follow the steps of writing that build
to a quality presentation piece. These steps are: planning, drafting, revising, editing and presenting. (Within each step are various activities
that aim towards making the writing stronger and more representative
of the text type). In any event, the most important aspect of writing is
the idea, in this case, the small moment. A small moment is a kind of
personal narrative (real, own story) that happens within a 5-10 minute
time frame. A small moment could be opening a birthday gift, trying
something new for the first time, doing something that didn’t turn the
way you thought it would, and many others. Building a quality narrative but following the writing process was the task we were attempting
to achieve in this unit.

Metropolitan School was pleased to host for the first time students
from the International School of Choueifat who visited our Met
students to present their ‘Spot It...Stop It.’ campaign for raising
awareness and preventing cyber bullying. The Prefects from Choueifat
also discussed with our students different ways on how they can have
an active role in society and prevent cyber bullying.

Grade 2 students studying Volcano and creating demos.

Flash News

The performance expectations in fifth grade help students formulate
answers to questions such as: “When matter changes, does its weight
change? How much water can be found in different places on Earth?
Can new substances be created by combining other substances? How
does matter cycle through ecosystems? Where does the energy in food
come from and what is it used for? How do lengths and directions of
shadows or relative lengths of day and night change from day to day,
and how does the appearance of some stars change in different seasons?” Students were able to describe that matter is made of particles
too small to be seen through the development of a model. They developed an understanding of the idea regardless of the type of change that
matter undergoes. Students determine whether the mixing of two or
more substances results in new substances.

Prior to the Performance Task presented to Grade 6 parents, students
in 6A and 6B have been collecting evidence in their groups for their
chosen topic, which includes green living, healthy habits, and bullying. Each student developed their own rule to live by. After that, they
completed a detailed outline and used it as a guide during the process
of writing the first draft. They also turned it in for feedback from their
teacher, Miss Jordana. Students then took the essays back and typed
the final draft. They made posters in groups and cue-cards to present
to the parents on the day. Students learned that there are many different
things they can do to help the environment, have better and healthier
bodies, and stop bullying. All students showed their custom rule to
either serve the environment, have a healthier life, or stop bullying.

Our last assembly for the year was conducted by Pre-K students who
have been watching previous assemblies and were eager to have their
own! As the summer season approaches us, and the students are looking forward for their summer vacation, they decided to choose a song
about summer and sang in front of all the school’s student body. It was
a great performance and the children greatly enjoyed it. They were
able to share their prior knowledge and past experience with summer!

Grade 3 studied landscape paintings by the Viennese artist Hundertwasser. They explored the different elements of his work such as his
use of analogue colors, lollipop trees, spirals and hidden faces. The
students took a trip to Al Azhar Park to get inspiration from the outstanding Cairo landscape before enduring the length of painting our 1
meter by 40 cm paintings. These paintings were so big that we had to
use the corridors to work.

MetBiz

Character Education

The goal of the Inventors Program is to foster cognitive growth so that
students can think creatively and apply problem-solving in the real
world, broadening their conceptual and logical thinking capabilities.
The invention process provides an opportunity for all students to participate and be successful. A unit on inventive thinking, which includes
the production of an original invention, is limited only by the imagination of the students! Today in the classroom students are; 1) Identifying a problem and/or realizing that something can be improved.
2) Talking to people who might use the invention. 3) Brainstorming
creative solutions to a problem, which often involves making imaginative connections between seemingly unrelated things and 4) Seeing
a project through by being motivated, persistent, and dedicated. Students prepared their final presentation were they worked individually
or in a team. They presented their Invention / Innovation to a group of
judges and the discussion included the reason for the invention, how
it works? Who benefits from it directly and indirectly? Demographic,
psychographic and geographic, differentiation and positioning.

Metropolitan School’s Film Makin club wrote and produced a film,
DETENTION that depicts what Metropolitan School would be like
if we had no Character Pillars to guide our behavior. An errant wish
sends the school into an alternate reality with significant consequences. Through a series of vignettes, we learn just how valuable Metropolitan School’s eight Character Pillars are.
DETENTION was written by the students of spring 2018 Film Making
Club. It was directed by Mr. Trestan and Ms. Megan and produced by
Metropolitan’s CCA program and Fine and Performing Arts department.
Watch: https://youtu.be/HkE6aSYdhjc

Egyptian Values
The Holy month of Ramadan serves as a great opportunity to bring families and gather
people together to unite and break their fast around one table. With this idea and
culture in mind, Metropolitan School was pleased to organize its ‘Second Met Support
Staff Iftar’. The event was in collaboration with students from Grades 1 to 6 and the
entire Met family provided food, water, juice and cutlery and were happy to serve our
respected support employees. Thank you to the drivers, security guards, housekeeping
team, nannies, matrons, and maintenance team who all contributed to the success of
our school year in their own significant way. This initiative that started last year was
a milestone to add to our continuous efforts to engross our students in community
service while educating them to be ethical citizens. It was an opportunity to engage
them in the process of serving the meals which they brought from home, clean up
after the event and take the responsibility of helping others. The Iftar ended up with a
big smile on each and every staff member’s face along with their families. Ramadan
Kareem to all!

Met Serve
As part of our ongoing efforts to engage our students in community
service acts, we collaborated with the Egyptian Food Bank
Organization, and asked each class to donate dry food components
to create Ramadan boxes.
This was an initiative to support community members who are facing
financial challenges. Each box contained rice, oil, pasta, beans, tomato
sauce, sugar, dates and tea. Students brought the required components
and took part in packing the boxes with all the items together inside
the school campus.
Congratulations to classes 3A and 5B for being the most two cooperative classes in collecting the food components!
We would like to thank all Met students, parents and staff for their participation in this amazing fundraising project and making a difference
to the community.

A Year in Review
Towards the end of the academic year, we would like to celebrate our
students’ success stories. Our curriculum this year was a new initiative
that had great impact and showed progress. The students were engaged
in different activities and performance tasks along with various assessments to track their improvement. We are quoting some of our parents’
feedback and experience with their child in this regards:

• “Organized and orientated curriculum.”
• “I’m really happy for the progress that my daughter has achieved.
I’m looking forward for more growth the next academic year.”
• “This is my first year in school And Yassin really loved his new
school and big thanx for Mr. Brent for all the effort that he did to
raise the level of my son it was an honor that he was Yassin home
teacher.”
• “When Eissa transferred to Met in 2017/2018 academic yes his
knowledge was almost zero! Now with the year end his improved
so much he can read and write, he loves Math Really Ms. Sarah
Wagdy turned around my kid. That’s the main reason to transfer
my older daughter to Met next year. Thanks for Met School management and teachers hope you will maintain this level of performance and professionality.”
• “It’s a year full of highly great information.”
• “Very nice year.”
• “Good curriculum with great impact on my daughter specifically
in Math. However, I will not mind if it became even more challenging and stronger especially in ELA.”
• “I really love our school and I wish to be the best school in Egypt.
Thanks a lot for your always support and your efforts to make our
school better.”
• “I am very happy with the curriculum...would love to thank Ms.
Jordana for her beyond the limits effort. Also, Mr. Michael the
Math teacher for him professionalism in teaching math
Thank you.”

Dates for your Diary
Sunday, June 17th, 2018 - Monday, June 18th, 2018
Eid Al Fitr Holiday - School Closed
Monday, September 3rd, 2018
Student/Parent Orientation Day (KG1-Gr.7)
Wednesday, September 5th, 2018
First Day of School: KG1 & Middle School (Gr. 5,6 &7)
Thursday, September 6th, 2018
First Day of School: Grade 3 & Grade 4
Sunday, September 9th, 2018
First Day of School: KG2, Grade 1 & Grade 2
Wednesday, September 12th, 2018
Islamic New Year - School Closed
Sunday, September 16th, 2018
First Day of School: Pre-K
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MET LITERACY WEEK PUBLICATION - SPECIAL EDITION 2018
Message from Met Librarian:
Metropolitan’s Third Annual Literacy Week focused on the theme of
Family Literacy and Bedtime reading, something that has been encouraged by the Library Department throughout the year as an initiative to
help raise the students’ reading level at home. The week included a Book
Fair and Pajama Day (keeping with the theme of bedtime reading) and
other fun curriculum based activities.
Literacy is more than simply being able to read and write, it is the skill
of processing knowledge and gaining meaning from what is learned. Ultimately, literacy creates and instills a dedication to lifelong learning and
allows individuals to participate fully in their community and society at
large. But celebrating literacy does not take a back seat once the week is
over. Literacy is essential in education, it is a foundational skill found at
the center of Metropolitan’s Mission Statement wheel. During Literacy
Week Metropolitan’s students were given many opportunities to embody the Vision, Mission, and Values of their school while enjoying literacy.
The purpose of this publication is to highlight and celebrate students’ written and illustrated work on all grade levels, from
Prekindergarten to Grade 6. Not everyone could be featured (that would be a giant book!) so we selected one student from each class to be
featured. This event was also sponsored by our Book Fair participants, Books & Books and Alef Books, who kindly donated gift vouchers to
each winner. The writing and illustrating samples range from outstanding assignment and course work, to homework projects and class writing
competitions. There were also a few group and class projects completed during Literacy Week, a selection of these projects is also featured in
this publication. - Jackie Carter, Met Librarian

Read- a-thon
Before we get into the wonderful submissions from Metropolitan students I wanted to give a big “thank you” and shout out to the students and
families who participated in the Read-a-thon Charity Fundraiser. A Read-A-Thon, like a marathon for reading, is a fun challenge that encourages
children to read as much as they can. Holding a Read-A-Thon also encourage community service and engagement, as participants raise money
by asking friends and family to make a pledge for each page they read. Together we raised over 5000le which will make a huge different for
those less fortunate than ourselves. All money was donated to ‘Awlady Orphanage’ in Maadi to buy school supplies and support their Literacy
programs.
The names of the students who participated in the Read-a-thon are:
Maria Noureldin
PreK Coral
Adam Khadragy
K1 Lime
Sophia Mansour
K1 Lime
Aoife Jones
K1 Lime
Eyad Alahmadawy
K1 Orange
Talia Gamal
K2 Green
Abdelhamid Abdelhamid K2 Green
Omar Noureldin
K2 Green
Malak Ghareeb
G1A
Kareem Zaki
G1A
Farida Hosni
G1A
Karl Farah
G1A
Tuleen Eltonsy
G1D

Kinda Fady
Kenzy Seifalyazal
Hamza Eldesouky
Hana Walid Seyam
Natalie Elias
Adam Abdelfattah
Dieter Baloun
Karim Hany Helmy
Saja Soliman
Yassin Amr Morsy
Youssef Amr Morsy
Isabella Baloun
Habiba Eldesouky

G1D
G1D
G2A
G2A
G2A
G2B
G3A
G3A
G3B
G3B
G3C
G5A
G5A

Writing Submissions
In Grade 1 the students worked on sequencing stories they had read.

Farida Ahmed / Grade 1 A

Younis Ahmed / Grade 1 B

Farida Ahmed from 1A Chicago wrote her sequencing review on the
book On the Go by Rozanne Williams.

Younis Ahmed from 1B Penn State wrote his sequencing review on
The Teeny Tiny Woman by Paul Galdone, adding his own illustration.

Beginning: a bus takes me to school
Middle: a bike takes me to the park.
End: a plane takes me to grandmas.
Yes, I would recommend this book to a friend.

Beginning: a teeny tiny woman went for a walk.
Middle: she saw a bone on a grave and she made some soup.
End: she got back in her bed. There was a voice calling out saying
give me my bone. Then she said take it.
Yes, I would recommend this book to a friend.

Hamza Herek / Grade 1 C

Tuleen Tonsy / Grade 1 D

Hamza Herek from 1C Oxford worked on sequencing and illustrating
the story Just Me and My Dad by Mercer Mayer.

1D Michigan created their own books for their class Literacy Week
project. Tuleen Tonsy’s story, titled Me and My Family, was selected:

First, they went camping.
Next, they had trouble.
Then, dad helped.
Last, they slept.

Me and My Family
Written and Illustrated by Tuleen
Me and my family we watch TV.
I sleep when my daddy comes from work.
I go on my bus to school.
I hug mommy when I come from school.
I love my family.

Writing Submissions
Grade 2A & 2C students worked on research projects about fossils. In the spirit of encouraging family literacy this assignment was sent home as a homework project.

Yassin Mahmoud / Grade 2 A

Mahmoud Rageb / Grade 2 C

Yassin Mahmoud from 2A MIT’s project was selected to highlight
from his class:

Mahmoud Rageb from 2C Stanford created a large scale poster to
demonstrate what he had learned about fossils. His project including a
dinosaur skeleton surrounded by sand.

Fossilization: a fossil is remains of animals and plants.
Steps:
1. The animal dies.
2. The soft parts of the body decay.
3. The skeleton falls apart and bones and teeth remain.
4. Bones are buried under layers of sand and mud,
5. Bones and sand and mud turns into rock and then into a fossil.

Fossilization Process:
Step 1: Death
Step 2: It gets buried with sand
Step 3: Sand pushes the bones down
Step 4: Minerals of water replace other minerals in the bones
Step 5: Paleontologists look for fossils
Jack Horner: one of the famous Paleontologists

Ahmed Gawish / Grade 2 B
2B Penn State created their own books for Literacy Week.

Ahmed Gawish’s work titled Dreams was selected to highlight.
Dreams
Once upon a time one boy was sleeping. His name is Selim. He dreamed
that he met his friends. He found them in a train. He took a trip with them.
The first stop is a balloon party. One man gave him balloons in different
colors and he got the train again. The next stop is a cotton candy. A man
gave him and his friends a lot of white cotton candy.
Finally they went to a big factory of different kinds of sweets and chocolate. He ate a lot of sweets, candy, and chocolate until he heard his mom’s
voice calling him for school. He realized that was just a dream.
- The End.

Writing Submissions
Grade 3 classes wrote their own books, there were many amazing submissions and it
was difficult to choose only one from each class.

Farida Mohamed / Grade 3 A
Farida Mohamed from 3A University of Minnesota submitted an illustrated chapter book about a young girl with an entrepreneurial mind,
titled The Charming Violetta. Please find Farida’s story below:

Chapter One
Violetta is a little and beautiful girl. She lived with her brother Peter, per mom and her dad. She used to help her mother with the house work
in her free time. On the weekends she always goes out with her family to have fun at the park. She goes strolling in the park with her brother,
Peter. They play together in the sun and enjoy the sunny day. They play jumping role in the bright sun. They mingle around the park and play
hide and seek with other children.
In the afternoon, Violetta thought of an idea with her mom. “Let’s have a watermelon stand for the next day in the park.” Violetta said, “It will
be too hot and sunny tomorrow in the park and people will definitely enjoy a cold watermelon drink.
Mom answered, “What a great idea!”
Mom got out the blender, the sugar and the watermelon. Violetta said: “I know how to do it, I will do it myself. I put the sugar and the water
together in the blender. I cut the watermelon into pieces. I stirred it all together. It was yummy!”
The next day at the park my little brother, Peter, helped me put up my watermelon stand. I let him try the watermelon juice for free.
“Wow tasty,” said Peter. “I like it.”
People at the park came along to see my watermelon stand. My first customer was Mia my best friend. She gave me a quarter for the cup of
juice. Mia said, “I really enjoyed it, what a nice cold watermelon juice in such a hot day.”
It was a very tiring long day, but a really exciting one. Finally Violetta went to her bed thinking of what will she buy with her money. She got
an idea of looking for a fashion book to buy from the school library.

Chapter Two
On the next day, Violette woke up at 7am in the morning. She was looking forward to go to school as fast as possible to go to the library. She
and her brother Peter got in the school bus. They sat with their friends talking about their weekends.
When they arrived at school, Violette greeted her friends. She began to tell them about her watermelon stand and how it was a great experience
to make your own money. Meanwhile at recess time Violette went to the school library and she found her dream book. She was so excited and
she got it.
This book was all about challenges, games, creation, imagination, designing, stickers and jokes. She loved it so much. This book is about
fashion. She asked the librarian if she can buy a copy of the book. The librarian agreed to sell Violette the book. Violette was very cheerful and
delighted.
Violette felt that she was dreaming, she can’t imagine that she finally got the book. She went back to her classmates showing them the book.
She told her teacher Miss Julie about her plans. “I will read the book and make my dream come true,” said Violetta.
Violette wants to learn about colors, patterns, different cloth materials. Violetta wants to collect information about different styles of earrings,
shoes, makeup, dresses, jewelry, accessories and handbags. Moreover, Violetta wants to know about the different lines and trends of fashion
throughout history. “Finally, I want to make my own fashion line, Miss Julie,” said Violetta.

Writing Submissions
Chapter Three
Violetta went back home and told her mom about her wonderful day at school. Violetta was so enthusiastic. “My dream is about to come true,”
announced Violetta. She went to her room to start learning about fashion.
Violetta opened the lamps in her room and prepared herself to start the book. She read about the color wheel. A color wheel shows all the
colors, created by mixing all the colors together in different ways. Designers use the wheel to work out which colors go together when creating
new looks.
After that she read about shoes from the past. In 1725 the latchet tie shoe was made from linen or silk and had a wooded heel. In 1860s shoes
were made of leather, the ankle book was laced up at the sides. In 1938 the elegant sandals had an ankle strap and lots of sparkle. In 1970s platform sandals were stacked very high and could be covered in fabric.
She read also about patterns, prints and dyes. She knew that fabrics are available in lots of different colors, patterns are woven with colored
threads, prints are pressed onto the surface and dyes soak into the fabric. The most popular patterns are tartan, polka dot, paisley and tie-dye.
Fashion changes fast, but some designers are classic and never go out of style. In 1900s dresses reached the floor. Women wore corsets to give
their bodies the fashionable shape of the time, called an s-bend. In 1920s knee length dresses were worn for the first time. In 1950s full skirted
dresses in bright color were worn. A fashionably dressed woman made sure that her gloves, shoes and hat matched. In 1980s black body hugging cat suits were all the rage along with ripped jeans and neon colors.
“What an amazing book,” exclaimed Violetta. “Mom, I need to join a fashion design course to make my own fashion line and to learn how to
cut the cloth, choose which type of cloth and to learn sewing,” said Violetta.
Violetta’s mom agreed. Mom said, “We can ask about the nearest place that teachers teach fashion near our home and you can join. But promise me, Violetta, before joining the course that you will take care of yourself and you will finish all your homework.”

Chapter Four
The next week Violetta started her fashion course in Tamr’s Fashion Academy. The course consists of three levels which you have to complete
to be a professional designer. Violetta started with the first level. She learned the steps the designer goes through a long journey.
She learned that a designer comes with a design and makes a test garment from plain fabric. This is called a toile. The designer then chooses colors for the collection and picks out fabrics. A sample collection is produced. Finally, this collection is displayed at a runway show for
buyers to see.
After three months, Violetta started thinking of her fashion line. “Mom, what do you think I should name my fashion line?” Violetta said. Mom
answered, “With your name my darling, it is your own success.”
Violetta created her own fashion line and named it The Charming Violetta Fashion. She started with little girls’ fashion. She made dresses and
skirts with wonderful, inspiring and delightful colors. She made an open day at her mom’s place every 6 weeks to display her items for her
customers.
Her mom and dad were so proud of her. “What a success!” said Mom. Dad indicated, “Your positive actions combined with positive thinking
results in success.”

The End.
“A goal without a plan is just a wish.”
“Push yourself, because no one else is going to do it for you.”

Writing Submissions
Fairoz Shiha / Grade 3 B
Fairoz Shiha in 3B Berkeley wrote a story about bullying at school titled The Lonely Girl.
Once upon a time there was a girl names Jessica. She was always moving from school
to school. Why is that? Because her dad was in the army and he had to go where he had
to go. She was in a school and finally she made some friends, but she had to go to a
school and she might stay in that school. She was arguing with her mom and dad.
At her other school the next week...
She was at her new school. It was the first day she was a lonely girl at school. A week
after she had no friends yet. Two weeks after that no friends. One day after that people
started bullying her. They made fun of her and say bad words to her. They kept doing
that. Girls and boys always do this to her. They kept doing that for about four weeks or
something. She actually did not tell her parents what was happening at all.
Always at lunch Jessica sits alone. Everybody laughs at her all the time and always
bully her. Sometimes at lunch they throw food at her, or maybe all the time. The worst
thing is Jessica might stay until the end of the year and it is just the beginning of the
year. It was Jessica’s worst nightmare when she noticed. That night she couldn’t sleep.
In the morning she screamed “noooooooooooo!” Jessica was so loud she broke the
glass of her window in her room. Like, oh my god.
There was a new student. She was a girl and her name was Jaylen. Jessica tried to be
friends with Jaylen. They became friends. It was Valentine’s Day and everybody had a
box that he puts all of his valentine’s cards in. Jessica and Jaylen only got two. Jessica
gave Jaylen one and Jaylen gave Jessica one. The other one is from their teacher.
Once Jaylen was absent Jessica was too sad. She was about to cry. All of this time
people still bully Jessica and also Jaylen, but they are always happy because they are
together. They were still happy even if they don’t have any more friends. They still
have each other. The End.

Layla Geissah / Grade 3 C
Layla Geissah in 3C Washington class wrote and illustrated a book about being brave from a different perspective titled My Life as a Bull
Frog.
I was hopping on lily pads. I was looking for food. I was looking for a mate. Where could these two things be? Soon I will hop into the water.
First I will look for food. Because I’m starving. But wait, what if a sparrow comes? What if humans come to hunt for my legs? Oh what can I do?
I know, I will ask some of my friends!
“Hi, do you know what to do when you want to do something but you’re scared of doing it?” “Yes when
you want to do something scary believe if your heart.”
“Okay I will try.”
I hopped into the forest and saw a sparrow. I walked around it. It saw me!
What can I do? I know, I can talk to him!
“Mr Sparrow can I pass because I am hungry and I need to eat,” I said.
“Not so fast,” the sparrow said. “First you have to get this question correct.”
“Okay,” I said to the sparrow. “What is green and brown?” “Aaaaaa frog.”
“Correct, you can pass.”
I went deeper and deeper in the forest. There I saw a spider and a worm
and then I said, “What a big lunch I will have.”
Swap pap lap I ate the spider.
Swap pap lap I ate the worm.
Yum, that was delicious.
Now it is time to find a mate. But wait, I was lost. Let me call my friends.
Bruub bruub I hear my friends, let’s go.
I’m back home now I hate to look for a mate. I will find a mate in another country.
Facts:
1) When a frog is lost it communicates by doing a sound, and to swallow stuff it pushes its eyes into its throat.
2) When a frog wants to mate it may have to fight. But... maybe it will win.
The End.

Writing Submissions
Cameron Hardy / Grade 4 A
Students in 4A Yale class wrote poems inspired by poets that they had read. Cameron Hardy’s poem, inspired by the poet Valerie Worth, was
chosen to be featured:

Computer inspired by Valarie Worth
Screen turns on, speakers Boom loud, games Minecraft, helpful It sits
To be turned on

Talie Abouseif / Grade 4 B
Talie Abouseif’s biography of the poet Walter Dean Myers was selected from 4B Columbia.

Walter Dean Myers
(August 12, 1937 – present)

Do you know the poet who writes about everyday people? It is Walter Dean Myers. He wrote about everyday people. Myers inspired me when
he wrote about everyday people. He inspired me more to write about my everyday people like teachers.
Walter Dean Myers grew up in the neighborhood of Harlem in New York City. When Walter Dean Myers was in fifth grade he was shy. He
was terrified to speak in from of the class because he had a speech impediment. One day in fifth grade Walter Dean Myers’ teacher said you
can present original writing. That is when Walter Dean Myers discovered a new talent and that new talent is writing poetry. Before he discovered his new talent he did not know how to speak in front of the class. After he discovered poetry he could speak in front of the class.
Walter Dean Myers dropped out of school to join the army. Myers go married to Joye Smith. Walter Dean Myers needed a way to express himself so he thought of poetry. For many voices to the community he was a famous poet. He wrote very good poems, too. Two of Walter Dean
Myers’ most famous poems is “Love that Boy” and “Lawrence Hamm, 19 Student Athlete.” Even though he dropped out of high school at 17
to join the army he still became a very very famous poet.

Writing Submissions
Students in fifth grade wrote scripts for a scene in the books they were reading.

Haya Ibrahim / Grade 5 A
Haya Ibrahim from 5A Purdue class wrote her script based on a scene from Esperanza Rising by Pam Munoz

Esperanza Rising Script
Narrator: Tio Luis and Tio Marco came every day to take care of family
business. Soon they became like Calabaza plants encroaching on anything
smaller. In this case it was Romona and Esperanza because they are women.
A woman can never own land. After Romona says no to Tio Luis’ marriage
proposal he threatens her.
Tio Luis: You will regret your decision Romana. You must keep in mind
that this house and those grapes are on my property. I can make things difficult for you. Very difficult. I will let you sleep on the decision, for it is more
than generous.
Narrator: When Tio Luis takes over the family property Hortensia, Romana and Esperanza’s close friend and
Alfonso, Papa’s best friend tell Mama they’re going to move to the U.S. to
find work. When they arrive they meet Josefina who tells them about the
camp.
Josefina: Our camp is a company camp and people who work here don’t
leave. Some live here for many years. That is why we came to this country.
To work, to take care of our fami

Saja Elsherify / Grade 5 B
Saja Elsherify from 5B Maryland also chose to write her script based on the scene in Esperanza
Esperanza Rising Script
Narrator: Tio Luis arrives to Mama’s house and of course threatens to make her life very difficult. He wants to buy the house she lives in since he
owns the land it is on. Land is never owned by a women. The house was left to Romona by her husband who died so she says no. Now, Romona
and Esperanza have no place to live.
Tio Luis: I predicted you would say no, Romona. I have a solution to your living arrangements. A proposal actually. Narrator: The idea of marrying Tio Luis disgusts Romona
Romona: I have no desire to marry you.
Tio Luis: You will regret your decision Romona. You must keep in mind that this house and those grapes are on my property! I can make things
difficult for you. I will let you sleep on your decision.
Narrator: Tio Luis left and Romona was very angered by his words. She turned to a lawyer and left a message with him for Tio luis. Romona:
Please officially relay this message to Luis. I will never ever change my mind!
Narrator: The lawyer looks at Romana with fear and warns her. Lawyer: Be careful. He is a devious and dangerous man.

Writing Submissions
The two Grade 6 classes wrote their own superhero stories and even typed them up to practice their computer

Luna Hafez / Grade 6 A
Luna Hafez from 6A Harvard wrote the following story:
“Lunetta”
By Luna Hafez, 6A Harvard
Lunetta, a short girl with long golden hair and sharp hazel eyes, lived
in a simple, yet clean and cozy apartment with her mom and dad. She
loved to write superhero comics about herself, and was so excited as
she played the role of a hero in her comic book.
Lunetta always felt like an outsider. She thought that if she were a
hero people would love her. While she was in her room, she saw the
mirror glowing and it started to suck Lunetta up! From her bed... then
BOOM, she found herself in a new world. She saw a sign saying
“Welcome to Luna World”, then she found a little box and it had a
note inside. So, she picked it up and read the note quickly.
The note said, “Young hero, please save us from the curse. You must
go through the smelly forest and the slimy river then the tickle bugs. You might wonder, “What is the curse?” This curse will make Luna world
sad, cold, and unicorn-free. Your mission is to fight the one who made the curse, Wizy the Wizard. You must break his wand to save this world
and the balance of the universe.”
After Lunetta read the note she wanted to discover Luna World a little bit. Luna world was a magical place. It was full of candy, rainbows and
unicorns. In Luna world, everyone was kind and happy. But, you could see that only half of Luna world was happy and the other half was sad.
The sad part was caused by the curse. Therefore, Lunetta decided to start her journey to save the world from the curse.
While she was wandering in this new world, Lunetta bumped into Hamy the hamster and Uni the unicorn. Hamy laughed in a silly and weird
way but looked so funny. Its coat was white, black and orange and he had two big front teeth. As for Uni, she looked very smart and could solve
a puzzle in the blink of an eye. She had long rainbow hair, her body was white and her eyes were glittery.
Lunetta said to Uni, “Hello can you help me on my mission?’’
“Sure we can help you... on one condition...” Uni said in a kind voice. “Can you pretty please buy us those delicious Oreo cookies please?’’
Hamy said while he was begging. “We are kind of low on cash.’’
Lunetta laughed for a few moments. “Sure of course I can buy you those cookies,” Lunetta said kindly. “It is a small prize for all what you going
to help me with.”
So, they started the journey. Lunetta rode on Uni and Uni rode Hamy. Uni guided them towards the smelly forest. The forest smelled like rotten
eggs. It was full of green gas and bugs. Uni looked for something to block their noses with. Then she founded a box which was full of clothes
pins. Lunetta grabbed them and gave them each one clothes pin and the three of them ran the whole way through the forest and before they were
going to fall into the slimy river, Uni saved them.
“Thanks for saving our lives Uni,” Lunetta said.
The slimy river was gooey and green. Lunetta searched for anything they could cross the river with.
“There it is,” Lunetta said. She pointed at a large flat log.
“That’s our ride,” she said. So, they all jumped on it and pushed it towards the river. It was a lumpy and bumpy long ride, but on the bright side
they got closer together and became best friends.
After the ride was over, they saw many big, polka dotted bugs. Hamy pointed at them and said, “Are these bugs our friends?”
Lunetta saw the little bugs jumping on the big polka dotted bugs backs to cross them. Lunetta whispered, “Let us jump on their backs like the
little bugs did.”

Writing Submissions
Uni and Hami whispered back, joyfully, “Ok.”
They took a deep breath and started to jump.
The bug back felt just like a trampoline. Uni said, “Guys did you know that tickle bugs backs are trampolines?”
After they crossed the bugs they saw Wizzy conjuring a spell. “Stop right there Wizzy!” Lunetta screamed.
“Try me. I am unstoppable!” Wizzy shouted.
“I will fight you to death in the candy fight!” screamed Lunetta.
“I accept,” Wizzy said. Uni and Hamy disappeared.
Lunetta had candy armor and candy weapons, but so did Wizzy. Lunetta was surprised that Wizzy was only four feet tall, had a long beard, and
a blue pointy hat and robe.
“Let the battle begin”, said Wizzy.
Lunetta thought about where his weak spot would be. “His shins have to be the weakness,” spotted Lunetta. Quickly, she kicked him in the shin,
as hard as she could and he fell on the floor from her kick and dropped his wand. Lunetta ran as fast as she could to get the wand. She grabbed it
and broke it and they all saw Wizzy fading away in the sun.
Everyone was cheering for Lunetta. She was so happy. Lunetta asked, “Where is Hamy and Uni? I can’t celebrate without them.” They reappeared behind her. She hugged them with all her might
“Here is the money for the Oreos. No, never mind. Your friendship is all we need my friend.” While hugging each other, they were crying.
Lunetta gave each of them friendship bracelets. “This is to remember me,” said Lunetta.
There was a big glow and it was sucking Lunetta up. She said, “That is my ride back home...bye for now. But, I will never forget you guys.”
Uni and Hami waved to her good bye while she was being sucked up, then BOOM! She was in her room.
There was a note on Lunetta’s bed. It said “Thanks brave hero for saving Luna World. You have saved your world and others too
...Thank you brave hero.”

Laila Ahmed / Grade 6 B
Laila Ahmed’s superhero story was selected from 6B Princeton to highlight in this publication.
You can read it below:

Savanna Saves the Day
By Laila Ahmed , 6B Princeton
Once upon a time, there was a villa in Egypt right beside the pyramids
where a little girl named Savanna lived with her parents and her best
friend, Lily. One afternoon, Lily and Savanna were eating lunch at
home. As the girls looked out the window, they were surprised. It was
getting dark even though it was only 4 o’clock. When her father saw
her frown, Savanna’s father asked her, “What’s wrong?”
Her dad replied, “Savanna, there is something I need to tell you”.
Savanna said, “What is it? Tell me!”
Her dad answered, “A long time ago, a person called Black Knight said
that on the day you turn thirteen, the sky would get dark at 4 o’clock
and that day people will start sleeping suddenly all day.”
Savanna said, “But wait, I don’t understand. Why?”4
Her dad replied, “Every time he tries to take over Egypt, we stop him.
That makes him angry.”

Writing Submissions
The Next Day....
Savanna spent the day at school with Lily. After school, they were exhausted so they went home. They entered the house and Savanna called
out, “Mom, Dad, Are you here?” But there was only silence. Savanna searched the house for them and found a tape with a note which said,
“Watch me.” She nervously watched it, and found out that her Mom and Dad had been kidnapped by Black Knight. In the video her Mom said,
“Savanna, please help us! Come and find us! We are in Black Knight’s secret hideout in the pyramids”.
The girls started panicking, Lily said: “What are we going to do?”
Savanna said, “We have to find them!”
They left the house, and walked to the pyramids. As they came up to the door, they cautiously entered. They held each other’s hands as they
walked step by step deeper into the narrow corridor of the pyramids. Suddenly, they saw a pharaoh and he spoke with a deep scary voice, “Are
you Lily and Savanna?”
They both nervously replied, “Yes”.
Pharaoh said “I am Pharaoh. Your parents sent me to help you. This quest is not going to be easy; it will be challenging”. Lily and Savanna
looked fearfully at each other. “Proceed this way,” Pharaoh said as he pointed to a small door. They entered through the door. They found
many obstacles; the first one was moving platforms.
Savanna said, “My mom told me I have plant powers! I can try to use them!”
She focused, and giant plants grew and Savanna and Lily used them to move between the moving platforms. They went on the first platform,
then the second and the third. When they got to the fourth one, Lily was going to fall off but Pharaoh rescued her. Once they were safe, Lily
thanked him. They were relieved.
“That was tricky!” Lily exclaimed.
They approached the second obstacle. Spikes kept creeping up from the ground! They found a rope. Pharaoh guided them to swing from the
rope. They took turns, and Lily safely got to the other side. As Savanna grabbed the rope to swing to safety, it fell from her grip! She used her
plant powers to make a rope from plants, and swung!
The next obstacle was closing walls. As the chamber became smaller as the walls closed in on them, Anubis appeared. Pharaoh said, “I’ve
been looking for you! This is Anubis, he will help us”.
“How will we pass this obstacle?” yelled Savannah.
Anubis said, “With my strength, I can hold the walls until you escape”. Anubis stretched his arms, and stopped the walls from closing as they
all hurried out. They were finally safe!
They continued their search, and went through narrow corridors and reached a stairway. Anubis and Pharaoh could not go in. Black Knight
would kill them. Savanna and Lily are now on their own. They tip toed up the stairs, and as they reached the top, Black Knight appeared. He
bellowed, “Who dare enter without permission?”
Savanna gathered her courage and shouted, “Give me my parents!” Black Knight replied, “No! They are now mine!”
Lily said, “Give her her parents or you will be doomed!”
Black Knight chuckled. “Really?! How will two little girls do that?”
Savanna and Lily pounced on Black Knight, and started choking him. Savanna used her plant powers to tie his hands and feet with vines. He
couldn’t move. He gave up and said, “They’re in the closet! I took them because they are stopping me from seeing my own parents”.
Savanna noticed big dark men, “Why did you have body guards?”
Black Knight replied, “Because people are trying to hurt me, just like your parents”.
Savanna hurried to the closed and released her parents. They heard what Black Knight had said.
“We are sorry. We did not know that you were looking for your parents. We thought you wanted to hurt our little girl”, her parents said.
Black Knight said, “Go home, and let me be.”
Savanna said, “But first, please stop the spell you put on us”. Black Knight said, “The spell is now broken”.
Her parents and Lily and Savanna thanked him and left.
They went back home. They were relieved and happy that they were all safe. Savanna’s parents were proud of the brave little girl. They had a
celebration; Savanna and Lily’s friends were all invited and got to hear an incredible story about the adventure of the two girls at the pyramids!
The End

Book Covers
In the spirit of Literacy Week PreK and KG1 designed their own book covers as an in class project. One book cover from each class has been
selected to highlight in this publication.

KG1 Lime by Sabine Ahmed

KG1 Indigo by Ghazal Dudin

KG1 Turquoise by Kinda Abouzeid

KG1 Orange by Omar

PreK Purple by Celine

PreK Coral by Hana Ghaly

Group and Class Projects
A few of the classes participated in group or class projects during Literacy Week, a selection of outstanding pieces of work have been chosen
to highlight in this publication.
KG1 Navy wrote a story as a class and made it in to a giant illustrated book! Read the hilarious tale below:

Once upon a time in KG2 Navy, Oscar saw a dog playing with his ball. He saw Yassin and asked him to come and play. Then a cat chased them
to a farm. At the farm they shrunk into tiny people and hid in a shoe so the cat couldn’t get them. They jumped to make the shoe move and the
shoe fell upside down. Then Lina the Witch came and used her magic to make them big again. They all went to the forest and found a bear. The
bear started to chase them away and a cow chased them too. They went through a door into a house. In the house Mohamed H was playing with
a sheep and the sheep spilt the milk on the ground. Everyone tried to run away.
Omar S came into the house and showed them where the rocket was. Everyone got into the rocket and they left the earth. They took the rocket to
the moon. They got out of the rocket and fell down a hole. In the hole they found a rope and used it to pull themselves out of the hole. Then they
got back into the rocket and they went to Jupiter. It was very hot on Jupiter. When they got to Jupiter they found all their friends and had a party.

KG1 Orange and G3 Berkeley organized a shared reading activity. The older students visited the KG1 class and all students enjoyed buddy
reading with each other. KG1 students enjoyed the stories they were told and the G3s had fun explaining and illustrating the stories. Well done
everyone!

Group and Class Projects
KG2 Green wrote their very own books at home with their families. The students then read the book in class and received a book mark as a
reward for their efforts.

Two students in G3A Minnesota, Dana Safwat and Joulia Shaabanii, joined forces and published a beautifully illustrated and exciting graphic
novel titled Silly Artist & the Crazy Adventure.

Group and Class Projects

Literacy Week was a great event enjoyed by all!

Pajama Day
KG2 Green wrote their very own books at home with their families. The students then read the book in class and received a book mark as a
reward for their efforts.

Mystery Reader
Many homeroom classes invited “mystery readers” into their class during Literacy Week. Parents, grandparents, and teachers signed up to
surprise the class with a special story time. The students did not know who was arriving, so it was exciting when the guest readers came. We had
mystery readers read stories in both Arabic and English. Reading aloud to children, in any language, is the best way to encourage children to love
reading themselves. It is one of the most important things a parent can do to promote literacy at home! Thank you for the parents, grandparents,
and staff who surprised the children during Literacy Week.

Encouraging Family Literacy

A final note from the Library:

Encouraging Family Literacy
The theme of this year’s Literacy week was Family Literacy and Bedtime reading because studies have shown over and over that fostering
literacy does not stop at the school door. Literacy is integral to being an active participant in modern society, without literacy life is extremely
difficult, and we need your help. Parents can encourage their children by engaging in family literacy. Read together at night, either read aloud
at bedtime, listen to your child, or read your own book while sitting next to your child. Model great reading by showing your own love of
reading. Remember, even if you are attempting to increase fluency in English at home it is important to not neglect your mother tongue and
continue to read in your first language, be it Arabic, French, or anything else.
Do not discourage reading material if you feel it is “too easy” or “too difficult.” Sometimes your children may take home a Library book that
you, as a parent, believe to be above or below their reading level but that that is OK! All students should be able to have fun, be excited to read
about subjects they are interested in, and not be limited to reading only on their so called “level.” In the Library choosing their own Library
book based on subject matter and interest allows students to explore, be independent, and learn responsibility. It is important that their book
selection is not closely policed or dictated. Readers only become readers if they explore and find out for themselves what they like. It is this
love for reading that fosters and instills a culture of lifelong learning. Children need to develop a passion for reading, it should not be a chore.
Keeping this in mind, if the chosen book is too challenging for your child that opens up opportunities for you to spend quality time reading to
your child or simply looking at and discussing the pictures in the book. Please read the weekly newsletters sent home for more information on
Family Literacy.

Happy Reading!
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“Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for it today.” - Malcolm X

Message from the Executive Director
Dear Met Community,
I am very pleased to have joined Met in this past August! Our leadership team,
along with our amazing teaching staff, are working assiduously every day to
engage your children in constructive learning. It is a pleasure to see enthusiastic
parents, students and staff. We have approximately 560 students at Met. Our
new exit procedures allow us to move all parents and students out of the Early
Childhood section in 3-7 minutes while, in grades 1 to 7, parents and students
are able to exit in around 9 minutes. This new procedure will undergo revision
as time progresses and we aim to improve it. We have received some very positive
comments regarding dismissal and conversely, we have received some not so
positive comments; this is normal in the process of change.
We thank you for and greatly value your feedback, and when this is given in a
respectful manner which models our Met Character Pillars, it allows us to work
in partnership to reach mutual understanding and positive solutions. We look
forward to seeing you soon at the Back to School night! Please be reasonable, realistic and pragmatic
and STAY POSITIVE, FOCUSED, INSPIRED & HEALTHY! - Andrew Frezludeen

Message from the Lower School Principal
Dear Lower School Parents,
We are off to a wonderful start to the school year. As I walk through the school, I see many smiling,
happy children who are excited about learning. We have vibrant, caring, and capable teachers who
work hard each day to make your child’s learning experience rich and authentic.
There are many exciting things happening in classrooms to enhance the students’ learning. Teachers
are finishing up their individual assessments to find out each child’s strengths as well as areas for
growth and support. This will allow teachers to differentiate their instruction according to students’
needs. Also, the children are doing well learning the classroom routines and procedures that help keep
things going efficiently and help to maximize learning. Many fun units of study are just around the
corner for our students. Pre-K will be finishing up their beginning of year study to help the little ones
settle into their new environment and then will be starting their “Balls” study. KG1 will soon begin
an interesting and fun study on “Tubes and Tunnels”. KG2 students have already begun their “Toys”
study and are having a blast with that. Grade 1 will soon be diving into a study on “Tools”. And Grade
2 will be exploring the topic of “Schools and Community”. These rich, authentic units of study help
students to build their reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills in English while also integrating a focus of science and social studies to help learners think deeply and make connections in their
learning. On Back to School Night, teachers will be speaking in more detail about our curriculum in
all core subjects as well as specialist subjects. We hope you will be able to join us on this informative
evening. More information about Back to School Night will be coming your way soon.
It is truly a joy to see the great learning happening in our Met classrooms. English, Math, Science, Music, Art, French, Arabic, Library, PE, Met
Values--- what a wonderful and rich learning experience for our students!
If you have any questions, concerns, or positive comments (we always love those!), please do not hesitate to contact us in the Lower School.
Looking forward to a fantastic school year ahead! - Lance Kershner.

Dear Metropolitan Community,
The Upper School has been a bustling place over the past few weeks. We have been
emphasizing the 3 B’s – Be Respectful, Be Responsible and Be Safe along with the Met
Pillar of Tolerance. Middle School students having been experiencing the trials and
tribulations of locker use and have made excellent progress over a short period of time.
There have been sports tryouts.
Teaching and learning began on the first day of school for each grade! Students soon became
accustomed to their schedules, classroom rules and procedures and teacher expectations.
The morning line has been seamless with respectful and enthusiastic singing of the national
anthem. Afternoon dismissals had a steep learning curve but we are dismissing 500+
students in approximately 10 minutes on average.
I have found Upper School students to be lovely, caring and eager to lend a hand to a newcomer like me. I look forward to an October filled with outstanding teaching and learning,
our Back-to-School Night (10 October), the upcoming Fall Festival (27October) and cooler
weather! Be Respectful, Be Responsible and Be Safe.
- Susan Ebyv

Met Corner

Parents Corner

A warm welcome to our new academic staff who recently joined the
Met Family. At Metropolitan School, we selectively choose our teachers.
We are confident that their contribution to our academic team will be
productive and professionally profound. Welcome on board to all and
welcome back to our returning Teachers!

Metropolitan School welcomed its students and their parents on
Orientation Day. Students got the chance to meet their teachers and
get acquainted with their new classmates. Additionally, our Academic
Leadership Team introduced themselves to parents and outlined an
overview of the updated policies and procedures.
For more photos click below:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/go2dq3p0kh3hyhl/AADH7FU_GPVxlhLsFOPALwX4a?dl=0

Flash News

Welcome back to all our existing students and welcome on board to all
the new students who joined the Met family this year. We are excited
for a wonderful start at Metropolitan School. With all the fun and excitement of starting a new school, our young learners were welcomed
with a cheerful environment that made their joining experience a joyful
and memorable one! The school year opened up with beautiful smiles
that are worth more than a thousand words. We have an exciting year
planned at Metropolitan and we are all very pleased to build the skills
necessary for the success in tomorrow’s world. For more
photos click:

KG1 students have settled into school well and are active in a variety
of games and learning. They are comfortable with their new environments and are making new friends, as their confidence grows each day.
The children have had the chance to explore their learning areas within
the classrooms and learned the rules and expectations of how to look
after the toys and learning materials. It is going to be a great year for
the children. Classrooms are full of excitement, and all children are
ready to learn.

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/smjzw6b5k4tnftc/AADbXDV9DcPzlcfcYtXABgfna?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/91o1sskpxfb8q81/AABsJRrKCxV4CD9zGp2ZumVba?dl=0

We are pleased to announce our latest partnership with Slimnastics
Studios in an attempt to revitalize our children’s extracurricular experience at Met. You and your children will now have the accessibility
to the new ‘Artistic Gymnastics, Acrobatic Dance and Aerobics Gymnastics’ as well as Ballet activities offered by Slimnastics at our very
own school campus. Don’t forget to ask about Metropolitan students’
special rates. For more Information, please contact Slimnastics on mobile no: 01144550071

We are glad to announce that the first and biggest Dodgeball Academy in Egypt and the official Academy of the Egyptian Dodgeball
Federation, is now at Metropolitan School. Certified coaches from the
World dodgeball Association will deliver the most professional training for the most growing sport in the world now. Dodgeball Academy
is preparing a new generation that will be able to represent Egyptian
National Team in Global events. Don’t forget to ask about Metropolitan students’ special rates by presenting your child’s Met ID card. For
more information call: 0100 87 17 104

Metropolitan School is pleased to announce its latest partnership with SZ
Sherif Zakaria Basketball Academy.
Now open at Metropolitan School.
For more details / information contact: 010 144 35022 / 010 144 54770

Flash News

Grade 7 had an exceptional activity yesterday after discussing the
meaning of privilege and experiential learning. The grade 7 students
carried 6L water jugs outside to the playground. They were engaged
in a minute-long obstacle course that was meant to mimic the various
environments the character, Nya, from the current class novel A Long
Walk to Water by Linda Sue Park who goes through her long journey
to get water for her family in South Sudan. Out in the sun, carrying
the heavy water jugs through the course, students came to realize how
difficult it must be for Nya to complete this task every day for hours
and hours. It was a beautiful way for them to realize how lucky they
are and offered them the ability to put themselves in Nya’s shoes for a
little while. This allowed them to understand the meaning of experiential learning. Returning to the classroom, students completed a journal
answering questions about the activity. Great job!

Grade 4 students started to learn about the engineering design process,
and how they should follow certain steps to solve a certain problem.
Students were building their own scratchers using some simple materials in class. This was after writing down the proper steps to have a
proper design solution. Great job great 4!

Squishing, rolling, sculpting, molding... KG 1 classes made their own
playdough this week! They learnt about its ingredients and had a lot
of fun mixing them together and making different sculptures! It was a
powerful way to support our students learning by using their imaginations and strengthen their fine motor skills.

Our third week of school was extremely busy for both our staff and
students as it included various assessments across the curriculum. Students started by being assessed in reading as it helps to understand the
strengths and needs of each of our students. All of the efforts were
directed towards the evaluation of students’ reading accuracy rate, fluency, and comprehension, letter and sound identification as well as
phonemic awareness for our younger students. If we view reading as
a series of strategies and skills, then we likely believe that phonemic
awareness and reading comprehension are critical to students’ development as readers. “Today a reader. Tomorrow a leader”- Margaret
Fuller.

Metropolitan School proudly celebrates the success of all students
who excel not only in academics but in extracurricular activities as
well! Congratulations to our Met young tennis champion; Aly Elmargouchy in Grade 7 Caltech who achieved the first place in Doubles
for U12 in the Egyptian tennis federation “ETF” tournament. We are
proud of our young champ!

Character Education
In Met Values classes KG 1 is learning about how they can use their
whole body in listening as part of following the school wide
expectations. They are working on the Respect value, they had so
much fun printing their hands to make their listening monsters in
relation to the booklet they read in classes.

Dates for your Diary

Wednesday, October 3rd, 2018 (6:00 pm -7:30 pm)
Back To School Night (Parents Only) Lower School (Pre-K – Grade 2)

Sunday, October 7th, 2018
Armed Forces Day Holiday - School Closed

Wednesday, October 10th, 2018 (6:00 pm -7:30 pm)
Back To School Night (Parents Only) Upper School (Grade 3 - Grade 7)

Sunday, October 14th, 2018 (3:15 pm -4:15 pm) CCA Round 1 Starts

Thursday, October 18th, 2018
Staff Professional Development Day (PD) - No School for Students

Saturday, October 27th, 2017
Met Fall Festival
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Message from the Executive Director
Dear Met Community,
It seems like only yesterday that we began a new chapter in 2018 at
Met, and so much has already happened with superior teaching and
learning! Our after school reading program is very promising with students showing much improved reading skills, well done students and
support staff!
Many, many thanks to parents who voice their concerns in constructive and calm manner. Parents who shout at any of the staff will be
issued a warning letter and could face being banned from the school
campus. Our staff deserve to come to work and know that parents will
not shout, threaten or belittle them. Our ‘Leadership Coffee Morning
#1’ is upcoming on November 15th and we look forward to a respectful
conversation. It is essential that parents come to this meeting with at
least 5 positive things that they admire about our wonderful school.

Thanks for attending our Fall Festival. It was great to see our school community, unwinding, and having fun together! Soon our first quarter
will come to a close and we look forward to some positive academic results from our enthusiastic students. STAY POSITIVE, FOCUSED,
INSPIRED & HEALTHY! - Andrew Frezludeen

Message from the Lower School Principal
Dear Lower School Parents,
There is much excitement around the Lower School. One of the highlights of
my day is when I visit classrooms to see all the fun and learning happening. Our
teachers work incredibly hard planning and preparing for the children’s learning, and it definitely shows when I visit classrooms and talk to the children.
Our Met students are amazing! They are reading, writing, developing their oral
language skills and delving into mathematical concepts. They are enriching
their educational experience further by exploring art and music, building the
foundation for an active and healthy lifestyle in Physical Education class,
digging into science concepts, and developing language skills in French. And
interwoven throughout, children are developing positive character traits and
engaged thinking and collaboration skills that are vital as they progress not
only through their academic career but throughout their lives.
Thank you for your support of our dedicated and hardworking teachers who are committed to providing this rich learning experience each and
every day for your children. I encourage you to send teachers your positive comments. They always love to hear feedback from you about the
positive impact they have on our children’s learning. Thank you for your partnership with us as we work together to create an amazing learning
experience for our students. Thank you for your partnership with us as we work together to create an amazing learning experience for our students.
- Lance Kershner

Message from the Upper School Principal:
Dear Metropolitan Community,
As a lifelong educator it has always been my belief that students must receive the
necessary skills to succeed in future endeavors. This naturally involves the ability
to solve problems in a classroom setting but more importantly, to be able to solve
problems that they encounter outside the classroom. I feel educational
philosophies are fluid, dynamic entities that change with time but should always
have the learner as key through the educational process.
Having been introduced to the International Baccalaureate philosophy mid-career,
I feel my educational philosophy has evolved and prospered. I believe in developing
and enhancing approaches to learning to promote academic and social-emotional
success. I feel making the student cognizant of thinking, communication, social,
self- management and research skills is the road to higher educational ability. Any
subject can benefit from these approaches along with exposing students to global
contexts to promote internationalism and expand understanding and knowledge of
cultures other than their own.
Through 38 years of educational experience in numerous schools around the world, I have come to realize that our Met Character Pillars must
apply to students, teachers, parents, administrators and support staff. Met Character Pillars must be embraced by the entire school culture. This
goes beyond a few sessions during staff orientation, a poster, or a “Pillar of the Week”. The Met Character Pillars must be discussed and reflected
upon regularly and worked on by each individual in the school environment.
In conclusion, my goal as an educator and an administrator is to provide students with a supportive, exciting teaching environment that instills
a passion for learning, problem solving, self-management and reflection. I fully support character education and the Met Character Pillars. I
strive to foster the individual talents of students and to make learning a means to an end of being a successful, productive, caring human being.
- Susan Eby

Met Corner

Metropolitan School academic staff had the opportunity to attend a
professional development day this month to discuss different rubrics
to drive instruction, workshop topics included: behavior management
tips, supporting writing instructions and vertical alignment sessions.
“Teachers affect eternity; no one can tell where their influence stops.”
-Henry Brooks Adams

Parents Corner

Metropolitan School hosted its Lower and Upper Schools’ Back-toSchool Night to acquaint parents with our curriculum and instruction
program as well as to introduce aspects of our specialty subjects. It
was also an opportunity for our parents to learn more about their teachers and classroom rules. Special thank you to all parents who attended
both nights and contributed to productive and
enjoyable evenings. For more photos click below:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ke87mug2hwjfc84/AAD9wMz_alklDBHb0QkU9n8Ha?dl=0

https://

www.dropbox.com/sh/o79z9hgjcc6h8vb/AACf2mQZXjHFFDCqovDRYXF5a?dl=0

Metropolitan School would like to invite its Parents to attend the PTA
meeting scheduled on Monday, November 12th, 8 am to 9 am to elect 5
parents from different grade levels to join the PTA committee to support the school in its activities and events.

Flash News

During the grade 7 assembly, a group of students presented their current class novel, A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue Park, which
follows the story of two main characters, Salva and Nya. Salva, the
main character, is a refugee struggling to survive the Second Sudanese
Civil War. Nya, another character from A Long Walk to Water, is a
girl from South Sudan who walks over eight hours daily to get water
for her family from a pond. In the past weeks, throughout the study of
the novel, the grade 7 class decorated water jugs and presented them
to grades 3-7. The water jugs have been a symbol of strength and privilege, as the grade 7 students have come to understand how lucky they
are to have clean water readily available to them. The grade 7 students
presented their upcoming project, a fundraising project for Salva Dut’s
Water for South Sudan company. Metropolitan School is now part of
the Iron Giraffe Challenge, and our fundraising goal is to collect $3000
by the end of the year to fix a broken well in a village in South Sudan.
This will help children in South Sudan not only have access to clean
water, but the time to go to school. Grade 7 did a fantastic job at
presenting their project to the rest of the school and made Metropolitan
School aware of the difficulties people face in South Sudan.

During the Toys and Play module, KG 2 Aqua students designed and
used recycle materials to make their own toys. Students worked on describing their favorite toy using the vocabulary words (Texture, Color,
and Shape) The toys will be used in our coming weeks for numerous
extension activities.

Grade 2&3 students exploring their talents and excitedly creating crafts
in preparation for the Fall Festival Celebrations.

In Early Childhood, we focus on representing numbers with items and
pictures. Teaching through representation or pictures will allow
children to make connections between the real world and the math
skills that are vital for academic success
During ELA class our grade 4 students were able to recognize poetry
from a variety of cultures, languages and historic periods. They looked
into analyzing various elements of poetry, such as form, genre, imagery, and theme. It is worth mentioning that combining reading instruction with technology is a win-win combination to facilitate their
reading experience and broaden their vocabularies.

Flash News

n French our second graders are learning all about colors and how
they transform when different combinations are mixed together. The
students had the opportunity to learn about the famous French painter
Claude Monet and recreated one of his best work of art, ‘The Water
Lily pond 1899’ during Art class.

Metropolitan School proudly celebrates the success of all students
who excel not only in academics but in extracurricular activities as
well! Congratulations to our young Met gymnastics champion; Omar
Hassan in Kg2 Green who received his first gold Medal in Gymnastics.
We are proud of our young champ!

During science, Grade 3 students are testing the games they built using
simple materials at home. Grade 3s followed proper engineering designing steps to build simple prototypes. Then they took turns testing
them and analyzing the failure points. Great job grade 3s

As a part of their review, Grade 6 Princeton students created a craft
on ratios and equivalent ratios during the Math class. They were
asked to describe the ratio, write equivalent ratio and its value, write
a word-problem and create a tap diagram. The project’s target was to
build the class teamwork spirit and revise ratios fundamentals.

During the Math class in Grade 3, the students were working on division and multiplication using arrays and tape diagrams. Great job
Grade 3!

Grade 2 Cambridge were learning about place value, counting and
comparing numbers to 1000. Today they were bundling ones, tens and
hundreds with straws. The bundled units were then organized and put
on a place value chart. Students learnt the various ways to represent
numbers, in both expanded form and in standard form. Well done
Grade 2!

Flash News

Metropolitan first teachings in preschool and kindergarten are basics
that your child needs to know before they learn the ‘other basics’ of
reading, writing, and math. Understanding color and shape is a tool for
learning many skills in all curriculum areas, from math and science to
language and reading. Their mind is noticing and identifying the green
trees, brown rectangle buildings, square windows, and blue sky. Color
and shape are ways children observe and categorize what they see.
These very recognizable characteristics encourage children to define
and organize the diverse world around them.

Egyptian Values

We are pleased and very excited to announce the start of a new partnership. After great deliberation we have brought on board C. Sport Taekwondo Academy, in order to revitalize our children’s extracurricular
experience. At Metropolitan you and your children now have the accessibility to a new activity “Taekwondo Academy” by C. Sport at its
premises C. Sport – Taekwondo Academy is a registered martial arts
school established by former Taekwondo players since 2015, with its
launching at Smash Club Katameya branch, and has recently moved to
Smash Club Airport branch, with an expansion at Metropolitan school
in New Cairo. The academy offers its trainings by professional Taekwondo coaches who are current or former players and black belt holders, and accept students from ages of 4 till 12 years old. Consideration
will be made to the different stages of its players – either beginners
or teams, as the academy is proudly having now yellow belt students.
For more info contact:01061577770
http://metropolitanschooleg.com/en/?p=4420

MetBiz

Metropolitan school celebrated the 6th of October Egyptian armed
forces day during the morning lineup and Arabic classes. The morning
lineup included a couple of the Egyptian national songs while various celebrations kept going with the upper and lower school students
throughout the day. Students gave presentations about their loyalty to
our country, Egypt and participated in many activities. Many thanks to
our Arabic department for organizing this day.

Grade 4 students enjoyed making their own hearing aid devices using
the engineering design process. They used simple materials found in
their classrooms, tested them and identified what kind of improvement
their prototypes needed.

Met Serve

Character Education

Serving the community is an integral part of our Met values. We know
that by developing an awareness of the issues that different communities are facing, both locally and globally, we will increase our students’
ability to see the world from an alternative perspective, developing
their life skills while improving outcomes for those communities. In
recognition of these efforts and instilling in our students the passion in
making a difference to the lives of people who are less fortunate, Metropolitan School is proud to have received the ‘Shield for Community
Service’ from the mentor of educational administration who visited
our school with a delegation from the education association to award
Met and recognize our efforts to support the community.

Grades 1-7 Met Students have been working on the Met Pillar of Tolerance through the ‘United in diversity’ campaign which was an opportunity to acknowledge our similarities and celebrate our differences.
Through a dialogue on empathy, equality and diversity, students created art pieces that were inspired by different cultures and represented the inclusive community that they want to be a part of. Grades 3-7
prepared a short video on how they can embrace unity & diversity in
the community while Grade 1 and 2 students worked on making unity
chains that were connected between all classes. Both grades also did
Unity trees to show how they are connected by writing nice comments
about their friends.

Dates for your Diary
Wednesday, November 7th, 2018
End of Quarter 1

Thursday, November 8th, 2018
PRP -Teacher’s Preparation Day - Students’ Early Dismissal @ 11:00 am

Sunday, November 11th, 2018 - Thursday, November 15th, 2018
Healthy Week Campaign (In-school Activities)

Thursday, November 15th, 2018 (08:30 am - 09:15 am)
Met Leadership Parents Coffee Morning - Meeting Room

Tuesday, November 20th, 2018
Report Cards Live on Rediker

Wednesday, November 21st, 2018
Prophet Mohamed’s Birthday - School Closed

Thursday, November 22nd, 2018
Thanksgiving Holiday - School Closed

“

Quote of the Month:
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“Respect for ourselves guides our morals, respect for others guides our manners.” - Laurence Sterne

Message from the Executive Director:
Dear Met Community,
Report Cards have been published on Rediker and you are strongly encouraged to
discuss your child’s progress with him or her, and set achievable goals, for Quarter 2.
This week I had the pleasure of visiting the newly built, University of Canada in Madinaty, which has a unique program of studies including Computer Science and Video
Gaming studies, a Business & Entrepreneurship program, as well as Engineering and
Design. I have invited some speakers from this university to come to speak with
students and parents at a later date during this school year. We will keep you posted!
These Canadian programs are sponsored by 3 separate, Canadian universities under
one roof and students never have to leave Cairo to earn a Canadian university Degree.
This could be an exciting opportunity for our students as we think ahead, towards
secondary and post-secondary studies. Always thinking ahead as we plan strategically! STAY POSITIVE, FOCUSED, INSPIRED & HEALTHY! - Andrew Frezludeen

Message from the Lower School Principal:
Dear Lower School Parents,
Can you believe that we are already to the end of November? This school year is flying by! A lot has happened in Lower School these past few
weeks. Here are some of the highlights:
• Our Performance Task Celebrations were a huge success. It was wonderful to visit the classrooms to celebrate the amazing learning that has
been taking place. The children were all so excited to share many of the amazing things they have learned everything from toys to tools to school
around the world. I’m so proud of their growth and their success!
• Our Pre-K and KG 1 students celebrated their 50th Day of School by dressing up in 1950s attire. It was a blast from the past, and the children
looked really adorable in their costumes as they celebrated this milestone
day in their school year. There will be more fun to come when we reach 100
Days of School!
• Our Healthy Week Campaign was also a great success. The children
brought in some wonderful healthy snacks and lunches and many of them
even made healthy recipes in their classes as they learned how the healthy
(or unhealthy) choices we make have a strong impact on how we feel. Also,
through our Dance for a Cause and Dress Down Day fundraisers, we
exceeded our goal in raising money to donate to the cancer hospital. Well
done! Let’s encourage our children to make every week a healthy week by
staying active and by making healthy choices about what we eat and drink.
• There were also some fun and educational field trips these past few weeks.
Billy Beez, Sitara Theater, Vero Pizza, and Kidzania--The children had
a blast and were able to extend what they learned in the classroom to the
world beyond. That’s some fantastic and authentic learning.
Wow, what a month! Many exiting things happening and many more to come. Thank you for your support and partnership in creating a fun, rich,
and positive learning environment for our children and all of our Met community.
- Lance Kershner

Message from the Upper School Principal:
Dear Metropolitan Community,
This month I would like to talk about the myth of multitasking. Real
multitasking means simultaneously performing two or more things that require
cognitive processes and brain synapse connections. Recent research by David
Crenshaw and Dr. JoAnn Deaks has suggested that we are not multitasking at all
but switchtasking.
The truth is that neurologically, we cannot perform two cognitive tasks at the
same time. What we are really doing is switching back and forth between two
tasks rapidly, hence the term switchtasking. We type a little here, pay attention to
a dialogue there, check our mobile phones - back and forth and back and forth at a
rapid rate. Switchtasking causes us to lose time, shortens our attention spans and
makes us less productive than doing things the old-fashioned way - one task at a time!
Dr. JoAnn Deaks, a noted educator and psychologist whose books include, Your
Fantastic Elastic Brain, says, “When you try to multitask, in the short-term, it doubles the amount of time it takes to do a task and it usually at
least doubles the number of mistakes. In the long-term it changes the brain from being able to focus deeply on a single task well, to being what
we call a rifle, that wants to jump around a lot.”
Dr. Deaks goes on to say that children and adolescents, with their developing, elastic brains, are particularly vulnerable to the effects of switchtasking.
The brain does not have enough synapse connections to do two complex tasks at the same time. Listening to music while doing homework causes
students to lose focus. Dr. Deaks contends that if you are listening to music while you are doing mathematics, whenever your brain starts to hear
music it departs from the mathematics and this takes time. When the brain starts to refocus on mathematics again, it repeats the entire process.
This happens over and over again with each switch.
And it gets worse. In the developing brains of children and adolescents, switchtasking stimulates parts of the brain associated with pleasure.
This desirable brain stimulation renders activities that do not involve rapid and repeated switching between tasks, such as listening to a teacher
talking, boring, while those that do become sought after.
The moral of the story is that multitasking is a myth that costs us valuable time and affects the developing brains of children negatively.
- Susan Eby

Met Corner

Metropolitan School academic staff had the opportunity to
attend with MES and HAYAH in a round robin volleyball
tournament at MES. Thanks to all the staff who participated
and honored metropolitan the privilege of winning in some
of the rounds. Proud of our Met team.

Parents Corner

What a spooktacular day it was at our 4th Annual Met Fall Festival! The festival saw lots of children, parents, families, and teachers
dressed up in costumes and enjoying the plethora of activities, games
and live music. It was indeed ‘wicked fun’ for adults and children
alike! More photos:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/aoget9j3whf8zbhAAC4dMLn4eZhlv6m2Mp7GHRPa?dl=0

Metropolitan School would like to invite its Parents to attend the PTA
meeting scheduled on Monday, December 3rd, 8:30 am to 9:30 am to
elect 5 parents from different grade levels to join the PTA committee
to support the school in its activities and events.

Flash News

Grade 6 students have been reading the novel ‘Percy Jackson’.They
reflected the novel during their Performance Task by displaying a gallery of the statues who came to life and representing them in front of
their parent audience.

We were excited to kick off our healthy campaign for the 2018-19 academic year under the vision of “Nutrition Fights Cancer”. The campaign took place from the 11th to the 15th of November 2018. During
the week all classes were monitored to maintain healthy lunch boxes
for a winner to be selected at the end of the campaign. A donation
campaign ran during the week to support 57357 Hospital and Oncology Institute initiative “Home without Cancer”. The donation activities included a ‘Dance for a cause’ where students donated and got the
chance to dance Zumba as well as participating in a ‘Met Dress-Down
Day’. All donations went directly to the ‘57357 Hospital and Oncology
Institute’.

Metropolitan School would like to congratulate our student Shehab
Mohamed Ragab in Grade 7 Caltech who passed with 2nd place the
online voting for the Uptown Stars auditions and made it to the finals.
Meanwhile, our talented Eman Zaki in Grade 5 Purdue & Aly Hesham
in Grade 6 Harvard are going through the second round of auditions,
wishing them all the best of luck for succeeding to reach to the finals
too!

Grade 7 students had their first performance task in front of their parents. The students combined their research about Sudan with specific
quotes from A Long Walk to Water as they crafted a research-based
two voice poem, comparing and contrasting the points of view of the
two main characters, Salva and Nya. The two-voice poem gave students the opportunity to use both their analysis of the characters and
theme in the novel and their research about the experiences of the people of Southern Sudan during the Second Sudanese Civil War.

In a two-part performance task, Grade 1 students created a magnificent thing (a product that fulfills a need or solves a problem within
their classroom) in a small group and then independently wrote a description of what their group had created, why they created it, and how
they used tools to create it. Students created their magnificent things
over several lessons by applying what they have learned about tools
and habits of character (i.e., initiative, responsibility, perseverance,
collaboration), using The Most Magnificent Thing by Ashley Spires
as a mentor text, and debriefing at the close of each lesson to consider
how to build, finish, and revise something that serves a need in their
classroom. After creating their magnificent things, students completed
a scaffolded writing task during which they learned about the steps
in the writing process and produced an informative piece of writing.
Students’ creations and written work were presented orally to their
parents.

Flash News

During their Performance task, Gr.3 students synthesized their thinking about their reading challenges and possible strategies to overcome
those challenges by creating an eye-catching poster listing the strategies described in their End of Unit 3 assessment reading contracts. To
celebrate their learning as a grade level, our students participated in a
Gallery Walk to view each other’s work.

The Grade 5 performance task gave students a chance to work in small
groups to compile their monologues and create a program. Throughout
Unit 3, students worked with careful scaffolding to write and revise a
monologue based on a character’s reaction to an event from Esperanza
Rising. For the performance task, students worked in groups to finalize
the sequence of monologues and create a program that included the
order of their monologues, the cast, and a Directors’ Note. Students
wrote about the human right challenged by the event described in their
monologues, identified the corresponding article from the UDHR, and
explained how people are impacted by this issue today.

During our Arabic classes, Met Arabic Teachers created a lot of questions related to the Arabic curriculum and asked the students to answer
them using their iPad. This is in addition to the reading application that
they use daily to enhance their Arabic reading skills.

Metropolitan School proudly celebrates the success of all students who
excel not only in academics but in extracurricular activities as well!
Congratulations to our young Met champions; Yassin Barakat in Gr.2
Cambridge who received a gold medal in a gymnastics championship
and Malek Hassan in Gr. 3 Washington who has been awarded the rank
of Orange Belt in Judo, after completing a competition attended by
the Judo World Champion Varlam Liparteliani. Proud of our champs!

International News Corner

Yi Peng and Loy Krathong Lantern Festival.
Chiang Mai, Thailand. One of the world’s most ethereal events,
as thousands gather to symbolically release their fears, regrets and
negativity in the form of glowing lanterns and peaceful floats made
of banana leaves. The reverent tone of the lantern release is preceded
by vibrant parades, beauty pageants, musical performances, lanternmaking contests, fireworks displays and plenty of delicious Thai food.

Egyptian Values

MetBiz

Met celebrated the Prophet’s Birthday (Mawlid Al Nabi). Early childhood students made some crafts to celebrate the occasion and did some
coloring related to this day. While our Elementary & Middle School
students distributed Mawlid Al Nabi sweets to the Met Family.

Met Serve

KG2’s performance task gave students the opportunity to showcase
their deepened understanding of perspective through an informational writing piece about a classmate’s preferred classroom toy. In this
task, students used the information they gathered from interviewing a
classmate to learn about his or her preferred classroom toy and how the
classmate liked to play with that toy as a basis for their informational
writing. Our students shared their written pieces with their classmates,
the principal, and their parents during the end of module celebration.

Character Education

During our 4th Fall Festival, Metropolitan School was glad to collaborate with AFNCI Association of Friends of the National Cancer free
initiative (57357 Hospital). The organization is one of the biggest hospitals specialized in children’s cancer in the world. A blood donation
contest was held on the day to HELP SAVE A LIFE, it is designed
to encourage a high volume of blood donors from parents, staff and
esteemed guests on the day who were urged to donate their blood as a
gesture to make a significant difference in the lives of the recipients,
in an opportunity to set a valuable example for students and families to
support the community.

Grade 3, Minnesota was introduced to mindfulness tools and techniques. The session started with a body scan meditation that enables
the students to gain awareness of their thoughts, feelings and body
sensations. As a follow up they observed their surroundings through
all their senses. Mindfulness is helping the students increase their attention, memory processing and decision making abilities.

Dates for your Diary
Saturday, December 1st, 2018 (Scheduled Appointments) Parent/Teacher Conference (PTC)

Thursday, December 20th, 2018
Winter Wonderland Show

Monday, December 10th, 2018
Parents Workshop #1

Sunday, Dec.23rd, 2018 - Monday Jan. 7th, 2019
Winter Break

Thursday, December 13th, 2018
CCA Round 1 Ends

Tuesday, December 25th, 2018
Western Christmas (School Closed)

Quote of the Month:

“

“
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“Trust the magic of new beginnings.” - Meister Eckhart

Message from the Executive Director
Dear Met Community,
The past four months have been packed with many activities and learning in different ways through
our festive days, coffee mornings, report cards, meetings, sports, CCA’s, the Winter Wonderland
show and much more! This enriching aspects of Met’s school culture is what will create memories
for our students, parents and staff. Wishing you a very peaceful and happy holiday time and looking
forward to creating more memories in the new year, staring January 8, 2019. Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year! STAY POSITIVE, FOCUSED, INSPIRED & HEALTHY!
-Andrew Frezludeen

Message from the Upper School Principal
Dear Metropolitan Community,
For the month of December, I would like to present a few
aspects of the educational theory of Lev Vygotsky. Lev Vygotsky was a Soviet cognitive psychologist and a major contributor to educational theory. One of Dr. Vygotsky’s most
famous quotes is, “learning is a necessary and universal aspect
of the process of developing culturally organized, specifically
human psychological function”.
At the very base of Dr. Vygotsky’s theory lie culture and
the environment and their effects on cognitive development
and learning. Simply put, primary caregivers and the home
environment influence how and what children think about,
which subsequently affects the learning process. The first
three years of a child’s life are critical for cognitive development, particularly thought and language development.
These first three years are spent almost exclusively with the
primary caregivers. Consequently, the primary caregivers
set the stage for the cognitive development needed for a
successful learning process.
Schools provide social interaction with what Dr. Vygotsky
calls an MKO (More Knowledgeable Other). The teacher is
the MKO. This social interaction with the MKO includes
cooperation and collaboration promoting cognitive development and paving the way for the learning that takes place grade to grade in the school
setting. The MKO enhances cognitive development by using scaffolding and discovering the ZPD (Zone of Proximal Development). The ZPD
represents what a child can learn with the help of an MKO. The ZPD cannot be too hard for the child. Age - appropriate curricula is developed to
target the ZPD allowing the teacher to excel and his/her MKO duties.
I wish all of you a safe, relaxing winter break and hope that if you find yourself needing to learn something new, you have an excellent MKO who
is spot on about your ZPD! Season’s greeting - Susan Eby

Message from the Lower School Principal:
Dear Lower School Parents,
It’s hard to believe that the month of December is already drawing to a close and that we are off to our Winter Break. The school year is flying
by! While your family is on holiday--whether in Egypt or abroad--we certainly want everyone to have ample time to relax and play, play, play,
play. In addition, here are some suggestions to keep your child’s creativity and learning active throughout the holiday:
Minimize screen time as much as possible. We all love those great Christmas movies (It’s a Wonderful Life and Elf are two of my all-time favorites), but try to minimize the amount of time your child spends in front of a screen during the break. Instead look for other ways to keep your
child engaged.

• Read, read, read! Long car rides or long flights are a great opportunity to read with your child and also have him/her bring some books that he/
she can engage in independently.

• What fun ways can you and your child think of to practice the class high frequency words? Here are just a few suggestions:
- Write some of the words on the bathroom mirror using a dry
erase marker. Then while your child is brushing his/her teeth, call
out the words to your child in random order and see if your child
can point to the correct words.
- Play “Stomp”. Write some of the high frequency words on index
cards and scatter them about on the floor. Call out the words in
random order and see how quickly your child can ‘stomp’ on the
correct word.
- Have your child use play dough to build the high frequency
words or write them in artistic ways using colorful markers.
• Practice some creative thinking by playing “Build a Story”. This
game can be played with only two people but it gets really fun with a larger group. One person starts a story by saying only one phrase. That
person can start the story in any way he/she chooses but can only say the first sentence of the story. The next person builds onto the story by
saying another sentence. Then the next person adds the next sentence of the story, etc. You get the idea. This is a great way to encourage creative
thinking in your child. Often the person before you says something unexpected so you have to think quickly and creatively to add the next part
of the story. Sometimes the stories can get pretty silly!

• Here is a creative way to make dinner conversations more fun and interesting. My daughters and I often play this one at the dinner table. Decide
on the order that you will speak around the table. The first person asks a question to the second person, but the question has to start with the
letter “A”. For example, he/she might say, “Any interesting news to tell about your day?” The second person answers the question and then asks
a question to the third person. This question has to start with the letter “B”. For example, he/she might ask, “Before you went to recess, what is
something fun you did in class?” The third person answers and then asks the next person a question starting with the letter “C”. For example,
“Can you tell me about a time today when you were helpful?” And you keep going through the alphabet as far as you can. Sometimes it can be
challenging but it’s a fun way to encourage creative thinking and conversation.

Those are just a few ideas of things you and your child can do to stay engaged in learning throughout the break. But as I said before, don’t forget
to relax and play, play, play, play.
And however your family spends the Winter Break and whatever special family traditions that you enjoy together, on behalf of the Met family,
I would like to wish everyone peace, love, joy, and happiness during this season. - Lance Kershner

Met Corner

Parents Corner

In the spirit of the festive season, Metropolitan admin and academic
staff enjoyed a little party where they anonymously exchanged Christmas gifts and celebrated their achievements together in 2018. We wish
all members and their families a happy and prosperous 2019 and would
like to thank them for their valuable contribution to make Met an Extra-Ordinary School.

Metropolitan’s first Parent/Teacher Conference day took place on the
1st of December 2018. Twice each year, Metropolitan will conduct
Parent/Teacher Conferences where student achievement data is shared
with parents along with techniques to supplement academic growth at
home. We would like thank all the parents who attended the meetings.

Flash News

We would like to invite you to share with us the celebration of winning and congratulate our own Met Students who entered the ‘Math
Whizz’ competition at Malvern College and won Second Place!! The
competition is our first external academic participation in Met’s history. Students from grades 2-5 from many international schools in Cairo
competed. We are proud to say that this is truly a great achievement
for Met teachers and students who work so hard. Special thanks to Ms.
Sally Awad our Math (HOD) Head of Department who organized our
participation in the competition. Please congratulate the Met achievers
who represented the school and made us proud: Hassan Hassan Grade
2 MIT, Natalie Elias Grade 3 UCAl Berkley 3, Nasr Islam Attia Grade
4 Yale and Fares Abotaleb Grade 5 Univ. of Maryland Congratulations
team! We are so proud!

Metropolitan School organized the 1st Parent Workshop of the year on
December 10, 2018. The session was conducted by Mr. Chris Corby,
Metropolitan’s Dean of Students who gave an overall view about the
‘Positive Behavior Support at Met’. The discussions included information about the Positive Behavior Interventions & Support (PBIS)
system, Met Norms, and the Discipline Policy applied at Met. The
second part of the workshop included a brief introduction about the
upcoming ‘Positive Discipline 101 Course’ which will be conducted
by Mariam Medhat in January 2019. The course will cover different
topics that will help parents have a smoother approach when dealing
with children such as how to handle tantrums and how to win children
over. We thank all the parents who attended the workshop and look
forward to upcoming workshops in the future.

Flash News

The celebrations continue while we congratulate our 3 super
talented students who represented Metropolitan school in the
UPTOWN STARS’ School’s Talent Show (Season 6) and made
it to the finale! All 3 students won 3rd place in different categories in the final competition. Eman Zaki in Grade 5 Purdue &
Ali Hesham in Grade 6 Harvard won the 3rd place in the Dancing Performance, while Shehab Mohamed Ragab in Grade 7
Caltech, won the 3rd Place in the Musical Performance. Congrats to our talented students!

It’s the time of year again where we invited our parents and their
families to share the magic of the Holiday Season with all of us
at Met in our 4th Annual Winter Wonderland Show. This year,
the students performed ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas,’ a
holiday musical about a tale of friendship and hard work that
saves Christmas. The show highlighted all of our talented Met
students. Season’s Greetings to all the Met Families and Happy
New Year 2019!

Metropolitan school is offering the opportunity to the 5th & 7th
graders to participate in an international French language assessment. The diplome d’Etude en Langue Francaise (DELF)
is issued by the French Ministry for National Education and an
internationally recognized series of qualifications awarded to
language learners to validate their skills in French.
Grade 3 enjoy different activities such planting pots and learning about metamorphosis during Science Class.

As parent involvement in their children’s learning experience is
very essential through early years, Pre-K parents were invited
to a friendly soccer game, Parents Vs. Students as part of our
Balls Study.

Learning to read is about listening and understanding as well
as working out what is printed on the page. This helps children
to build their own vocabulary and improve their understanding
when they listen, which is vital as they start to read. KG class
had a special visit from the upper grades and joined forces to
make reading more fun and give our lower grades a great mentoring experience, both really enjoyed getting lost in the book
world with their new friends and looking forward for a 2nd visit, Thank You Upper Grade Students!

Flash News

We are proud of our Met U9 Boys who scored (13-0) at MBIS
grounds. The boys were cool, calm and collected in their win.
The bus was quiet in route to the match, they played video
games and asked, “Are we there yet?” Poised with a purpose
when taking the pitch, the win is proof of their passion for the
game. MBIS always a stellar host, pushed their limits, only giving up several goals in the last minutes of the match. The boys
displayed great chemistry and understanding by trying to build
in principles within the actual games. The greatest highlight really, was the respect the boys demonstrated towards MBIS by
cleaning up their bench after the game.

As part of our Pre-K curriculum students are learning about
family partnerships. Therefore we invited some parents who
volunteered and demonstrated cooking sessions that encouraged healthy eating habits. Students were very excited exploring, measuring, and mixing healthy homemade pizza and creating their own fruit salads. Great job to our young chefs!

As part of our clinic’s commitment to offering your child the
best care at Metropolitan School, we were excited to announce
the ‘Eye Check UP’ campaign powered by Baraka Optics. The

If you are eager to follow our daily activity updates and what’s
happening at Metropolitan School, follow the below links!
What are you waiting for? Follow us now!
Website: www.metropolitanschooleg.com http://metropolitanschooleg.com/en/
Facebook: @metropolitanschooleg https://www.facebook.
com/metropolitanschooleg/
Instagram: @metropolitanschooleg https://instagram.com/p/
BrAjjsZl9G6/
Twitter: @Metropolitan164 https://twitter.com/Metropolitan164/status/1068137088409837578
On another note, when you engage in using social media, it
goes a long way for you, your children and the school’s reputation, when you say positive things. There are certainly many
positives about being part of the Met family so many thanks to
those who use social media, like, Whatsapp and Facebook, in
more constructive ways.

Metropolitan School’s clinic was pleased to announce the vitamin D
test campaign that took place on the 10th and 12th of December 2018
for student, parents and Met Staff. The vitamin D test was powered by
Platinum labs – CMC.

Met Serve

As part of celebrating the giving season, our Early Childhood students
decorated toy bags with wonderful ornaments to donate an orphanage
as part of their learning about kindness and community service in their
Met Values classes.

Character Education

In December, students of Upper School have been reviewing the Pillars of Cooperation, Honesty and Kindness. Grades 3 to 7 have been
practicing compassion and understanding through teamwork and have
built a strong sense of integrity and cultural understanding. As we are
approaching the holidays the Met Values learners have been exploring
ways to be kind to each other and make our community a more respectful and loving environment.

Our Student Council assisted in selling cookies to staff members in
order to raise money for ESMA (Egyptian Society of Mercy for Animals). ESMA raises funds for the animals’ shelter where abandoned
dogs and cats as well as street animals are housed, fed and provided
medical care. This charity was in support for the Met values ‘community’ alignment. The students were able to raise 2000 EGP that will
help the cats and dogs of Egypt during the winter months.

International News Corner

Hornbill Festival| Nagaland, India (1st to 10th December)
Hornbill Festival is held at Naga Heritage Village, Kisama which is
about 12 km from Kohima. All the tribes of Nagaland take part in this
festival. The aim of the festival is to revive and protect the rich culture
of Nagaland and display its extravaganza and traditions. For visitors it
means a closer understanding of the people and culture of Nagaland,
and an opportunity to experience the food, songs, dances and customs
of Nagaland.

Students from KG1-Grade 2 learned about the different cultural backgrounds of other countries around the world and their unique monuments that everyone aspires to see and visit. During Met Values classes, students from KG1-Grade 2 learned about other cultures around the
world. KG1 have studied the Eiffel tower and where to go to visit it.
KG2 traveled using their pretend suitcases to Italy, France, Vermont,
Jamaica, England and Sri Lanka with the girl who wanted to make her
apple pie and see the world! Grade 1 worked with Indonesian, South
Korean, Malaysian and Thai cultures. They made Korean fans and
learned about the Buchaechum Korean folk dance. They made paper
dolls and Korean masks. Grade 2 worked on Chinese red lanterns, Thai
spirit houses, and Devali candles.

MetBiz

Egyptian Values

Metropolitan School is proud of its young entrepreneur Seif Rafik
Gouda in Grade 3 UCAL Berkley who started his new YouTube Educational Channel as a Tutor. We encourage you to subscribe to his
channel and support our young tutor via the below link. We are proud
of you Seif, keep going! https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5TsfwfBgL4hBhRgfmX1ZUg

During Arabic classes our students made different artwork related to
the Arabic curriculum under the title of! دولة اللغة العربية
Great work students.

Dates for your Diary
Tuesday, January 1st - Monday, January 7th, 2019
Winter Break

Tuesday, January 1st, 2019
New Year’s Holiday (School Closed)

Monday, January 7th, 2019
Coptic Christmas (School Closed)

Sunday, January 13th, 2019
CCA Round 2 Starts

Wednesday, January 23rd, 2019
End of Quarter 2

Thursday, January 24th, 2019
Teacher’s Preperation Day (Students’ Early Dismissal @11:00 am)

Quote of the Month:

“
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“Celebrate what you want to see more of.” - Tom Peters

Message from the Executive Director
A hearty HAPPY NEW YEAR 2019! May this year be remarkably
better than the last one! The students, teachers and you as parents
have restarted the engines of teaching and learning once again and
we are in full motion for the second half of our school year. Very,
very exciting!
We have almost completed the 2019-2020 school calendar and we
aim to publish it on our website in the near future. Stay tuned!
I was pleased to see Miss Tahany engage in community service
learning this past week where students visited a hospital for cancer
kids. I would like to remind parents to address any concerns in a
controlled, calm, respectful and polite manner.
This is how we teach our students to express themselves and we
do thank those parents who do this on a regular basis. Quote to live
by? “If you do not like something change it. If you can’t change
it, change the way you think about it.” Let’s be REASONABLE,
REALISTIC AND PRAGMATIC!
-Andrew Frezludeen

Message from the Upper School Principal
Recent scientific studies reveal that human brains are malleable and synapse
connections continue into our early 20’s when it was previously thought that our
brains were finished growing by age 6. This discovery has changed educational
practices and has given much insight into teaching and learning.
Happily, recent brain research has taught us that young children who undergo
negative experiences or childhood trauma are no longer considered “emotionally
or cognitively scarred for life”. Children and their brains are capable of recovering from negative and/or traumatic experiences and can learn resilience and
overcome early childhood obstacles because their brains are still growing, adapting
and making synapse connections.
A very pertinent insight that affects teaching and learning is that science confirms that brain variability is quite normal. It is normal for children in the same
grade to have varying degrees of cognitive skills. But while cognitive skill development is variable, science supports that we are capable of developing the same set of skills in the same order over time.
Another important insight taken from scientific brain research is that scientific studies support that better learning takes place when the
student-teacher relationship is strong. Hence the scientific study of brain development has much to offer to schools about differentiation of
instruction, curricula offerings and building close student-teacher relationships.
Scientists have tips based on scientific research for education. Schools must differentiate instruction and scaffold learning experiences. At
Metropolitan, all teachers use a differentiated approach to their teaching and scaffolding is used as one of our main teaching tools. Our curricula
are based on years of research done in the USA that aligns age-appropriateness with skill sets and standards. And last but not least, Metropolitan
provides a supportive, safe environment for learning and strives to build strong student-teacher relationships, priming our student’s brains to
acquire the complex cognitive skills needed to be successful at school and beyond. - Susan Eby

Message from the Lower School Principal:
Dear Lower School Parents,
Can you believe that we are already to the end of Quarter 2 and will soon be starting the second semester of school? This academic year is just
flying by, and I am so proud to see the progress that our Lower School students have been making. I would like to offer some important suggestions for helping your child to maximize his/her learning potential so that we can see even more growth in our amazing students:
- Be sure that your child is eating and drinking healthy things. Did you know that foods and drinks that are high in sugar (such as candy and
soda) can actually slow down your child’s ability to think, mentally organize, and remember information? Try to avoid (or at least significantly
minimize) these types of foods and drinks. Instead, insist upon healthier options for your child--e.g. fresh fruits and vegetables, nuts or seeds,
granola, water.
- Be sure that your child gets plenty of sleep at night. Lack of sufficient sleep has a negative impact on focus and memory and can inhibit proper
brain development. Research indicates that children at the age of our Lower School students need between 10-12 hours of sleep per night. Is your
child getting enough sleep to stimulate proper brain development?
- Be sure that your child is at school on time each day. Predictable routines are very important in the learning process, especially for young children. When your child arrives late to school, it disrupts his/her normal school routine, which has a negative impact on learning. Be sure to allow
enough time in the mornings to get ready and get out the door on time so that your child can arrive at school on time. It might be a good idea to
already have his/her bag packed and uniform laid out for the next day to
avoid delays in the mornings.
Be sure that your child spends time away from a screen-- phone,
tablet, TV, etc-- and engages in activities that stimulate his/her creativity,
imagination, and problem- solving. The more time your child spends
in front of a screen, the less he/she will be able to focus at school.
Encourage your child to be active, play outside, draw, paint, read, write
a creative story, build with blocks or Legos, etc. These types of activities stimulate brain development and strengthen children’s ability to
maintain focus.
- Be sure your child has the opportunity to try things independently. As
a parent myself, I know it can often be difficult to witness our children struggling to be able to do something. We too often want to “come to our
child’s rescue” and help (or even do it for him/her). But trying something independently, possibly failing, but then trying again is a great way for
your child to develop necessary skills of resilience and perseverance.
These are just a few examples of things that you can do to help your child maximize his/her learning potential. Happy learning! Looking forward
to a wonderful second half of the school year! - Lance Kershner

Met Corner

Parents Corner

Metropolitan teachers are committed to instilling a love of learning
within students with the aim of inspiring every student to reach their
full potential. Metropolitan teachers have strong academic backgrounds related to their field of specialization. We would like to thank
all our teachers and teaching assistants for creating an environment of
enthusiasm for learning. Without their hard work and cooperation we
will not be where we are today!

In KG1 Indigo, parents have been learning with their children.
Reinforcing the Met values through ‘cooperation’, parents have been
helping the children in developing certain skills (such as alphabet
formation and fine-motor development). The children enjoyed
spending time with their parents and it is has been an excellent way
to build up our parents-teacher and child triangle, thank you for your
wonderful cooperation Met parents!

Flash News

All aboard!!! Full Steam ahead to the North Pole! Our students in Early
Childhood enjoyed a fun, cozy day at Met. In anticipation of their trip
to the North Pole, the young learners came to school in their favorite
pajamas and enjoyed some warm hot chocolate on their trip. It was an
exciting trip for everyone indeed!

KG2 Aqua learned a new digraph (the ‘Sh’ sound) during their skills
blocks lesson. They went on a sounds hunt in the classroom and enjoyed the shark song while making the ‘sh’- hats. Additionally, the
young learners had lots of fun to practice the ‘sh’ sound in writing,
play-dough as well as puzzle building activities.

As part of our ongoing efforts to provide quality services for our parents and staff, and in support of the governmental initiative to fight
Virus C, Metropolitan School’s Clinic was pleased to host a medical
team from the ministry of health to conduct the Virus C test to its’ parents, staff members and their families. The medical team was in school
for 2 consecutive days to run the tests. A huge turn over from parents
showed up along with their families to grab this opportunity.

Metropolitan School proudly celebrates the success of all students
who excel not only in academics but in extracurricular activities as
well! We would like you to join us in congratulating our Met young
champions Malek Hassan in Gr.3 Washington who received a gold
medal after 3 rounds in a Judo competition between Platinum and Heliopolis clubs. Anas Elnaggar in Grade 6 Harvard won with his team,
the silver medal in a recent Handball tournament. Met is always proud
of its young champs.

Metropolitan school competed against MES in a swimming
tournament at our premises. We are proud of our students who won
during the competition.

Our Grade 3 students are always keen to attend their Science class.
They recently explored the frog’s life cycle and it was an interesting
experience for them as always.

Met Serve

International News Corner

Toka Ebisu Festival, Japan. (8th till 12th of January)
The first major festival of the year in Kyoto is Toka Ebisu. “Toka”
means the tenth day, and Ebisu is the god of good fortune and prosperity. Though centered on the 10th of January, this festival actually lasts
for five days from the 8th until the 12th. During this time thousands of
visitors crowd into Ebisu Shrine to conduct a simple ritual of prayer
for ongoing success in their work and business.
In our continuous efforts to promote Met Community Service values,
our Arabic department organized a visit to the 57357 Hospital. Students in grade 6 made a fund raiser and collected money to donate to
the Hospital along with various gifts for the children. During their visit, students took a tour around the hospital and attended sessions about
the ‘5 Main Reasons for Cancer’ and ‘Cancer Prevention’. The visit
was a great experience for them to share valuable moments of bringing
happiness to children who need it and an opportunity to feel thankful
for everything they have.

Egyptian Values

MetBiz

As part of celebrating the Police Day, students presented important
facts and expressed everyday accomplishments and efforts of our policemen. A special presentation by two of our parents, Colonel Doctor
Walaa Mostafa who spoke about the police’s daily duties and Colonel
Doctor Mohammed El Naggar joined the early childhood classes and
spoke about policemen’s duties and spoke about loyalty to our country, Egypt. Many thanks to our Arabic department for organizing the
activities.

Dates for your Diary
Grades 3 to 7 inaugurated the year by starting their Met Entrepreneurship classes. Grades 3, 4 & 5 are enabling their entrepreneurial mindset by challenging their creative thinking, redesigning products and
presenting their ideas to their teams. Grades 6 & 7, in January, have
been redefining Ethical Entrepreneurship and are mapping cases of
Social Entrepreneurship that had an impact either locally or globally.
All classes are evaluating the importance of failure and perseverance
in Entrepreneurship which are important aspects to the growth of our
students’ mindset. Stay tuned for the upcoming projects that are on the
making by these brilliant young entrepreneurs!

Monday, February 4th, 2019
Report Cards Live on Rediker
Thursday, February 7th, 2019
Student Led Conference Day (SLC)
Thursday, February 14th, 2019 (8:30-9:30 am)
Met Leadership Coffee Morning (RSVP)
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“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world..” - Nelson Mandela

Message from the Executive Director
I would like to highlight our most recent Coffee Morning with a group of parents.
I wish to highly commend the parents for being articulate, calm, patient and for listening to the leadership team. WE had a great 2 way CONVERSATION about our
school culture and much needed structural enhancements in this school year. Parents
noted the positive changes! The parents were able to list 25+ extremely wonderful things that they think are POSITIVE about our school and highlighted how
proud they are to be part of the Met family.

WE all shared concerns about some parents who post negative comments on the “Whatsapp groups” or other social media instead of seeking
to speak with the appropriate person, in the school, in order to solve problems. These negative comments, from negative parents, destroy the
reputation of the school and will not promote a positive image for your kids. WE would urge parents to avoid gossip, avoid posting incorrect
information and to be respectful to the school when communicating on social media forums. It seems obvious that POSITIVE COMMENTS on
social media will BOOST THE IMAGE OF THE SCHOOL, and universities will take note of that. As parents, do you want the universities and
the larger community to say great things about Met, which benefit your kids? If so, we urge you to post your positive thoughts on social media.
Turn off the flames of negativity and turn on the lights of positivity! This is great for your kids and the school and for their future. Please, please,
model the Pillars of Character, in partnership with the school so that we can shape wonderful young students into amazing young adults.

Many new parents that we interview state that they are interested in our school because of so many great things that they hear. Fantastic! We need
to see more of these great things on social media forums. My staff and I are very proud about our achievements as educators and even more proud
of the achievement of our students. As the Director, I am very proud of our great staff, great students and of the positive parents.
I leave you with this quote to ponder with yourselves and with your kids and to remember to use and model our Pillars of Character...
- Andrew Frezludeen

Mahatma Gandhi:
“Your beliefs become your thoughts,
Your thoughts become your words,
Your words become your actions,
Your actions become your habits,
Your habits become your values,
Your values become your destiny.”

Message from the Lower School Principal
The Importance of Reading to Your Child
Did you know that research has shown time and time again that children who have many opportunities to listen to stories being read to them
demonstrate a higher proficiency in their independent reading? At school, children are read to quite often, but you can help to support this at
home as well.
When you read aloud to your child...
• You help to instill in him/her a love of books. Your child will see reading
as a fun and enjoyable activity rather than a chore that must be completed.
We want reading for fun and learning to become a lifelong pursuit for our
children.
• You help your child learn important concepts about print. For young
“pre-readers”, listening to you read to them can help them to learn such concepts as-- tracking text from left to right (or right to left when reading Arabic),
text conveys meaning, pictures can also help to convey meaning and support
the text, letters make sounds and those sounds work together to form words,
basic punctuation and its meaning, etc.
• You help your child to build comprehension skills. Reading is much more
than just saying words on a page. It is extremely important that the reader
understand what has been read. Asking your child questions about the story
before, during, and after reading can help develop these comprehension skills.
It is important to include open-ended questions to allow your child the opportunity to think more deeply.
• You help your child to build a larger and more sophisticated vocabulary.
Reading aloud to children allows them to learn bigger, more sophisticated words and language in context, which deepens their learning.
• You help your child develop reading fluency. As children start to become more independent readers, they can read along with you sometimes
when you are reading aloud to them. Trying to read “in chorus” with a more experienced, fluent reader helps children build fluency and expression with their reading. Stronger fluency and expression are also linked to deeper comprehension.

Message from the Upper School Principal
“Think Positively!”
This is good advice given by self-help gurus, psychologists, psychiatrists and counselors alike. However, human nature does not always allow/
permit us to do so. Although the power of positivity is remarkable, we all have moments of negative thinking that can lead to cognitive distortions. These cognitive distortions have the potential to plunge us into bouts of depression so must not be ignored. Below are a few cognitive
exercises to help alleviate persistent self-negativity that can ultimately lead to cognitive distortions.
1) Take a moment to examine the evidence. Suppose you feel you never do
anything right. Make a list of the many things you have done correctly/successfully.
2) Change your semantic approach. Use language that is less emotionally loaded.
Instead of “I am an idiot” think, “What I just did was not the best choice I have
ever made”.
3) Don’t have double standards. Instead of putting yourself down in a harsh or
hurtful way, speak to yourself compassionately as you would to a friend who has
faltered or is in distress.
4) Stop labeling yourself. You are not a “fool” or a “loser”. You are a human who
behaved badly. Your action may have been foolish but you are not a fool..
5) Use the Cost-Benefit Analysis Method. What is the advantage of getting
angry if your plane is late? How do negative thoughts such as, “No matter what I
try, I always fail” benefit any situation? How do negative behavior patterns like overeating or lying in bed all day when you are depressed, help
life progress?
In conclusion, “Think Positively!” but when life throws you a curveball, I encourage you to write down your negative thoughts so you can
choose one of these methods to help alleviate any cognitive distortions that may arise. - Susan Eby

Met Corner

Character Education

Metropolitan school staff members competed against MES and Al
Hayah Schools in a volleyball tournament. We are proud of our Met
team who won against MES during the competition.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all parents who attended our Met Leadership Parents’ Coffee Morning. The session’s aim
is to share positives at Met and hear what parents would like to see at
school. The session was full of positive energy that vibrated across the
room. Parents shared their positive comments about their experience
and how happy their children are. It was indeed a very constructive
morning and we are pleased to see how
proud our parents are of being part of the Met family.
Our first PTA meeting was held last month. We thank the
committee for attending & looking forward to next meeting.

Flash News

A microscope is a device that magnifies tiny objects, Grade 4 got the
chance to see how images are magnified under the microscope, which
encourages their curiosity. They were checking the water and food
transport systems inside a plant’s stem.

Grades 6 and 7 students making a portrait project by using their own
pictures to draw themselves.

Metropolitan Pre-K, KG1 and KG2 students were fast- forwarded in
time and in age! The children had the chance to celebrate their 100th
day in school by dressing up as 100 year olds. Thank you parents and
well done on the creativity of their costumes.

Gr.4 students are learning alto saxophone and clarinet band instruments in the band CCA by Ms. Lindsay.

Flash News

Our 2nd grade students carefully created detailed illustrations for each
part of the narrative they wrote for their Unit 3 Assessment. Students
wrote, revised, and illustrated their own narratives from the perspective of a paleontologist who has just discovered a fossil. Students sang
& performed handmade fossils & orally presented their books to visitors at their Celebration of Learning.
During student-led conferences, the student and parents jointly participate in the reporting process. Parents typically listen to their child’s
report about the progress that has been made. Work samples are used
to illustrate growth and connect work with standards and expectations.
SLC’s spotlight the important person in the process, the student. They
improve parent involvement and bring students to the point where they
ask themselves, “How can
I make my work better?”

Metropolitan School proudly celebrates the success of all students
who excel not only in academics but in extracurricular activities as
well! We would like you to join us in congratulating our Met young
champion Hana Tarek Sokkar in Gr.1 Univ. of Chicago who received
a gold medal in the Republican Gymnastics Championship under 8
by representing Heliopolis Clubs. Met is always proud of its young
champs.

The Grade 3 performance task gave students a chance to generate different pieces of writing. Throughout the module, they authored their
own Freaky Frog book. This book was written as a first person (frog)
narrative, that they shared with their parents. For the performance task,
students created their trading card and compiled all of their writing
from the module into a book with a front cover and table of contents,
and glossary. The different writing pieces students wrote this module
were:
• Pourquoi narrative written in Unit 1 to engage readers in the unique
adaptations of frogs • Informational writing from Unit 2 to educate
readers about frogs in general • Three-paragraph informational writing from Unit 3 to amaze readers with the unique, sometimes freaky,
adaptations of frogs.

During Oil Painting CCA, Students understood the basics of Oil
Painting, gained knowledge about the basic equipment needed for Oil
Painting, learn the method of painting, learned a simple painting exercise to understand values, and learned how to use a brush for different
painting effects.

Flash News

KG2 students had their performance task today in the form of an assembly. They showed off everything they learned about their ELA
topic ‘Weather Wonders’. Each class had a chance to go on stage and
confidently share weather facts about the sun, rain, clouds and thunder. Students sang songs related to the weather. Parents were able to
stay a few minutes after the show to check out their children’s art work
and writing pieces related to the topic.

KG1 Lime had a very special visitor come into our class to help us
prepare a tasty (and very healthy) treat! One of our very own parents,
Ms Tawfik, came in and helped us prepare a salad using a wide array of
kitchen tools. Throughout the week we had been learning about levers
and how they are simple machines that help us do many jobs and that
many kitchen tools are levers. We had a blast making and especially
eating our tasty creation and learning about simple machines in the
kitchen!

KG1 students’ trip to Vero restaurant complimented the current study
‘Simple Machines’ as they had the chance to use and explore simple
machines within a kitchen. Such machines/tools were rollers (to roll
out the dough), small bowls and cups (to hold the ingredients), and they
even got to see the pizza paddle that lifted the pizza into the oven! The
chef then cut the pizza with a pizza slicer (simple machine) and then
the pizza was served up to eat. Yum! Trips are a great source of learning outside the school grounds, enriching the children’s experiences.

Both Gr.7 Caltech & NYU students presented their Module 2B Performance Task to grade 6 students in the form of a 4-minute rotation
gallery walk in the middle school building. It was centered on analyzing and criticizing gender stereotypical advertisements (modern &
vintage), bringing awareness to the ways in which we can challenge
the definitions of masculine and feminine as a society. The students’
ad analysis presentation included the following 6 components: the ad
background, target audience, persuasive techniques, gender roles analysis, reported research on the topic of stereotypical advertisements, &
suggestions for how the advertisement should be redesigned to remove
gender stereotypes. Well-done Gr. 7!

During Art class, PreK began a new project making paper balls which
they will use to create a colorful mosaic. This activity will improve the
student’s fine motor skills and emphasize their color recognition and
precision with tearing and pasting. Great job PreK!

Grade 4 concluded Module 2 with a performance task in the Grade
3 classrooms. For the last 6 weeks, Grade 4 has been researching the
defense mechanisms of a range of animals using online sources and
traditional hard copies. They then wrote essays about the animals and
turned all of that non-fiction work into some really unique stories. Instead of writing a traditional narrative with a beginning, middle and
end, they created a ‘Choose-your-own-adventure’ style story, where
the introduction led to several possible endings. It was great fun for the
younger class to choose alternate endings and to see excellent examples of the caliber of writing they will be doing next year.

Character Education

On February 4, 2019, select Met staff, and students from grades 6 and
7 participated in the “3Bs” workshop. Met also welcomed Hayah and
African Hope to the event. In total, 121 people were in attendance. All
participants were given the opportunity to participate in 30 different
activities, talks and games. The main goal was to demonstrate the possibility of connection through the celebration of diversity, truth and
full expression. Participants were able to understand one another in a
new way, creating inspiration to treat others with respect, responsibility and to act safe.

Met continues our campaign to build a community filled with respect,
responsibility and safety! By acknowledging students who make the
best choices, we are able to support students in learning healthy character traits. One approach we use to encourage positive behavior is
to acknowledge students with golden tickets. They can earn these for
displaying expected school wide behaviors. Every month, we open
the Met Market for three lunch periods, and students can spend tickets
they’ve earned on a variety of Met branded merchandise, as well as
school supplies.

KG1 were working on Friendship Flowers in relation to what they
have been learning in Met Values classes about Friendship and Cooperation.

KG2 Celebrating Valentine’s day, doing centers “love time rhymes”.
Some made love letters and others made hand printed flowers for Valentine’s Day.

International News Corner

Egyptian Values

Venice, Italy: Carnival (February 16th - March 5th, 2019)
The Venice Festival started in the year 1162 and it became official in
the Renaissance period. During the 17th century, the baroque carnival was a way to save the glorious image of Venice worldwide. However, under the rule of the King of Austria, the Venice Carnival was
outlawed completely and the use of masks became strictly forbidden
during that time. After a long absence (more than 180 years), the Carnival of Venice returned in 1979 when the Italian government decided to
bring back the history and culture of Venice by allowing and officially
recognizing this traditional Carnival.

As part of our commitment to offering our students a broad and balanced curriculum, as well as to enhance their Egyptian identity, Metropolitan School arranged a trip to Saqqara & Imhotep Museum located
in Sakkara for our Grade 4 students. During the trip, students took a
tour around the museum of the great architect & warrior, Imhotep and
learnt about the oldest Pyramid-shape in ancient times. They also visited the mastaba-style tombs and knew about the quotidian life of the
ancient Egyptians.

Met Serve

MetBiz

Early Childhood students participated in a toy donation project.
Students brought toys from home that they no longer used plus
recycled bags in which they wrapped the toys and decorated
during their Met Values classes. The gifts were delivered to Al Sondos
Foundation for special needs Orphanage. Seeing the beautiful smiles
on the orphans’ faces was truly magical. This was an opportunity for
our young learners to understand how we can turn something that we
do not use into a treasure that brings joy to those who are less fortunate
than us. That’s how Met pursues its Vision to make a difference and
positive impact in our community.

Metropolitan School is hosting its annual Entrepreneurship Week
from the 24th till 28th of March, 2019. Students will have the
opportunity to present their companies, sell products, provide services
and get inspired by Egyptian entrepreneurs. Money collected by this
initiative will be donated to causes that our students believe in, as part
of our Met Serve mission. During entrepreneurship classes, Students
have been brainstorming ideas and designing their brand, enabling
their entrepreneurial mindset by challenging their creative thinking
and redesigning products. Stay tuned for the upcoming projects that
are on the making by these brilliant young entrepreneurs!

Parents’ Positive Reviews about Met
-Cozy/ friendly School

-Leadership team are certified with principalship/ Masters in

-Very qualified Staff

Education

-Certified teachers from the MOE

-Board of Trustee has over 60 years of experience in Private

-Implementing Curriculum in a very interesting and

Education.

professional way

-Character education

-Overcame last year’s issues

-Mission

-Open Door Policy

-Teaching French as a 3rd language starting KG1

-Several ways of communication

-Strategic planning

-Only school offering free CCA (numerous activities

-Stability

& new languages)

-Our standards are the same as of the USA

-Leadership listen to parents

-HaveaPRE
-AFL classes with a qualified and certified AFL Teacher

Dates for your Diary
Sunday, March 3, 2019 CCA Round 3 starts

Tuesday, March 12, 2019 Sports Day (Pre-K - Gr. 4)

Sunday, March 3, 2019 - Thursday, March 7, 2019
Literacy Week

Wednesday, March 13, 2019
Sports Day (Gr. 5 – Gr. 7)

Monday, March 4, 2019 (8:30-9:30am) RSVP’s
Parents’ Workshop #2 - Cyberbullying

Thursday, March 21, 2019
Gr. 6& 7 Academic Writing Competition

March 24, 2019 - Thursday, March 28, 2019
Entrepreneurship Week
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“Mama was my greatest teacher, a teacher of compassion, love and fearlessness.” - Stevie Wonder

Message from the Executive Director:
Many wonderful and enriching activities have taken place during the
past several weeks: SLC’s and Progress Reports, Leadership Coffee
Morning #2, French Day, Assemblies, Literacy Week, more CCA’s, a
parent workshop on cyber safety and our Sports Days. Most recently,
an Entrepreneurship Week was celebrated, where students displayed
innovative and mind tingling ideas! All of these activities enhance
learning both inside and outside of the classroom and create a positive
school cultural experience. Soon, we will celebrate Kindness Week
so stay tuned for details. Kindness Week will be fun for our students
and also reinforce one of our Pillars of Character. (I hope you have
had a chance to view our 2019-2020 School Calendar already
published on our website so you can engage in some advanced planning.)
- Andrew Frezludeen
Quote: “What wisdom can you find that is greater than KINDNESS?” - Jean Jacques

Message from the Lower School Principal:
It’s Great to be Bored
Greetings, Lower School parents! This month I would like to talk a bit about boredom. Do your children ever say to you, “Mommy/Daddy, I’m
bored? I don’t have anything to do.”? If so, great! Boredom can be a wonderful thing for children (and adults, too). What do I mean by this? Please
allow me to explain.
It is very common for children today to have almost every
minute of their day planned out for them. Even on the weekends, activities such as sports,
tutoring, and play dates are often scheduled to the hour and minute for children. While it is
important for children to be active, and organized sports and other extra-curricular activities
can be a great opportunity for this, how much time do your children have throughout the
week that is just open and unplanned? Do your children have enough free time throughout
the week that they often say to you, “I’m bored, and I don’t have anything to do.” If this is
the case, then your children have a wonderfully rich opportunity to develop creativity and
engaged thinking skills. When your children come to you and say, “I’m bored”, there are a
few ways to respond to this. You can turn on the TV for them or give them an iPad or phone
to occupy their time. Or you can reply, “It’s great that you’re bored! Find something fun
and creative to do.” The latter response opens the door for your children to develop engaged thinking, organization, and creativity skills. First,
when your children do not have something planned for them, they are the ones who must do the planning themselves. Your children must ask
themselves, “What creative activity will I do? How will this be accomplished? What materials do I need for this activity?” This type of independent planning strengthens those ever important skills of engaged thinking and organization. Also, when your children must independently
come up with their ownactivitiestoengageandoccupytheirtime,thereisnolimittowheretheirimaginationwilllead. Asanexample,when my youngest
daughter told me a few days ago that she was bored, I told her that she would need to find her own creative way to entertain herself. She found
a large, empty cardboard box that I had set aside, and she turned it into a ‘magic car’, which she used for her and many of her stuffed animals to
explore magical lands and have amazing adventures. So when your children say to you, ‘I’m bored’, think about how you will respond. Instead
of putting a screen in front of them or planning/scheduling something to occupy all this ‘free time’, I encourage you to see this boredom as a
wonderful opportunity that can be used for developing important cognitive skills and creativity. It truly is great to be bored! - Lance Kershner

Message from the Upper School Principal:
“What is tolerance? It is a necessary consequence of humanity. We are all fallible, let us then pardon each other’s follies. This is the first principle
of natural right.” - Voltaire,
One of our Met Character Pillars is “tolerance”. Tolerance is an
unbiased, objective, open-minded attitude toward those whose belief systems differ from our own. Tolerance embodies the “Golden
Rule” as it allows humans to treat others as they would want to be
treated. The practical side of tolerance allows for the peaceful
functioning of society. Acceptance is the acknowledgement of a
circumstance/ person/ belief system without any attempt to alter,
protest or remove one’s self from it. If tolerance is akin to “I can
live with X’s belief system”, acceptance is akin to “X’s belief system is OK”. One can tolerate X without accepting X. One cannot accept
X without tolerating X. Both tolerance and acceptance are true, but
different virtues.
Understanding is a psychological process related to a circumstance/
person/ belief system whereby one is able to think about the circumstance/ person/ belief system and use conception and perception to deal
resolutely with the circumstance/ person/ belief system. Tolerance and understanding go hand in hand if used in the spirit of a peaceful and “tolerant” society. If one understands a belief system, it’s roots, history and social ramifications; one can be truly intellectually tolerant. The beauty
of tolerance is that one does not have to “accept” the nuances of the aforementioned belief system. “X’s belief system is not OK” is perfectly
acceptable. But even though one does not “accept” X’s belief system, one can take pains to understand and ultimately become tolerant of the
belief system of X. Tolerance is an attractive and enticing virtue that is enhanced by understanding. Tolerance is a relevant factor for “getting
along” in our diverse world, where understanding is essential for social and behavioral advancement.
- Susan Eby

Met Corner

Metropolitan teachers are committed to instilling a love of
learning within students with the aim of inspiring every student to
reach their full potential. Not only academically but their willingness to
actively support and be involved in co-curricular activities as well is so
evident on a daily basis. We would like to thank all teachers and teacher
assistants in supporting our students during their engagingly fun Sports
Days at Met, it wouldn’t have been a success without their continuous
encouragement and sincere support!

Parents Corner

We would like to take this opportunityparents who attended our
Parents’ Workshop about ‘Cyber Bullying’. The session was
conducted by Mr. Hardman our ICT teacher at Met who presented
information about the definition of Cyberbullying, the differences
between cyberbullying and traditional bulling as well as types of
cyberbullying, the impact and warning signs. At the end tips were
also given on how to respond if parents notice their child is a victim
of cyberbullying or is a cyberbully.

Flash News

Thursday, the 21st of February, was a day full of joyful smiles,
enthusiastic spirits and many colorful clothes bleu/blanc/rouge,
berets and large moustaches. French Day started with the KG2 learners
sharing a few fantastic French songs during their morning line. At 9:00
am, we were delighted by the warm smiles of the parent volunteers
who ran our first bake sale and provided face painting for students and
staff. The day concluded with an assembly by KG1 students who sang
songs and performed a play based on “The Very Hungry Caterpillar”
by Eric Carle. A special MERCI to all parents for donating baked
goods and our parent volunteers who supported this successful day!

As part of our school’s Literacy Week, Met organized its annual
Book Fair for students to explore new books and editions exhibited by
distinguished book stores. This was an opportunity to bring new
concepts, designs and ideas to enhance our student’s imaginations.
Pre-K to Grade 3 parents were also invited to join the Book Fair and
attend with their children to browse multiple selections and support
in choosing books to enhance their children’s literacy development.
During the week, mystery visitors from Met staff and parents surprised
our young learners by visiting the classes and reading fun books for
the children.

Grades 2 and 3 had fun exploring and making pots while using
clay. They first learned the basics of making forms and shapes and
subsequently painted their creations. Finally, they planted the pots
with seeds to care for their own piece of art.

Met’s Girls Soccer Team maintained their 100% win record
throughout the school semester, defeating Hayah 2-0. Two goals from
Rodaina Lasheen sealed a hardworking and disciplined win for the
girls, as they look to build momentum going into future tournaments.

Met Annual Sports Days were full of fun and athletic achievements!
Students rotated through a variety of game stations and competed
in a friendly and safe environment. Thank you to our enthusiastic
teachers and admin staff for supporting the P.E. Department with all the
activities and stations and making Sports Day an unforgettable
experience for all.

Grade 4 students learning the digestive system in science.

Flash News

Met’s U11 Boys Soccer Team showed great resiliency and teamwork,
defeating Hayah 3-1 this month. Goals from Aly Nasr, Omar Nasr and
Mohamed Mansour sealed a hard-fought win over a very strong and
talented Hayah side, in a game with lots of fast-paced action and moments of excitement. Well done boys!

Dr. Seuss was a strong proponent & supporter of Literacy.
His Birthday fell on March 2nd and therefore we decided to
celebrate his birthday on the last day of Literacy Week! The day
started in a celebratory mood where Metropolitan students participated in a
parade around campus. They came to school dressed up as their
favorite characters from books and had a blast guessing who everyone
was. It was great to see all the fun literacy costumes and characters
come to life, and a creative way to learn about books students may not
have been exposed to before!

Grade3 students exploring fossils during their Science class.

Metropolitan School proudly celebrates the success of all students
who excel not only in academics but in extracurricular activities as
well! We would like you to join us in congratulating our youngest Met
tennis player Youssef Omar Heiba in KG1 Orange who was
recognized by the Heliopolis Club being the youngest tennis player
who has been playing since he was two and a half years old. Met is
always proud of its young achievers and their perseverance to succeed
from an early age!

During March, Metropolitan boys and girls competed against Al
Hayah School in swimming competitions that where hosted at our
school’s campus. We are proud of our champions who won medals
across different swimming styles. Free Style: 1st Place: Nouh Zaki,
Nour Rizk, Maya Badr and Salma Ramadan. 2nd Place:
Adam Soliman and Nour Eid. 3rd Place: Youssef Ahmed, Nour Hany
and Salma Mahmoud. Back Stroke: 1st Place: Nour Rizk. 2nd Place:
Nouh Zaki, Adam Soliman, Nour Eid and Salma Ramadan. 3rd Place:
Muhab Sherif, Christopher Tamer and Nour Hany. Breast Stroke: 1st
Place: Nour Hany. 2nd Place: Nouh Zaki, Maya Badr and Nour Rizk.
3rd Place: Youssef Ahmed, Nour Eid and Salma Mahmoud. Butterfly:
2nd Place: Salma Ramadan and Nouh Zaki. 3rd Place: Adam Soliman.
We are proud of our winners!

International News Corner

Moomba Water fest, Melbourne-Australia (March 8-11th)
Moomba is Australia’s largest free community festival. Steeped in
tradition, but young at heart, the festival is entering its 65th year in
2019. It takes place on the iconic Yarra River at Birrarung Marr and
Alexandra Gardens in Melbourne. It’s a cultural festival at heart and
showcases a variety of unique events focusing on food, music, sports,
arts and culture, family fun, performance, and anything in between.

MetBiz

Met Serve

We THANK you for donating baked goods and sending 50EGP
with your child to purchase from the French Day bake sale. We
raised 13,760،75EGP. The money raised has been donated to Nile
River School. NRS is a charitable kindergarten and children’s center
in a small village near Al Ayat, Giza district in Egypt. The school’s
project is an open educational activity center for small children in the
mornings and for children up to the age of 15 in the afternoon.
Together we will be helping improve the education & learning
environment of these children by providing: learning supplies, paint
for the school, soap, tissues, wipes, rugs, etc. Thank you all for helping
make a difference in our society.

Egyptian Values

Entrepreneurship Week is a Met initiative that hopes to foster a
spirit of cooperation and enable students to practice the soft skills they
developed during their Met Values & Entrepreneurship
classes. Part of our school’s vision is to educate with the philosophy of
building the next generation of global entrepreneurs, by encouraging
the spirit of ethical entrepreneurship. During the week students got to
showcase their products and sell them during recess time. Great job young
entrepreneurs!

Re-enforcing our student’s Egyptian values and identity, second
grade students visited the National Museum of Egyptian Civilization
in March where they had the opportunity to become familiar with
Egyptian civilization through observing photographic images, oil
paintings, manuscripts and monuments. The visit was an extension for
preparations for the Egypt Day show.

Character Education
KG1 have been learning about Bullying and why it is unacceptable behavior.
The children have been learning the signs of bullying and techniques of what to do if
they feel or witness bullying. We advise all parents to speak to their child about bullying.
As a community we will move forward to ensure children are happy and safe in and
outside of school.

Parents’ Positive Reviews about Met
- I love Metropolitan, everything is organized, staff so friendly. For us
its second home. Thank you for your support.

- I am happy and thankful for your help and support. All things are perfect
and we are so proud to be here at Metropolitan, thank you so much.

-You guys are doing a great job! Thank you so much for everything.

- I love Metropolitan, everything is amazing. Thank you for everything.

- It is a great idea to allow us to go through what the children learn in
details. Also teaching our kids to develop their presentation skills are
awesome. Keep it up, this is how we grow character’s minds.

- Everybody is helpful and efficient. I love the school. It feels like
home and also Met Values is great.
- Discipline team keeps the balance of respect and love with the kids.

- Everything is more than perfect. We love you guys.
- Good job Met! All teachers are helpful and good listeners. Thank you.
- The SLC initiative is a very good one for the students and the parents,
please keep it up.

- We appreciate school efforts to improve its education and our kid’s
future.
- Amazing CCA and ASC service.
- The school has a system and an ongoing flow of events.

Dates for your Diary
Sunday, March 31st, 2019 - Thursday, April 4th, 2019 Kindness Week
(Gr. 1-7)

Wednesday, April 17th, 2019
Science Fair

Wednesday, April 3rd, 2019
Quarter 3 Ends

Wednesday, April 17th, 2019
CCA Round 3 Ends

Thursday, April 4th, 2019
Teachers’ Prep Day (Early Dismissal @11 am)

Thursday, April 18th, 201
Parent Teacher Conference (PTC)

Friday, April 5th, 2019
Together We Unite’ Orphans Day @ Met

Sunday, April 21st, 2019 - Thursday, May 2nd, 2019 Spring Break

Sunday, April 7th, 2019 - Thursday, April 11th, 2019
Egypt Week

Thursday, April 25th, 2019
Sinai Liberation Day/ Maundy Day - School Closed

Thursday, April 11th, 2019
Egypt Day

Sunday, April 28th, 2019 Coptic Easter - School Closed

Monday, April 15th, 2019
Report Cards Live on Rediker

Monday, April 29th, 2019 Sham El Nessim - School Closed

Monday, April 15th, 2019 - Thursday, April 17th, 2019
Science Week

Tuesday, April 30th, 2019 - Wednesday May 1st, 2019 Labor Day School Closed
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“Every good citizen adds to the strength of a nation.” - Gordon B Hinckley

Message from the Executive Director
I hope you enjoyed our Egypt Day celebration! It was certainly an enjoyable
experience and the students performed jubilantly with excellence. The
Science Fair was informative and inspiring for our young learners. I wonder
how many of them will become transformational scientists one day, which
will add to the already rich Egyptian culture?
Academics: Quarter 3 has come to an end and we hope that students will keep
on working with diligence for the remaining weeks of the school year. As
parents, you need to think about summer reading and math practice. There
are just 7 weeks to end of the school year and it is hard to believe that this
school year is almost over. Our students need to LEARN HOW TO LEARN,
UNLEARN AND RELEARN, for the future.
Structure and Focus: Once again, a reminder about reinforcing our policies, pillars of character and procedures. The school is growing and
getting larger with more students, therefore rules and structure have been introduced to support this growth. Every organization that functions
with efficiency and that grows in a healthy manner, requires order and structure. My entire team and I wish to really thank multiple parents who
agree and support the transformational changes and can see the healthy vision.
Strategic Vision: We are working on a strategic plan for the school to span about the next 5 years of growth, both academically and in terms of
infrastructure. Our newly purchased 3D printer is now in the school and we are excited about it! These are very exciting times and Met is and will
continue to be a top school, as it grows forward. We are planning to have a virtual reality space in the school as well soon, so stay tuned! Thanks
parents for being supportive as the school transforms. - Andrew Frezludeen

Message from the Upper School Principal
Greetings from the Upper School!
I normally write about my passion, which is psychological theory, but wanted to detour from psychology until after the Spring
Message from the Lower School Principal:
Break to celebrate a few of the glorious happenings that have taken place in the Upper School over the course of the past few weeks. I 100%
must begin with the triumph that was Egypt Day. Ms. Tahany and her Arabic team did a phenomenal job in planning and preparing the Grade 5,
Grade 6 and Grade 7 students for the extravaganza in the big gym on Thursday. They also spent a great deal of time and effort with the Grade 3
and Grade 4 students (and the Lower School too) in planning and preparing the songs and mini-shows performed that morning. Never was I more
proud to be an administrator at Metropolitan School and a semi- permanent guest in this wonderful country. The students were fabulous. You
could feel the pride emanate from them as they performed, sang, danced and thoroughly enjoyed themselves! Ms. Hedi, her administrative team,
Dr. Yasmin and Ms. Samiha ensured that not only the show, but the festivities before and after the show were perfect. A perfect triumph! Grade
6 and 7 students spent 4 days at a retreat in Hurghada and are still buzzing about what a good time they had. I hope that Upper School students
take full advantage of the retreats, field trips and excursions offered next school year.
The Science Fair is scheduled for Grade 5, Grade 6 and Grade 7 for Wednesday, 17 April
2019. I have been asked to be a judge and am looking forward to seeing the projects
and listening to our students explain the science involved in their projects. Mr. Jacob is
providing some exciting Science Challenges after the judging concludes where students
will learn even more about science and have the opportunity to “play” while doing it!
Kindness Week taught us that a little kindness goes a long way! It was fun to see students
dressed up and actively participating in Kindness Week according to the remit. I will
sign off now wishing you a peaceful, enjoyable, restful and safe Spring Break. Yours
sincerely - Susan Ebyt

Message from the Lower School Principal:
Dear Lower School Parents,
Can you believe that we are already in our final quarter of the academic year? The year is flying by! During the two-week Spring Break- whether
your family is staying in Egypt or traveling abroad--we certainly want everyone to have ample time to relax and play, play, play, play. In addition, here are some suggestions to keep your child’s creativity and learning active throughout the break. These suggestions were sent prior to
Winter Break but it is always good to have a reminder of fun activities that can keep your child engaged and promote his/her learning.
- Minimize screen time as much as possible. Instead look for other ways to keep your child engaged.
- Read, read, read! Long car rides or long flights are a great opportunity to read with your child and also have him/her bring some books in which
he/she can engage independently.
- What fun ways can you and your child think of to practice the class high
frequency words? Here are just a few suggestions:
- Write some of the words on the bathroom mirror using a dry erase marker.
Then while your child is brushing his/her teeth, call out the words to your
child in random order and see if your child can point to the correct words.
- Play “Stomp”. Write some of the high frequency words on index cards
and scatter them about on the floor. Call out the words in random order
and see how quickly your child can “stomp” on the correct word.
- Have your child use play dough to build the high frequency words or
write them in artistic ways using colorful markers.
- Some of the games and activities suggested above can also be great ways to practice fluency with addition and subtraction math facts.
- Practice some creative thinking by playing “Build a Story”. This game can be played with only two people but it gets really fun with a larger
group. One person starts a story by saying only one phrase. That person can start the story in any way he/she chooses but can only say the first
sentence of the story. The next person builds onto the story by saying another sentence. Then the next person adds the next sentence of the story,
etc. You get the idea. This is a great way to encourage creative thinking in your child. Often the person before you says something unexpected
so you have to think quickly and creatively to add the next part of the story. Sometimes the stories can get pretty silly! This is a great game for
long car rides or long flights.
- Here is a creative way to make dinner conversations more fun and interesting. My daughters and I often play this one at the dinner table. Decide
on the order that you will speak around the table. The first person asks a question to the second person, but the question has to start with the letter “A”.
For example, he/she might say, “Any interesting news to tell about your day?” The second person answers the question and then asks a question
to the third person. This question has to start with the letter “B”.
For example, he/she might ask, “Before you went to recess, what is something fun you did in class?” The third person answers and then asks the
next person a question starting with the letter “C”.
For example, “Can you tell me about a time today when you were helpful?” And you keep going through the alphabet as far as you can. Sometimes it can be challenging but it’s a fun way to encourage creative thinking and conversation.
Those are just a few ideas of things you and your child can do to stay engaged in learning throughout the break. But as I said before, don’t
forget to relax and play, play, play, play. I hope that you all enjoy the break and have some quality family time together. Have a great Spring
Break!
- Lance Kershner

Met Corner

Parents Corner

To raise awareness about the importance of integrated care for less
fortunate children, Metropolitan School celebrated Orphans Day on
April 5th, 2019. We would like to thank all Met staff members who
gave up their free time to assist in organizing the event and gave
support to make it an unforgettable day for those little ones. The
children indeed enjoyed a day full of fun activities and smiles. Music,
games, food vendors, celebrities, singers and give aways indeed made
the day so special. Special thanks to Ms. Sarah Wagdy who planned
the event and gave us this opportunity to make a difference and serve
the community.

KG1 celebrated their ‘End of Study’ with a runway fashion show!
They used old recycled materials in accordance to Earth Day (April
22nd) and created amazing fashionable outfits that reflect the ‘signs’
they have been learning about. The children walked down the runway,
showing their creations, which was followed by a class song. The
children sang a song per class, in reflection o the signs they learned
about (sign language, road signs and traffic light signs). A big thank
you to parents for preparing the outfits for the show and for your
attendance. The children were so happy to show you what they have
been learning.

Flash News

We are proud of our swimming team who actively participated and
achieved incredible success in the competition organized by the
‘International School Committee of Egypt’ consisting of New
Generation International School, Hayah, Global Paradigm and CISE.
Congratulations to Maya Badr, 2nd place winner and Ismael El Gazzar,
3rd place winner in the 50 meters backstroke. Lana Mohamed won 3rd
place in Breaststroke. Nour Hany won 3rd place in Butterfly. Nour Eid
won 2nd place in both Medley and Freestyle Relay. Great job Adham
El Kholy and Omar Ahmed Omar for their great participation in the
competition! Great efforts and well done to all!

There was a lot going on with our little scientists during Science Week.
Students had so much fun exploring insects and their eggs under the
microscope. They learned about different densities by trying to mix oil
and water. Sound vibrations using tuning forks was also part of their
activities during the week. “Messy hands are always a sign of a good
project”, therefore, the students had the chance to learn how to wash
their hands properly and even made their own glycerin soap. This was
indeed an incentive to encourage them to wash their hands! They also
learned to make their own volcano using dough and they erupted it

Flash News

Met’s Fine & Performing Arts Dept. partnered with 4 other schools
to showcase our talented students’ artwork and musical abilities in
the 2nd annual ‘Arts and Culture Festival’ hosted at New Generation
School. Parents were invited to support students’ work as they enjoyed
the amazing exhibition, performances and activities provided on the day.

During drama CCA students chose “We’re going on a bear hunt” as
their performance piece. They practiced their lines, and made their
own props such as the binoculars, forest, grass, and mud. Students
were very proud and excited to show off their skills to their parents
who were invited to their last session this round.

We are proud of our Girls Basketball Team who participated in the
Hayah Sports Day. Hayah won 16 -12 but both teams showed great
teamwork. Our team received 2nd Place bringing home Met’sfirst girls
basketball trophy! Congratulations! We are proud!

Metropolitan School proudly celebrates the success of all students who
excel in extracurricular activities. Congratulations to Judy Fayed in
Grade 6 Princeton who earned 6 Gold medals in 6 different categories
in the Gymnastics Championship. https://www.youm7.com/420665

MetBiz

Grade 6 Met students were honored to host Mr. Nicholas Haber,
Worldwide Director for Pearson’s entrepreneurship program and
Director of STEM. Mr. Haber spoke about the entrepreneurship
certification young entrepreneurs can attain in the future and how
to increase the understanding of the business world. He also shared
valuable professional advice and gave the students the opportunity to
present their own companies and visions.

Grades 4 & 6 students attended a workshop by Upfuse. A sustainability
brand that aspires to minimize their company’s environmental impact
and maximize their social impact. Students worked in teams, trying
to develop solutions to everyday challenges. They had the chance to
cooperate and reflect on the fact that entrepreneurship is far more than
creating a product or service, it enables us to take responsibility over
challenges that we face as a community.

International News Corner

Met Serve

Thailand, Songkran Festival (New Year Water Festival)
Songkran is Thailand’s most famous festival. This water festival
marks the beginning of the traditional Thai New Year. Songkran
Festival takes place in April every year, from the 13th to the 15th.
Water is an important element of Songkran, especially in more
recent times when the throwing of water has become a huge part of the
annual celebrations. Crowds of people roam around throwing buckets
of water, using water pistols and just generally soaking anyone in the
vicinity.

‘Together We Unite’ was held on Friday, 5 April at Metropolitan
School. Parents, companies, students and staff volunteered with many
activities. Over 300 orphans enjoyed many activities including
soccer games, a balloon station, a popcorn station, play dough making,
face-painting, cooking, cup cake decorating, lunch, dance studios, and
chocolate and toy giveaways. The children left our school feeling happy
and excited. We are very proud of everyone who came and helped as
giving back to the community is one of our priorities.

Egyptian Values
In our continuous efforts to promote our values and raise a generation of
Ethical Citizens, we were excited to celebrate our 4th Annual ‘Egypt
Week’ from April 7th to April 11th, 2019. ‘Egypt Week” is where we
expand our students’ knowledge about Egypt’s history and instill passion
and loyalty to their country through engaging them in various activities.
Egypt Week is also an opportunity to share the love and respect of
our country with our non-Egyptian students. The long awaited ‘Egypt
Day’ took place on April 11th to conclude the week’s celebrations. Our
students in Pre-K to Grades 4 confidently presented unique
performances under the theme of “Welcome to Egypt”. The big show
was conducted by our Grade 5-7 students who walked us through and
guided us to the Egyptian Streets through their performance ‘Streets
and Tales’. ‘Streets and Tales’ explored different stories from the
Egyptian streets and the reason for the streets’ name. Following the
performances our parents and students were invited for a fun filled
day in the Elementary playground to enjoy our ‘Egyptian Bazaar’ of
local products. Finally, on this special day, Metropolitan School was
honored to welcome its esteemed guests of honor his excellency Dr.
Professor Mohib Al Refaei, former Minister of Education and his
excellency Dr. Professor Alaa Fahmy, former Minister of Transport
who attended the show and supported our students.

For more photos:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/f6cnzn75gkbg1ff/AACsNi ti96GulOhxLzMdaiOia?dl=0

Character Education

Parents’ Positive Reviews

April! The week kicked off on Sunday with a flash mob dance party
during the morning line. This was an amazing opportunity to promote
silliness, acceptance, and respect for each other in order to start the
week off on a great foot! The activities continued on Monday and
Tuesday with a kindness card station! Students were encouraged to
purchase a card that they could personalize for a favorite teacher or
best friend at school. This was a way for Met students to spread kindness and show their appreciation for others. Adding to the fun, students
dressed up all week in Kindness related costumes!

• This year my child was as usually lucky with his teacher, she
provides the kids with excellent materials & homework in addition to
her way of simplifying the curriculum.
• Math it is a very nice curriculum, logical and gives the kids several
ways to reach their answers.
• Science teacher has a magical way to make this very difficult curriculum a fun and easy one.
• You are doing an amazing job with the lower school that makes the
school number one in Egypt. It is like heaven for both kids and parents
especially with the day care.
• We are blessed with Mr. Chris and his balance with the way he is
dealing with the kids.
• My child is super happy with the school.
• She is really happy at school & loves her teacher.
• I have to welcome Mr. Andrew, we are lucky to have him.
• My son is so happy with his school, and I can’t thank you enough
for all the efforts you did and still doing for him. Touch wood he was
lucky from the first day with all his teachers.
• I like that the school listen carefully to all parents concerns & taking
them seriously.
• School members are friendly and easy to approach.
• I like best about Met:
- Egyptian Day.
- School spirit.
- The whole school, it’s just perfect.
- Cleanness, punctuality, discipline, facilities, curriculum.
- Atmosphere.
- It is home for our kids and us.

Dates for your Diary
Wednesday, May 1st, 2019 - Thursday, May 2nd, 2019
Labor Day - School Closed

Sunday, May 5th, 2019
Back to School from Spring Break

Sunday, May 5th, 2019
(School day from 8:15 am - 2:00 pm) Ramadan Timings Apply

Tuesday, May 7th, 2019
Teacher Appreciation Day

Sunday, May 12th, 2019
ABC starts

“

Quote of the Month:
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Message from the Executive Director
RAMADAN KAREEM!
We are in the last few weeks of Ramadan and the end of the school year. Our “ABC
Countdown” is pacing us towards the finale, in a fun and positive way for the school
community. At home, I would l like to remind you to use the Pillars of Character
when talking to your kids. (Example: “Were you being a GOOD CITIZEN, when
you did ______________?” or “Are you showing HONESTY & RESPONSIBILITY
when you _________________?”) This type of active dialogue, is in line with the
school’s Pillars and will help us to be on the same page, and will assist your kids into
cognitively processing the Pillars of Character.
Together, in partnership, we can help your kids and our students to develop
CHARACTER TRAITS, which will guide them through a complex world and help
them to become responsible people.
In so doing, please refer to Ms. Eby’s commentary below to further reinforce positivity in guiding your children at home. Eid Mubarak! - Andrew Frezludeent

Message from the Upper School Principal
Through my teaching/administrative experience and perusal of educational literature, I have found that using praise and positive reinforcement
in the classroom is quite similar to using praise at home. Motivated and enthusiastic praising is certainly desirable but parents and teachers who
succeed with the hard-to-reach child/student know that there is more to praise than simply saying nice things.
I challenge you to make a mental note of how you are using praise at home and see if you
can get a balance between the five definitions below:
1. Wallpaper praise - collective praise that makes everyone at home or in the classroom
feel good, ‘Great, lovely, outstanding, splendid’
2. Personal praise - praise that is aimed directly at the child’s/student’s personality ‘You
are brilliant, you are intelligent, you are excellent.’
3. Directed praise - praise that reinforces good choices in behavior ‘Well done for
following the rules, Thank you for respecting the ‘put-your-toys-away’ rule, nice job
taking care of your sister.’
4. Reflective praise - praise that encourages positive self- reflection ‘You must feel
really good about the hard word and effort you put into this project, you must feel quite
satisfied about your performance.’
5. Contextual praise - praise that places the achievement in a wider context ‘Your work
would be an ‘A’ for a high school student and you are in grade 7, may I display it? , Your
maturity in handling that difficult situation was far beyond your years.’
For children/students who have low self-esteem and a negative view of their own potential, reflective and contextual praise works most
effectively. If you have a child with self-esteem issues, try taking a few moments to include some reflective and contextual praise when you are
giving praise at home. - Susan Eby

Message from the Lower School Principal
Dear Lower School Parents,
It’s hard to believe that we are in the final weeks of the school year. This year has gone by so quickly and has been full of fun, excitement, and
learning for our students.
If you have read any of my previous newsletter messages, you know that I often talk about the amount of time that children spend in front of
a screen. I was quite intrigued by an article I read recently about a research study that was done by The National Institutes of Health to study
the effects of screen time on brain and cognitive development. The study is following 11,000 children from 21 different locations around the
United States. The study is ongoing, but the initial findings are very interesting:
-MRI scans found significant differences in the brains of some children who use smart
phones, tablets, and video games more than 7 hours per day.
-Children with more than two hours a day of screen time got lower scores on thinking
and language tests.
-Brain scans of children with lots of screen time showed that these children had a premature
thinning of the brain cortex. This is the outermost layer of the brain that processes
different information from the senses. The thinning of the cortex is typically a
maturation process--i.e.
something that happens with age. However, what would typically be happening later
appears to be happening much earlier in children with excessive screen time.
There are still more studies that need to be done, but these initial findings are quite
intriguing. As you are helping your children to navigate the digital world and make wise choices about what they watch, I encourage you to
also consider how much they watch. While it is imperative that children in the 21st century acquire digital knowledge and skills, we can also
support them in ensuring that the amount of time they are spending in front of a screen is not excessive. Scientific research is beginning to
indicate that too much screen time really does impair children’s brain development and learning.
Thanks for always reading and considering what I write in my posts. We have awesome students at Met, and we want to see them blossom in
their learning and reach their maximum potential. - Lance Kershner

Met Corner

Ramadan is a month full of blessings, peace and serenity that Muslims
wait for from year to year. And what better way is there to embody the
Ramadan spirit than by having Iftar gatherings with family, friends
and colleagues. The Met staff members had the opportunity to gather
for Iftar this month. It was a chance for everyone to meet and share
stories outside the school hours. Ramadan Kareem to all!

Parents Corner

Metropolitan’s second Parent/Teacher Conference Day (PTC) took
place on Thursday, April 18, 2019. Twice each year, Metropolitan
School conducts Parent/Teacher Conferences where student
achievement data is shared with parents along with techniques to
supplement academic growth at home. We would like to take this
opportunity to thank all the parents who attended the meetings.

Flash News

Metropolitan School decided that our students wind up the year
with some fun activities relating to each letter of the alphabet. We
started an ABC countdown activity that has been adding a positive vibe
to our school day. So for 26 days students will experience something
exciting! Each day takes a letter and will continue until all 26 letters
have finished. Letter ‘A’ reflected Apple Day where students brought
apples to school and enjoyed sharing and eating with their friends.
Letter ‘B’ was ‘Baby Picture’ Day. Parents sent a baby picture of their
child and students guessed which of their friends they were Letter ‘C’
was ‘Clone Day’. Students dressed the same as a friend at school. The
days continue with the ABC Countdown until the last day of school
and the letter ‘Z’. Stay tuned for more updates in our upcoming issue.

KG2 students used their imagination to transform everyday
objects into something different and played through design challenges
during the activity. Play and being playful are considered
cornerstones of creativity and idea generation. Play itself gives us a fresh
perspective, which is often critical in solving problems and being
innovative.

The Metropolitan ‘Science Fair’ is an annual competition where
students select a topic of their choice, conduct a controlled
experiment or engineering project, and present their results at the
fair. Our goal is to inspire meaningful inquiry by challenging them to
pick a project that interests them, and dig deep into it. Projects were
displayed on a tri-fold display board, and students were required to
give a verbal presentation to judges as well as to answer follow- up
questions. This opportunity allowed students to develop skills such
as: public speaking, data analysis, summarizing, researching, and
much more. We are very proud of our students for their hard work
and creativity!

KG1 celebrated their ‘End of Study’ with a runway fashion show! The
students used old recycled materials in accordance with Earth Day
(April 22nd) and created amazing fashionable outfits that reflected
the ‘signs’ they have been learning about. Students walked down the
runway, showing their creations to their parents. This was followed by
class songs reflecting the signs they learned such as the sign language,
road signs and traffic light signs. A big thank you to the parents for
preparing the creative outfits and for attending the show. It was a fun
and exciting experience for the young learners

KG2’s performance task gave students the opportunity to showcase
what they learned in Module 3 through an informational writing
piece about trees. They performed their task in front of Grade 1 and 2
students.

International News Corner

Cinco de Mayo ‘Fifth of May’ Celebrations- Mexico
Cinco deMayo pronounced [sinko de majo] in Latin America,
Spanish for ‘Fifth of May’ is an annual celebration held on May5. The
date is observed to commemorate the Mexican Army’s victory over
the French Empire at the Battle of Puebla, on May 5, 1862, under the
leadership of General Ignacio Zaragoza.

Met Serve

MetBiz

During Venture Lab classes, Grade 1 students were exposed to the
concept of entrepreneurship. At Metropolitan we want to expand on
the viewpoint that entrepreneurs are the people who set and run a
company. Our aim is to teach students to develop an
entrepreneurial way of thinking and acting on ideas. This activity
allows students to work in teams and solve problems with new
ideas while building teamwork skills. In this light, students had the
opportunity to solve Heather’s problem of not being able to see the
board very well. Students were able to realize that entrepreneurs help
people with their innovative designs and ideas.

Egyptian Values

As part of our ongoing efforts to engage our students in
community service acts, we collaborated with the Egyptian Food Bank
Organization, and asked each class to donate dry food components to
create Ramadan boxes. This was an initiative to support community
members who are facing financial challenges. Each box contained
rice, oil, pasta, beans, tomato sauce, sugar, dates and tea. Students
brought the required components and took part in packing the boxes
with all the items together. We would like to thank all participating
Met students, parents and staff for their participation in this amazing
fundraising project and making a difference to the community.
Ramadan Mubarak!

Re-enforcing Egyptian values, Grade 3 students visited the Cairo
Opera House. The Opera House is part of Cairo’s National Cultural
Center and is the main and most popular performing arts venue in the
Egyptian capital. It is home to some of the finest musical groups in
Egypt. The Cairo Opera Complex consists of seven theaters, a music
library, an art gallery and a museum. Our students visited the different
parts in the institute and got acquainted with details to help prepare
them for the Egypt Day performance featuring the Opera House.

Parents’ Positive Reviews
- The PTC was very organized, could see a lot of progress in the
organization. Teachers are very aware of their students and details
oriented. P.S. The Egypt Day was excellent. The Science Fair was
excellent. Thank you.

- The school is well organized, systematic. Realized my kid is really
progressing. Love the whole stuff in every field. So friendly. Keep

- Teachers are very friendly and they are giving an honest
informative feedback about the child. The process is organized and
they are respecting time slot for every parent.

school. Good job and keep up Metropolitan.

- I can notice a great improvement concerning all aspects of the

- I love everything about this school. Thank you.
- The PTC event is very well organized. The teachers are very cooperative and helpful. The Egypt Day event and the KG1 fashion show
were extremely organized this year. Well done!
- Enjoyed the day. Very professional and done in a finely manner.

- Everything is good as usual - the new system of meetings is better
than before (all specialty teachers in one place) Happy to be part of
this school. Thank you!

- I can notice a great improvement concerning all aspects of the
school. Good job and keep up Metropolitan.

- I am satisfied the way of introducing the weakness point, the sug-

- I love everything about this school. Thank you.

gestions, the way of advising, the materials that I can get back to.

- Everything is good as usual - the new system of meetings is better
than before (all specialty teachers in one place) Happy to be part of
this school. Thank you!

- It was very nice to see kid’s classwork. The teachers gives us their

- I am satisfied the way of introducing the weakness point, the
suggestions, the way of advising, the materials that I can get back to.

- The school is well organized, systematic. Realized my kid is really

- It was very nice to see kid’s classwork. The teachers gives us their
feedback about our kids. Thanks a lot.

feedback about our kids. Thanks a lot.

progressing. Love the whole stuff in every field. So friendly. Keep
it up

- Would like to support the morning coffee with leadership team and the parent/teacher conference even if the attendance from parents is low,
we do care to partner with you to raise our kids correctly so please keep what you are doing going. Thank you.

Dates for your Diary
Tuesday, June 4th, 2019 - Thursday, June 6th, 2019
Eid Al Fitr - School Closed
Sunday, June 9th, 2019
Regular School Hours Apply (7:40 am - 3:00 pm) / Swimming Classes Resumes
Sunday, June 9th, 2019 - Thursday, June 13th, 2019
Teachers Appreciation Week
Wednesday, June 12th, 2019 (08:15 am- EC Meeting Room)
*Lower School Parents’ Meeting ‘Changes in Reporting Format for Next Year’
*Meeting applicable only to parents whose children are currently in KG1, KG2& Gr. 1
(i.e students moving into KG2, Gr. 1, or Gr. 2 next year).
Thursday, June 13th, 2019 (8:30 am - 9:30 am)
Met Leadership Coffee Morning - EC Meeting Room (RSVP)
Thursday, June 13th, 2019
Report Cards Live on Rediker
Sunday, June 16th, 2019
KG2 Graduation
Wednesday, June 19th, 2019
Last Day for Students
Thursday, June 20th, 2019
Last Day for Staff
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“One benefit of summer was that each day we had more light to read by.” - Jeannette Walls

Message from the Executive Director:
As I finish my first year, I can say that I am very proud of our students, parents, teachers
and the rest of the staff at Met! On a daily basis, we pitch in and work hard to provide the
best possible education for our students, while always trying to make sensible, pragmatic
and reasonable improvements. Our school, after this 4th year of operation, has undergone
some very positive modifications which set the foundation for strategic planning towards
grade 12 and university.
With our newly acquired 3D printer, we hope to see some exiting new projects next year
where students will design their own “products or prototypes” in the Entrepreneurship
program or simply, use their imagination and enthusiasm for a project in the IT classes.
Some of you might have already noticed that 30% of our new high school building is
already being constructed that will accommodate our future high school students.
Additionally, we hope to add some new play spaces for students to use and also increase
some of the shaded areas based on feedback from students, staff and parents.
“Our greatest weakness lies in giving up. The most certain way to succeed is always to try
just one more time.” - Thomas A. Edison
My team and I wish to thank you for your support and we wish you a very pleasant holiday and look forward to seeing you in September 2019.
- Andrew Frezludeen

Message from the Upper School Principal
“My own heroes are the dreamers, those men and women who tried to make the world a better place than when they found it, whether in small
ways or great ones. Some succeeded, some failed, most had mixed results... but it is the effort that’s heroic, as I see it. Win or lose, I admire those
who fight the good fight.” - George R.R. Martin
As the first year of my tenure at Metropolitan School comes to an end, I
would like to finish the year with a reflection. I have had the pleasure of
working with a talented and experienced Academic Leadership Team,
most of whom are also new to the school. We spent countless hours
reviewing policy, picking each other’s brains, compromising and working
as hard as I have ever worked to put the school on a path to educating
successful, compassionate elementary, middle and high school students
who will have enormous success at university. We worked as a true team
and are extremely proud of our accomplishments.
I also had the pleasure of working with Metropolitan’s awesome staff, parents and students as a leader, colleague and administrator and look
forward to next year’s successes. I wish all of you a restful summer if rest is what you are looking for, an exciting summer if you like, or a combination of both which is my preference. Above all else, be safe. - Susan Eby

Message from the Lower School Principal
Dear Lower School Parents,
What an amazing school year! It’s hard to believe that the school year has come to an end. This has been an incredible school year for me. After
finishing my first year in Egypt and at Met, I have to say that this is truly a special place. I have so enjoyed getting to know all of you supportive
parents, all of our phenomenal students, and all of the wonderful and caring teachers we have here at Met. This has been a year of transition for
everyone as the new leadership team has put into place some new structures for the school. As with any transition year in a school, there are
challenges, but after only one school year, we are already seeing the positive results.
In an educational organization the absolute most important focus is student learning. And our learning data this year indicate
that students are growing and improving in their learning at an
incredible rate. When I visit classrooms, I see students who are
purposefully engaged in their learning and who are thinking
deeply about important concepts and understandings. I also see
many, many smiling and happy children who are excited to be
at school, surrounded by loving teachers who guide and support
them. Many thanks to you, our Met parents, for your partnership
with our school as we work side by side to continue creating a
rich and positive learning environment for our students, which
builds not only their academics but also their character and their
ability to engage in meaningful, lifelong learning.
Looking forward to seeing you all at the start of the 2019-2020 academic year. I wish you all a wonderful summer holiday.
- Lance Kershner

Met Corner

Parents Corner

Metropolitans School celebrated ‘Teacher Appreciation Week’ from

Our KG 2 parents and families were invited to share in the KG2

the 9th to the 13th of June 2019. We planned a variety of daily activities

momentous graduation event. The young graduates went on a

for our teachers and invited our students to join us and show their ap-

celebratory walk around the school until they reached the big gym and

preciation, respect, and love through some simple gestures like bring-

marched down the catwalk while parents and families applauded them.

ing a simple handmade card with a note expressing their gratitude and

They performed different songs & received their certificates. Met

appreciation or to simply bring a sweet or a chocolate and give it to

wishes to thank all family members who attended and helped make

their favorite teacher. We would like to take this opportunity to thank

this milestone ceremony a success. We wish our students all the

all our teachers for their hard work throughout the year.

success as they continue on their educational journey at Met.
Congratulations to class of 2018-19!!

Flash News

Grade7 Met students celebrated Ramadan by creating fun crafts. They
used stencil papers to print lanterns as a project for the holy month.

Metropolitan School decided that our students should finish the
year with some fun activities relating to each letter of the alphabet.
We started an ABC countdown activity that added a positive vibe to
our school each day. So for 26 days students experienced something
exciting! Each day took a letter and continued until all 26 letters
finished. Letter ‘M’ reflected the ‘Mismatched Clothing Day’.
Students dressed in clothing that clashed or was mismatched! Letter
‘O’ was ‘Outdoor Reading Day’: Students brought some favorite
books and enjoyed their reading time outdoors.

KG2 students had fun learning and exploring the solar system as their
science project.

Metropolitan School proudly celebrates the success of all students
who excel in extracurricular activities. Congratulations to Farida
Waleed Mohamed in Grade 4 Yale who won a gold medal (group
aerobic gymnastics) in the National Tournament organized by the
Egyptian Gymnastic Federation and also won a silver medal in solo
dance in the same tournament.

KG2 Green won prizes for completingtheir reading logs. Students
readbooks from their Kids A to Z accounts and logged them into their
reading logs.

Grade 5, 6 and 7 students participated in a variety of activities
during Social Studies in both geography and the history of Egypt.
The students demonstrated what they had learned about the different
eras of Egypt and the climate changes occurring during that time.

International News Corner

Met Serve

Gawai Dayak Festival, Sarawak-Borneo
The word Dayak refers collectively to Borneo’s various indigenous
tribes, but Dayak Day is held to celebrate the end of the harvest
season. For both the Iban and Bidayuh tribes the event is one of both
religious and social significance, so preparations, like making the rice
wine known as Tuak, are carried out in the month leading up to the
celebration. Throughout the festival period tribe-members make
offerings to God and celebrate with music, dancing and plenty of rice
wine.

As part of our commitment to community service, and our outreach
programs to local communities, Metropolitan School students
and parents visited 57357 Hospital. The purpose of the visit was to
actively participate in decorating the hospital and give it a festive feel,
to brighten up the place, and give joy to the children in the hospital.

MetBiz

Egyptian Values

Aligned with the school’s vision of inspiring a generation of
engaged thinkers, ethical citizens and global entrepreneurs, our annual
Entrepreneurship Week was a great opportunity for valuable
learning to our students. The aftermath of this initiative was
a donation of 12.890 EGP to Dar El Yoosr for Orphans in New Cairo.
The orphanage is hosting eleven minor children and the money which
was raised during the Entrepreneurship Week will be used to cover
some of their living expenses. For more information, please visit their
face book page:
https://www.facebook.com/...-.....-.......-1626846474222775/

As part of the re-enforcement of our student’s Egyptian values, Grade
6 Met students visited the ‘Abdeen Palace’ in order to become familiar
with the Egyptian civilization. Students had the opportunity to observe
and learn more about ‘The Silver Museum’, the ‘Arms Museum’, the
‘Royal Family Museum’, the ‘Presidential Gifts Museum’ and the
‘Historical Documents Museum’. The visit was a great opportunity for
students to get acquainted with details and accurate information that
helped prepare them for the Egypt Day performance which featured
the Egyptian Museum in Cairo.

Parents’ Positive Reviews
• Metropolitan School is one of the best American International School
in Egypt. I have been in 2 other schools before Met and I honestly felt
comfortable and satisfied in Metropolitan for various reasons, most
importantly that the school gives great attention to provide the best
education in most effective way to their students.
• Teachers are qualified, the management listens well, very strong
character building, the system and security is very strong, I love them so far!
• One of the comparative advantages of this school is its great location, very friendly, welcoming management, admins and teachers.
• The school focuses on values and behavior as much as the academics.
• My son feel very confident now and he love the school.
• I can see the improvement in my son reading capabilities, at the beginning of the this school year he had some difficulties in reading, now
he can, it’s not the level that I’m seeking for him, but he reads now, so
thank you for the improvement plan that you had for my son.
• Hats off to the Science department! Teachers are amazing, the kids
enjoy the session more than the book. What happens in class is perfect
for our kids and for me personally.
• Met has a great potential to be one of the best schools ever.

• The school always listens and communicates well with parents and
always seeks improvements as much as possible. I wish that the school
keeps this standard and continues to grow with improvements and success.
• It is always a pleasure to come and witness the efforts of the teachers
and our children and to capture such moments that makes everyone
emotional
• You surrounded the kids with all the love and care you can offer.
• I can see an amazing job and progress this year with PE and the kids
are really enjoying it.
• My son comes home every day so excited to share the new things
they learned at school.
• My son can feel that the school is his second home, and love his
teacher, I like the atmosphere, that you listen when we have any concern, and you trying to do your best.
• I’m really satisfied of the new changes planned for next year.
• My child is more than happy with the school, just to mention that she
hates weekends and vacations.
• Very happy with all the improvements made this year! Ms. Eby is a
great addition to the school.

Dates for your Diary
Monday, September 2nd, 2019 Orientation Day (KG 1 - Grade 8)

Tuesday, September 3rd, 2019
First Day for Upper School (Grade 3 - Grade 8)

Wedneday, September 4th, 2019
First Day for Lower School (KG 1 - Grade 2)

Sunday, September 8th, 2019 Orientation Day for Pre-K

Monday, September 9th, 2019
First Day of School for Pre-K

Monday, September 23rd, 2019
Parents’ Workshop #1 (Discipline)

